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 Abstract 

Fluorescent molecules targeted to reveal information on tissue function have been 

used as research tools in ex vivo and subsurface characterization of diseased tissue for 

years.  Exploiting this specificity for in vivo imaging through centimeters of tissue is a 

challenging problem due to high signal attenuation from light absorption and elastic 

scattering.  Therefore, diagnostic imaging of exogenous contrast agents through tissue 

requires model-based techniques which even under the best of circumstances suffer from 

relatively poor spatial-resolution and non-uniform sensitivity throughout the imaging 

field.   

These challenges are addressed by incorporating tissue structural information 

derived from a highly resolved clinical imaging modality into diffuse fluorescence and 

spectrally-constrained absorption tomographic image reconstruction routines.  A multi-

channel spectroscopic molecular imaging system capable of collecting spectrally-

resolved near-infrared transmission and luminescent data from within an MRI bore was 

developed for imaging exogenous fluorescence contrast in small animals and human 

breast.  Anatomical information from simultaneously acquired magnetic resonance 

images incorporated into the optical image reconstruction algorithms was shown to 

dramatically improve the spatial and contrast resolutions of heterogeneously distributed 

fluorescence activity in breast-sized tissue phantoms. Pilot studies of brain tumors 

(gliomas) in a small number of mice demonstrated spatially-guided fluorescence imaging 

of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) using a targeted optical fluorophore. 

Tomographic images of fluorescence activity were confirmed by histopathology.   
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Finally, multi-wavelength imaging techniques which incorporate the molar 

extinction spectra of the constituent chromophores, including those of exogenously 

administered drugs, can be used to quantify concentrations of hemoglobin, water, oxygen 

saturation and the contrast agent.  Simulated and experiemntal phantom data show that it 

is feasible to use spectrally-constrained absorption tomography to recover concentrations 

of exogenous contrast directly, especially for high drug concentrations.  However, in 

cases where drug concentrations are lower, absorption-based measurements are much less 

sensitive than those derived from fluorescence emission.  
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Chapter One: Introduction and Background 
 

The primary objective of this thesis is to develop techniques to image the 

distribution and activity of exogenous optical contrast agents through centimeters of 

living tissue, facilitating diagnosis of disease and treatment monitoring for clinical 

applications, particularly in the human breast, and pre-clinical work in small animals.  

The imaging of exogenously administered agents is part of the expansive field of 

molecular imaging which encompasses a wide range of techniques to probe the molecular 

causes of disease using exogenous, endogenous and transgenic markers1-6.  Information 

on tissue function is derived from any number of mechanisms, including relatively simple 

blood flow kinetics, protein receptor expression, enzyme activation and chemical 

environment, though few of these more specific mechanism are used in clinical practice. 

Unspecific exogenous contrast agents have been used in clinical applications for 

years.  Injected, swallowed or inhaled drugs are commonly used in conventional medical 

imaging practice to enhance signal intensity and provide functional information of tissue 

physiology.  Gadolinium enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) exams 7, 8 and 

iodine or barium sulfate-based x-ray exams 9, including computed tomography (CT), 

planar, and fluoroscopic modalities, are examples of standard contrast procedures.  Most 

conventional contrast agents provide functional information derived only from 

mechanical kinetics such as blood flow, digestive tract dynamics, and pulmonary 

function.  Prominent exceptions are targeted radiotracers used in positron emission 

tomography (PET) imaging, the most common being fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG), a 
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metabolic marker used in oncology to produce images of glucose uptake10.  Though the 

specificity of FDG-PET provides very high diseased-to-normal tissue contrasts, images 

suffer from poor spatial resolution often making image interpretation difficult without co-

registered information from highly resolved imaging modalities, usually CT scans.  

Exposure to ionizing radiation from the injected radio-nuclides and CT co-registration 

exams also elevates a patient’s effective equivalent dose dramatically, increasing the risk 

of genetic damage leading to cancerous growth in later years.  Furthermore, the short 

half-life radio-nuclides used in PET imaging must be produced in costly cyclotron 

facilities and injected within hours of production.  Most institutions cannot maintain a 

cyclotron and outsource production and rapid delivery of the probes to a third party. 

Optical techniques, on the other hand, can provide similar specificity to PET 

radiotracers without the dangerous ionizing radiation.   One could reasonably assert that 

the gold standard in clinical tissue diagnosis is derived from optical exogenous contrast 

used in histopathology.  Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) staining represents highly 

specific optical contrast based on light absorption in the visible regime.  Many 

compounds also reemit absorbed optical energy in the form of fluorescence or 

phosphorescence which can further enhance the specificity of the measured signal.  

Fluorescence microscopy, a laboratory standard which provides specific, high contrast 

images of fluorescent markers is another example of optical exogenous contrast regularly 

used to reveal tissue physiology.  Such specificity could enhance the diagnostic power of 

clinical imaging; however, translating these techniques to the clinic is inhibited by drug 

toxicity and the complexity of optical photon propagation despite a broad body of 

preliminary work exploring tissue diagnosis with endogenous and exogenous 
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fluorescence 11-18.  To date, fluorescence contrast agents have made only modest inroads 

into clinical applications, the primary example being retinal and choroidal angiography 

using fluorescein and indocyanine green 19-23.  Recently Stummer et al. 24 produced a 

compelling body of work which linked protoporphyrin IX fluorescence guided resection 

of brain tumors to clinical outcomes, leading to the adoption of the technique as the 

standard of care in Germany.   

Broad efforts are underway to develop targeted, well tolerated optical probes for 

human and animal imaging 5.  However, even with the introduction of safe, specific 

molecules, non-invasive imaging of drug activity beyond several millimeters is a 

challenging problem due to restrictive levels of light attenuation, especially in the visible 

regime, and elastic scattering.  The relatively low absorption in the near-infrared (NIR) 

allows measurable light penetration over 10 cm, though elastic scattering ensures most 

photons will change direction within 1 mm of entering the tissue.  Photon propagation 

beyond this depth is diffuse, rendering impractical the application of standard x-ray 

imaging principles which depend on ballistic photon penetration.  Imaging 

physiologically relevant endogenous and exogenous optical contrast in this regime 

requires model-based techniques which account for tissue derived photon scattering.  The 

most popular approach, diffuse optical fluorescence tomography (DOFT), also known as 

fluorescence molecular tomography (FMT), produces low resolution images compared to 

standard clinical modalities such as x-ray CT and MRI due to the highly scattered photon 

fields and relatively sparse measurement sampling of the tissue volume. The 

reconstruction problem is ill-posed and often underdetermined.  Furthermore, the tissue 

optical properties are heterogeneously distributed due to the complex tissue morphology.  
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These factors make the imaging recovery problem challenging. Sensitivity drops 

exponentially with increasing depth, resulting in a non-linear responsivity across the 

imaging field, and this effect can exceed the useful dynamic range of a measurement 

system for larger tissue volumes. Several preliminary studies in geometries resembling a 

human breast have examined this problem, with high fluorophore contrasts and simplified 

geometries25-27 and images of human breast using the non-targeted fluorophore 

indocyanine green (ICG) have very recently been published28.  Improving image 

resolution and contrast sensitivity is critical for identifying a clinical role for this 

emerging modality. 

Fluorescence tomography is an extension of the more widely studied diffuse 

optical tomography (DOT), which has been developed for breast cancer imaging and 

treatment monitoring over the past decade 29-34.  Optical contrast is derived from the 

constituent endogenous chromophores, namely, oxygenated and deoxygenate 

hemoglobin, lipids, and water, as well as  the size and distribution of sub-cellular 

structures that cause photon scattering in the NIR.  Malignant-to-normal contrasts of 

hemoglobin can be as high as 200% 35.  Even with this high endogenous contrast between 

diseased and normal tissue, standard DOT images often suffer from poor spatial and 

contrast resolutions.  Methods to incorporate highly-resolved anatomical data obtained 

from standard clinical modalities have improved the ability to quantify images derived 

from optical contrast in tissue 36-40. These hybrid approaches lead to a conceptually new 

application of optical tomography, one in which the highly resolved imaging system 

provides a structural template upon which volumetric optical spectroscopic images are 

constructed. This framework may be applied to either absorption and scatter 
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spectroscopy, or fluorescence spectroscopy. Additional challenges specific to the 

fluorescence case include lower signal intensity, excitation source contamination of the 

fluorescence emission measurements due to filter leakage, and complex tissue optical 

property effects on both the excitation and emission photon propagation. Applying spatial 

guidance techniques to the more complicated fluorescence problem may therefore yield 

even larger gains in imaging capability.   

Another source of prior information used to improve DOT image recovery is 

knowledge of the extinction spectra of the dominant absorbing chromophores and tissue 

scattering behavior.  This information may be used to constrain the imaging algorithm 

provided the availability of spectrally resolved constant-wave (CW) 41, 42 or frequency 

domain (FD) data 43, 44.  To date, spectrally-constrained imaging techniques have been 

applied to quantify endogenous tissue chromophore concentrations in the human breast 29, 

33, 43, 45.  A natural extension of this method is to include the extinction spectra of strongly 

absorbing contrast agents along with those of the endogenous absorbers, facilitating 

recovery of endogenous and exogenous chromophore concentration simultaneously.   

This work seeks to improve fluorescence imaging of exogenous contrast agents 

by developing a sensitive, spectrally-resolved fluorescence tomography system designed 

to operate within the bore of a clinical MRI.  The spatial resolution of simultaneously 

acquired MR images is exploited in the image recovery of fluorescence activity at a depth 

of several centimeters in tissue.  The impact of this prior information is examined with 

simulated data as well as data acquired using tissue phantoms and tumor-bearing mice 

injected with targeted fluorescent molecular probes. 

Towards the objectives of this work, the structure of the thesis is as follows:  
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Chapter two introduces the MRI-coupled multi-channel spectroscopic tomography 

system developed as part of this work46.  Basic system components are reviewed in the 

context of the design objectives.   

 

Chapter three reviews the mathematical framework used for modeling photon fields and 

reconstructing images of tissue optical properties and fluorescence yield using the 

diffusion approximation.  An alternative method to recover endogenous and exogenous 

tissue chromophore concentrations directly is also introduced.  Additionally, two methods 

to incorporate tissue structural information from co-registered MR images are described.    

 

Chapter four reviews the contrast agents used in this study and their photo-physical 

properties.  The chapter also includes descriptions and recipes for all tissue simulating 

phantoms used throughout the study.  

 

Chapter five presents data used to validate the performance of the experimental system 

introduced in Chapter three, ranging from basic verification of spectrometer function to 

analysis of the system’s sensitivity to fluorophore concentrations in homogeneous 

phantoms.  Data calibration procedures are also discussed. 

 

In Chapter six, simulated and phantom data are used to examine the improvements in 

fluorescence activity image recovery provided by the spatial prior information from MRI.    
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Chapter seven is the first in a series of three chapters describing fluorescence tomography 

studies of gliomas in murine models.  This chapter presents preliminary data for two 

mice.  

 

Chapter eight describes an attempt to use fluorescence imaging to track the response of 

gliomas to a targeted therapy in murine models.   

 

Chapter nine presents a successful imaging study of brain tumors in mice using a targeted 

molecular agent in a small number of mice.      

 

Chapter ten  re-examines an older issue originally addressed by Li et al. 47, 48 and Sevick-

Muraca et al. 49, comparing measurements derived from perturbations caused by optical 

absorption to those originating from fluorescence emission. 

 

Chapter eleven discusses feasibility studies for using a spectrally-constrained imaging 

approach based on absorption, often referred to as the “spectral priors” approach, to 

recover values of endogenous and exogenous tissue chromophore concentrations directly.   

 

In Chapter twelve, phantom and computer model data are used to examine the source and 

extent of fluorescence peak distortion in turbid media50.   
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In Chapter thirteen, contrast-detail analysis is used to determine size and contrast limits 

of tumor detection for a variety of tissue geometries using simulated fluorescence 

tomography data. 

 

Finally Chapter fourteen  presents overall study conclusions and Chapter fifteen 

discusses short-term and long-term future directions and introduces a few new ideas for 

further research. 
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Chapter Two: Instrumentation 
 

 

The multi-channel spectrometer-based detection system developed for imaging 

fluorescence yield in tissue is described in this chapter.  The system operates in 

continuous wave (CW) mode using broadband detection which facilitates the use of 

unique spectral fitting pre-processing techniques to decouple the fluorescence emission 

from background contamination.  The spectroscopic detection system couples directly 

into a Philips 3T magnet for simultaneous MRI and optical data acquisition.  In this 

configuration, the highly resolved MR images are used as templates for imaging 

fluorescence yield from emission of an injected fluorophore.  A custom-designed and 

manufactured rodent coil produced by Philips Research, Hamburg integrates the fiber 

optic array into a small-diameter RF pickup coil for imaging small animals in the 3T 

MRI.     

This chapter provides a review of the system components in the context of the 

design objectives.  A brief description of the multi-wavelength frequency domain system 

is also included since it was used extensively to acquire images of background optical 

properties for fluorescence imaging and to investigate spectrally-constrained absorption 

imaging of exogenous contrast, a technique described in Chapter 11.  System validation, 

data calibration and imaging performance metrics are addressed in Chapter 5.   
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2.1   System Design  

A primary goal of the project was the development of a multi-wavelength capable 

system with a wide spectral range to explore the limits of broadband spectroscopic 

tomography from within MRI scanners.  The parallel spectrometer-based tomographic 

imaging system, depicted in 434HFigure 2.1, couples into a Philips 3T MRI magnet and was 

developed to acquire spectrally resolved transmission, fluorescence emission, and 

bioluminescence spectra.  Major system components described below include the 

spectrograph, detection array, fiber optic transmission of light to and from the tissue 

surface, the acquisition light source, and MRI coils which integrate the fiber optic patient 

interface.  Photographs of the system are presented in 435HFigure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.1.  Diagram of the MRI-coupled 16 channel spectroscopy system for 
fluorescence tomography.  Long, bifurcated spectroscopy fibers couple contact 
mode source-detection directly into the MRI bore.  
 

2.1.1 Optical Detection System 

The optical detection platform is composed of 16 Princeton Instruments/Acton 

Insight:400F Integrated Spectroscopy systems (Acton, MA) residing in two custom 

designed wheeled carts (8020, Columbia City, IN). The Insight 400F consists of a 0.3 m 

F3.9 imaging spectrograph and a low noise, front illuminated CCD (Pixis 400F) 

operating at -70 °C.  The 1340 x 400 pixel CCD is binned vertically to maximize detector 

area/wavelength providing a binned detection area of 0.16 mm2 for each horizontal pixel.  

Manufacturer specifications indicate a dark current of 0.0025 electrons/pixel/s and 
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quantum efficiencies of 0.45 at 750 nm and 0.20 at 950 nm.  Each spectrograph contains 

a motorized grating turret holding 300 and 1200 l/mm gratings, which when coupled to 

the CCD, provide spectral ranges of 60 and 300 nm for a single grating position, 

respectively.  Both gratings are blazed at 750 nm for maximum efficiency in the NIR.   

 

 

Figure 2.2.  Top left:  The spectroscopy system is built into carts which can be 
wheeled into the MRI control room [(a) and (b)].  Sixteen 13 meter long fiber 
bundles extend through ports in the wall and into the MRI bore [(c) and (d)]. 
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2.1.2 Light collection and delivery 

Sixteen custom designed bifurcated fiber bundles (Zlight, Latvia), diagramed in 

436HFigure 2.3, channel light to and from the imaging domain.  Each fiber bundle is 

composed of eight 13 meter long and 400 μm diameter silica fibers which contact the 

tissue surface.  Seven fibers from each bundle connect to the input system of each of the 

spectrographs while the eighth, known as a source fiber, branches off to the source 

coupling system.  The light source is coupled sequentially into one of the sixteen fibers 

using a precision rotating stage (Velmex, Bloomfield, NY).  Since each spectrograph is 

attached directly to one of the 16 detection fibers, this configuration requires no fiber-to-

fiber coupling between the tissue surface and spectrometers and therefore provides 

parallel detection of full spectra for each source position without loss due to unnecessary 

coupling.  The detector associated with the active source fiber is deactivated, resulting in 

15 measurements for each 16 source positions, though this may be reduced for smaller 

domains.  The motorized rotating stage unit also contains 15 frequency modulated PMTs 

in a configuration identical to that described elsewhere51.   This design is part of an 

ongoing system expansion which will provide multi-wavelength frequency domain 

transmission mode acquisition through the source branch of the optical fibers and is 

addressed more thoroughly in section 437H15.1.3 of this document. 
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Figure 2.3.  Diagram of the bifurcated spectroscopy fibers.   
 

The terminal of the detection branch, labeled “Spectrometer input” in 438HFigure 2.3, 

contains seven silica fibers arranged in a line to match the vertical entrance slit.  This 

terminal is attached to custom designed and manufactured spectrometer entrance optics, 

depicted in 439HFigure 2.4.  Most of the light emitted from the NA = 0.37 fiber is collimated 

with an F1.4, 25 mm focal length digital camera lens (MegaPixel, Edmund Optics, 

Barrington, NJ), however since the f# of the fiber is less than 1.4 and it is a finite source, 

some light passes outside the lens aperture.  The collimated light passes through a fully 

automated 6-position filter wheel containing two long pass interference filters, one with a 

650 nm cut on and the other a 720 nm cut on (Omega, Brattleboro, VT), for fluorescence 

emission acquisition.  Additionally, two neutral density (ND) filters (Thorlabs, Newton, 

NJ) reside in each filter wheel with optical densities (OD) of 1 and 2.  Filter wheel 

positions are automatically adjusted during image acquisition.  A 25 mm diameter, 60 

mm focal length NIR achromat (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) focuses the collimated and 

filtered light onto the input slit.   
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Figure 2.4.  Diagram (left) and photograph (right) of the custom designed entrance 
optics.  Lenses collimate the incoming light for filtering with selectable interference 
or ND filters and focus the light onto the spectrograph slit.   

 

A simplified ray diagram of the optical system is presented in 440HFigure 2.5 (Zemax) 

and illustrates the object-to-image magnification of the system, without consideration of 

aberrations.  The calculation of magnification is simple for this case, 

 

M = fachromat/fcollimating_lens      2.1 

 

and the magnification of 2.4 produces a spot size of 7.2 mm by 0.96 mm focused on the 

spectrograph slit.     
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Figure 2.5.  A ray diagram created using Zemax software illustrates the theoretical 
light path through the spectrograph coupling optics.  
 

The entrance slits themselves are opened beyond the width of the fiber image to 

maximize photon collection. The magnified image of the fiber array at the slit plane 

defines an effective slit width approaching 1mm so that the system operates at a 

resolution of about 2.2 and 11.2 nm using the 1200 and 300 l/mm gratings, respectively.  

The spectral resolution can be increased at the cost of throughput by reducing the input 

slit width.  An image of a fiber array focused on the CCD is shown in 441HFigure 2.6.   

   

 

Figure 2.6.  Image of the fiber array focused on the spectrometer CCD.  An entrance 
optical system is considered aligned when this image is in focus, as above.   
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Usable dynamic range of the 16 bit CCD chip is over 2.8 orders of magnitude, 

assuming a minimum signal of 100 counts above background.  Controlling the camera 

exposure times between 0.01 and 120 seconds adds an additional 4 orders for a total 

dynamic range approaching 7 orders of magnitude.  This range is valid for fluorescence 

emission measurements which are pre-filtered using long-pass filters in the single-wheel 

automated filter selector described above.  Since transmission mode measurements are 

not pre-filtering with the long pass filters, the ND filters may be used selectively to 

further enhance the detection performance, resulting in a total effective dynamic range of 

9 orders of magnitude.  Maximum camera exposure times are limited by the desired total 

acquisition time.  If total acquisition time is not critical, the maximum camera exposure 

times may be increased to further extend the dynamic range. 

 

2.1.3  Light sources 

The imaging method for a given acquisition determines which light source to 

incorporate into the imaging sequence.  Currently available sources include a high power 

tungsten white light source for broadband transmission tomography, a variety of laser 

diodes for transmission and fluorescence imaging, and a high power Mai Tai Ti:Sapphire 

laser (Spectra Physics, Irvine, CA) capable of automated wavelength tuning between 690 

and 1020 nm.  Bioluminescence mode imaging requires no external source.  Since the 

focus of the work presented here is fluorescence imaging, most data for the presented 

examples were acquired using a 690 nm CW laser diode (Applied Optronics, South 

Plainfield, NJ) to excite the fluorophore.   
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2.1.4  Patient/animal interface 

A unique MRI rodent coil designed in collaboration with Philips Research Europe 

(Hamburg, Germany) features sixteen access holes and nylon set screws to accommodate 

the spectroscopy fibers in a circular array.  The following system details were drafted by 

Christoph Leussler and Peter Mazurkewitz at Philips Research 46.   

While small magnet bore animal systems are restricted to birdcage coil 

configurations, larger bore commercial clinical MR scanners allow the use of solenoid 

coil designs. The B1-field direction of this coil must be oriented orthogonal to the B0 field 

axis of the magnet. For small animal imaging at 3T, the solenoid coil provides high B1 

sensitivity and good field of view coverage. Calculations of electromagnetic field and 

coil characteristics were performed from simulations using a commercially available EM 

program (FEKO), which is based on the method of moments (442HFigure 2.7).  

The solenoid coil has an open inner diameter of 70 mm and is built from 8mm 

wide strip conductors wound around a fiberglass cylinder.  The coil support cylinder is 

made of glass fiber and is mechanically fixed to a side wall.  The parallel windings are 

connected as shown in 443HFigure 2.8 and the gap between individual strip conductors is 

8mm, providing space to accommodate the spectroscopy fibers. Circumscribing the 

fiberglass coil support cylinder is a removable polycarbonate cylinder containing nylon 

set screws to affix the spectroscopy fibers. 
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Figure 2.7.  (a) Relative transversal magnetic field of the solenoid coil.  The isocenter 
is set to 0 dB and the arrow shows the B0 direction. (b) Sensitivity profiles along the 
coil axis (perpendicular to the main field, B0) for different distances from the 
isocenter. 
 

The overall inductance of the solenoid is Ls = 1024 μH at 127 MHz. Sixteen 

equidistant splits with non magnetic capacitors (ATC 100B) are introduced along the 

conductor to avoid current inhomogeneities (propagation effects).  During the transmit 

phase, the coil is detuned by 3 independent parallel detuning circuits distributed along the 

solenoid, which make the coil transparent for the B1 transmit field. Optimized blocking 

radio frequency (RF) chokes prevent RF leakage and provide a high Q factor measured at 

QL = 600 for the unloaded coil.  A low noise preamplifier is connected directly to the 

solenoid and optimal noise matching is performed via a low loss pi network. 
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Figure 2.8.  (a) CAD rendering of the Philips rodent coil.  (b) Photograph of the coil 
layout showing connected strip conductors and holes to provide access for optical 
fibers.  
 

A custom designed mouse head positioning system was developed for mouse brain 

imaging.  Several iterations of the system were used for different studies reported in this 

thesis, each of which is detailed in the relevant section.  The most evolved design is 

pictured in 444HFigure 2.9 and consists of two concentric cylinders, made of black Delrin, 

which fit in the rodent coil.  Eight fiber-accommodating thru-holes drilled radially 

through both cylinders circumscribe the subject.  Importantly, the outer cylinder also 

contains circular divots half-way between each fiber thru-hole which snuggly 

accommodate clinical copper sulfate MRI fiducials (IZI Medical Products, Baltimore, 

MD).  These fiducials are critical references for locating fiber positions in the MR 

images.   

The concentric cylinder design requires fabrication of a single outer cylinder while 

several inner cylinders may be manufactured with different inner bore diameters and 

canters to fit a variety of rodents or regions on rodents’ bodies.  Attaching a mouse bed to 
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the small cylinder also allows the animal to be positioned on the cylinder/bed apparatus 

outside of the large cylinder, and then inserted into the larger cylinder in the RF coil.  

Finally, the small cylinder may be replaced with cylindrical phantoms for system 

calibration and testing.   

 

Figure 2.9.  3D CAD rendering, (a), and photographs of the latest generation fiber 
positioning system are shown.  Two concentric cylinders, (b), fit snuggly in the RF 
coil and accommodate eight optical fibers [(c) and (d)].  The outer cylinder also 
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houses eight MR sensitive fiducials in the plane of the fiber array positioned exactly 
between each fiber pair as shown in (b).   
 

Larger volumes and patient breast imaging capabilities are provided by a fiber 

optic ring attached to a commercial 3T MRI breast coil (MRI Devices, Waukesha, WI), 

depicted in 445HFigure 2.10.  The current design requires manual fiber positioning using set 

screws, however, spiral ring and parallel plate geometries may be implemented for more 

reliable positioning.   

 

 

Figure 2.10. The patient interface is a circular array of fibers that couples into a 
standard MRI breast coil (a), though parallel plate geometries are also under 
consideration (b). 

 

2.1.5  Automated Acquisition 

The system is operated using a Dell desktop PC running Windows XP 

Professional.  Image acquisition is automated using custom programs written in Labview 

(National Instruments, Austin, TX) developed with the SIToolkit camera/spectrometer 

drivers produced by Rcubed, LLC (Lawrenceville, New Jersey).  USB cables connect all 
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camera/spectrometer/filter wheel units to the computer, and the motorized source-

coupling stage is connected via a serial cable.  A screenshot of the primary acquisition 

control program is shown in 446HFigure 2.11.  The user interface is designed to minimize 

technician training.  Imaging modes include Fluorescence Tomography, Transmission 

Tomography, Bioluminescence Tomography, Raw Data Only, System Calibration, and 

Basis Spectra Acquisition, and once a mode is selected, only relevant options pertaining 

to that imaging mode appear on the screen.  Exposure times may be set manually by the 

user or automatically determined using an optimization routine which performs test 

exposures to calculate ideal exposure times for image acquisition.  Additional options 

include real-time spectrum calibration and spectral fitting and automatic neutral density 

filtering to preferentially decrease filter OD as a function of source-detector distance for 

measurements not involving fluorescence emission.   A user manual which includes 

instructions on how to use the software is located in Appendix A. 
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Figure 2.11.  Front panel of the spectroscopy system’s image acquisition program, 
designed in Labview.  The input controls are at left in the tab menu, and the output 
data can be observed at right as it is written to file.  The window at the bottom left is 
updated continuously with acquisition status messages.  Calibration filenames are 
provided at bottom right for real-time data calibration.   
 

2.2 Frequency Domain Measurements 

Tissue and tissue phantom absorption and scattering properties were determined 

using a parallel frequency domain (FD) system previously developed at Dartmouth (see 

447HFigure 2.12).  System specifications and imaging performance data have been extensively 

reported 29, 43, 51-55 and only a brief description is included here.  Six laser diodes at 661, 

761, 785, 808, 826, and 849 nm are modulated at 100 MHz and coupled sequentially into 

the tissue interface.  Fiber bundles in contact with the tissue surface couple light leaving 

the tissue into photomultiplier tubes (PMT’s).  The modulated signal is heterodyned 
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down to 500 Hz and amplitude and phase extracted for each source-detector pair.  Once 

calibrated, these values are used to recover absorption and scattering properties of the 

interrogated tissue.   

This system serves two critical roles in the work presented.  Optical properties 

used in fluorescence tomography reconstructions of phantoms were measured using this 

system.  This required transporting the phantom between the spectrometer-based 

fluorescence imager and the FD scanner.  It also provides the platform to test and validate 

spectrally-constrained absorption imaging for extracting exogenous agent concentration, 

as described in section 448H11.1.   

 

Figure 2.12.  The three plane, 48 fiber frequency domain system which uses six laser 
diode sources and PMT detection is shown in (a).  A photograph of the patient array 
holding a gelatin tissue phantom is shown in (b). 

  

2.3  Summary 

A spectrally-resolved MRI-coupled optical tomography system has been 

developed to image fluorescence yield in a variety of tissue volumes.  This unique system 
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provides rich spectral information in a variety of diffuse optical imaging modes including 

broadband NIR transmission, fluorescence and bioluminescence.  A unique rodent coil 

developed specifically for this system provides high resolution MR images of small 

animals which can be used to guide image reconstructions of the optical data.  Calibration 

procedures and system performance figures will be discussed in Chapter 5, following the 

introduction of the theoretical imaging framework and phantom designs in Chapters 3 

and 4. 
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Chapter Three: Modeling and image 
reconstruction techniques 
 

 

This chapter introduces the modeling and computational framework for imaging 

exogenous contrast using fluorescence emission tomography.  A spectrally constrained 

tomographic imaging technique based on the absorbing properties of endogenous and 

exogenous chromophores is also introduced.  Finally, the implementation of spatial priors 

derived from MR information is described.   

 

3.1 Fluorescence imaging 

3.1.1 Modeling fluorescence fields 

The mathematical approach for the fluorescence problem is well established56-60. 

The diffuse nature of near-infrared (NIR) photon propagation in biological tissue is the 

foundation of the model system used.  In this regime, the initial excitation source 

(typically a laser delivered to the tissue) and the fluorescence emission photon field can 

be described by a system of coupled diffusion equations, here presented for a source 

modulated at frequency f, and written in terms of angular frequency ω = 2π f, 
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where subscripts x and m signify the excitation and emission wavelengths λx and λm, 

respectively, and fl indicates fluorescence emission at λm. The intrinsic optical parameters 
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μax,m and μsx,m
/ are the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients respectively, 

),(0 ωrq  is an isotropic source, and ),(, ωrflxΦ  is the photon fluence rate at position r. 

The diffusion coefficient is given by  
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and c(r) is the speed of light in the medium at any point, defined by co/n(r), where n(r) is 

the index of refraction and co is the speed of light in a vacuum. The fluorophore 

parameters are the lifetime τ(r) and the fluorescence yield ημaf(r), the latter a product of 

the fluorophore’s quantum efficiency η and its absorption coefficient, μaf(r).  Imaging 

domains are discretized into meshes and modeled using the finite element method (FEM). 

Type III boundary conditions (also known as Robin or mixed) are used to 

describe the fractional loss of photons at the tissue-air interface.  The flux leaving the 

external boundary is described by: 

 

( ) ( ) 0)(ˆ2 =Φ∇⋅+Φ ξξκξ xxx An      3.4 

 

written here for the excitation field.  The coordinate ξ  represents a point on the external  

boundary and A is derived from Fresnel’s law and depends upon the relative refractive 

index (RI) mismatch between tissue and air; 
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The critical angle, θBcB, is the angle at which propagation from within the domain 

undergoes total internal reflection at the boundary and    
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In this work, equations (3.1) and (3.2) are solved numerically on arbitrarily 

shaped domains using the FEM.  In an extensive study on mesh resolutions, Yalavarthy et 

al. showed that breast sized meshes of approximately 2000 nodes provide an appropriate 

balance between mesh resolution and associated computation time for DOT imaging 61.  

Thus, most studies in this work adopt this as a standard, examples of which are shown in 

449HFigure 3.1.   
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(a) (b) (a) (b) 
 

Figure 3.1.  Circular, (a), and irregular, (b), 2-d FEM meshes composed of 
approximately 2000 nodes.  The circular domain is 86 mm in diameter and the 
maximum diameter of the irregular domain is 108 mm.  Red circles and blue x’s 
mark the locations of 16 source-detectors.   

 

Simulating data involves running the forward model in three stages: 1) frequency 

domain transmission at the excitation wavelength using Eq. 3.1, 2) frequency domain 

transmission at the emission wavelength also using Eq. 3.1 but with a laser source and 

optical properties at the emission wavelength, and finally 3) CW fluorescence emission 

using the excitation intensity field in the source term [Eq. (3.2)].  Since the experimental 

system operates in CW mode when acquiring fluorescence emission data, phase data is 

not considered in step 3.  The internal distribution of the fluence fields are calculated for 

each step and boundary data extracted as shown pictorially in 450HFigure 3.2.  For simulation 

studies, a normal distribution of random noise may be added to the data, usually 

calculated as a percentage for amplitude data and degrees for phase data.  Additionally, a 

percentage of the excitation intensity is added to the fluorescence emission measurements 
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to simulate excitation cross-talk in this signal arising from imperfect filtering efficiencies, 

an issue addressed in section 451H5.1.4.    

 

Figure 3.2.  An illustration of the data produced by the fluorescence forward model 
used in this work is shown.  The logarithm of the internal intensity field (left 
column) is plotted for a single source while the entire set of boundary data extracted 
for each source-detector pair is shown at left.  Fluorophore contrast was assumed to 
be distributed homogeneously throughout the domain except for an elevated region 
marked by the white circle.   
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3.1.2 Fluorescence image reconstruction 

Image reconstruction involves matching the measured boundary data to values 

calculated using the model by a non-linear iterative Newton-Raphson minimization.  The 

computational approach is to minimize the difference between measured fluence, MeasΦ , 

at the tissue surface and calculated data, CΦ , from the model Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2).  This is 

accomplished by adjusting the spatial distribution of the unknown parameters through 

minimization of the ‘objective’ function.  The objective function for recovering the 

optical properties at the excitation wavelength, xax ),( κμμ = , is given by       
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where NM is the total number of measurements given by the imaging system, NN is the 

number of parameters representing the optical property distribution which corresponds to 

the number of nodes in the reconstruction mesh, and I is an NN × NN identity matrix.  

The general image reconstruction protocol is as follows:   

1) Reconstruct for optical properties at the excitation wavelength, μax and μsx
/, with 

frequency domain data,  

2) Reconstruct for optical properties at the emission wavelength, μam and μsm
/, with 

frequency domain data collected using a laser source at the emission wavelength,  

3) Use the reconstructed optical properties and fluorescence intensity (in CW) data 

to recover fluorescence yield.   
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This procedure is illustrated in a flow diagram in 452HFigure 3.3, which follows the tracks of 

four separate data sets, producing one image of fluorescence yield.  The same 

reconstruction algorithm was used to determine background optical properties in steps (1) 

and (2) and is based on previously reported work62, 63.  Following the Taylor series 

approach for deriving Newton’s method, xμχ ∂∂ 2  is evaluated at xμ  based on an 

expansion around a nearby point
0xμ , where the second and higher order terms are 

ignored, leading to the iterative update equations:  
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for the excitation and emission wavelength transmission measurements in the frequency 

domain and 
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for the fluorescence yield update, where J is the Jacobian matrix, here calculated using 

the Adjoint method 64.  In this work, I is the identity matrix, and λ is some fixed fraction 

multiplied by the maximum value on the diagonal of the Hessian matrix JTJ, and is 

therefore updated at each iteration.  To arrive at Eqs. 3.8 and 3.9, the parameter penalty 

term which arises from the second term in Eq. 3.7 was ignored, as per the protocol 

reported in previous work 65.   
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Figure 3.3.  A full reconstruction from measured data is a complicated process 
involving four separate data sets, two from each tomography system.  This flow 
diagram outlines the fluorescence recovery procedure, including calibration steps 
and homogeneous fitting algorithms.   
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The full reconstruction procedure outlined in 453HFigure 3.3 was used for all 

simulated experiments presented throughout this thesis, though the unnecessary data 

calibration steps 3-5 were skipped since numerically generated data are perfectly 

calibrated to the model.  An example of a set of reconstructed images from simulated data 

is presented in 454HFigure 3.4.   For most animal imaging experiments, optical properties 

were assigned to different tissue regions based on publish values in the literature, in 

which case the process starts at step 3 in the figure.  Approaches used for phantom data 

vary throughout the presented work, though in almost all cases, frequency domain data is 

used to calculate background optical properties at one or more wavelength(s) and these 

values are then used in steps 3-7.  The approach used in a given experiment will be stated 

clearly in the description of each study. 
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Figure 3.4.  A simulated test domain for fluorescence image reconstruction is shown 
along with associated reconstructed images.  The final image of fluorescence yield is 
the image of interest in most studies discussed throughout this thesis.  All color-bars 
are in units of mm-1. 
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3.2 Chromophore concentration recovery using spectral priors 

Another approach to image administered optical contrast in vivo is to exploit the 

absorption characteristics of the exogenous agent to recover the spatial distribution of 

drug concentration.  Spectrally-constrained reconstruction methods for diffuse optical 

tomography have been used to image endogenous tissue chromophore concentrations by 

incorporating prior knowledge of extinction spectra directly in the inversion formulation. 

This technique, first demonstrated by Corlu et al.41 and Li et al.42 for reconstructing 

continuous wave data, was expanded for frequency domain systems and shown to 

provide qualitatively and quantitatively accurate images of hemoglobin concentration, 

oxygen saturation, water content, and scattering amplitude and power 29, 43. The spectrally 

constrained approach may readily be generalized to include exogenous contrast agents by 

incorporating the extinction coefficient spectra of the administered dye in the imaging 

algorithm.   

Since the optical contrast is derived from the absorbing and scattering properties 

only, equations (3.1) and (3.2) are simplified to ignore contribution of fluorescence 

emission and the problem is reduced to the familiar DOT diffusion equation, presented in 

the frequency domain,    
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The inversion is constrained by prior knowledge of the chromophore absorption 

spectra and application of Beer’s law, Ca )]([)( λελμ = , as well as by an empirical 
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approximation to Mie Theory, b
s a −= )()(' λλμ .  Here, λ is wavelength, μa and μs ́ are the 

absorption and reduced scattering coefficients, ε is the extinction coefficient, C is the 

chromophore concentration, a is the scatter amplitude, and b the scatter power.  

Frequency domain data measured for a range of excitation light wavelengths can be 

coupled in the following manner bJaJcJ bac ∂+∂+∂=∂ λλλλφ ,,,  where φ∂  is the change 

in boundary data and 
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The system of equations is assembled as 
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where c1, c2, and c3 indicate endogenous chromophores (oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin 

concentration and water content).  An exogenous chromophore, c4, can be incorporated 

into the model system through the modification,  
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given that the extinction coefficient spectrum of the drug is known. In practice, contrast 

agents with large extinction coefficients are needed to ensure that the drug’s spectral 

features contribute to the overall tissue absorption spectrum.  An example of a simulated 

test domain and associated reconstructed images is shown in 455HFigure 3.5.  In this case, data 

from eight wavelengths were combined to produce the images, namely 661, 690, 735, 

761, 785, 808, 826 and 849 nm. 

 

 

Figure 3.5.  A simulated test domain for multi-wavelength spectrally-constrained 
image reconstruction is shown in (a).  Associated reconstructed images, recovered 
simultaneously, are shown in (b).  HbO, deoxyHb, and LuTex concentrations are in 
mM, water is in percent and scattering parameters are dimensionless. 

 

3.3 Incorporating Spatial Priors 

 Two methods are used to incorporate tissue structural information derived from 

simultaneously acquired MR images into the optical tomography reconstruction 

algorithm.  One approach defines the spatial relationship between the segmented MR 

image and optical parameters by encoding the segmented regions in the regularization 
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matrix.  This is known as the soft priors approach since each node updates independently, 

allowing the recovery of tumor regions not explicitly segmented from the MR image.  

Alternatively, the hard priors approach divides the imaging domain into homogeneous 

regions segmented from the MR images, and is therefore unyielding in its application of 

spatial guidance.   

Both implementations require spatial information obtained from high-resolution 

imaging modalities, such as MRI.  The DOT imaging systems developed for this work 

are designed to couple into an MRI bore to provide simultaneous MR-DOT data 

acquisition.  The reconstruction procedure is initiated by segmenting the MR image into 

major tissue types.  This is followed by generating a problem specific FEM mesh from 

the outer boundary of the tissue volume and assigning region labels to appropriate nodes 

based on the MR segmentation.  Both spatial priors techniques may be incorporated into 

any DOT algorithm presented previously. 

 

3.3.1 Soft spatial priors 

In the soft priors approach, spatial prior information is incorporated by assuming 

a ‘generalized Tikhonov’ penalty term and replacing the identity matrix in Eqs. (3.8) and 

(3.9) with a Laplacian-type matrix, demonstrated here for the excitation field associated 

with the fluorescence tomography reconstruction process 37, 66, 67: 
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where λ in Equation (3.7) has been replaced with the constant β.  In this work, the 

dimensionless square matrix L encodes the spatial information from MR images acquired 

simultaneously with the optical data.  After data acquisition, the MR images are 

segmented into regions representing major tissue types, such as adipose, fibro-glandular, 

and tumor tissues, identified by MR image intensity.  The segmented image is then 

converted into an FE mesh compatible with the optical reconstruction software in a way 

that maintains the segmented tissue information.  To construct the filter matrix, L, matrix 

elements associated with nodes in a given tissue region are assigned the same value.  In 

this manner, the L-matrix represents an NN × NN Laplacian-type structure, the diagonal 

of which is Li,i = 1 where i and j are nodal indices.  If matrix elements are associated with 

nodes in the same tissue region (i.e., nodes i and j are in the same region) containing n 

nodes, Li,j = -1/n.  Elements associated with nodes that are not in the same tissue region 

are assigned Li,j = 0.  This structure allows sharp borders between tissue regions to be 

maintained during image reconstruction, while smoothing the image values in a given 

region.  Following the same procedure as in the no-priors case, the parameter update is 

given by 
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for the excitation and emission wavelength transmission measurements and 
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for the fluorescence emission update.  Much like λ in Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9), β is a fixed 

fraction multiplied by the maximum value on the diagonal of JTJ.  This update 

formulation may also be applied to the spectrally constrained implementation described 

above.  Again, note that the penalty term has been omitted from Eqs. 3.15 and 3.16 just as 

in the no priors case 65.   

 

3.3.2 “Hard” spatial priors 

The hard priors approach applies stricter constraints than the regularization-based 

implementation described previously.  Nodal values are locked together by implicitly 

assuming segmented regions in the imaging domain are homogeneous.  In practice, the 

Jacobian matrix is calculated on a fully resolved mesh at each iteration, but then 

collapsed into segmented regions for the inversion process,   

JKJ =~         3.17 

 

where K is a matrix with dimensions NN × NR, where NR is number of tissue regions in 

the spatial prior information.  For regions 1 to N, K is written: 
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and Rn represents region n.  This process drastically reduces the update parameter space 

from the product of number of nodes and number of unknown properties to the product of 

number of regions and number of unknown properties.  In the spectrally constrained 

implementation, which may contain 2880 data points (240 phase and amplitude data 

points for each of six wavelengths) may reduce the parameter space 12000 unknowns (six 

parameters by 2000 nodes) to 18 unknowns (six parameters by 3 regions), making the 

inversion over-determined.  Confidence in the segmentation is critical since regions are 

offered no spatial latitude.  Indeed, the hard-priors approach is strictly a characterization-

based implementation incapable of detection or uncovering false negatives, and therefore 

does not present as an image recovery problem per se.   

 

3.3.3 A brief note on modeling and reconstruction software developed for this work 

 One component of this thesis was a revision of the NIRFAST software package 

originally authored by Hamid Dehghani.  A full software manual was written for this 

version, dubbed NIRFAST_v2, and is included in Appendix B, while a brief description 

is provided here.  The objective of the revision was to integrate separately developed 

tools, namely, the standard “single wavelength” frequency domain (FD) NIRFAST 

package, the multi-wavelength spectrally-constrained package, originally developed by 

Subha Srinivassan, the FLUORFAST package, developed by Hamid Dehghani and Scott 

Davis, and both hard and soft prior implementations for each of the preceding packages.  

The fundamental elements of the software, i.e. the mesh structure, FEM implementation, 

Jacobian calculations, etc., remained intact but were integrated into a new user 
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framework built around a database of extinction spectra of endogenous and exogenous 

chromophores and fluorophores.  In this manner, users may choose to interact with the 

software only in terms of physiologically relevant parameters by using 

chromophore/fluorophore concentration values, Mie scattering parameters, and 

wavelengths of interest.  Each mesh contains information about which 

chromophores/fluorophores are present and their spatial distributions throughout the 

mesh domain.  Programs calculate/reconstruct data at wavelengths chosen by the user by 

consulting the chromophore spectra database.  Thus, a single mesh loaded into the 

workspace may be used to calculate forward and inverse data of frequency domain 

transmission or fluorescence emission at any wavelength.  This facilitates easy modeling 

of realistic domains, experimenting with different wavelength combinations for spectrally 

constrained absorption reconstructions, and more advanced usage, such as calculating the 

propagation of entire fluorescence emission spectra through tissue or combining 

spectrally-constrained absorption tomography and fluorescence emission tomography.  A 

handful of parsing programs allows users to learn only a small set of commands which 

can activate any of these modeling approaches based on user input.  Adding 

chromophores or fluorophores to the extinction coefficient database is simple and 

requires no programming modifications.  Finally, hard and soft spatial prior 

implementations for almost all reconstruction approaches, i.e. single wavelength FD 

transmission, multi-wavelength spectrally constrained, and fluorescence, were included 

in the package.   It should be noted that the “single wavelength” operation is built into the 

software as a legacy capability, able to recognize and convert pre-Version_2 meshes into 

the new format. 
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Chapter Four: Contrast Agents and Tissue 
Phantoms 
 

This chapter reviews the contrast agents used throughout this work and outlines 

recipes for creating the most commonly used tissue simulating phantoms.  Much of the 

data presented in this thesis was acquired using tissue phantoms rather than living tissue.  

Though each phantom formulation is in some way deficient in its ability to mimic tissue, 

phantoms are commonly used to validate an imaging system, decipher imaging limits, 

and identify data calibration procedures.   

 

4.1 Exogenous Contrast Agents 

Imaging performance in the context of the systems and techniques developed in 

this work cannot be de-coupled completely from the physical properties of the contrast 

agent used.  Five contrast agents were used and are briefly described below.  For many of 

these drugs, the relevant photochemical properties, such as quantum yield, emission 

spectram, and extinction coefficient spectrum were measured directly to provide a 

foundation for understanding phenomena observed in deep tissue imaging.    

 

4.1.1 Lutetium Texaphyrin and Gadolinium Texaphyrin 

Lutetium Texaphyrin (LuTex), Pharmcyclics Inc. (Santa Barbara CA), a lutetium 

based photosensitizer, and Gadolinium Texaphyrin (GdTex), an identically structured 

molecule centered around Gadolinium and developed as an MR visible radio-sensitizer, 
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present similar optical behavior in the near-infrared region.  Both have a strong 

absorption peak (456HFigure 4.1) corresponding to a dip in the absorption of deoxyHb and 

have shown some selectivity to malignant cells 68-71, making them candidates for 

spectrally constrained absorption imaging.  They are also weakly fluorescent, providing a 

platform for direct experimental comparison of absorption and fluorescence imaging.  

Furthermore, GdTex is an MR sensitive probe which provides a mechanism to compare 

imaging sensitivity of optical tomography to MRI with simultaneously acquired data.   

 

 
Figure 4.1.  Chemical structure and normalized absorbance and fluorescence 
emission spectra of Lutetium Texaphyrin are shown.    
 

4.1.2 Indocyanine Green 

The most popular agent used for optical tomography of exogenous contrast is 

Indocyanine green (ICG), a relatively bright fluorophore used clinically for contrast-

enhanced retinal and choroidal angiography 19, 23, 72.  The photophysical properties of ICG 

under a variety of experimental and clinically relevant conditions have been studied 

extensively 20, 23.  Upon injection, ICG binds completely to plasma proteins and therefore 
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is confined to the vasculature.  ICG’s strong optical absorption and high quantum yield 

make it an attractive drug for phantom studies and patient trials, however, it has no 

known tumor specificity beyond binding to albumin and therefore image contrast to 

characterize tumor regions obtains from blood pooling and hypervascularity only.  

Absorption and fluorescence spectra measured in our lab are included in 457HFigure 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.2.  Chemical structure, (a), reproduced from Prahl 73, and normalized 
absorbance and emission spectra of ICG (b).  The fluorescence spectrum was 
measured in turbid medium (1% IL), and the secondary peak around 720-740 nm is 
contamination due to excitation cross-talk and auto-fluorescence. 
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4.1.3 IRDye 800CW EGF 

Animal studies were completed with IRDye 800CW EGF Optical Probe (Li-Cor 

Biosciences Lincoln NE), an NIR fluorophore which targets epidermal growth factor 

receptor (EGFR).  The EGFR is a tyrosine kinase receptor present on normal epithelial 

cells but commonly over-expressed in many types of cancer 74, 75 76.  Increased EGFR 

activation is associated with suppression of programmed cell death and increased mitotic 

activity leading to proliferation, a result of a signaling pathway which begins with 

binding events between epidermal growth factor (EGF) and the EGFR on the cell 

membrane.  Since the Li-Cor fluorophore IRDye 800CW is bound to EGF, images of 

fluorescence yield in vivo should correlate to the distribution of EGFR expression.  

Absorbance and emission spectra of the dye are shown in 458HFigure 4.3.   

 

Figure 4.3.  Normalized absorbance and emission spectra of IRDye 800CW EGF 
Optical Probe, reproduced from the Li-Cor website 77.   

 

4.1.4 Protoporphyrin IX 

An endogenous fluorophore and photosensitizer, Protoporphyrin IX (PPIX) has 

been studied for almost two decades for its therapeutic properties in photodynamic 
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therapy (PDT) 78, 79.  Absorbance and emission spectra of PPIX are shown in 459HFigure 4.4.  

PPIX is an intermediary product in the heme biosynthesis pathway, a process which can 

be overloaded upon the administration of exogenous 5δ-Amino-Levulinic Acid (ALA) 

(Fisher Scientific Inc.), resulting in the buildup of PPIX in metabolically overactive cells, 

such as found in malignant pathologies.  PDT with ALA-induce PPIX has been proven 

effective in treating cancerous and non-cancerous skin lesions 80-82, Barrett’s esophagus 

and early stage esophageal carcinomas 83, 84, and has been investigated for treating tumors 

in other organs such as prostate 85 and ovary 86.  ALA-induced PPIX fluorescence is 

highly specific in brain tumors, producing tumor-to-healthy tissue contrasts of up to 10:1.  

Stummer et al. showed that ALA-PPIX fluorescence guided resection of glioblastomas in 

humans improved surgical outcomes24 to such an extent that the technique has become 

the standard of care in Germany.  ALA-PPIX was used in this work to image gliomas in 

murine models.   
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Figure 4.4.  The chemical structure of PPIX, an intermediary in the Heme 
biosynthesis pathway, reproduced from Prahl 87.   In (b), the normalized absorbance 
and fluorescence emission spectra are shown, along with a schematic of the 
excitation laser light wavelength and the filtering needed for effective emission 
detection.   

 

4.2 Photophysical features of the probes 

Values of fluorescence quantum yield may play a role in validating fluorescence 

tomography imaging. An approximate value for drug concentration can be derived from 

images of fluorescence yield if the quantum yield is known, providing a means of 

comparing the known drug concentration and therefore serving as a loose validation of 

the recovered fluorescence yield values.  However, measurements of quantum yield are 

inherently difficult, even in controlled experiments, and the typically high sensitivity of 

quantum yield to solvent environment implies that only approximate values should be 

expected and will likely serve as an upper bound for expected yields in phantoms and 

animals23, 88, 89.  In addition, it is well known that the microenvironment around many 

fluorophores will affect their binding status and hence the fluorescence yield, by 
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changing the photophysical decay constants within the molecule. In this work, the 

comparative method introduced by Williams et. al. 90 was used to measure a quantum 

yield of 0.0046 for protoporphyrin IX in DMSO using a Kiton Red standard.  This 

solvent provides the most monomeric form of PPIX, and therefore provides an upper 

bound on the fluorescent quantum yield which could be expected in vivo.  The quantum 

yield of Lutex in de-ionized (DI) water was determined in a similar manner, resulting in a 

value of 0.0019.  Since Lutex is highly soluble in an aqueous environment, this again 

provides a reasonable estimation of the maximum in vivo value. Quantum yield values for 

ICG in a variety of solvents are documented in the literature 91, and can range from 

0.0028 to 0.12.   

Spectrally constrained absorption imaging of chromophore concentrations, as 

outlined in section 460H3.2, requires knowledge of the primary absorbers’ extinction 

coefficient spectra.  Of the agents presented in this work, LuTex, GdTex, and ICG are 

considered for this type of imaging approach given their strong absorption profiles in the 

NIR. The extinction spectra for these drugs were measured experimentally and are 

presented in 461HFigure 4.5. along with Oxy/deoxyhemoglobin and water spectra obtained 

from existing published values 87.  It is clear that these exogenous chromophores may 

impact the overall absorption spectra, even at a concentration 1/100th that of hemoglobin. 
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Figure 4.5.  Extinction spectra measured for LuTex, GdTex, and ICG are shown.  
Values for endogenous chromophores are also shown, as compiled by Prahl 87, to 
illustrate the potential impact drugs such as ICG can have on the overall absorption 
profile of tissue.   

 

4.3 Tissue Simulating Phantoms 

A number of techniques to construct tissue phantoms which accurately simulate 

the optical behavior of near-infrared light in vivo have been developed over the past 

decade52, 65, 92, 93.  The additional consideration of exogenous fluorophores which photo-

degrade rapidly limits the range of phantoms available for fluorescence imaging, 

especially for cases of imperfect drug uptake.  In these situations, the available options 

are restricted to single use phantoms which may last only a matter of hours. 

Three types of phantoms are used in this thesis, all shown in 462HFigure 4.6.  Long 

lasting solid phantoms composed of epoxy resin, TiO2 powder (for scattering), and India 
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ink are a mainstay for calibrating our legacy DOT systems.  Though effective for single 

wavelength calibration, they do not match the absorption spectrum of blood, precluding 

their use as multi-spectral imaging test beds for spectrally constrained image 

reconstruction.  Furthermore, they offer no means to introduce anything less than infinite 

fluorophore contrast.  Liquid phantoms, pictured in 463HFigure 4.6 (a), are composed of water 

(or phosphate buffered saline, PBS), intralipid, ink (or blood), and the exogenous drug 

and allow the use of background fluorescence but require liquid containers which 

introduce artificial boundaries, index of refraction mismatches, and light piping through 

container walls.  Typically, liquid phantoms are composed of water or PBS with 1% 

intralipid for a reduced scattering coefficient of approximately 1mm-1.  India ink or blood 

is mixed in to provide the appropriate amount of optical absorption.  Homogeneous test 

phantoms should be used to calibrate the appropriate ink concentration since each batch 

can have dramatically different absorption properties. 

 

Figure 4.6.  Examples of liquid (a), gelatin (b), and solid (c) tissue simulating 
phantoms.   
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Gelatin phantoms extracted from porcine skin (Sigma Aldrich), TiO2, blood and 

the exogenous contrast agent can be made to closely mimic heterogeneous tissue without 

artificial boundaries.  Experiments confirm that Lutex and ICG mixed into gelatin prior to 

setting, but after being cooled to below 45 degrees C, will retain their fluorescent 

properties.  It is expected that GdTex is also readily mixed into gelatin, though it is 

unlikely PPIX will behave similarly due to its strong tendency to aggregate in aqueous 

mixtures.  Typical mixing procedure for a 300 ml gelatin phantom is as follows: 

1. Prepare mold with Vaseline to ensure phantom can slide out easily. 
2. Before mixing, weigh 0.8g of TiO2.  “Sift” into a fine powder, usually by chopping larger 

chunks with a razor blade.   
3. Using stir plate, slowly mix 30g gelatin into 300 ml of solvent.  If using blood for 

absorption, be sure to use PBS or DPBS rather than water. 
4. Once the gelatin looks fully dissolved, remove stir bar and heat to < 40C in microwave 

(about 40 seconds). 
5. Place back on the stir plate and slowly mix in TiO2. 
6. Mix for about 30 – 45 minutes.  TiO2 should look almost completely dissolved. 
7. When suspension thickens, mix in ink/blood and exogenous agents.  This should be done 

as late as possible before the gelatin sets so it does not settle while cooling.   
8. Pour into mold and refrigerate.  Phantom should be ready in an hour.   

 

Heterogeneous phantoms can be produced by making molds with complicated 

shapes to simulate different tissue types. After pouring the mixture into the outer mold, a 

second mold, lubricated with Vaseline, is inserted into the mixture displacing a portion of 

the phantom material and the entire phantom is refrigerated.  Once the gelatin sets, the 

inner mold is removed, creating a shaped cavity in the gelatin.  At this point, another 

mixture with different optical properties is poured into the cavity to simulate a second 

tissue type.  This may be repeated to increase phantom complexity.  Similar results are 

achieved by skipping the second mold altogether and simply scooping out material from 

cooled, set phantom material and then pouring the next unset gelatin mixture into the 

cavity.  Again, this can be repeated several times.  The most complex phantoms used in 
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this work contain three tissue layers:  two gelatin and one liquid layer with higher 

fluorophore content, simulating a tumor, as shown in 464HFigure 4.7.    

 

Figure 4.7.  Multi-layer gelatin phantoms can be produced using a series of 
irregularly shaped molds (a).  A three layer phantom is shown in (b).   
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Chapter Five: System Validation and 
Performance 

 

This chapter reviews system validation experiments, presents data calibration 

procedures, and includes basic performance measures of the MR-coupled spectral 

tomography system introduced in Chapter 2, with a focus on fluorescence imaging.  The 

reader should note that data calibration techniques evolved throughout the course of this 

work, and so for clarity, only the most effectively used approaches are described in this 

chapter.  Descriptions of more specialized calibration procedures including relevant data 

processing tools are described in later chapters.   

 

5.1   System validation 

5.1.1 Exposure time linearity 

 A linear relationship between measured intensity and camera exposure time is 

critical for acquiring reliable measurements using the CCD/spectrometer systems.   A 

simple experiment verified the performance of the shutter/exposure system for each 

camera.  A series of spectra over a range of input exposure times were recorded with all 

spectrometers using the 690 nm CW laser on low power as a light source.  The 

transmitted peak was integrated and plotted as function of exposure time.  Results of this 

study for detectors 1-8 are presented in 465HFigure 5.1 and demonstrate exceptionally reliable 

linear behavior as a function of exposure time.  Similar results were observed for the 

remaining spectrometers (9-16), though are not shown here.  
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Figure 5.1.  The linearity of measured intensity with exposure time was verified for 
all spectrometer systems.  Only data for detectors 1-8 are shown here.   
 

 

5.1.2 Wavelength accuracy 

 The Insight spectrometers are delivered pre-calibrated by the manufacturer and 

should be robust and accurate in terms of wavelength response.  Errors in wavelength 

accuracy may arise from grating/camera/mirror misalignment in the spectrometer itself, 

incorrect software calibration, and dispersion-derived chromatic aberrations introduced 

by any of the optical components, such as the custom designed entrance optics added to 
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this system.  These errors were measured for the spectral tomography system using neon 

emission lines. 

The emission spectrum of a neon lamp is extensively catalogued and is a standard 

for wavelength calibration.  In this experiment, the light from a neon lamp was coupled 

into an output fiber, the free end of which was fixed in a plastic tube facing the detection 

fiber of a given spectrometer.  The measured spectrum was recorded using WinSpec 

software (Acton Research) which displays spectra that are wavelength calibrated 

according to the manufacturer.  An example of a measured spectrum for one of the 

tomographic system’s spectrometers (#14) is shown in 466HFigure 5.2.  The 1200 lp/mm ruled 

grating was used in this study for higher spectral resolution, however, entrance slits were 

left fully open to mimic the setup for tomographic acquisition, resulting in several 

nanometers of peak broadening, evident in 467HFigure 5.2.   Using this spectrum, the 

wavelengths of three known emission peaks in the NIR, 703.24127 nm, 724.51665 nm, 

and 743.88981 nm, were identified using the WinSpec manual cursor tools and recorded.  

This was repeated for each spectrometer, with the exception of spectrometer #2, which 

had technical difficulties at the time of testing.    
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Figure 5.2.  The emission spectrum of a neon lamp as measured by spectrometer #14 
is shown.  The red arrows indicate which emission peaks were used to calibrate the 
wavelength response of the cameras.   

 

The tabulated results are presented in 468HTable 5.1 and show only small deviations in 

wavelength from the actual emission line values.  The maximum error between the 

literature values and those measured with the spectrometers for the 703 nm and 724 nm 

peaks is approximately 0.8 nm with an average error of around 0.30 nm.  The maximum 

and average errors at the longer wavelength, 743 nm, is a bit higher at 1.1nm and 0.5nm, 

respectively, though this could be due to a magnified uncertainty in identifying the peak 

given the lower intensity of that emission line.  These results indicate that the wavelength 

calibration of the spectrometers is more than adequate and the custom lens-based 

entrance optics did not introduce significant chromatic aberrations, especially when 

considered in the context of the data processing protocol.  Specifically, the spectral fitting 

procedure based on pre-recorded basis spectra should be self-calibrating in terms of 

absolute wavelength accuracy and the subsequent integration of broad-peaked 
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fluorescence emission spectra also de-emphasize the effects of improper wavelength 

calibration.  In this context, the numbers measured in this study decisively indicate that 

wavelength accuracy is not major source of error for fluorescence imaging.  

Table 5.1.  Neon lamp emission peak wavelengths in the NIR as measured with each 
spectrometer. 

 
 

5.1.3 Filter OD calculation 

 Each 6 position filter wheel contains two neutral density (ND) filter with OD’s of 

1 and 2 to extend the dynamic range of transmission mode measurements.  In this 

configuration, OD filters reduce the intensity of light incident upon selected detectors as 

compared to the actual intensity collected at the tissue surface.  If the OD is known, the 

collected intensity is easily extracted from the measurement.  A practical configuration 

for imaging breast sized volumes in a circular geometry involves filtering the four 
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detector positions nearest the source with 2 OD filters while using 1 OD filters for the 

four next nearest detectors.  In small animal imaging mode, it is common to use the 2 OD 

filters for all detector positions to acquire transmission measurements.   

  The manufacturer reported optical density of the filters is not a reliable measure 

of the true filtering capacity in a given optical system.  All filters have wavelength-

dependent responses and system alignment and manufacturing uncertainties can influence 

the achieved filtering efficiency.  The non-flat spectral features are particularly critical 

for broadband transmission tomography which depends on accurate spectral 

measurement of light that has propagated through the tissue volume.  However, this can 

be taken into account by measuring the OD spectra of each filter in the optical system.   

 To measure filter OD spectra, a cylindrical Teflon phantom was secured in the 

circular patient array, with all detector fibers contacting the phantom.  A standard 400 μm 

fiber connected the output of a tungsten light source to an SMA connector attached to the 

center of the top of the phantom, as shown in 469HFigure 5.3.  The broadband source provided 

measurable intensities over the entire wavelength range of interest. 
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Figure 5.3.  Diagram of the Teflon phantom configuration for measuring optical 
densities of ND filters used in the system (left) and corresponding photograph 
(right).  A fiber transmitting light from a tungsten lamp is centered on the top of the 
cylinder which is encircled by detection fibers.  

 

Each spectrometer system recorded spectra of unfiltered light as well as spectra of light 

that had passed through the 1 OD and 2 OD filters.  Each measurement was repeated 10 

times and averaged over the repetitions.  The resulting relative intensities were used to 

calculate the OD at every pixel across the spectrum using, 
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where I is a measured spectrum.  This was repeated for different gratings centered at 

different wavelengths for each spectrometer and filter.  Examples of calculated OD 

values are shown in 470HFigure 5.4, demonstrating the dramatic dependence of optical density 

on wavelength.  Values for a given grating and wavelength setting were compiled in a 

1340 x 16 (number of pixels by number of spectrometers) matrix and stored in a text file.  
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Data calibration routines call these files to extract the actual intensity of light collected by 

the detection fiber: 
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Figure 5.4.  Wavelength dependent OD values calculated for 1 OD and 2 OD filters 
used in the spectral tomography system, each curve representing one spectrometer.  
Calculations were repeated for both gratings at a variety of center wavelength 
settings. 
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5.1.4 Excitation source rejection 

 A similar method was used to calculate the rejection efficiency of the laser peak 

using the fluorescence filters.  Since this information is not used in the data processing 

procedures, cataloguing this information is not as crucial as it was for the ND filters; 

however, it is important to understand how well the interference filters perform.  In this 

study, only intensities in the filtered region were measured.  The contaminating signal 

above the filter cut-on is discussed in the next section.   

 Light from the 690 nm CW laser diode was reflected off the inside of a Styrofoam 

cup and collected by a single detection fiber (spectrometer #15) located inside the cup.  

Filtered (720 nm long-pass) and unfiltered spectra were recorded and the peak intensity at 

the laser wavelength was used to calculate OD.  The measured dynamic range was quite 

high and had to be controlled by adjusting the laser current and incorporating ND filters 

on the source side for the unfiltered measurement.  These factors were incorporated into 

the calculation, which resulted in an OD of approximately 7, representing excellent 

excitation rejection.  A similar measurement of the 650 nm long pass filters using a 

635nm laser diode indicated an average OD rejection efficiency of 5. 

 

5.1.5 Nature of the “bleed-through” signal 

 471HFigure 5.5 shows spectra measured at various locations around a cylindrical 

phantom composed of gelatin, water, and TiO2 and illuminated by a 690 nm CW laser.  

Before entering a spectrograph, the light is filtered by the 720 nm long-pass interference 

filters.  As expected, the laser peak at 690 nm is almost completely eliminated by the 
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filters, however, the residual light above the filter cut-on is confounding, especially given 

the absence of fluorophore in the phantom.  Potential sources of this contamination 

include: 1) A tail from the laser gain curve, 2) Fluorescence from the phantom material, 

3) Fluorescence from optical components such as emission filters, epoxy in the optical 

fibers, etc., or 4) Stray light inside the spectrograph.  The validity of each possibility is 

discussed in the context of experimental evidence. 

 

Figure 5.5.  The measured spectra through a homogenous gelatin phantom show a 
residual signal above the 720 nm cutoff.  This phantom was illuminated with a 690 
nm laser diode.   

  
 Fluorescence downstream of the cutoff filter can be ruled out immediately by 

examining 472HFigure 5.5.  Clearly, the measured signal is filtered by the 720 nm long pass 

filter which resides in the entrance optical unit before entering the spectrograph.  

Fluorescence or stray light inside the spectrograph would not exhibit such wavelength 
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selectivity.  Thus the fourth hypothesis involving stray light inside the spectrometer is 

also eliminated as a possible source of the contamination signal. 

 Consideration of hypothesis #1 is straightforward: If the contamination signal is 

simply a tail of the laser gain, it should be eliminated readily by proper filtering on the 

source side, before the light enters the tissue/phantom.  Using collimating and focusing 

optics, a 680-700 nm band-pass interference filter (Omega, Brattleboro, VT) was 

incorporated into the optical light path between the source and phantom, as depicted in 

473HFigure 5.6.   
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Figure 5.6.  A simplified diagram of the source-to-detector light path shows the 
location of band-pass and long-pass filters in the optical system.  One of 16 
spectrometers is shown and detector positions are labeled with numbers.   
 

Spectra were measured through a 60 mm cylindrical homogeneous liquid phantom 

containing 1% intralipid at a variety of detector positions around the phantom.  These 

spectra are presented in 474HFigure 5.7 along with spectra measured under identical 

conditions with an unfiltered laser source.  The ratio between the filtered and unfiltered 

spectra, calculated pixel-by-pixel, are presented in 475HFigure 5.8.   
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Figure 5.7.  Contamination signal measured around a 60 mm diameter cylindrical 
phantom containing 1% intralipid in water.  Data are shown for detectors 
positioned 1.1 mm (a), 3.3 mm (b), 4.9 mm (c), and 5.9 mm (d) from the source.   
 

As is evident in both figures, the band-pass filter reduces the intensity of the 

contamination signal; however, the signal strength drops to no less than 20% of the 

unfiltered signal, much lower than the expected 4-5 OD.  The lowest signal attenuation 

occurred at the detector nearest the source.  Further from the source, the filtered to 

unfiltered ratio approaches 75%, close to the manufacturer reported value of 85% 

transmission in the pass-through band.  It is clear that most of the loss in intensity at the 
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far-from-source detectors is due simply to the decrease in transmittance of the laser at the 

pass-through band.  Thus, the signal is not being attenuated by the band-pass filter and is 

likely generated downstream the filter.  Signals measured at detectors near the source 

appear to have some component of laser gain.  The reduction of this signal at increasing 

source-detector separations may indicate preferential absorption of signal at shorter 

wavelengths as the light propagates through the tissue.  These results indicate that a 

majority of the contamination signal arises from fluorescence generated between the 

band-pass filter components on the source side and long-pass filter on the detector side.   

 

 

Figure 5.8.  Ratios between the filtered and unfiltered spectra presented in 476HFigure 
5.7, calculated pixel-by-pixel.  Spectra were measured at detectors located around a 
cylindrical phantom containing intralipid, as depicted in 477HFigure 5.6.   
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To verify that this observation is not simply due to poor filtering on the source 

side, a Tungsten white light source was used to measure the filter rejection.  For 

consistency, this was measured through a liquid phantom composed of 1% Intralipid and 

water.   The measured spectrum, shown in 478HFigure 5.9, indicates that the filter provides 

relative rejection up to the measurable dynamic range of the camera, or 2 orders of 

magnitude.   Given manufacturer provided specifications, it is expected that the actual 

rejection should be greater than 5 orders; however, it is sufficient to note that even the 2 

orders of magnitude recorded here is much higher than what was observed in 479HFigure 5.7.  

 

Figure 5.9.  Light from a broadband Tungsten source filtered with the 690 nm 
band-pass filter.  

 

A final filtering experiment provides further evidence that the signal does not 

originate from a tail in the laser gain curve.  In this experiment, the 690 nm band-pass 

was removed and the 720 nm long-pass filter exchanged between the 

collimation/focusing filtering units depicted in 480HFigure 5.6.  Thus, a spectrum measured 

with the filter on the source side may be compared to one measured with the filter in front 

of the detector.   481HFigure 5.10 shows both spectra on the same graph.  These spectra were 
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measured at detector position 4 through a solid epoxy phantom containing ink and TiO2.  

If the laser tail is responsible for the contamination signal, it should be present in both 

signals.  Alternatively, if the signal is auto-fluorescence and the 720 nm long-pass filter is 

fixed in the source-side filter holder, the filter denies the downstream optical system 

excitation energy for fluorescence emission.  This appears to be the case, as a significant 

drop in signal strength is observed when the filter is fixed in the source path. 

 

  

Figure 5.10.  Spectra measured at detector 4 with the long-pass filter on the source 
side and detector side of the optical path.   

 

Now that the signal has been identified as fluorescence, the source of this 

emission is considered.  Specifically, it is important to determine whether the signal 

originates in the phantom or other optical components in the light path.  Removing the 

phantom and measuring the light transmitted through air helps resolve this issue.  The 

measured spectrum is shown in 482HFigure 5.11 and is markedly different from those 
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measured through tissue phantoms, as well as in live animals, as will be discussed later in 

this work.  Importantly, the laser peak is clearly seen in the filtered region and the relative 

intensity between laser peak and contamination signal is smaller than what is seen in 

phantoms.  This indicates that the contamination signal is likely smaller through free 

space.  The signal above 720 nm may originate from a variety of sources, including laser 

gain, fluorescence emission of optical components and even Raman scatter from the 

filters or other optical components.  However, that the signal in general is much lower 

relative to the laser peak than that detected through the phantoms is compelling evidence 

that the phantom auto-fluorescence is responsible for most of the signal contamination 

(hypothesis #2).       

 

Figure 5.11.  Spectrum measured through air between source and detector fibers.   
 

The experimental evidence cited here indicates that the contamination signal is 

due primarily to phantom/tissue auto-fluorescence.  This is an important result which 
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implies that better filtering cannot eliminate or dramatically reduce this signal, making 

alternative fluorescence de-coupling techniques critical for low-intensity emission 

measurements.  Spectrally resolved measurements facilitate spectral fitting techniques to 

extract a fluorescence peak from the mixed fluorescence and auto-fluorescence signal.  

One approach developed for this work is described in the next section.   

 

5.2  Optical Data Processing 

The following section outlines the data processing procedures used for the optical 

data collected on the spectroscopy system (Sections 483H5.2.1 through 484H5.2.3) as well as 

additional calibration procedures for fluorescence emission measurements (Section 

485H5.2.4).  A second approach recently developed and used for some phantom and animal 

studies is included in section 486H5.2.5.  Important data calibration programs for both 

approaches are catalogued in Appendix C. 

 

5.2.1  Baseline/dark current correction 

Each CCD displays a baseline offset for zero second acquisitions which must be 

subtracted from the raw spectra.  Multiple repetitions of the baseline offset spectra were 

measured directly for each spectrometer.  The median of the repetitions yields the 

baseline offset spectra to be subtracted, pixel-by-pixel (assuming vertical binning of the 

CCD chip), from each acquired spectrum.  This is done for each spectrometer.   

A similar method was used to correct for the dark current of the CCDs.  Dark 

room acquisitions were recorded for a range of exposure times.  Measured counts are 

proportional to exposure time.  The counts per exposure time slope was determined per 
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binned pixel for each spectrometer and is used to subtract dark current from recorded 

spectra.  After baseline and dark current correction, the spectra are converted to counts 

per second.  

 

5.2.2 Detector calibration 

A first order correction is applied to account for heterogeneity in throughput and 

wavelength dependence for all optical components between the tissue and CCD detector 

(ie. detection fibers, input optics, spectrometer optics, and CCD response).  To collect the 

calibration values, detectors were arranged to circumscribe a 6 cm diameter cylindrical 

Teflon phantom, as depicted in 487HFigure 5.3.  An SMA connector was attached to one end 

of the homogeneous phantom and light from a high power tungsten white light source 

was focused into a fiber connected to the centrally located SMA connector.  Spectra were 

recorded with all spectrometers (usually ten repetitions) and inter-detector calibration 

factors were calculated for every vertical pixel bin (total of 1340) for each spectrometer.  

This was done for each grating and grating position to be used in image acquisition.  

Calibration factors are stored in text files and used to scale detected signal in a 

wavelength dependent manner.  An example of the normalized wavelength-dependent 

calibration factors is presented in 488HFigure 5.12, which reveals an odd discrepancy between 

spectrometer systems in terms of spectral response.  Incidentally, this pattern was 

repeatable and not influence by rotating the phantom in the fiber array, ruling out 

variations in the Teflon material itself and pointing towards actual variability in the 

spectral responses of the systems.  Regardless of the source, the calibration procedure 

accounts for these systematic variations and provides a first order correction of overall 
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throughput variability between detector channels.  A similar approach is used to correct 

for OD filtering as described in section 489H5.1.3.   

 

Figure 5.12.  Inter-detector calibration factors as a function of pixel number.  Light 
from a tungsten lamp propagated through a homogenous Teflon phantom and was 
measured by all 16 spectrometers (using the 300 l/mm grating centered at 820 nm) 
simultaneously.  For each detector, the intensity at each pixel was normalized to the 
maximum intensity recorded by any detector at that pixel.   

 

   

5.2.3 Source calibration 

A first order inter-fiber source strength calibration was recorded by positioning a 

detector at the radial center of the Teflon cylinder, as illustrated in 490HFigure 5.13.  The 

detected signal from all 16 source fiber positions was then used to determine source 

scaling factors for future acquisition.    
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Figure 5.13.  A first order source calibration was completed by measuring the 
intensity at a centrally located detector (orange) while illuminating the encircling 
fibers sequentially.   

 

 

5.2.4 Fluorescence emission spectral fitting and data-model calibration 

 Fluorescence emission light is initially decoupled from the often much more 

intense excitation signal using long pass interference filters (optical densities between 5 

and 7 depending on the filter set) and the wavelength selectivity of the spectrograph 

grating.  Even with these components in place, light reaching the CCD retains residual 

signal not associated with fluorescence emission from the fluorophore target, which can 

be a significant component of the total signal, especially for cases in which the 

fluorophore has a low quantum yield or is at a low concentrations in the tissue.  In order 

to decouple the true fluorescence signals further, previously recorded “basis spectra” of 

the residual non-fluorophore originating signal and the pure fluorescence signal are fit to 
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the data.  Each spectrograph was used to record its own fluorescence emission basis 

spectra and residual excitation basis spectra in a controlled manner.  All spectra were 

normalized to the maximum value.  Fitting is accomplished by a linear least squares 

algorithm that minimizes the summation 
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with respect to a and b, where yi is the measured intensity at a given wavelength pixel, F 

and G are the residual excitation and fluorescence basis spectra, a and b are the 

coefficients recovered in the minimization procedure, and N is the number of wavelength 

pixels per spectrum.  The algorithm determines the amount of fluorescence emission and 

excitation cross-talk in the measured spectrum, the sum of which best fits the data in a 

least squares sense.  This procedure is applied to each recorded fluorescence spectrum, a 

total of 240 spectra for a given acquisition.  In some cases, the fluorescence peak has 

been observed to shift to longer wavelengths in large phantom volumes, an issue 

discussed in Chapter 12.  To account for this, the minimization may incorporate the 

position of the peak as a free parameter by scanning the fluorescence curve over a range 

of wavelengths.  At each wavelength position, the linear least squares algorithm 

determines the relative contributions of the fluorescence peak and excitation cross-talk 

and stores the sum of the residuals.  Once the entire wavelength range has been scanned, 

the position which yielded the smallest residual is retained as the best fit.  An example of 

fitted spectra along with the data fits is presented in 491HFigure 5.14.  More sophisticated 
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minimization techniques such as secant and bisection methods may be applied to 

decrease the computational burden, however, the overall computation time for all 16 

sources and detectors is less than a minute and the simplicity of implementing the 

scanning technique makes it an acceptable choice.   
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Figure 5.14.  Each column represents an example of a single source-detector 
measurement and illustrates the spectral fitting routine used to decouple 
fluorescence spectra from the measured signal. The algorithm determines the 
relative contribution of the basis spectra [bottom row, (c) and (d)] which best fits the 
measured spectrum.  The top row [(a) and (b)] shows the measured data (solid blue 
line) and the spectrum composed of the sum of the basis spectra (green dotted line).  
These examples are from a mouse injected with Li-Cor IRdye-800 EGF.    
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The fitting routine illustrated in 492HFigure 5.14 minimizes the squared error based on the 

entire wavelength range; however, signals at shorter wavelengths are dominated by auto-

fluorescence signal contamination and filter cut-on behavior.  For fluorescence imaging, 

these shorter wavelength signals are of less interest than signals in the range of the 

fluorescence emission peak.  Restricting the spectral fitting minimization to wavelengths 

above 740 nm, 20 nm above the filter cut-on wavelength, produces the results shown 

493HFigure 5.15, for the same data used in 494HFigure 5.14.  This procedure clearly produces more 

accurate data fits in the vicinity of the fluorescence peak, which is what is most important 

for fluorescence imaging.   
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Figure 5.15.  A more accurate minimization is produced when the spectral fitting 
wavelength range is restricted and does not include the filtered region.  In this case, 
the same data presented in 495HFigure 5.14 data is fit for the wavelength range only 
above 740 nm.   
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Once the fluorescence peak contribution has been decoupled from the measured signal, 

all or part of it may be integrated to provide a single value of fluorescence intensity for 

that source-detector position.  496HFigure 5.16 shows the integrated fluorescence intensity of a 

single source and seven detectors from a tumor-bearing mouse head using data fit with 

the two spectral fitting techniques described above (one using the full wavelength range 

and the other using data only above 740 nm).  The difference in terms of overall 

measured intensity is small, though noticeable.  Importantly, data between source-

detector pairs are not offset by a constant value, indicating that accuracy in spectral 

fitting may influence the relative perturbations which form the foundation of image 

reconstruction.  For the remainder of this work, the more accurate spectral fitting 

procedure is used and the true influence of different fitting schemes on image formation 

is left untested.   
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Figure 5.16.  Calibrated intensity measured at seven detector positions (single 
source) around a murine head.  Data was processed using two different spectral 
fitting routines.   

 

Integrated fluorescence emission measurements are calibrated using the following 

equation,  
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where the index i indicates a single data point or source-detector pair.  C
xΦ  is the intensity 

boundary data calculated from the images of μax and μsx
/ recovered using the frequency 

domain (FD) measurements from the PMT-based clinical system.  This calculated, or 

“model”, boundary data must correspond to the spectrometer fiber positions, which do 
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not necessarily have to be identical to those used in the FD system.  The quotient in 

Equation 5.4 essentially provides a scaling factor for the fluorescence measurements 

which accurately scales the fluorescence data to the FEM model and accounts for inter-

detection channel throughput and fiber coupling discrepancies.  An initial estimate for the 

iterative reconstruction algorithm is determined using a homogeneous fitting routine.  

This procedure uses the bisection method to minimize the data-model misfit assuming a 

homogeneous distribution of fluorescence yield.    

 

5.2.5 Alternative data processing approach 

The most recently acquired data was calibrated in a slightly different manner from 

what is described in sections 497H5.2.1 through 498H5.2.3.  This modification does not affect the 

spectral fitting procedures outlined in section 499H5.2.4.  In the alternative approach, the 

baseline/dark noise correction using pre-recorded data is abandoned in favor of a more 

direct baseline correction which calculates the offsets based on a small range of data 

within the measured spectrum.  Spectra used to measure the excitation and fluorescence 

intensity both contain regions that should measure zero intensity.  For excitation data, this 

region encompasses any wavelength range outside of the measured laser peak.  For 

fluorescence spectra, a portion of the long-pass filtered region provides the baseline 

correction (for example, 700 – 710 nm for the 720 nm LP filter used with the 690 nm 

laser diode).  In both cases, the median of intensity values covering the selected 

wavelength range is used to offset the entire spectrum.  This provides a reliable and 

accurate correction, especially for low intensity data measured over long exposure times.   
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It should also be noted that relative intensity offsets of detector and source 

strengths, as outlined in 500H5.2.2 and 501H5.2.3, are unnecessary for fluorescence imaging due to 

the self-calibrating characteristics inherent in computing the fluorescence-to-

transmittance ratio.  Therefore, this alternative approach also omits these procedures as 

described above.  However, the spectral response of each detector is important, and thus 

in this new approach, the relative detector offsets calculated in 502H5.2.3 are normalized 

individually to their own mean and the resulting spectrum corrections used in the same 

manner as in section 503H5.2.3.   

 

5.3  Homogeneous Fitting 

Fitting fluorescence intensity data measured through a tissue domain to data 

generated using the fluorescence diffusion-based model system provides a bulk measure 

of the fluorescence yield in the tissue.   The recovered value may be used on its own, as a 

measure of total fluorescence activity in the interrogated tissue region, but for purposes of 

imaging, is used as an initial estimate in the full image reconstruction algorithm.    Once 

the raw data has been processed as per the steps presented above, the calibrated data is 

used to generate a homogeneous estimate of the fluorescence activity in the domain.  The 

imaged volume is assumed to have a homogenous distribution of fluorophore, (though 

the optical properties may be heterogeneous) and data generated using the numerical 

model is matched to the measured data.  This is accomplished by minimizing the error 

between the measured data and model data while varying the homogeneous fluorescence 

yield inside the volume.  The minimization routine developed here is a simple bisection 

method approach, which guarantees that the minimum will be determined as long as the 
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two initial estimates bracket the minimum.  More sophisticated minimization techniques 

which converge faster may be used; however, the bisection method approach is not 

prohibitively time consuming for 2-D imaging and was used throughout this work.  An 

example of calibrated boundary data is presented in 504HFigure 5.17 which shows 

fluorescence intensity measured through a homogeneous phantom plotted with the 

homogeneous model data that best fits the measured data.  In this case, the phantom 

contained ink, 1% Intralipid, and 10 nM ICG.  Both sets of data are plotted as a function 

of source-detector pair where each parabola in 505HFigure 5.17 represents a single source and 

multiple (13) detector positions.  In this case, near-source detectors were ignored, and 

thus a total of 16 × 13 data points are shown.   

 

Figure 5.17.  Calibrated data compared to homogeneous fit data for a homogeneous 
liquid phantom contain intralipid, ink and 10 nM of the fluorophore Indocyanin 
Green.   
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It is important to recognize that the fitting procedure requires knowledge of the optical 

properties at the excitation and emission wavelengths.  In practice, these values will have 

been recovered using the frequency domain system described in section 506H2.2.    

 

5.4  System Performance 

5.4.1 Repeatability 

An 8.6cm diameter homogeneous phantom composed of silicone, TiO2 dioxide, 

and India ink was used to measure the repeatability of transmission mode measurements 

using the spectroscopy system.  Optical properties of the phantom were 0.004 mm-1 and 

1.91 mm-1 for the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients respectively.  

Measurements were repeated at each source-detector position using the 690 CW laser 

source.  For a single vertically binned pixel array, the average and maximum standard 

errors at the laser peak are 1.4% and 1.8%, respectively, if fiber positions were not 

changed in between measurements.  These increase to 18.3% and 19.5% with fiber 

repositioning, indicating that fiber coupling is the most significant source of error.  If 

pixels are binned throughout the laser peak, the average and maximum standard errors 

change to 0.28% and 0.37% for fibers remaining in contact with the phantom and 14.8% 

and16.3% for re-positioned fibers.   

Determining measurement repeatability in fluorescence mode is less 

straightforward given the signal dependence on fluorophore concentration, absorption 

spectrum, and quantum yield.  For this study, a 70 mm diameter liquid phantom 

containing DPBS, 1% intralipid, India ink, and 10 nM ICG was used to determine 

measurement repeatability.  This measure was calculated in two ways, one considered 
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only the raw data for a given binned pixel array and resulted in a mean standard error of 

0.7% and maximum standard error of 1.4% for the pixel array at the fluorescence peak.  

The second measure was determined based on the integrated intensity from the full 

calibration and spectral fitting routine, resulting in an average standard error of 0.6% and 

maximum standard error of 1.8%.  It is clear that fiber positioning variability would 

dominate the data error for fluorescence measurements in this case.  However, a 

calibration procedure unique to fluorescence measurements is used to correct for fiber 

coupling variability.   This is accomplished by calibrating the fluorescence measurements 

to the transmission measurements acquired in the same geometry, as described in section 

507H5.2.4.  This provides inherent stability to systematic error, though is not unique to 

spectrometer-based detection which in and of itself does not necessarily provide an SNR 

advantage over more traditional detection schemes used for fluorescence tomography.  

The benefit of spectrometer based detection is improved separation of the fluorescence 

signal from background contamination, providing a more accurate fluorescence to 

transmittance ratio, especially for low concentrations of fluorophore. 

 

5.4.2 Sensitivity 

A 70 mm diameter liquid phantom containing DPBS, 1% intralipid and India ink 

was used to investigate the overall sensitivity of the system to ICG fluorescence.  ICG 

dye dissolved in DI water was added to the solution to obtain solutions ranging from 10 

pM to 1 μM ICG.  The optical properties of the intralipid/ink solution μa and μs’, were 

0.006mm-1 and 1.6mm-1, respectively.  Optical properties near the excitation and 

emission wavelengths were recovered for each concentration of ICG from data collected 
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using the clinical frequency domain system.  Since the domain was known to be 

homogeneous, these properties were determined in a homogeneous fitting procedure 

only.   

 Fluorescence emission and excitation transmission measurements were recorded 

for each phantom, with a maximum allowed camera integration time of 120 seconds 

applied to the fluorescence measurements. The typical data measured across the emission 

spectrum are shown in 508HFigure 5.18(a) for a strong fluorescence signal and 509HFigure 5.18(c) 

for a weak signal.  The spectral fitting procedure discussed in section 510H5.2.4 above was 

used to recover the true fluorescence signal and the non-specific background 

contributions, as shown in (b) and (d), respectively.  Additionally, to quantitatively 

compare the spectral fitting procedure to more conventional means of fluorescence 

filtering, the measured, un-fitted spectra were integrated to simulate 720 nm long-pass 

filtering.  In both cases, integrated values representing fluorescence emission intensities 

were calibrated following Equation (5.4) and used to determine homogeneous values of 

fluorescence yield.   
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Figure 5.18.  A spectral fitting routine is used to decouple fluorescence spectra from 
the measured signal.  The spectral fitting algorithm determines the relative 
contribution of the basis spectra [right column, (b) and (d)] which best fits the 
measured spectrum.  Two examples are presented above, both for a 70 mm 
diameter homogeneous phantom containing intralipid, ink and ICG [500 nM for 
graphs (a) and (b) and 100pM for graphs (c) and (d)].   
   

Values of fluorescence yield recovered using the two data pre-processing 

techniques are plotted as a function of known ICG concentration in 511HFigure 5.19.  The 

linear fit shown in the figure was computed using the spectrally fit data with the y-

intercept forced to zero and indicates a strong linear correlation of recovered fluorescence 

yield and ICG concentration (R2 = 0.99).  At concentrations above 1nM, the fluorescence 

yield values calculated using data that was filtered only, with no spectral fitting, closely 

matches the spectrally fit results.  Fluorescence signals produced at these fluorophore 
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concentrations dominate the detected signal, a finding consistent with the data shown in 

512HFigure 5.14.  However, fluorescence yield values recovered with spectrally fit data 

maintain the linear relationship at lower concentrations than those recovered using data 

without the spectral separation of background contamination.  Clearly, the two techniques 

diverge at 1nM.  At this concentration, the residuals between the recovered value of 

fluorescence yield and the linear approximation are 0.4% and 48% for the spectrally fit 

and filtering-only approaches, respectively.  As the fluorophore concentration drops 

below 1nM, both techniques lose the consistent linear response observed at higher 

concentrations, though the filtered-only shows even less sensitivity to changes in 

fluorophore concentration.  At 500 pM, the residuals increase to 57% and 192% for the 

spectrally fit and filtered-only data processing responses, respectively.  Below this level, 

accurate quantification of fluorescence activity is unlikely in this phantom configuration, 

however, the spectrally fit data still shows a stronger response to changes in fluorophore 

concentration down to 10 pM.   The residuals calculated at the lowest concentration 

measured were almost 5 times larger without spectral fitting, clearly indicating a more 

sensitive, if not accurate, response of the spectral pre-processing technique.  It should be 

noted that since fluorophore quantum yield is not explicitly known in this solution, the 

calculated slope of the linear regression does not provide information on the actual 

relationship between true and recovered concentration, however, the linearity itself is a 

critical measure of system performance. 
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Figure 5.19.  Recovered values of fluorescence yield as a function of ICG 
concentration in a 70 mm liquid phantom using two methods to process the 
recorded data.  One method implements the spectral-fitting technique to decouple 
background contamination across the fluorescence emission spectrum while the 
other simply integrates the measured spectrum, as would be the case if the 
experimental system relied on long pass filtering alone.  Values were determined 
using a homogeneous fitting algorithm for the background optical properties as well 
as the fluorescence yield.  
 

5.5 Discussion and Summary 

A system performance assessment for the MRI-coupled fluorescence tomography 

system has been presented.  The system’s high sensitivity, low noise CCD detectors were 

shown to be stable and provide repeatable measurements, the most significant error 

originating from fiber coupling errors.  Fluorescence emission intensity may be scaled to 

the excitation laser transmitted intensity to account for these errors.   
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Characterizing the system’s sensitivity to fluorophore concentration is complex 

given the dependence on concentration, absorption spectra, excitation filtering, and 

quantum yield.  Sensitivity results of a commonly used fluorophore in a reasonably sized 

phantom were presented and demonstrated a linear response of the fluorescence yield fit 

to fluorophore concentration down to 1 nM using spectral fitting data pre-processing.  

Without spectral fitting, recovered values for 1 nM and below became inaccurate and the 

sensitivity slope began to flatten at these lower concentrations.  This reduction in 

sensitivity was also observed for spectrally fit data, though the decrease in the response 

slope was less dramatic and did not show up until concentrations below 500 pM.  Below 

this level, there is still a modest response to changing fluorophore concentrations, though 

recovered values are not linear.  This was not caused by a drop in measurement SNR per 

se, as the measured signal even at 10 pM was strong and stable, but may have been due to 

systematic bias in the spectral fitting routine itself, inaccuracies in the basis spectra, or 

the presence of a contaminating signal with similar spectral characteristics to ICG,  

The work presented here required the use of a separate frequency domain imaging 

system to obtain background optical properties and calibrate the fluorescence data to the 

algorithmic model.  This is inconvenient at best and limits many of the advantages of the 

MRI-coupled imaging system.  Importantly, the lack of FD imaging capabilities 

integrated into the imaging system requires re-positioning the subject to acquire 

background optical properties.  Integrating PMT-based frequency domain detection into 

the spectroscopy system is underway, and described in section 513H15.1.3.  The rotating 

source coupling stage was constructed with 15 PMT detectors in a design identical to that 
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reported elswhere51.  In this configuration, the source branch of the spectroscopy fibers 

will serve as both light delivery and pickup channels for the PMT’s.   

The system is capable of running in a variety of imaging modes.  In fluorescence 

mode, the spectrograph system offers several advantages over filtered intensity 

measurements as spectrally resolved detection provides exceptional wavelength 

selectivity for excitation filtering.  The excitation/auto-fluroescence contamination and 

non-specific background can be dramatically suppressed to improve the ability to 

quantify low level fluorescence, as was shown here.  The system may also be used in the 

future to acquire emission data from multiple fluorophores simultaneously, contingent 

upon the individual fluorescence peaks being resolved well enough for the spectral fitting 

technique to extract the contribution from each fluorophore.    
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Chapter Six: Spatial prior implementations 
for fluorescence tomography 
 

 

In this chapter, phantom and simulation studies are used to illustrate significant 

improvements in quantitative imaging and linearity of response with the spatial prior 

algorithms.  In section 514H6.1, the spatial soft-prior algorithm is examined using simulated 

data in complex test fields and simple, infinite contrast phantoms of Lutetium Texaphyrin 

(LuTex).  Tissue structural information, which can be determined from standard T1 and 

T2 MR images, is encoded as a spatial filter in the FMT reconstruction algorithm and 

used to guide the recovery of fluorescence activity, as described in Chapter 3. In this 

implementation, reconstruction parameters are grouped into regions based on tissue-type 

determined from the MR images but are permitted to update independently.  A simulation 

study based on realistic geometries generated from MR images of a normal human breast 

serves as an initial illustration of expected improvements provided by the spatial priors 

approach in complex domains.   

In section 515H6.2, soft and hard spatial prior implementations are examined using 

larger phantoms produced with low tumor-to-background contrasts.  Indocyanine green 

replaces LuTex as the fluorescent contrast agent in these experiments.  Images recovered 

using spatial guidance are compared to images recovered without this information, 
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demonstrating even further gains in image quantification in these more complex phantom 

geometries.   

  

6.1  LuTex imaging using soft priors  

6.1.1 Simulation studies 

Test domains for simulation studies were derived from a T1 weighted MR image 

of a human female breast with a maximum diameter of 10.8 cm.  A 2D slice of the breast 

volume was discretized into a finite element (FE) mesh of approximately 2000 nodes and 

MR image intensity thresholds were used to assign regions in the mesh as adipose and 

fibro-glandular tissue types.  516HFigure 6.1 shows the original MR breast image and its 

associated discretized, region-labeled mesh.  The MR image originated from a clinical 

exam with an MR coupled frequency domain NIR system 94 and therefore reveals an 

irregularly shaped breast boundary caused by the fiber optic array slightly compressing 

the breast at the contact positions.  A simulated cancerous tumor region was added as a 

target anomaly or region of interest for these studies and is depicted in the figure.   

Additionally, a second test case with a tumor region located near the center of the domain 

was used to explore the nonlinear sensitivity of diffuse optical tomographic techniques.  

The source-detector positions were determined directly from the MR image and represent 

16 optical fibers circumscribing the breast domain in a single plane.  Light is detected at 

all non-source fiber positions providing a total of 240 source-detector combinations.  This 

simulated configuration matches our experimental fluorescence tomography system. 
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Figure 6.1  A coronal T1-weighted MRI slice of a human breast is shown in (a), from 
which the test domain for simulation studies was derived.  Darker regions indicate 
fibro-glandular tissue imbedded in adipose tissue indicated by lighter values.  The 
image was acquired during a clinical exam with an MR-coupled NIR tomography 
system and shows the indentations caused by the fiber optic probes.  The test 
domain (b) was a discretization of the MR image coarsely thresholded into regions.  
The dark red region represents adipose tissue, the orange fibro-glandular tissue and 
the yellow circular anomaly region was added to simulate a tumor.  
 

In this set of studies, regions were assigned values in terms of biologically 

relevant optical absorbing (HbO, dHb, Water, Lutetium Texaphyrin) as well as scattering 

parameters (Mie scattering amplitude and power).  These values, provided in 517HTable 6.1, 

represent typical known in vivo levels of endogenous chromophores and are consistent 

with previous clinical work 29, 62.  Though it is unknown exactly how Lutetium 

Texaphyrin (LuTex) will distribute in a human breast, the concentrations used are similar 

to those reported in ex vivo studies 68 and at least represent a reasonably complex 

distribution for demonstrating recovery of fluorescence yield.  Tissue chromophore 

concentrations were used to calculate total optical absorption and scattering values at the 

excitation and emission wavelengths based on experimentally determined values of molar 

extinction coefficients.  Simulated noisy data was generated based on these optical 

(a) (b)(a) (b)
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properties in the following manner:  1) frequency domain data for a light source at the 

excitation wavelength, 2) frequency domain data for a light source at the emission 

wavelength, and, 3) Continuous Wave (CW) fluorescence emission data at the emission 

wavelength.  This represents a total of 3 data sets for a given imaging session:  two 

frequency domain data sets for determining background optical properties and one CW 

fluorescence emission data set.  CW fluorescence emission data was used to match the 

capabilities of our experimental system and results in a simplification of Equation (3.2) 

which can be  handled by setting ω = 0 rad/s. 

 

Table 6.1.  Chromophore concentrations and scattering parameter values assigned 
to the mesh regions in the simulation studies 

 

 

Given the modest Stoke’s shift of LuTex, depicted in 518HFigure 4.1, the choice of 

excitation wavelength has practical implications for experimental work.  The difficulty in 

filtering the excitation signal precludes the use of LuTex’s NIR absorption peak (about 

735 nm) to excite the fluorophore.  In this study, a 690 nm excitation wavelength was 

used for both simulated and experimental data acquisition.  In addition to normally 

distributed random noise added to the frequency domain data (5% amplitude and 1 

degree phase) and CW fluorescence emission (10% intensity), excitation signal leakage 
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through the filter was added to the CW fluorescence emission intensity to simulate a 

typical 7 OD rejection of the excitation intensity.  This number comes directly from 

experimentally measured rejection estimates for the filters in the tomography system used 

in the experiments performed here (section 519H5.1.4). 

The general image reconstruction protocol is listed in section 520H3.1.  Initial 

estimates for all parameters were generated using homogenous fitting algorithms which 

enforce a single value for all nodes.  The Jacobian matrix was calculated on a fine mesh 

of approximately 2000 nodes and interpolated onto a coarse reconstruction pixel basis for 

inversion.  A 30 by 30 pixel reconstruction basis was used for the no-priors case.  The 

spatial priors reconstruction used a semi-adaptive pixel basis that redistributes the pixels 

based on the region information.  This method ensures that each region contains an 

adequate number of nodes to approximate the internal structure of the domain.  

Convergence was defined as less than a 2% change in projection error between 

successive iterations for the frequency domain optical properties algorithm and less than 

a 1% change in projection error between iterations for the fluorescence yield 

reconstruction.  Similar algorithmic parameters were used for the phantom studies and 

are described in further detail below. 

 

6.1.2 LuTex phantom studies: Perfect uptake 

Lutetium Texaphyrin provided by Pharamcyclics was diluted in water and used as 

the imaging fluorophore.  The test domain was a solid 5.5 cm diameter hardened epoxy 

phantom with scatterer and absorbers created by titanium dioxide powder and India ink, 

respectively 53, 93.  The phantom had a 14 mm hole located approximately 12 mm from 
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the phantom center [similar to the phantom shown in 521HFigure 4.6(c)].  The background 

optical properties were μax = 0.005 and μs,x
/ = 1.0 mm-1, measured with a frequency 

domain system near the excitation wavelength.  Unlike the simulation experiments, the 

optical properties were assumed constant throughout the domain in this experiment.  

These values were also used as the optical properties at the emission wavelength.  The 

hole was filled with a solution of 1% Intralipid to match the scattering value of the 

background, and varying concentrations of LuTex (0.3125 μM to 5 μM) were added.  

This represents a simple test case for investigating the imaging response to varying 

concentrations of fluorophore.  The excitation source was a 690 nm laser diode which 

matches the wavelength used in the simulation studies.  Total acquisition time for the 

fluorescence emission was less than 4 minutes (a total of 240 CW data points).   

Even after processing the collected light with a 720 nm long pass interference 

filter (Omega Optics, Brattleboro VT)) which provides 7 OD rejection of the excitation 

light as well as the filtering offered by the spectrograph grating, emission spectra 

recorded by the detector are composed of a sum of the pure fluorescence signal and 

contamination from phantom auto-fluorescence.  Using the spectral fitting routine 

described in section 522H5.2.4, these signals were decoupled by fitting previously recorded 

“basis spectra” of the contamination signal and the pure fluorescence signal to the 

measured data.  An example of the decoupling process for LuTex phantoms is presented 

in 523HFigure 6.2 for one measurement at a single detector. The least squares algorithm 

operating on the basis spectra quantifies the amount of contamination and true 

fluorescence signal that exists in each spectral recording.  Once fit, the fluorescence 
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signal was integrated and became the fluorescence emission intensity data for the 

reconstruction algorithm. 
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Figure 6.2.  An example of a pair of basis spectra for the excitation and fluorescence 
light (in counts/s as a function of CCD pixel number) is shown in (b).   These spectra 
were recorded for each detector prior to imaging.  In practice, the basis spectra 
were used to perform a least squares fit to the spectrum measured for each source-
detector pair to determine the relative contribution of the fluorescence and 
excitation light to the measured response. 
 

To investigate the improved imaging capability of reconstructing data with spatial 

priors, each data set was reconstructed with and without spatial “soft” priors.  Since the 

domain was easily characterized geometrically, spatial prior information was determined 

by direct manual measurement of the phantom.  This information was encoded in the FE 

mesh used for reconstruction.  Since background optical properties were previously 

determined with our frequency domain system, they were assumed known for image 

reconstruction.  Convergence was defined as less than a 1 % change in projection error 

between iterations.  All images were reconstructed using a 2GHz Centrino Duo laptop 

with 2GB RAM running Windows XP. 
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6.1.3 Simulation results 

524HFigure 6.3 and 525HFigure 6.4 display the target values of the two test cases along with 

images reconstructed using no priors and spatial soft prior information.  Qualitatively, 

image recovery using spatial priors produces significantly more accurate images. Spatial 

priors preserve the general internal structure of the LuTex distribution, detail that is lost 

almost entirely in the no-priors case.  Images of fluorescence yield show the most 

dramatic difference between the spatial priors and no priors reconstructions.  Without 

spatial priors, the algorithm appears to have no ability to recover localized tumor-like 

regions of elevated fluorescence yield for these complicated cases.  However, 

incorporating spatial priors results in images that qualitatively appear accurate and 

quantitatively are reasonably close to the true values.  526HFigure 6.5 provides 1-D cross-

sections near the y-axis of each domain.  These plots confirm an inability of the no-priors 

imaging algorithm to recover the simulated fluorescent tumor in either test field.  

Alternatively, the spatial prior-based imaging algorithm not only picks out the objects of 

interest, but provides fairly accurate reproductions of the complicated structure of 

simulated fibro-glandular layers.  Mean values for the simulated cancer region near the 

domain center are 79% and 51% of the true values for the spatial priors and no-priors 

reconstructions, respectively.  These numbers change to 75% and 45% for the case with 

the cancer region closer to the edge of the domain.  They represent a significant 

improvement in imaging performance; however, they alone do not illustrate the full 

impact of incorporating spatial priors.  The cross-sectional plots indicate that the no-

priors images contain virtually no spatial discrimination of the cancer regions.  Regional 
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contrasts are depicted in 527HTable 6.2 and further illustrate a dramatic overall improvement 

in cancer region quantification with spatial priors.   

 

Figure 6.3.  Target and recovered values of μax, μsx
/, μam, μsm

/, and fluorescence yield, 
ημaf, for reconstruction implementations using no prior information and with 
spatial prior information.  In this case, the simulated cancer region was near the 
edge, which is known to be easier to recover without spatial priors.  The image 
scales are at right in units of mm-1.   
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Figure 6.4.  Target and recovered values of μax, μsx
/, μam, μsm

/, and fluorescence yield, 
ημaf , for reconstruction implementations using no priors and spatial priors.  In this 
case, the simulated tumor region was near the center of the imaging domain, which 
is known to be more difficult to recover accurately.  Image scales are at right.   
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Table 6.2.  Target and recovered fluorescence yield regional contrasts for the images 
in 528HFigure 6.3 and 529HFigure 6.44.  Reported ratios were calculated using the mean 
values in each region.   
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Figure 6.5.  Cross sectional plots of fluorescence yield are shown for the simulated 
imaging domains in (a) the case with an object near the edge and (b) the case with 
an object near the center.  In both cases, the cross section is in the y-direction just 
off center from x = 0.  The solid line represents the target value, the small dotted line 
the recovered value using a no-priors based algorithm, and the dashed line the 
recovered value using spatially guided reconstruction.    
 

In addition to improved qualitative and quantitative accuracy, the spatial prior 

algorithm reduced the reconstruction time significantly.  The full reconstruction time for 

the no-priors case, including background optical property estimation, was just under 9 
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minutes for both the central and superficial tumor cases.  These times were reduced to 

less than 3 minutes and 90 seconds using spatial priors.  In both cases, structural 

information guided the algorithm to a convergent solution in fewer iterations than the no-

priors cases.   

 

6.1.4 LuTex phantom results:  Perfect uptake 

530HFigure 6.6 shows fluorescence yield images recovered from phantom data using 

both no-prior and spatial prior image reconstruction approaches.  A qualitative 

assessment of the images reveals a dramatic benefit of the spatial prior on image 

formation.  The fluorescent object’s borders are more clearly defined for all 

concentrations of LuTex when using spatial priors.  Furthermore, the values of 

fluorescence yield throughout the region of interest are more homogeneous, and 

therefore, more similar to the actual distribution for spatially guided reconstructions.  

Incorporating spatial priors also suppresses edge artifacts significantly.  This is most 

apparent in images of phantoms with low LuTex concentration.  531HFigure 6.7 shows a full 

scale image of the 0.3125 μM phantom.  Artifacts near the boundary virtually dominate 

the no-priors image and represent the largest fluorescent yield values in that imaging 

domain.  None of these artifacts exist in the spatially guided image generated from the 

same fluorescence emission data.  The spatially guided image also includes an easily 

discernable fluorescent object at the correct location which is difficult to define in the no-

priors case.  These results indicate that for low fluorophore concentrations in this imaging 

domain, the correct fluorescent object would be identified only if prior structural 

information were incorporated in the reconstruction.   
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Figure 6.6.  Recovered images of fluorescence yield are shown for varying 
concentrations of LuTex.  The 14 mm diameter fluorescent inclusion was embedded 
in a 55 mm diameter solid epoxy tissue simulating phantom. Images were generated 
from the same data using algorithms based on no-priors and spatial soft prior 
implementations.   
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Figure 6.7.  A narrower colorbar-scale version of the 0.3125 μM LuTex phantom 
images shown in Fig. 8 further illustrates the improvement in image accuracy, and 
removal of edge artifacts for the spatially guided algorithm.  Images are of 
fluorescence yield in units of mm-1. 
 

 

6.1.5 Discussion 

Both techniques suffer from a bias in the recovered fluorescence yield which 

results in a positive value in the region of interest for the case with no fluorophore.  This 

is most likely caused by auto-fluorescence coupled with an imperfect spectral fitting 

technique and perhaps fluorescence peak distortion, addressed in Chapter 12, which 

results in positive values for fluorescence emission intensity even in phantoms containing 

no LuTex fluorophore.   

In addition to improving image quality and fluorescence yield quantification, 

spatial prior-based reconstructions converged in substantially less time than the no-priors 

algorithms.  Reconstruction times ranged from 50 – 90 seconds when not using spatial 

priors and approximately 22 seconds for spatially guided reconstructions, marking an 

improvement of just over 75% in some cases.  These numbers represent only the 

fluorescence yield reconstructions and not the recovery of background optical properties 

since associated properties were assumed known from prior measurements.  In cases 

requiring the recovery of background optical properties, the improvement in 
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reconstruction time is expected to be similar to that previously quoted in the simulation 

results. 

Both phantom and simulation results demonstrated dramatic improvements in 

recovery and quantification of features in the fluorescence distribution.  The results 

presented here show promise for this approach in all cases and tissue volumes considered.  

It is clear that incorporating anatomical features derived from MR images in DOFT 

image reconstruction will improve sensitivity to lower concentrations of fluorophore, 

qualitative accuracy, and fluorescence yield quantification in-vivo.     

The phantom studies represented simple distributions of optical properties and 

fluorophore concentration and improvements in image quality were still substantial.  It is 

expected that soft prior implementations will benefit imaging performance to an even 

greater extent in complex tissue domains, an assertion born out in the simulation studies 

and the ICG experiments described in the following section.    

 

6.2  ICG phantom imaging:  Imperfect drug uptake 

6.2.1 Seventy millimeter pilot phantom 

The perfect drug uptake experimental conditions used in the phantom study 

presented previously are unrealistic for clinical applications since most contrast agents, 

even targeted drugs, are expected to produce background signals in healthy tissue 

regions.  More realistic conditions must include the presence of lower tumor-to-healthy 

tissue contrasts.  A series of increasingly complex phantoms were used to investigate 

imaging of larger volume phantoms with imperfect tumor-to-background uptake.  The 

first example is a 70 mm diameter cylindrical phantom composed of DPBS, 1% Intralipid 
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and India ink, resulting in background optical properties of  μa = 0.005 mm-1 and μs’ = 1.4 

mm-1.  ICG dissolved in DI water was added to the phantom volume to obtain a 300 nM 

ICG solution.  A thin-walled plastic cylinder was positioned between the edge and center 

of the phantom to simulate a 2 cm diameter tumor region.  The inclusion consisted of the 

same solution found in the phantom background, though the ICG concentration was 

elevated to 1 μM, providing a total contrast of just over 3.3:1.  Background optical 

properties were determined by imaging the phantom in a separate frequency domain 

clinical system and calculated values for 785 nm were used for this experiment.  The 

spectroscopy system was then used to acquire excitation intensity and fluorescence 

emission measurements.  Integrated intensities were calibrated to the model as described 

earlier and images were reconstructed using an algorithm without spatial guidance as well 

as the soft spatial priors implementation.  The resulting images are shown in 532HFigure 6.8.  

Tumor-to-background contrast can be deciphered in both images, however, the spatially 

guided implementation provides a more accurate representation of the imaged domain.  

Inclusion borders are more clearly defined and the image represents substantially higher 

tumor-to-background contrast.  Image contrasts based on the mean values of fluorescence 

yield in the tumor and background region are 1.68:1 for the spatial priors image and 

1.14:1 for the no priors image. 
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Figure 6.8.  Containers shown in (a) were used to produce a 70 mm diameter liquid 
phantom containing an ICG heterogeneity.  The ICG target-to-background 
concentration was 3.3:1.  Images reconstructed using spatial soft priors, depicted in 
(c), are more accurate qualitatively and in terms of recovered contrast than images 
recovered without the spatial priors implementation (b).     

 

6.2.2 Ninety millimeter, single-inclusion phantoms 

6.2.2.1 Methods 

A more comprehensive study was completed in larger, 92mm diameter cylindrical 

liquid phantoms composed of DPBS, 1% intralipid, and India ink.  A 22mm diameter 

cylindrical plastic tube was suspended in the larger phantom volume to simulate a tumor 

region of elevated fluorophore concentration, as shown in 533HFigure 6.9.  The background 

liquid contained 300 nM of ICG while the tumor region was composed of the same 

intralipid solution but with varying concentrations of the fluorophore, to produce a range 

of tumor to background fluorophore concentrations between 1.5:1 to 6.6:1, or 50% to 

560% contrast, respectively.  Background optical properties of the intralipid/ink solution 

were determined using the separate frequency domain system at 785nm.  These values, μa 

= 0.005 mm-1 and μs’ = 1.4 mm-1, were assumed to be constant throughout the 
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wavelength range used here, though the absorption properties were adjusted based on the 

known ICG concentration and associated extinction spectrum at the excitation and 

emission wavelengths.  The experiment was repeated for two inclusion positions, one 

near the edge of the phantom and one closer to the center, where the sensitivity to 

changes in fluorescence contrast is lowest.  Data were calibrated in the manner described 

in section 534H5.2.5 and calibrated data was processed using the spectral fitting routine, from 

which homogeneous estimates were computed for each phantom configuration.  Images 

were reconstructed using three approaches, two of which incorporate spatial prior:  Soft 

spatial priors, hard spatial priors, and “no priors”.   

 

 

Figure 6.9.  A photograph of the 92 mm diameter intralipid, ink, ICG phantom in 
the phantom fiber array is included in (a).  The spatial prior information for an 
object near the edge is shown in (b). 

 

6.2.2.2 Results and Discussion 

Images for phantoms with the anomaly at the center and the edge are presented in 

535HFigure 6.10 and 536HFigure 6.11, respectively.  In both figures, each row represents (a) no 
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priors, (b) soft priors, and (c) hard priors implementations while columns represent 

different ICG concentrations in the tumor-simulating target.  Images in each row are 

shown using the same color-bar scale, but this range may vary between rows.   

It is clear that in this relatively large domain with imperfect drug uptake, images 

reconstructed without internal morphology information are qualitatively inaccurate and 

misleading, even at the higher contrast levels.  On the other hand, both spatial prior 

techniques produced images that are qualitatively accurate and appear to show a more 

reasonable response to changing ICG concentration in the simulated tumor region.  Close 

comparison of the two figures reveals a marked difference in image response between 

anomalies in the center and near the edge.  Deep objects with very low fluorescence 

enhanced contrast are virtually invisible over the color bar ranges shown, even in images 

reconstructed using spatial guidance.  Objects with identical characteristics near the edge 

are well resolved at even the lowest contrasts.  The non-linear sensitivity of the diffuse 

imaging field is well known, expected, and clearly demonstrated here.  This condition 

also afflicts spatially guided imaging, though to lesser extent than the unguided 

techniques.     

Images recovered without the help of spatial priors provide the most pure 

expression of the measured boundary data content.  Close examination of these images 

reveals a complete inability to localize the anomaly and return reasonable fluorescence 

yield image contrasts.  Images for the deep target object show image intensities pulled to 

the right while image intensity actually decreases in the target region, likely due to 

increased absorption in the simulated tumor.  Slightly improved localization is observed 

for objects near the edge of the tissue volume, though the maximum intensity is still well 
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outside the actual object location and image intensities do not seem to track well with 

increasing fluorophore concentration.  The large centrally located structure, sometimes 

referred to as a ring artifact, is almost always a consequence of inaccurate data-model 

calibration, which arises for a number of reasons.  Mismatch in this case may be caused 

by bias in the measured data or data processing, incorrect values of optical properties, a 

likely scenario given the assumptions made for these phantoms, or light tunneling issues 

prevalent when using liquid phantoms in plastic containers.  Regardless of the source, 

this bias makes the no-priors imaging approach virtually intractable for the phantoms 

considered here.   

Images recovered using the spatially guided approaches tell a more promising 

story.  These implementations clearly prejudice the image recovery process, resulting in 

very reasonable images, from a qualitative perspective.  While helpful in the situation 

presented here, this characteristic may be detrimental if MR segmentation and 

registration is inaccurate or simply does not correspond to the spatial distribution of 

fluorophore in the tissue volumes, possibly directing some of the data-model-mismatch-

born image intensity into a target-object region inappropriately.  
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Figure 6.10.  Reconstructed images of fluorescence yield for liquid phantoms 
containing intralipid, ink and ICG, using no spatial priors (a), soft priors (b), and 
hard priors (c).  In this case, the simulated tumor region was just off center.  
Columns correspond to different tumor-to-background ICG contrasts, 1.5:1, 3.3:1, 
and 6.6:1 from left to right.   
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Figure 6.11. Reconstructed images of fluorescence yield for liquid phantoms 
containing intralipid, ink and ICG, using no spatial priors (a), soft priors (b) and 
hard priors (c).  In this case, the simulated tumor region was close to the edge.  
Columns correspond to different tumor-to-background ICG contrasts, 1.5:1, 3.3:1, 
and 6.6:1 from left to right.   

 

A more quantitative assessment reveals the extent to which spatial guidance 

impacts the imaging algorithm.  Mean values of recovered fluorescence yield in the 

background and target regions are plotted as a function of target ICG concentration in 

537HFigure 6.12 for no priors, (a), soft priors, (b), and hard priors, (c), reconstructions.  

Values for both “center” and “edge” phantom configurations are plotted on each graph.  

The results in (a) confirm the poor quantification performance of unguided solutions.  
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Higher values of fluorescence yield in the anomaly are reported for both spatially guided 

techniques while background values remain fairly constant regardless of inclusion drug 

concentration.  Both spatial prior implementations produce a large difference between 

recovered values for centrally located objects and objects near the edge.  In the latter 

case, both techniques provide a reassuringly linear response to increasing concentration 

of ICG.  Recovered values for deeper objects, on the other hand, are somewhat erratic 

with changing concentration.  The data-model mismatch-derived bias is in part 

responsible for this behavior.   

 

 

Figure 6.12.  Mean values of recovered fluorescence yield in the anomaly (“Anom”) 
and background of the imaging domains for no priors (a), soft priors (b) and hard 
priors (c) reconstructions.  Both phantom configurations are plotted on each graph, 
denoted in the legend by “(center)” and “(edge)”. 

 

Recovered image contrast values calculated from the mean values provided in 

538HFigure 6.12 are plotted as a function of true contrast of ICG concentration in 539HFigure 6.13, 

along with expected contrast values.  The results produced with the no priors algorithm 
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are familiar.  These images show insignificant recovered contrast compared to the true 

contrast based on ICG concentration [540HFigure 6.12(a)].  Image guidance improves the 

recovery of phantom contrast, but hard and soft prior implementations demonstrate 

different behaviors, especially when objects are deeply embedded.  For objects near the 

edge, both spatial prior-based approaches provide a similar linear response in contrast 

recovery, though underestimate true contrast values based on ICG concentration.  The 

erratic response to objects near the center is somewhat confounding and again is likely an 

artifact of data-model mismatch.  This bias clearly has greater impact on imaging 

performance for objects located where imaging sensitivity is lowest.   

 

Figure 6.13.  Calculated contrast determined using mean values of recovered 
fluorescence yield in the anomaly and background of the imaging domains for no 
priors (a), soft priors (b) and hard priors (c) reconstructions.  Both phantom 
configurations are plotted on each graph, denoted in the legend by “(center)” and 
“(edge)”.  True ICG concentration contrast is plotted in red.   
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6.2.3 Three layer phantom 

6.2.3.1 Methods 

Despite the complication of imaging imperfect drug uptake, the liquid phantoms’ 

composition used previously is simple compared to the heterogeneous structure of breast 

tissue.  In general, the organ is composed of a small number of optically significant tissue 

types; adipose tissue, fibro-glandular tissue, and suspect regions (benign and malignant 

tumors, cysts).  Phantoms composed of similar multi-region structures provide the most 

clinically relevant testing platforms.  Gelatin matrix phantoms, described in Chapter 4 

can be used to produce these complex structures, a technique used in the experiments 

discussed here. 

A 91mm diameter cylindrical phantom was composed of water, gelatin, TiO2, and 

ICG.  A photograph of the phantom is included in 541HFigure 6.14 and shows three layers 

representing, from outside-in, adipose tissue, fibroglandular tissue, and a simulated 

tumor.  ICG concentrations provide a tumor-to-adipose contrast of 10 to 1 (1 μM to 1 

nM) and a tumor-to-fibroglandular contrast of around 3.3 to 1.  Gadolinium was also 

added to the second layer so that each simulated tissue region would be discernable in an 

MRI scan for use as spatial prior information.  MRI and optical data were collected 

separately and co-registered using MR sensitive fiducial markers.  The MR segmentation 

is straightforward in this case, and images were segmented (542HFigure 6.14) to provide 

spatial guidance for the fluorescence reconstructions.   
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Figure 6.14.  A photograph of the phantom in the optical fiber array is shown in (a).  
The second layer contained gadolinium, which provided MR image contrast, (b), for 
easy image segmentation using Mimics software (c).    

 

6.2.3.2 Results and Discussion 

Images of fluorescence yield recovered using all three algorithmic techniques are 

provided in 543HFigure 6.15.  While the images produced without spatial guidance moderately 

favor the true fluorescence distribution, boundary artifacts confound the image and 

overall quantification is poor.  Importantly, spatially guided solutions report fluorescence 

contrast distributions in the correct locations and improve contrast quantification.  In the 

best case, recovered tumor-to-fibro-glandular fluorescence yield contrast reaches about 

50% of the actual value while tumor-to-adipose contrast reaches only 20% of true 

contrast.  However, the large, low-contrast, complex phantom was a particularly 

challenging imaging domain and qualitative assessment of the images provides a 

promising outlook for image-guided reconstructions.  Reducing tissue depth through mild 

compression in circular or parallel plate imaging geometries may readily improve 

contrast recovery significantly.  The development of targeted fluorophores that produce 
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higher contrast between diseased and normal tissue should also enhance image 

quantification.   

 

Figure 6.15.  Fluorescence yield images of the three layer phantom reconstructed 
using no spatial guidance (a), soft-priors (b), and hard-priors (c).  All images are 
plotted using the same color scale.   

 

6.3 Summary 

This study investigated an effective method to incorporate MR-derived tissue 

morphology for imaging fluorescence yield at depth in tissue.  The conceptual assertion is 

that diffuse tomography will be more successful as an imaging modality when combined 

with pre-existing imaging systems which have higher spatial resolution, such as MRI.  

The algorithmic implementations essentially reduce the imaging problem from one of 

both localization and quantification to one of quantification only since the boundaries of 

the tumor are specified by the MR image.  Simulation and phantom studies were used 

here to validate the method.  Using data acquired in infinite contrast LuTex phantoms and 

much lower contrast ICG phantoms, the spatial prior implementations improved 

qualitative and quantitative imaging response of fluorescence yield.  Prior information 

also suppressed image artifacts and more accurately represented the internal distribution 
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of fluorophore.  In the no-priors case, edge or ring artifacts dominate the image for lower 

concentrations of fluorophore, and provide a misleading interpretation of the internal 

distribution of the fluorescent agent.  Spatial priors information proved critical for 

discerning any fluorescence activity enhancement in large volumes with low fluorescence 

contrast.  Imaging response in these cases was influenced dramatically by proximity of 

the tumor to the tissue surface, likely a consequence of bias in the calibrated data giving 

rise to data-model mismatch.   

Even if data contains no data-model mismatch error, the impact of spatial 

guidance is dramatic.  A simulated breast mesh derived directly from an MR image of a 

human breast served as the test bed for a complex tissue domain.  The simulations 

demonstrated no ability to recover the internal distribution of the complicated domain 

without the use of spatially guided reconstructions.  Qualitatively, fluorescence yield 

images generated without spatial priors had little resemblance to the target domain and 

completely disregarded the 18 mm simulated cancer region, as evidenced by 1D cross-

sectional plots of fluorescence yield.  Breakdown of the images in the no-priors case is 

likely due to poorly recovered background optical properties as well as the complexity of 

the fluorescence yield distribution itself.  Certainly, part of the improvement in 

fluorescence yield image accuracy can be attributed to improved images of background 

optical properties.   

In these studies, it was assumed that the fluorophore distribution correlates 

directly to the fatty, fibro-glandular, and tumor tissue layers, which themselves exhibit no 

significant intra-region heterogeneity, in a given imaging domain.  While this assumption 

appears reasonable based upon the biology of the tissue for endogenous chromophores29, 
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34, fluorescent probes will have different characteristics in-vivo and further studies to 

determine a correlation between tissue type and fluorophore localization are necessary.  

Should this assumption prove to be unrealistic, the “soft” spatial prior approach offers 

some latitude in terms of correctly identifying structural prior information.  The 

algorithmic implementation groups tissue regions together in a region-specific 

regularization and allows individual nodes in those regions to update independently.  As 

opposed to “hard” prior approaches where nodal values in a given region are assumed 

homogenous, a soft prior technique may recover positive fluorescent objects not directly 

encoded in the spatial prior information.  This is a subject of further investigation.   

Spatially guided image reconstruction implementations based on prior knowledge 

of tissue morphology were shown to provide significant improvements in fluorescence 

yield recovery in complicated tissue volumes and to be highly beneficial for simple 

domains.  Specifically, both phantom and simulation results demonstrated dramatic 

improvements in recovery and quantification of features in the fluorescence distribution.  

The structural guidance also reduced overall image reconstruction times substantially by 

limiting the number of required iterations to reach a solution.  This was observed for both 

hard and soft prior implementations.  The results presented here show promise for this 

approach in all cases and tissue volumes considered.  Extensions of this study might 

include determining the effect of incorrectly identifying the structural prior, especially in 

cases where the MR images produce false negative or false positive readings95.  It is clear 

that incorporating anatomical features derived from MR images in fluorescence yield 

image reconstruction will improve sensitivity to lower concentrations of fluorophore, 

qualitative accuracy, and fluorescence yield quantification in-vivo.  
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Chapter Seven: Pilot MRI-FMT studies for 
imaging murine gliomas 
 

 

This chapter describes two pilot MR-coupled fluorescence tomography case 

studies to image murine gliomas in vivo.  It should be noted that the experiments 

presented in this chapter were original designed by Summer Gibbs-Strauss for validation 

of bulk fluorescence spectroscopy without consideration of in vivo imaging; however, 

given the availability of the animals, a collaborative effort was initiated in which some 

subjects underwent simultaneous MRI-FMT acquisition.  Summer Gibbs-Strauss also 

contributed most of the biologically-driven work, including animal handling, cell culture 

and implantation, drug delivery, and assistance in data acquisition.  The evolution of the 

spectral fluorescence scanner is evident throughout the next three chapters (7 through 9) 

as the descriptions outline progress from relatively unsophisticated fiber coupling and 

software techniques used in small-scale pilot studies to more evolved approaches used for 

more ambitions studies.   

 

7.1   Initial Attempts at Sparse Data Sampling and Loose Fiber Coupling in MRI-
FMT 

The first small animal imaging study attempted to image Aminioluvelinic Acid 

(ALA) induced Protoporphyrin IX fluorescence in 9-L glioma models in mice.  At this 

stage of the system development, the mouse head and fiber array positioning system was 

quite primitive and only four optical fibers (544HFigure 7.1(a)) were used in this study without 
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a formal method for identifying and localizing fiber positions in the MR images. Data 

from one mouse was analyzed as an imaging subject, briefly discussed here.    

The 9L tumor cells (106 cells in 10 μL PBS) were implanted intra-cranially into 

the nude mouse.  After 20 days of incubation, the mouse was imaged before and 2 hours 

after ALA (Sigma Aldrich) injection (at 100 mg/kg whole body dose).  Ex-vivo studies in 

our lab have shown high tumor-to-normal brain tissue fluorescence contrast for this 

tumor line at this time point; however, fluorescence in the skin is also substantial after 

ALA injection96.  PPIX fluorescence was excited with a 635nm laser diode and the 

1200l/mm grating was used to record the fluorescence emission spectrum, which peaks at 

around 705nm.  The spectral fitting procedure described in section 545H5.2.4 was used to 

extract fluorescence emission from background contamination.   

Gadolinium enhancement was quite strong for this tumor line, making tumor 

regions readily discernable in MR images.  The large tumor region produces high image 

intensities in the MR image and shows an aggressive tumor bulk pushing against the 

skull.  The MR images were segmented either using Mimics software, as described 

previously, or a Matlab GUI designed for work in breast imaging65.  The MR image and 

the corresponding 2-D mesh, made up of approximately 2100 nodes, are presented in 

546HFigure 7.1.   
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Figure 7.1.  The small animal coil was used with four spectroscopy fibers for 
simultaneous MRI and fluorescence acquisition (a).  A coronal slice of a Gd-
enhanced MR image of a mouse head is shown in (b), from which an FEM mesh is 
generated (c).  Fibers were located using the indents on the animal tissue surface 
(red circles show 1 scattering depth in from the locations identified).   

 

7.1.1 Imaging endogenous PPIX fluorescence 

7.1.1.1 Two region segmentation 

Some malignant tumor cells produce PPIX at an accelerated rate without ALA 

administration, likely due to increased metabolic activity, and it may be possible to image 

malignant regions based on endogenous PPIX fluorescence alone.  This hypothesis was 

tested by imaging a mouse before ALA injection.  After the mesh was generated from the 

segmented MRI, homogenous values for optical properties, μax,am = 0.01 mm-1 and μsx,sm
/  

= 1 mm-1, were assigned throughout the two-dimensional domain.  A homogeneous 

fitting routine produced a bulk value of fluorescence yield, used as the initial estimate in 

the image reconstruction algorithm. 

The domain was segmented into two regions, one defined as tumor tissue based 

on the gadolinium enhancement, while the area outside of the tumor made up the second 

region.  Images were formed using both soft and hard-priors implementations guided by 
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the two-region mesh.  Resulting images are presented in 547HFigure 7.3 and show very high 

tumor to background contrast in fluorescence activity: over 30:1 for the hard-priors 

image.  These initial results are encouraging, indicating high production of PPIX in the 

tumor region compared to the surrounding tissue.  Qualitatively, the two image formation 

techniques produce similar results; however, the recovered contrast based on the mean in 

each region is much lower for the soft-priors case, about 4.3:1.  The soft-priors image 

also contains more subtle information on the fluorescence yield distribution.  

Specifically, the maximum of fluorescence activity, while still inside the tumor itself, is 

shown to be close to the center of the imaging domain.  This information is lost in the 

hard-priors image. 

 

 

Figure 7.2.  The MR image (a) and reconstructed fluorescence activity of PPIX 
fluorescence without ALA administration using soft priors (b) and hard priors (c).  

 

7.1.1.2 Three region segmentation: False positive 

The analysis was extended to incorporate a third region, outside the tumor area, as 

shown in 548HFigure 7.3(a).  The third region was placed randomly inside the domain, 
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providing an initial impression of the algorithm’s robustness to false region segmentation.  

Reconstructed images are shown in 549HFigure 7.3 (b) and (c).  The hard-priors imaging 

algorithm produced similar qualitative results to the two-region case, as the third region 

disappeared completely into the background; however, the image contrast climbed to near 

infinite, or the working precision of the computer.   The soft-priors implementation, on 

the other hand, effectively pulled the image contrast out of the tumor region and into the 

large region which cuts through the center of the domain.  This is not altogether 

inconsistent with the two region results, which showed the highest fluorescence activity 

in the tumor, but very close to the center of the domain.  Fluorescence activity in the 

three-region implementation is shown to be lower in the tumor region as compared with 

the mid-section region, while the third “false” region plummeted to a positive constraint 

in the algorithm which prevents the fluorescence yield from dropping below 10-20 mm-1.   

 

Figure 7.3.  The same data was used to reconstruct images using spatial guidance 
based on a three-region segmentation.  The regions are shown in (a), while the 
resulting images reconstructed using the soft and hard priors techniques are 
presented in (b) and (c) respectively.    
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The results associated with the three-region image formation protocol provide a 

relatively poor picture of imaging performance.  Though we can only speculate, there are 

a number of fairly obvious reasons why the algorithm seems to break down in this case.  

Certainly the severe under-sampling of optical data resulting from using only four source-

detector pairs makes the inversion problem particularly underdetermined.  The hard-

priors implementation addresses this to some extent by reducing the parameter space 

significantly; however, this does not change the non-uniform sensitivity inherent in the 

source-detector sampling on the boundary.  Additionally, the foundation of the model 

system was rooted in assumptions of the optical property distribution.  The homogeneous 

estimate may be inaccurate, in which case the model-based algorithm may not match the 

measured data under the best of circumstances.  However, it is encouraging that the hard-

priors implementation provided high tumor to background image contrast in the face of 

poor volume sampling, primitive fiber positioning, and perhaps inaccurate estimated 

optical properties. 

 

7.1.2 Imaging ALA-induced PPIX  fluorescence 

Two hours after ALA administration, the same mouse was imaged in the MRI-

FMT system.  Meshes were generated following the pre-ALA administration procedure 

and the same homogeneous optical properties were assigned to the domain.  Recovered 

images are presented in 550HFigure 7.4 and do not show fluorescence enhancement in the 

tumor region.  Fluorescence activity is shown to be elevated near the tissue surface in the 

soft-priors image and a large enhancement is seen well outside the tumor region.  The 

tumor region itself is shown to have a negative contrast in fluorescence activity.  The 
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strict enforcement of region information in the hard-priors image produces a similar 

general trend.  Regions outside the tumor in this image are slightly elevated, while the 

tumor itself shows decreased fluorescence activity.   

 

Figure 7.4.  The MR image (a) and reconstructed fluorescence activity of PPIX 
fluorescence two hours after ALA administration using soft priors (b) and hard 
priors (c). 

 

7.1.3 Summary 

The potential deficiencies elucidated in section 551H7.1.1 for the endogenous PPIX 

fluorescence images apply in this case as well; however, images of ALA-induced PPIX 

fluorescence are less promising, though there may well be a biological explanation.  

Specifically, the results may indicate that the documented ALA-induced PPIX skin 

fluorescence dominates the image recovery.  This is particularly clear in the soft-priors 

image, where elevated regions of fluorescence surround the interior of the tissue.  It is 

unclear whether the skin is thick enough to impact the image recovery to the extent 

shown here.  Indeed, PPIX skin fluorescence has been shown to influence the sensitivity 

of transmission fluorescence spectroscopy to murine glioma fluorescence, and skin 

photobleaching techniques have been developed to address this issue96.  Similar 
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techniques may be required for ALA-induced fluorescence tomography; however, this 

may only be determined after further studies with a more sophisticated imaging array and 

more confidence in the assignment of optical properties.  Also requiring further study is 

the potential to image endogenous PPIX fluorescence in glioma tumors, as described 

above, a particularly intriguing and somewhat unexpected result coming out of this 

preliminary study.  Additional PPIX studies were not completed as part of this thesis and 

therefore are left for future work.   

 

 

7.2   EGFR imaging feasibility pilot study 

The second pilot study is presented as a feasibility experiment to image epidermal 

growth factor (EGF) uptake in murine gliomas using Licor’s IRDye® 800CW EGF 

Optical Probe.  Ex-vivo work completed by Summer Gibbs-Strauss provided a 

convincing case that EGF- targeted dye uptake is high in U251 human glioma tumor cells 

while little fluorescence contrast is induced in 9-L tumor cells by the Licor probe.  This 

likely indicates a difference in EGFR expression between cell lines.   

 

7.2.1 Methods 

The U251 line was selected for this study and 106 cells in 10 μL PBS were 

implanted intra-cranially in six nude mice.  The initial study parameters called for eight 

nude mice, including two controls; however, problems with the specialized rodent coil 

pushed back the imaging date and most mice had to be sacrificed due to tumor growth.  

This resulted in a three-mouse population consisting of one control, one fully developed 
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tumor visible in MR images, and one mouse with implanted U-251 cells, but no visible 

tumor in the MR images.  Only data from the tumor-bearing mouse is discussed here.   

A custom molded mouse bed which fit snuggly in the small animal RF coil was 

designed and built by Summer Gibbs-Strauss and used in this study.  Shown in 552HFigure 

7.5(b) the mouse bed contains fiber optic access holes to provide positioning of eight 

spectroscopy fibers around the mouse head. 

 

Figure 7.5.  (a) Photograph of the coil layout showing access holes for the optical 
fibers.  (b) The custom designed mouse bed accommodates the spectroscopy fiber 
bundles and fits into the rodent coil for simultaneous MRI and optical acquisition. 

 

Simultaneous gadolinium enhanced MRI and fluorescence tomography 

acquisition of the population was completed 48 hours after IRDye® 800CW EGF Optical 

Probe injection.  Fiber-tissue contact positions were determined from the MR images in 

reference to MR sensitive fiducials (IZI Medical Products) on the molded mouse bed.  

For each imaging session, a single coronal slice was segmented into regions using 

Materialize Mimics software.  The example in 553HFigure 7.6 shows an MR coronal slice of 

the tumor-visible mouse 48 hours after IRDye® 800CW EGF Optical Probe 
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administration and the resulting MR segmentation.  The regionized mask was exported as 

a bitmap file from which a two-dimensional mesh with approximately 2000 nodes was 

generated for fluorescence reconstruction.   

 

 

Figure 7.6.   The coronal slice from gadolinium enhanced T1-weighted images of a 
tumor bearing mouse brain (left) is segmented into three regions using MIMICS 
software, identified by the blue, grey and purple colors in the image at right.  The 
segmented image is used to generate an FEM mesh for spatially-guided fluorescence 
reconstruction. 

 

7.2.2 Results 

The spectral fitting technique described in section 554H5.2.4 was used to generate 

integrated intensity values of fluorescence emission from basis spectra of EGF optical 

probe fluorescence.  Reconstructed images with and without the use of hard spatial priors 

are presented in 555HFigure 7.7.  The conventional diffuse tomography approach makes no 

use of the internal tissue structure, though the outer boundary of the domain is used in 

this case.  Recovered values of fluorescence yield using this approach are highly surface 

weighted, showing an elevated region of fluorescence activity near the surface of the 

mouse head, well outside the actual location of the tumor.  The diffuse, Gaussian shape of 

the elevated region is typical of fluorescent molecular tomography imaging without 
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spatial guidance 97-104.  The use of hard priors in three regions was implemented here. The 

tumor region outline was given by a region-growing threshold of the enhanced MR image 

and the fluorescence recovery algorithm estimated the fluorescence uptake in that pre-

defined region.  Recovered maps of fluorescence yield using the hard priors 

implementation show an elevated level of fluorescent activity in the tumor region.   

 

 

Figure 7.7.  Images of fluorescence yield for a tumor-bearing mouse reconstructed 
using only the outer animal boundary as prior information, (a), and hard priors for 
the animal exterior, brain and tumor regions (b).  An image overlay of (b) on the 
segmented MR image is shown in (c). 

 

7.2.3 Ex vivo validation 

Seventy-two hours after drug injection, and thus twenty-four hours after in-vivo 

imaging, the mouse was sacrificed for ex-vivo scanning.  Fresh brain sections were 

imaged on a Li-COR Odyssey fluorescence scanner prior to fixation and histology 

preparation.  Ex-vivo fluorescence scans and corresponding histology results are shown 

in 556HFigure 7.8 and indicate a high tumor-to-background uptake of the targeted drug.  

Fluorescence activity did not correspond precisely to tumor regions of interest in H&E 
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slides, possibly because fresh slices used for emission scans were considerably thicker 

than the 4 μm slices used in histology and thus were susceptible to partial volume effects.  

However, the fluorescence image showing the slice which consisted predominantly of 

tumor cells (c) closely matched malignant morphology in the corresponding histology 

slide (f).  The other two slices (middle and left) show the tumor mass located at the base 

of the mouse brain, similar to what was observed in the MR images.  This tumor grew 

into the bone at the base of the brain and parts of it detached from the brain during the 

post-mortem surgical resection.  Thus, comparing tumor-to-normal volumetric ratios 

determined from reconstructed images and ex-vivo analysis is difficult.  However, 

general location and qualitative comparison of contrasts indicate that the imaging system 

is indeed sensitive to tissue targeted by the EGF probe.   
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Figure 7.8.  Ex-vivo fluorescence scans of fresh tissue sections from the mouse 
imaged in 557HFigure 7.7 are shown in the top row.  Histology slides correspond loosely 
with the fluorescence images and indicate tumor growth at the base of the brain 
[(d)-(f)].     

 

7.2.4 Summary 

The results of this feasibility study support several preliminary, yet promising 

conclusions.  Ex-vivo and pathology data confirm that the U-251 tumor line yields high 

tumor-to-background uptake of the EGFR targeted dye.  Though not explicitly proven, 

this implies that the tumor line over-expresses the EGF receptor.  It was demonstrated 

that the emitted fluorescence measured at the boundary of the mouse head can be used to 

generate images of fluorescence activity in vivo, and to that end, MRI information was 

critical in recovering the accurate spatial distribution of fluorescence yield for this case.  

Again, this may imply that the system is able to image EGFR expression in vivo. To 
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provide a more substantial and quantitative validation, studies with larger mouse 

populations were initiated, described in the following chapters.  
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Chapter Eight: EGF-targeted fluorescence to 
monitor Erbitux treatment of gliomas in 
murine models 
 

 

A treatment response study was designed to investigate the impact of EGFR 

targeted treatment on brain tumor uptake of IRDye® 800CW EGF Optical Probe and to 

validate the imaging performance of the MR-coupled tomography scanner in small 

animals.  The treatment under investigation was Erbitux, a monoclonal antibody 

developed by ImClone as a therapeutic agent targeted to over-expression of EGFR.  

Erbitux molecules have a high affinity for EGF receptors, but upon binding to the 

receptors, do not catalyze the cell signaling chain leading to increased proliferation and 

suppressed apoptosis, processes characteristic of malignant cells.  Several recent Binding 

events by EGF, on the other hand, are more likely to trigger this process.  Acting as 

designed, the treatment should slow tumor growth, and make cells more susceptible to 

other, more toxic therapies 74-76, 105.   

Based on the reported activation mechanism of the therapeutic molecule, we 

hypothesized that use of the treatment would reduce EGF probe fluorescence activity in 

vivo in two ways.  First, competition for EGFR binding sites between the EGF 

fluorescent molecules and the monoclonal antibody should reduce the probe binding 

throughout the animal.  Second, overall tumor volumes in treated subjects should be 

reduced as a consequence of therapeutic disruption of the signaling pathway.  These 
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mechanisms should act together to produce smaller tumor volumes containing lower 

densities of fluorescent molecules. 

Two complications were encountered in the course of this study that precluded a 

proper imaging validation.  The fiber mouse positioning system fabricated for in vivo 

mouse brain imaging provided inadequate tissue-fiber contact and hindered locating the 

fiber probes in the MRI segmentation process.  Additionally, GFP-transfection of the 

tumor cells altered the biology of the cell line, resulting in aggressive cells that grew 

diffusely throughout the brain and were not discernable in the MR images.  These 

complications had serious implications for the imaging portion of the study; however, 

recovery of bulk fluorescence activity was still possible.  This single-pixel reconstruction 

approach was applied to the murine population in this study and differences in recovered 

fluorescence yield between tumor and control mice were recorded.   

 

8.1 Methods 

8.1.1 Mouse preparation and study parameters 

 To facilitate post-mortem ex-vivo validation of the in vivo data, U251 tumor cells 

were transfected with green fluorescent protein (GFP) using the lipofection technique.  

This common procedure splices GFP producing DNA into the tumor line nuclei, but also 

selects for more robust cells which may have biological implications.  Since the 

transfection occurs before the cancer cells are implanted, only tumor cells produce the 

fluorescent protein.  Therefore, GFP fluorescence imaging is 100% specific to diseased 

areas.  Since GFP fluorescence is in the visible wavelength range, light penetration is 
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poor, and in vivo imaging is impractical for all but subcutaneous tumors.  However, ex-

vivo sections, such as used here, are easily imaged with commercial scanners.     

Nineteen immuno-compromised mice (Charles River) survived to the endpoint of 

this study.  The population was divided into three study arms: untreated, treated, and 

control.  Mice in the untreated (6) and treated (5) arms were implanted with 106 GFP-

transfected tumor cells (in 10 μL PBS) via intracranial surgery.  The control arm 

consisted of eight subjects, all of which had intracranial implantation of Phosphate 

Buffered Solution (PBS) in the same volume as that implanted in the tumor-bearing mice.  

Tumors were allowed to grow for 23 days before MRI/FMT images were acquired.  

During this period, mice were scanned in the MRI to check for tumor growth.   

Subjects in the treatment arm received 1mg of Erbitux every four days 106 to 

maintain blood plasma concentration of the drug.  Mice in the untreated and control arms 

received no Erbitux injection.  Twenty-one days after tumors were implanted, Licor 

IRDye® 800CW EGF Optical Probe (1 nmole) was administered intravenously (IV) into 

the tail vein of the mice.  The probe incubated for 48 hours before being imaged in the 

MRI/FMT system.  As in the previously described experiment, eight sources and 

detectors were used for the optical imaging providing a total of 56 source-detector pairs 

for each animal.   

 

8.1.2 Fiber positioning and MR image segmentation  

Data analysis began by segmenting tissue regions and locating the fiber optic 

probe positions in the MR images using the Mimics software package.  The mouse head 

fiber array introduced in section 558H7.2.1 and pictured in 559HFigure 8.1 was used for data 
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acquisition in this study.  A modification to the original design introduced four radial 

holes in the plane of the fiber to accommodate custom MR sensitive fiducial markers.  In 

these studies, the sponge-like material found in commercially available copper sulfate 

MR fiducials (IZI, Medical Products, Baltimore, MD) was removed from the sealed 

packages and pressed into the fiducial channels in the mouse holder.   

 

(a) (b)(a) (b)
 

Figure 8.1.  The mouse head holder shown in (a) was imaged using a micro-CT 
scanner, which provides strong contrast between epoxy resin and air (b).  Green 
arrows mark the MRI fiducial channels while the other eight channels 
accommodate the optical fibers.  Clearly, the point of conversion of the fiber array 
does not match the intersection of the fiducial channels.    

 

The fiber array is arranged in a coronal plane circumscribing the mouse head, and 

thus the appropriate coronal MR slice was located by referencing the four fiducial 

branches emanating radially outward from the tissue, as seen in 560HFigure 8.2 (a).  These 

fiducial channels lie in the coronal slice of the fibers.  The intersection of the lines drawn 

through the fiducial signals in the image provides a reference for the center of the circular 
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fiber array.  Unfortunately, this intersection point does not coincide with the intersection 

of the fibers themselves and therefore, x and y direction translations are necessary to 

locate the center of the fiber array, a process shown in 561HFigure 8.2 (b).  These translations 

were determined prior to imaging using a micro-CT scan of the mouse holder, shown in 

562HFigure 8.1(b).  Mimics angle tools were then used to triangulate fiber trajectories and 

ultimately, tissue contact points (563HFigure 8.2 (c)).  The accuracy of this localizing 

procedure is questionable.  The ill-defined borders of the fiducials make the initial 

identification of the fiducial intersection point somewhat uncertain, a problem that 

worsens over the course of an imaging session since the MR signal decreases as the 

fiducial material dries out.  Multiple translations of reference points introduce additional 

uncertainty.  Error in fiber positioning has critical implications for image recovery, an 

issue addressed in the follow-up to this study, in Chapter 9.   
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Figure 8.2.  Fiber contact points were positioned with reference to MRI fiducial 
material (a).  From the intersection of lines connecting the fiducial signals, linear 
translations localized the converging point of the optical fibers (b).  Referencing this 
center point and fiducials, the Mimics angle tool was used to mark fiber contact 
points (c).  
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8.2 Results and Discussion 

8.2.1.1 Absence of visible tumors in the MR images 

Coronal MR images of a representative tumor-bearing mouse are presented in 

564HFigure 8.3, showing no visible tumor regions.  Throughout the course of the study, it 

became increasingly evident that the physiology of the tumor line eluded imaging using 

conventional and unconventional MRI sequences.  The subjects were observably ill, 

displaying classic signs of advanced brain cancer, discounting the possibility of 

unsuccessful intra-cranial surgeries.  Previous experience with the U251 tumor line 

showed reliable enhancement with gadolinium contrast, a trait not observed in this study.  

565HFigure 8.3 presents T1 weighted, T2 FLAIR, T1 inversion recovery and T1 weighted 

contrast enhanced images, none of which provide any evidence of an abnormal mass.  

Other slices throughout the brain show similar results.  Swelling of the ventricles in some 

of the subjects was the only noticeable abnormality.  This could indicate tumor growth in 

the ventricle space or blockage in the ventricular drainage duct due to tumor growth.   

 

 

Figure 8.3.  Representative coronal MR images of a mouse brain implanted with 
GFP-transfected U251 tumor cells.  Images acquired using the following pulse 
sequences are shown:  T1-weighted turbo spin echo (a), T2 FLAIR (b), T1 inversion 
recovery (c), and gadolinium enhanced T1 turbo spin echo (c).  Some swelling in the 
ventricles is noted, but no discernable tumor mass.   
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Ex-vivo analysis of one of the mice shows tumor cells infiltrating the brain, 

growing in a highly diffuse pattern.  566HFigure 8.4 compares MRI and ex-vivo results for 

two tumor cell lines.  Images for the GFP-transfected U251 line used in this study are 

provided in (a) and illustrate the diffuse infiltrative nature of the tumor line.  GFP 

fluorescence corresponds to the tumor cells identified in the histology slides.  Importantly 

the tumor region is not identifiable in the MR image, even with the aid of ex-vivo slides.  

The GFP-transfected 9-L tumor line, on the other hand, produces large tumor masses 

easily visualized with MRI contrast.  Though improbable, it is possible that the blood-

brain barrier remains intact with this U251 tumor line, blocking penetration of the 

relatively large gadolinium delivery molecule.  Another possibility is that the absence of 

a bulk tumor mass limits the per image volumetric concentration of the contrast agent to a 

regime below MR sensitivity.  Other MR sequences, such as diffusion weighted imaging, 

have been used to try to identify the tumor, with little success.  For the purposes of this 

analysis, the absence of MRI identifiable tumor masses in this mouse population 

facilitated a re-assessment of the study aims.   
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Figure 8.4.  Gadolinium enhanced MRI, histology and ex vivo GFP fluorescence of 
two tumor lines.  In (a), GFP-transfected tumors used in this study present no MRI 
enhancement and show up in the histology slides as diffuse, infiltrative sites 
throughout the brain.  For comparison, images for the GFP-transfected 9-L tumor 
line in (b) show a more conventional tumor model, with a large tumor mass seen 
easily with MRI contrast enhancement. 

 

An inability to identify tumor regions in the MR image has serious implications 

for the image guided fluorescence tomography technique under investigation.  The 

objectives of the study were adapted to this reality, and a new focus on image guided 

bulk fluorescence extraction was adopted.  In this approach, the mouse population was 

analyzed based on results from the homogeneous fitting procedure alone.  The procedure 

still require FEM meshes from the MR images and thus a coronal image of each mouse 

was segmented into two regions, brain and surrounding tissue, as shown in 567HFigure 8.5.  

These meshes were then used to produce homogeneous values of fluorescence yield, as 

described presently. 
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(a) (b)(a) (b)
 

Figure 8.5. An example of a two region segmentation of a gadolinium enhanced T1-
weighted image.  In this example, the brain is segmented from the surrounding 
tissue.  

 

8.2.2 Homogeneous fitting 

The fluorescence homogeneous fitting routine described in section 568H5.3 was used 

to determine bulk values of fluorescence yield in the volume sampled by the optical 

probes. After the MR images were segmented and transformed into NIRFAST-

compatible meshes, tissue optical property values were assigned based on a compiled list 

of murine tissue properties by van der Zee 107.  The brain and suspected tumor regions 

were all assigned μax = 0.03 mm-1, μsx
/  = 2.25 mm-1 at the excitation wavelength and μam 

= 0.03 mm-1, μsm
/  = 2.75 mm-1 at the emission wavelength.  All other tissue types were 

assumed homogenous and assigned μax,m = 0.01 mm-1 and μsx,m
/  = 1 mm-1 at the exciting 

and emitting wavelengths.  In this manner, the model incorporated heterogeneous optical 

properties while fluorescence activity was assumed to be homogeneous.  The approach is 

outlined in 569HFigure 8.6. 
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Figure 8.6.  A diagram outlining the procedure for homogeneous fitting.  MR images 
were segmented into 2 regions: brain and surrounding tissue.  Optical properties 
were then assigned based on literature values.  Using these properties, a single pixel 
reconstruction provided a homogeneous fit of fluorescence yield to the measured 
data.   

 

Examples of the data-model mismatch for homogeneous fits are presented in 

570HFigure 8.7 for mice in the control (a), treated (b), and untreated [(c) and (d)] arms of the 

study.  These graphs show the measured data as well as data generated using the model 

for a homogeneous value of fluorescence activity, as determined by the fitting algorithm.  

These values were analyzed with common statistical tools to compare fluorescence 

activity between study arms. 
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

 

Figure 8.7.  Data-model mismatch for homogeneous fits of fluorescence yield plotted 
for individual subjects in the control (a), treated (b), and untreated [(c) and (d)]  
study arms. 
 

Bulk values of fluorescence yield for the entire mouse population are presented in 

571HFigure 8.8.  These results show a clear difference between the medians of the control and 

tumor-bearing subjects.  A difference between treated and untreated arms is less obvious.  

Interestingly, the variability between subjects is higher for tumor-bearing mice, 

particularly untreated animals, than controls.  This may be due to biological variability, 
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either in tumor growth or drug uptake.  Additionally, fiber array positioning with respect 

to the malignant cells may also be a factor contributing to the larger data spread in the 

untreated arm.  Since malignant regions could not be identified in the MR images, the 

fiber array could not be positioned to ensure the optically sampled volume included 

tumor tissue.  The location of fluorescent tissue with respect to the fiber array has a 

significant influence on the measured intensity, and therefore recovered fluorescence 

yield.  This clearly is not an issue for cancer-free control arm subjects which, not 

coincidentally, show much lower inter-subject variance.  The large differences in 

variance impacts the statistical significance of the differences between arms. 

    

 

Figure 8.8.  Box-and-whisker plots show the median and inter-quartile of the 
fluorescence yield recovered using homogeneous fitting.   
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Fluorescence yield results were compared between study arms using the one-

tailed heteroscedastic Student’s t-test.  These values are reported in 572HTable 8.1 and show 

statistical significance between any and all arms vs. the control group.  This is an 

important result, confirming that the EGF probe is specific to malignant cells in vivo and 

demonstrating that the system is sensitive to the drug uptake, even for bulk fluorescence 

measurements.   That the p-value is lower between the control vs. treated than control vs. 

untreated groups is a result of the higher variance among the untreated subjects.   

 

Table 8.1.  Student’s t-tests between population arms.  *Statistical significance is 
reported for p < 0.05. 

Population Arms p-value 

Control / Untreated 0.042 * 
Control / Treated 0.037 * 

Treated / Untreated 0.140   
All tumor bearing / Control 0.012 * 

 
 

The variance in the untreated group may also have contributed to the failure to 

achieve a statistical difference between treated and untreated arms, though this will only 

be confirmed with larger population studies.  Certainly, biological explanations cannot be 

ruled out.  Possibilities include ineffective treatment, non-specific antibody binding, or 

more complicated biological processes.  A binding event triggers receptor internalization 

of itself and the bound molecule.  It is unclear whether the receptor remains in the cell or 

is recycled to the cell surface 74, 108, 109.  The latter possibilities would mitigate expected 
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decreases in fluorescence activity due to treatment.  Future studies may examine these 

more complex possibilities. 

 

8.2.3 Image reconstruction 

Despite problems with the optical fiber array and identification of tumor masses 

in the MR images, a more extensive analysis of the optical data’s content was 

accomplished by reconstructing images with the available data.  Data for all subjects 

were reconstructed using a two-region spatial-hard-priors approach as well as a no-prior 

approach, save for the outer boundary.  The two-region fit can be thought of as a step up 

from the single-region fit described above.  Presuming imaging geometry is correct and 

tumor fluorescence is localized in the brain, one would expect positive image contrast of 

fluorescence yield between the brain and surrounding tissue area.  Given the strict 

application of the spatial information, the quantitative value will be averaged over the 

region’s area; however, brain-to-background contrast would be a promising sign that the 

data contains some tumor localization information.  If that were true, the corresponding 

images reconstructed with the no priors approach should show similar trends of elevated 

fluorescence activity toward the top of the mouse head. 

Representative images for mice in the control (a), treated (b) and untreated (c) 

arms are presented in 573HFigure 8.9 and show no propensity toward elevated fluorescence 

activity in the brain region.  This discouraging result is not entirely unexpected, given the 

issues involving fiber contact reported earlier.  The hard priors images show higher levels 

of fluorescence yield outside of the brain while full reconstructions indicate a consistent 

pull to the lower-right of the imaging domain.  This was observed in most subjects 
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analyzed.  Interestingly, the maximum image intensity is highest for the untreated mouse, 

but the lack of localization in the brain region undermines any confidence that the data 

contains spatially relevant information.     

(a)

(c)

(b)

Hard priors No priors

(a)

(c)

(b)

Hard priors No priors

 

Figure 8.9.  Images of fluorescence yield recovered using two reconstruction 
techniques, namely two-region hard priors and no priors.  Images are 
representative of the control (a), treated (b) and untreated (c) population arms.   
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Hot spots near the edge of the image usually indicate fiber coupling errors.  The 

consistency of these artifacts between subjects suggests that baseline readings from 

control mice might be used to account for these errors during calibration.  To explain this, 

mean values for each source-detector pair recorded on the control mice were subtracted 

from each data set using, 

)ln()ln()ln( hom_mod_ ogelmeancontrlhetcalibII φφφφ +−=       8.1 

Several other formulations were attempted; however, little improvement was observed in 

the resulting images.  Images of tumor-bearing mice continued to show higher 

fluorescence activity outside of the brain region with hard-prior reconstructions, while 

edge artifacts were common in the no-priors images.  It is clear from these results that a 

new approach to fiber coupling is critical for successful small animal imaging.   

 

8.3 Summary 

Image guided single-pixel fluorescence spectroscopy of U251 gliomas using the 

EGF targeted probe and MR-FMT system proved sensitive to the presence of malignant 

tissue in vivo.  The calculated p-value between tumor and control mice was 0.012 when 

all tumor-bearing mice were group together.  These values decreased when individual 

arms were compared to one another, though both treated and untreated arms were 

significantly different from controls.  Statistical differences were not found between 

treated and untreated arms, though it is unclear if this is due to system uncertainty or 

biological mechanisms.   

The imaging component of the study was unsuccessful.  An inadequate fiber array 

made fiber-tissue contact questionable.  Gaps between fiber probes and the tissue surface 
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provide favorable conditions for stray light contamination in detection channels and 

introduce large data-model misfit errors since free-space propagation is not part of the 

model system.  Poorly integrated MR fiducial references introduced significant 

uncertainly when localizing fiber positions in the MR image.   

The biological transformation of U251 cells which led to MR invisibility further 

confounded the study objectives.  It is possible that the GFP lipofection process, which 

inherently selects for more hearty cells, produced a more aggressive cell line with 

infiltrative growth characteristics.  To address this, a simpler imaging validation study 

using the parent tumor line was initiated.    
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Chapter Nine: Imaging of MR-detectable U-
251 tumors using fluorescent EGF Probe 
 

 

Results from the large scale Erbitux study revealed two impediments to a 

successful imaging experiment, one biological and the other mechanical, both of which 

are addressed directly in this follow-up validation study.  GFP-transfection of the U251 

tumor line altered the physiology of the cells, producing a phenotype not readily 

detectable with conventional MR.  This in itself is an intriguing result which was 

investigated further as part of Summer Gibbs-Strauss’ thesis110; however, the 

unconventional behavior of the tumor model impeded the validation of the MRI-guided 

fluorescence tomography scanner in vivo.  For the current study, this issue was designed 

out of the experimental protocol by using the parent U251 tumor cell line, which is 

known to grow in large masses which enhance readily with Gd-MRI contrast.  Another 

addressable concern involved the hardware design of the animal interface.  It became 

increasingly clear that the molded mouse bed was inadequate for imaging purposes due to 

uncertainty in fiber-tissue contact and difficulty locating fiber positions in the 

corresponding MR images.  A full re-design of the fiber positioning system was 

completed for the current study.  Unlike the previous animal experiments, the study 

presented here was designed specifically for the validation of the system as an imaging 

apparatus.   
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9.1 Methods 

9.1.1 Mouse preparation 

Fourteen nude mice were prepared for this study, six controls and eight tumor-

bearing mice.  One million cells in 10 μL PBS U251 cells were implanted intra-cranially 

in the eight tumor mice, while sham surgeries were performed on all controls.  Based on 

past experience, the imaging sessions were scheduled for 23 days after surgery; however, 

five tumor-bearing mice past away several days before the scheduled imaging session due 

to advanced disease.  This unfortunate miscalculation reduced the diseased population to 

three mice, one of which showed no sign of tumor mass in MRI scans.  Therefore, only 

two tumor-bearing mice were included in the analysis here. 

Except in one case, all mice received IV injection of the EGF dye (1 nmole) 48 

hours before image acquisition, the exception being an imaging session for each of the 

tumor-bearing mice before drug administration.  Optical acquisition time was around 15 

minutes, and fit easily into the 30 to 40 minute MRI acquisition procedure.  In some 

cases, mice were re-positioned after a scout scan to ensure tumor and brain regions were 

sampled properly with the fiber array, extending total acquisition time slightly.   

  

9.1.2 Fiber positioning and MR Image segmentation 

 The annulus-shaped fiducials provided a reliable reference for positioning 

fibers in the MR image.  The coronal slice corresponding to the fiber plane was easily 

identified by determining which slice showed the largest gap between the visible sides of 

each fiducial.  Indents in the tissue also helped locate the appropriate plane.  If necessary, 
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software may be used to re-slice image stacks, however, this was avoided by carefully 

orienting MR image slices during the acquisition protocol.   

After selecting the proper plane, geometric tools part of the Mimics software 

package were used to position the fiber contact points.  The first step was to locate the 

center of the fiber optic array, accomplished by drawing lines connecting the inner annuli 

of diametrically opposed fiducials, as shown in 574HFigure 9.1(a).  Lines were then drawn 

between each existing pair of lines.  The intersection of these lines represents the center 

of the circular fiber array.  Angular spacing between each fiber bundle is exactly 22.5 

degrees from the center of the fiducial.  The geometrical angle tool in Mimics was used 

to position the fiber-tissue contact points. 
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Figure 9.1.  Using the fiducial markers as guides in Mimics software, lines were 
drawn connecting the inner surfaces of diametrically opposed fiducials (a).  After 
four pairs were drawn, additional lines between and parallel to each existing pair 
are drawn.  The outer lines may be removed to simplify the image and the 
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intersection of the remaining lines identifies the center of the circular fiber array 
(b).  Finally, the angle tool was used to locate the fiber contact points around the 
head (c).   

 

Once fiber positions were located and exported, the problem of segmenting tissue 

regions was addressed.  Mimics software offers several automatic and manual tools for 

segmenting imported images.  Typically, the first region was defined using a threshold 

and was adjusted to include the entire tissue domain.  Given the variation in intensity 

within the imaged tissue, manual manipulation of the segmented region was required.  

Next, region growing tools were used to determine brain and tumor regions, again with 

manual adjustments to the region.  Upon completing the image segmentation process, the 

viewing style was changed to a binary mask and exported as a bitmap image, shown in 

575HFigure 9.2.  If the mask had more than three regions, Boolean operations were used to 

ensure all regions were visible in the bitmap image.   

 

Figure 9.2.  Simple segmentation using Mimics for the mouse head and brain 
regions (a).  Region information was exported as a binary bitmap image (b). 
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9.1.3 Confirmation of tumor-detection in MR images 

Two tumor-bearing mice survived through the imaging date and were imaged 

with MRI-FMT before dye administration and 48 h after the IV injection.  Survey scans 

were used to ensure a suspicious area was in the plane of the fiber array, often requiring 

re-positioning the mouse in the fiber array.  T1-weighted coronal images with (a) and 

without (b) gadolinium contrast as well as T2-weighted images (c) for one mouse are 

shown in 576HFigure 9.3.  Each row represents images from different MRI sequences of the 

same volume.  Slice thickness and spacing were identical for all scans shown.   The plane 

of the fiber array is boxed in blue.  Gadolinium circulated between 5 and 10 minutes 

before the contrast enhanced sequence was initiated.  The dark region in the T1 weighted 

images corresponds to high image intensity in the T2 weighted images, likely indicating 

edema.  Gadolinium enhancement is seen near the center of the brain in the first three 

anterior images (b), however, this region is clearly beyond the plane of the fiber array.    
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Figure 9.3.  MRI coronal image series of a murine head bearing a large glioma 
grown from intracranial implantation of the U251 tumor line.  Each column shows 
the same volume slice for different sequences: (a) T1-weighted TSE without 
contrast, (b) T1-weighted TSE with contrast, and (c) T2-weighted. 

   

A similar collection of images for the second tumor-bearing mouse is presented in 

577HFigure 9.4.  The T1-weighted images without contrast, (a), show a similar dark region of 

possible edema corresponding to high T2 signal.  However, gadolinium penetration in 

this mouse was far more extensive and the classic ring enhancement is obvious.  This 

pattern typically indicates severe blood-brain barrier breakdown with leaky vessels 

encircling a poorly perfused, possibly necrotic mass.  Significantly, the fiber plane 

intersects both enhanced and dark areas in the MR image.  These regions were segmented 

into separate regions for optical image reconstruction. 
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Figure 9.4.  MRI coronal image series’ of a murine head bearing a large glioma 
grown from intracranial implantation of the U251 tumor line.  Each column shows 
the same volume slice for different sequences; (a) T1-weighted TSE without 
contrast, (b) T1-weighted TSE with contrast, and (c) T2-weighted. 

 

For each mouse, the Gd-enhanced MR image in the fiber plane was segmented 

into three or four regions as defined from MR image contrast: 1) normal brain, 2) 

suspected necrosis or edema, 3) suspected malignant region/Gd-contrast enhancement (if 

visible in image), and 4) all other tissue.  Coronal images and corresponding 

segmentations are shown in 578HFigure 9.5.  Once segmented, 2100 node meshes compatible 

with the NIRFAST software were generated.  Optical property values were assigned from 

a compiled list of optical properties by van der Zee107.  In this case, the brain and 

suspected tumor regions were all assigned μax = 0.03 mm-1, μsx
/  = 2.25 mm-1 at the 

excitation wavelength and μam = 0.03 mm-1, μsm
/  = 2.75 mm-1 at the emission 

wavelength.  All other tissue types were assumed homogenous and assigned μax,m = 0.01 

mm-1 and μsx,m
/  = 1 mm-1 at the exciting and emitting wavelengths.  Homogeneous 
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estimates of fluorescence yield were determined using the bisection method outlined in 

section 579H5.3. 

 

Figure 9.5.  Gd-enhanced coronal slices of the two tumor-bearing mice (a) and (c) 
were segmented into regions shown in (b) and (d), respectively.  In (b), three regions 
delineate brain, edema, and all other tissue.  In addition to those three regions, Gd 
enhancement in (c) was also segmented as a fourth region in (d).   
 

9.2 Results 

9.2.1 Homogenous fitting results and discussion 

After segmentation and source-detector position files were exported, Matlab 

routines were used to generate a 2-D mesh for image reconstruction, calibrate the 

fluorescence data, and compute a homogeneous fit of the fluorescence yield that best fit 

the calibrated data.  580HFigure 9.6 shows MR images of the control mice and the 
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corresponding homogeneous fits of the data.  It is clear that the calibrated data matches 

the homogeneous model data well for mice that survived and remained in the RF coil 

positioning system.  Marked deviations from the homogeneous fits were observed for two 

mice, one of which moved during data acquisition and one of which did not survive the 

image acquisition.   
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Figure 9.6.  MR images (left) and homogeneously fit data (right) for the 6 control 
animals injected with IRDye® 800CW EGF Optical Probe.   
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Homogeneous fits of the data for the tumor-bearing mice are shown in 581HFigure 9.7.  

The two mice were imaged prior to optical probe administration (a) and (b), and 48 hours 

after injection (c) and (d).  Besides auto-fluorescence, little to no evidence of a 

fluorescent peak could be discerned in data acquired prior to probe administration.  In 

many cases, a slight negative fluorescence peak provided the best fit to the spectral data 

based on the spectral fitting routine.  These data points imply a lack of fluorescent signal 

and should not be ignored.  In this case, negative fluorescence intensity values were 

assumed to indicate negligible fluorescence and a value of 10-20 counts/s was assigned to 

these data points.  This clearly influences the homogeneous fitting routine, facilitating 

particularly poor fits.  Data measured at the 48 h post-injection time point, on the other 

hand, portray much higher levels of fluorescence intensity and the homogeneous fit data 

matches the real data reasonably well.   
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Figure 9.7.  MR images and homogeneously fit data for two tumor-bearing mice.  
Data for each mouse is provided before, (a) and (b), and 48 hours after IRDye® 
800CW EGF Optical Probe administration, (c) and (d).   
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Examining the homogeneous fit values and the data-model mismatch error 

between calibrated and model data generated for a homogeneous value of fluorescence 

yield, presented in 582HTable 9.1, reveals interesting and promising trends.  Data-model 

mismatch was calculated as the sum of the squared error between calibrated data and 

homogeneous model data.  Given the small number of mice in the tumor group, few 

concrete conclusions can be drawn beyond anecdotal observations.  These observations 

are, however, consistent with expectations.  Fits for mice not injected with the optical 

probe are well below values for all other cases, for reasons discussed above.  These 

values may eventually prove to be diagnostic contingent upon the results of a larger 

population mouse study, but for now, these results are noted, but excluded from the 

present discussion.   

Data associated with two control mice produce relatively high data-model 

mismatch error, as shown in red in 583HTable 5.1.  Both anomalies are easily explained; one 

mouse died during image acquisition and the other fell from the mouse positioning 

system.  Both data sets were therefore excluded from further analysis.  Interestingly, the 

errors for all other control mice show relatively little variance (14% of mean) and are 

consistently under 3.1, while data for the mouse with a large Gd-MRI enhanced tumor 

visible in the plane of the fiber array deviate more substantially from the associated 

homogeneous fit, with an error of 8.5.  Ignoring data for mice not injected with the 

optical probe, this mouse produced the highest mismatch error, as would be expected.  

The homogeneous fit to this data was also 90% higher than the next highest 

homogeneous fluorescence yield calculation.  The tumor-bearing mouse which contained 

Gd-MRI enhancement outside the fiber plane produced a homogeneous fit value well 
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within the range of the control mice, though at 3.4, the error of the fit was slightly larger 

than the control mice.  Despite the small populations, diagnostic information appears to 

reside in the homogeneous fit values and the associated data-model mismatch error.  

Larger mouse populations may eventually confirm this initial impression.  For now, we 

will consider the imaging problem; whether recovered images of fluorescence yield are 

reasonable and provide additional contrast between mouse populations in this study.   

Table 9.1.  Homogeneous fit values of fluorescence yield 

 
Population Arm 

 

Homogeneous Fit 
Fluorescence 

Yield (10-6 mm-1) 

Data-model 
mismatch error 

 
Comments 

1.61 × 10-6 2.79  
1.25 × 10-6 66.82 Fell from mouse bed 

during acquisition 
1.37 × 10-6 2.28  
2.91 × 10-6 12.67 Died during acquisition 
1.71 × 10-6 2.34  

Control 
Mice 
(Dye injected) 

2.32 × 10-6 3.09  
1.91 × 10-6 3.39 No Gd. Enhancement 

in fiber plane 
Tumor-bearing mice 
(Dye injected) 

4.42 × 10-6 8.54 Gd. enhancement in 
fiber plane 

1.46 × 10-11 2.55 × 104  Tumor-bearing mice 
(No dye injected) 6.83 × 10-25 3.07× 104  

 

9.2.2 Image recovery results and discussion 

Homogeneous values of fluorescence yield reported in 584HTable 9.1 provided the 

initial estimate for fluorescence yield image reconstructions.  Images were recovered 

using three algorithmic approaches which incorporate the MRI information:  Soft spatial 

priors, hard spatial priors, and “no priors”, the latter indicating that no internal anatomical 

information was used to guide the fluorescence reconstruction, though the outer boundary 

was known from the MR image.  Each image was reconstructed using three values of the 
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regularization parameter, specifically 1, 10, and 50.  As described earlier, these values 

were scaled to the maximum of the diagonal of the inversion matrix, JTJ.  Except where 

noted, all images shown were reconstructed with the highest regularization value.   

Fluorescence yield images for the two tumor-bearing mice are shown in 585HFigure 

9.8, along with the associated gadolinium-enhanced MRI slice.  The optical fiber array 

encircled a gadolinium enhanced tumor region in only one of the mice and these images 

are provided in the top row.  The enhanced region segmented out of the MRI image 

shows elevated fluorescence activity in all three images.  In particular, the two images 

generated with internal spatial priors show very strong contrast in the gadolinium 

enhanced region surrounding a region of low fluorescence activity corresponding to the 

darkened area in the MR image.  In both cases, enhanced tumor region-to-normal brain 

tissue contrast approaches 9:1.  The no priors image shows a diffuse elevation in 

fluorescence yield, though the subtleties of the spatial distribution of fluorescence yield 

are lost given the low spatial resolution.  The maximum recovered value and overall 

contrast are substantially lower, most likely due to the under-determined inversion 

‘spreading’ the image intensity across the imaging field, a common phenomenon 

observed in simulation and phantom studies conducted previously.     

The bottom row shows images for the mouse with an obvious abnormality 

composed of an extensive dark region and gadolinium enhancement outside of the fiber 

plane.  Spatial priors were introduced as a three region mask, normal brain, dark region, 

and all other tissue.  The spatially guided images show very slight differences between 

normal brain and surrounding tissue, 16% according to the hard priors image, but a 

significant negative contrast in the region corresponding to the dark abnormality in the 
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MR image.  This region presents with T2 and T1 signatures similar to the dark region in 

the previous mouse, i.e. high fluid content and absence of gadolinium enhancement.  The 

possibility that these regions are composed of necrotic and/or edematous tissue is 

encouraging, as such pathologies are expected to show little to no contrast of a targeting 

fluorophore.  The no priors image also shows negative contrast in the abnormal region, 

though, as expected, returns diffuse, poorly resolved images.  However, images 

reconstructed without spatial guidance produce the most pure expression of the 

information content in the data, and it is reassuring, if not necessary, that their general 

trends match those recovered in the guided images.  This is an important concept which 

when applicable, instills confidence that spatial guidance does not dominate image 

recovery.  

No priors Hard priorsSoft priorsNo priors Hard priorsSoft priors

 

Figure 9.8.  Images for the tumor-bearing mice, only one of which showed Gd 
contrast in the fiber plane, reconstructed using three reconstruction techniques are 
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shown next to the corresponding MR image used to provide spatial a priori 
guidance. 
 

Images for the control population are shown in 586HFigure 9.9.  The control mice 

underwent sham surgeries only, and therefore the spatial guidance was introduced as a 

two region problem; brain and surrounding tissue.  Most images show elevated levels of 

fluorescence activity outside of the brain region, an initial indication that a strongly 

fluorescent mass does not reside in the brain region.  Overall image contrasts are modest, 

especially compared to the fluorescence enhanced tumor in 587HFigure 9.8 (top row).  

Importantly, the maximum reconstructed value of fluorescence yield for all 

reconstruction techniques is highest in the mouse with a gadolinium enhanced mass 

sampled by the fiber optic array.  Considering only the hard-priors images, this value is 

around tenfold higher than the maximum values recovered in three of the control mice 

and approximately six times higher than the fourth control mouse.  A similar comparison 

between the tumor-bearing mice in 588HFigure 9.8 indicates a 7.5 times increase in maximum 

fluorescence yield.   

Overall, the maximum value of recovered fluorescence yield in the mouse with a 

gadolinium-enhanced mass sampled by the fiber optic array is over six times higher than 

the maximum recovered values in all other subjects.  It is unfortunate that the tumor-

mouse population was so small.  A larger population might support the identification of 

image intensity thresholds to help facilitate characterization and quantification of 

fluorescence activity in vivo. 
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No priors Hard priors
(2 region)

Soft priors
(2 region)

No priors Hard priors
(2 region)

Soft priors
(2 region)

 

Figure 9.9.  Images of fluorescence yield for the four control mice reconstructed 
using three different reconstruction approaches.  For each mouse, the relevant MRI 
slice is shown (left) with the corresponding fluorescence images recovered using no 
prior, soft prior, and hard prior implementations. 
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9.2.2.1 A brief note on regularization 

Samples of reconstructed images for a tumor-bearing mouse and a control mouse 

presented in 589HFigure 9.10 and 590HFigure 9.11 demonstrate the effect of the regularization 

parameter, termed λ for the no priors and hard priors cases and β for the soft priors 

implementation, on recovered images.  Reconstruction approaches which allow all nodes 

to update independently, the no priors and soft priors approaches, are particularly 

sensitive to changes in regularization.  Fluorescence contrast localization and recovered 

values are inconsistent as regularization changes in these images.  However, the hard-

priors technique, which collapses the parameter space of the imaging problem, is virtually 

insensitive to adjustments in regularization.  This robustness is an encouraging result 

which may guide the choice of regularization parameter for the other reconstruction 

techniques.  For example, the soft and hard prior images correspond most closely for β = 

50, an observation that led to the choice of displayed images in 591HFigure 9.8 and 592HFigure 9.9. 
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No priors Hard priorsSoft priors

λ,β=1

λ,β=10

λ,β=50

No priors Hard priorsSoft priors

λ,β=1

λ,β=10

λ,β=50

 

Figure 9.10.  Three regularization parameters were used for each of the three 
reconstruction techniques, resulting in a series of nine images for each mouse.  Here 
the series for a tumor-bearing mouse is shown.   
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No priors Hard priorsSoft priors

λ,β=1

λ,β=10

λ,β=50

No priors Hard priorsSoft priors

λ,β=1

λ,β=10

λ,β=50

 

Figure 9.11. Three regularization parameters were used for each of the three 
reconstruction techniques, resulting in a series of nine images for each mouse.  Here 
the image series for a control mouse is shown.   
 

9.2.3 Ex-vivo validation of tumor-bearing subjects 

Immediately after MRI-FMT imaging, tumor-bearing mice were sacrificed and 

the brain surgically removed and sectioned into slices imaged on the Li-Cor Odyssey 

scanner.  Sections were then preserved and fixed for histology staining.  Here, we 

consider the subject with a large glioma which showed strong Gd enhancement in the 
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plane of the fiber (subject shown in 593HFigure 9.8 and 594HFigure 9.10).  Ex-vivo slices and 

photographs of H&E slides are provided in 595HFigure 9.12.  The tissue volumes sampled for 

the ex-vivo fluorescence and H&E slides do not match precisely due to slice thickness 

and variability in orientation, however, it can be stated with some confidence that 

fluorescence activity corresponds to malignant regions identified by histology.  Though 

the Li-Cor scanner provided particularly low dynamic range, requiring narrow 

windowing of the image, it is clear that the fluorescence contrast between tumor and 

normal tissue is quite high.  This is certainly a partial validation of the FMT images 

presented in 596HFigure 9.8; however, the images may contain more subtle information 

regarding the tissue physiology.  Specifically, the dark region surrounded by the strong 

fluorescence contrast may indicate sensitivity to necrotic or edematous tissue.   
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Figure 9.12.  Ex-vivo fluorescence of EGF bound Li-Cor dye (a) in fresh sections of 
brain tissue.  This mouse had a large Gd-enhanced region in the optical fiber plane, 
a region that showed high levels of fluorescence activity in FMT images ( 597HFigure 9.8, 
top row).  Pathology slides (b) – (f) correspond roughly to the slices in (a) and show 
tumor regions matching the fluorescent enhancement. 
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Closer inspection of the histology slide in 598HFigure 9.12 (f), the slice containing the 

bulk of the tumor, provides further validation of the FMT images for this mouse.  

Evidence of a necrotic or edematous region surrounded by active tumor cells would go a 

long way to substantiating the FMT images reported in 599HFigure 9.8.   600HFigure 9.13 shows 

different magnifications of the slide, highlighting some of the critical cellular changes in 

and around the tumor.  Widespread tumor cell (purple regions) infiltration into normal 

brain tissue is seen in 601HFigure 9.13 (a) while (c) reveals malignant cells surrounding a 

large necrotic core (light pink).  The boundary between viable cancer and necrotic cells is 

seen clearly in (d).  Darker pink regions in (c) may be the result of hemorrhage, a 

suspicion confirmed at 40X magnification in (e).  The higher magnification also reveals 

active cell mitosis indicating a growing, aggressive tumor.  Finally, blood vessels like 

those in (b) were noted throughout viable tumor regions.      
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Figure 9.13.  Higher magnification of the pathology slide in 602HFigure 9.12(f) shows 
tumor and normal brain (a), tumor surrounding necrotic tissue and hemorrhaging 
(c), the boundary of malignant and necrotic cells (d), a closer view of hemorrhage 
(e), and a blood vessel supplying viable malignant cells (b). 

 

The overall pathological picture is one of an aggressive malignant tumor, well 

supplied with blood, surrounding a necrotic core, likely associated with edematous tissue, 

and indications of extensive hemorrhaging.  This is entirely consistent with both MRI and 

FMT images measured in vivo.  T2 weighted enhancement corresponded exactly to dark 

regions in T1 weighted gadolinium contrast images, usually indicating fluid pooling, 

surrounded by a strong gadolinium enhanced region.  Clearly, this corresponds to the 

malignant tissue, a region that also produced high fluorescence activity in the FMT 

images.  The necrotic region presented as a dark region with little fluorescence activity, 

an expected result given the absence of a blood supply and viable cells lined with EGFR.     
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MR images of the second tumor-bearing mouse showed gadolinium contrast 

enhancement only outside of the fiber plane.  However, the large dark abnormality in the 

T1 images presented as negative contrast in fluorescence activity in the FMT images.  

This would be consistent with necrosis or edema, as described above.  603HFigure 9.14 shows 

ex-vivo fluorescence and H&E slides of brain sections.  As in the mouse previously 

described, fluorescence activity matches the tumor regions defined by histology.  Close 

inspection of the two middle sections (oriented opposite to one another) in (a) reveals a 

large, dark crescent shape, which may well correspond to the dark region in the T1 

weighted and FMT images.  
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Figure 9.14.  Ex-vivo fluorescence of EGF bound Li-Cor dye (a) in fresh sections of 
brain tissue.  This mouse had a large Gd-enhanced region outside of the optical fiber 
plane, likely corresponding to the top two images in (a).  Pathology slides (b) – (f) 
correspond roughly to the slices in (a) and show tumor regions matching the 
fluorescent enhancement. 

 
The bulk structure of the brain itself indicates abnormal physiology.  Normal 

brain hemispheres should be symmetric, but slices (b), (c), and (d) show dramatic midline 

shift in the brain structure, an indication of substantial swelling in one of the brain 
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hemispheres.  Inspection of magnified images in 604HFigure 9.15 confirms the presence of 

extensive edema running along the cortex of one hemisphere (b), with no evidence of 

edema on the contra-lateral side.   Further magnification in (c) shows a clear boundary 

between mid-brain and edematous cortex tissue.  There is no evidence of necrosis.  

 

Figure 9.15.  Magnified images of the murine brain histology slides shown in 605HFigure 
9.14.  This mouse had a large Gd-enhanced region outside of the optical fiber plane, 
and an abnormal region of high T2 signal in the optical imaging plane.  Images 
show normal tissue (a) in one hemisphere and extensive edema in the contra-lateral 
cortex [(b) and (c)], likely causing the crescent-shaped abnormality in the MR and 
FMT images. 

 

Tissue slices showing the greatest extent of edema are outside of the coronal 

plane of the bulk tumor, consistent with the Gd-MR images.  The extensive swelling was 

likely a result of back-pressure due to blockages in the venous return, perhaps due to 

tumor growth or inflammatory response.  Indeed, the presence of lymphocytes indicates 

an immune response.  Overall, these slides confirm the in-vivo imaging results.  With 

reasonable certainty, we can conclude that the edematous tissue evident in the histology 

slides caused decreased T1 signal, increased T2 signal, and decreased fluorescence 

activity.  This is consistent with expectations.    
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9.3 Summary 

A newly designed fiber position system with integrated MR fiducial references 

provides substantial improvement in locating and positioning tissue-fiber contact points 

in the MR images, a critical process for tomographic image recovery.  The concentric 

cylinder system is an evolved design, appropriate for imaging a variety of regions on 

nude or shaved mice.  Beyond the hardware developments, it was clear the U251-GFP 

line in the Erbitux study (Chapter 8) had a different phenotype which made tumors 

difficult, if not impossible, to routinely detect in the MRI images.  Extensive analysis of 

this issue was completed as part of Summer Gibbs-Strauss’ PhD Thesis110.  In the current 

study, U251 parent line tumors were clearly delineated with standard Gd-MRI contrast.  

These images facilitated easy segmentation for spatial prior guidance in optical image 

reconstructions.  

The imaging results presented in this study are encouraging for the prospects of 

targeted glioma imaging in vivo using the MR-coupled system, though the surviving 

rodent population was too small for statistical conclusions to be drawn.  It is critical that 

the tumor region intersect the plane of the imaging fibers, and scout MR images should 

be used to verify mouse positioning before full MRI-FMT image acquisition begins.  

Images of the only mouse which had MRI contrast enhancement in the plane of the fiber 

array showed high levels of fluorescence yield, corresponding to the MR-enhanced 

region, surrounding very low values of fluorescence activity in what turned out to be a 

necrotic core with hemorrhage.   Maximum recovered values of fluorescence yield were 

six to ten times higher in this mouse than all other subjects.  Images of the other tumor-

bearing mouse also presented a region of low level fluorescence activity which seemed to 
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correspond to edematous tissue as determined by T2 enhancement and histology.  Larger 

mouse populations must be studied to confirm this anecdotal case and extract diagnostic 

thresholds, work that is ongoing presently.  
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Chapter Ten: Comparing sensitivity of 
fluorescence and absorption-based 
measurements for diffuse optical 
tomography 
 

Though the primary objectives of this thesis involve imaging fluorescence activity 

of exogenous contrast using luminescent signals, fluorescence emission is inextricably 

linked to the absorption properties of the fluorophore.  By definition, any fluorescing 

agent must possess the capability to absorb photons in order to transition to higher energy 

states, from which fluorescence photons are emitted through the radiative relaxation 

process.  The technical challenges associated with imaging fluorescence activity in larger 

tissue volumes include filtering the fluorescence excitation light from an emission signal 

often orders of magnitude lower and deciphering the impact of optical property 

heterogeneity on the fluorescence yield images.  Meeting these challenges requires high 

sensitivity detection, exceptional optical filtering, and the capability to image, or 

accurately estimate, the background optical properties of the imaging field.  However, the 

technical requirements may be simplified if the spatial distribution of the drug 

concentration is the primary imaging objective and the absorption properties of the 

exogenous agent alone are enough to provide adequate optical contrast.   

Imaging exogenous contrast based on drug absorption is a clinical protocol 

routinely used with conventional modalities.  Radiographic contrast agents, for example, 

are composed of high Z-number materials which absorb x-rays at clinically relevant 
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energies.   These contrast drugs are used to enhance x-ray image contrast and consist 

either of barium sulfate, used for digestive track imaging, or iodine, which is 

administered intravenously for imaging blood pharmacokinetics.  Compounds that absorb 

optical energy are also commonly used in clinical practice, though mostly in ex-vivo 

analysis.  Indeed, the gold standard in clinical tissue diagnosis is derived from optical 

exogenous contrast used in histopathology.  Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) staining 

represents highly specific optical contrast based on light absorption in the visible regime.   

Translating the specificity of these optical agents into human imaging is 

challenging due to the chemical toxicity of these compounds.  To date, indocyanine green 

(ICG) remains the most widely available fluorophore approved for human use.  Though 

ICG is an unspecific agent, Gurfinkel et al. demonstrated that ICG provides tumor-to-

normal contrast if imaged as a blood pool agent 111.  It also absorbs strongly in the NIR 

and has been studied for years as a dynamic contrast agent for diffuse optical imaging 

and spectroscopy in small animals 112-114 and the human breast 115-117. 

This work naturally raises the question of which optical contrast mechanism 

provides the best opportunity for exogenous contrast imaging.  This question was 

addressed directly in a comprehensive study by Li, et al. which compared detection limits 

for fluorescent and absorbing contrast using analytical frequency domain data 47.  The 

study showed that fluorescence measurements are more sensitive to smaller objects than 

absorption-based measurements for a quantum yield value of 0.1 and perfect excitation 

filtering.  However, some fluorophores in development have much lower quantum yields, 

such as lutetium texaphyrin, for which a value of 0.0019 was measured as part of this 

work (section 606H4.2).  Determining the most favorable imaging approach clearly depends on 
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the drug’s quantum yield, among other parameters, and theoretical values of quantum 

yield for which measurements using absorption and fluorescence are equally sensitive 

exist. 

This study seeks to determine the experimental conditions under which 

fluorescence measurements offer more sensitivity than measurements based on 

absorption in breast-sized volumes.  Simulated data was used to produce quantum yield 

values representing the transition between fluorescence and absorption-favored 

conditions for a simulated drug with optical absorption mimicking that of LuTex.  

Parameters explored included tumor-to-background contrast, background concentration, 

and filtering efficiency.  Experimental data were also used to compare recovered values 

of absorption coefficient and fluorescence yield in homogeneous liquid phantoms.   

 

10.1 Methods 

10.1.1 Simulations 

The imaging test field for the simulation component of this study was comprised 

of a breast-shaped test mesh generated from a segmented T1-weighted coronal MR image 

of a 2D human breast, identical to that used in section 607H6.1.1, The “background” domain 

contained no tumor region and presented endogenous chromophore contrast only between 

the fatty and fibro-glandular regions, as shown in 608HFigure 10.3.  A variety of exogenous 

contrast distributions were used in this study and are specified for each experiment.  In all 

cases, the exogenous absorption and fluorescence contrast were introduced as a simulated 

drug with the absorbing properties of LuTex.  Quantum yield was varied as an 

independent variable for the fluorescence emission measurements.   
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Figure 10.1.  The imaging test domain was derived from a T1-weighted coronal MR 
image of a human breast.  Adipose and fibro-glandular regions were assigned 
clinically relevant values for endogenous chromophores.  Note that HbO and dHb 
are in mM, water in percent and scattering parameters are dimensionless.  A variety 
of exogenous distributions were used in this study.   

 

The parameter of interest in this study is the relative perturbation in boundary data 

intensity caused by a drug-enhanced tumor, defined as  
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=        (10.1) 

 

where I is the intensity measured at the boundary for a given source-detector pair.  

Determining P, also known as detectability, involves running the forward model with 

(denoted as anom) and without (denoted as background) the exogenous anomaly, 

extracting the appropriate boundary data, I, and using Equation (10.1).  Data from 

perturbations caused only by exogenous absorption are termed “transmission” 

measurements, for which 735 nm was used as the laser source wavelength, this being the 

peak of the LuTex absorption band in the NIR.   Fluorescence data was generated for 

excitation and emission wavelengths of 690 and 761 nm and the fluorescence emission 

perturbation was recorded for excitation filtering efficiencies of 3 OD, 5 OD, 7 OD and 
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in some cases, 100 OD.  Perturbation values were calculated for a variety of detector 

positions relative to a single source, as shown in 609HFigure 10.2, for both transmission and 

fluorescence measurements.   No additional noise was added to the simulated data 

beyond that derived from imperfect excitation filtering. 

 

 

 

Figure 10.2.  Source-detector configuration for simulated data used in this study.   
 

10.1.2 Phantom studies 

The phantom component of this study made use of data measured during the 

fluorescence ICG sensitivity analyses in section 610H5.4.2 to compare the relative change in 

recovered values of the absorption coefficient and the fluorescence yield arising from 

increasing drug concentration.  Briefly, ICG dye dissolved in DI water was added to a 70 

mm diameter homogeneous liquid phantom containing DPBS, 1% intralipid and India 

ink.  The optical properties of the intralipid/ink solution μa and μs’, were 0.006mm-1 and 

1.6mm-1, respectively, before the introduction of ICG.  At each ICG concentration, the 

clinical frequency domain system described in section 611H2.2 was used to determine optical 

properties near the excitation and emission wavelengths via the homogeneous fitting 

Source

Detector 1

Detector 8

Detector 5

Detector 4
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procedure.  Optical properties at 785 nm were also recovered since this corresponds to 

the absorption peak of ICG monomers.   

Fluorescence was excited using a 690 nm CW laser, and emission and excitation 

transmission measurements were recorded for each phantom using the spectral 

tomography system, with a maximum allowed camera integration time of 120 s applied to 

the fluorescence measurements.  After data spectral fitting and integration of the 

fluorescence peak, the homogeneous fitting algorithm was used to estimate the 

fluorescence yield in the phantom volume using the optical properties recovered with the 

FD system.   

  

10.2 Results 

10.2.1 Simulation studies 

10.2.1.1 Perturbations as a function of Quantum Yield 

The first set of simulation experiments considered transmission and fluorescence 

perturbations caused by a centrally located tumor region in two different tumor-to-normal 

tissue drug uptake situations: One an idealized case with infinite contrast (612HFigure 

10.3(a)), and the other a more realistic drug uptake case with finite drug concentration 

contrast ranging from 2:1 to 3:1 (613HFigure 10.3(b)).  The exogenous contrast concentration 

was assumed to be 300 nM, 500 nM, and 1000 nM for adipose, fibro-glandular, and 

tumor regions, respectively.  Though this distribution is not necessarily expected in vivo, 

it represents a sufficiently heterogeneous and complex case for the purposes of this study.     
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∞ contrast 2:1, tumor:fibro-glrandular
3.3:1, tumor:adipose

(a) (b)

∞ contrast 2:1, tumor:fibro-glrandular
3.3:1, tumor:adipose

(a) (b)

 

Figure 10.3.  Two test domains for investigating perturbations caused by absorption 
and fluorescence exogenous contrast.  In (a), exogenous contrast tumor specificity is 
assumed to be perfect, while in (b), the uptake profile is more realistic.    

 

614HFigure 10.4 presents graphs of relative intensity perturbation as a function of 

fluorescence quantum yield at three detector positions for infinite exogenous agent 

contrast, corresponding to the test domain in 615HFigure 10.3(a).  The graphs include 

perturbations of transmission intensity resulting only from an increase in the 

concentration of the exogenous agent, as well as fluorescence emission intensity 

degraded by different amounts of excitation bleed-through.  The perturbation caused by 

absorption is unaffected by quantum yield, as expected, while perturbations in 

fluorescence signals are proportional to quantum yield.  The seemingly anomalous dip in 

perturbation for the 3OD fluorescence case is easily explained.  First, it should be noted 

that for plotting purposes, the perturbation was calculated as an absolute value and all 

perturbation values to the left of the minimum are actually negative.  It is apparent from 

Equation (10.1) that negative perturbation values indicate that there is a stronger 

fluorescence signal without a fluorophore in the tissue than if the tissue contains a 

fluorescent anomaly.  This is due to the combination of low quantum yield and low filter 
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efficiency.  When there is no fluorescent anomaly present in the field, excitation bleed-

through accounts for the entire fluorescence signal.  The presence of the fluorescent 

inclusion introduces absorption to the tissue along with the fluorescence activity, 

reducing the transmitted excitation signal slightly, and therefore reducing the bleed-

through signal.  If the fluorescence emission is not strong enough to make up for this loss 

in bleed-through emission, the perturbation will be negative.  In short, more excitation 

cross-talk signal is lost than light is gained by fluorescence emission in this bleed-

through-dominated regime.  Although this effect can be eliminated with better filtering, it 

should be considered when using low-quantum yield fluorophores. 

 

 

 

Figure 10.4.  Perturbations in transmission amplitude and fluorescence amplitude, 
given different filtering efficiencies and quantum yield values, caused by a centrally 
located object with perfect drug uptake.  Given these conditions, fluorescence 
signals appear to be more sensitive to the object.   
 

Detector 5 Detector 8 Detector 1 
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It is clear from 616HFigure 10.4 that the fluorescence signal is more sensitive to the 

presence of an anomaly if the tissue contains infinite tumor-to-background contrast of the 

exogenous agent.  This is consistent for all source-detector pairs and filtering efficiencies 

of 5 OD and higher, given quantum yields of 0.0001 and above.  If the filtering efficiency 

drops to an experimentally poor 3 OD, a quantum yield of around 0.1 is required for the 

fluorescence sensitivity to match that achieved with absorption-based transmission 

perturbations, though this depends on which source-detector pair is considered.  This 

intersection defines a quantum yield threshold for a given imaging situation.  Thus, 

contrast agents with quantum yield values higher than this threshold favor fluorescence 

measurements, while transmission perturbations are greater for those with lower quantum 

yields.  This finding applies to tissue volumes with infinite tumor-to-background contrast. 

617HFigure 10.5 provides results for the case with drug uptake of 2:1 for tumor-to-

fibro-glandular tissue layer and 3:1 for tumor-to-fatty tissue.  For this case, the absorption 

perturbation is more significant for all values of quantum yield and filtering efficiencies 

tested.  The characteristic dip indicating negative perturbations due to dominance of the 

bleed-through signal is now seen for higher filtering efficiencies.  Furthermore, if enough 

filtering is applied, fluorescence perturbations asymptote to values independent of 

quantum yield and additional excitation filtering.  These values represent the maximum 

expected perturbation for fluorescent anomalies and are significantly lower than 

perturbations caused by the absorption profile of the exogenous drug.  These results 

clearly indicate that background concentration and tumor-to-background contrast help 

determine which signal provides the most sensitive measurement, a finding consistent 

with data provided in Li, et al. 47  This is addressed directly in the next experiment.   
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Figure 10.5.  Perturbations in transmission amplitude and fluorescence amplitude, 
given different filtering efficiencies and quantum yield values, caused by a centrally 
located object with imperfect drug uptake.  For this lower drug contrast case, 
absorption measurements are more sensitive to the object than fluorescence 
emission, regardless of fluorescence quantum yield. 

 

10.2.1.2 Quantum Yield Threshold 

In this component of the study, the quantum yield value at which fluorescence and 

transmission perturbations intersect, i.e. the quantum yield threshold, was determined for  

drug contrasts ranging from 1.1:1 to 10:1, and background concentrations ranging from 

10 nM to 1000 nM.  The secant root finding method, initialized with the output of a 

bisection method algorithm, was used to determine the quantum yield value which 

minimizes the difference between fluorescence and transmission perturbations over the 

range η = 10-6 to η =1 for each combination of contrast and background concentration.  

The exogenous contrast distribution was assumed to be homogeneous except for the 

tumor region and only detector #4 was considered for this experiment.   

Detector 5 Detector 8 Detector 1 
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The values of quantum yield at which fluorescence and transmission perturbations 

are equal are plotted in 618HFigure 10.6 for a range of background drug concentrations and 

target-to-background contrasts.  These values represent the transition between regimes in 

which absorption-based measurements are more sensitive than fluorescence 

measurements, given a drug with a similar absorption profile to LuTex.  619HFigure 10.6 [(a) 

– (d)] provides threshold quantum yield values for excitation filtering efficiencies of 3 

OD, 5 OD, 7 OD, and 100 OD, respectively.  The lower limit of the colorbar values in (c) 

and (d) is 10-6, indicating that fluorescence perturbations are larger than absorption 

perturbations as long as the quantum yield is greater than 10-6.  The white regions marked 

“η > 1” indicate regimes for which absorption perturbations are always larger than 

fluorescence perturbations, regardless of quantum yield value.  The leftmost edge of this 

region, at 200 nM, represents a hard upper limit for background drug concentrations 

above which transmission perturbations are always more sensitive.  This limit does not 

seem sensitive to the object contrast, at least for the data sampling used here.   
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Figure 10.6.  Threshold quantum yield values for excitation filtering efficiencies of 3 
OD, 5 OD, 7 OD, and 100 OD [(a)-(d), respectively] over a range of contrasts and 
background concentration.  These values represent the quantum yield value for 
which absorption and fluorescence measurements are equally sensitive to a centrally 
located tumor region.  
 

To visualize the influence of background drug concentration on the threshold 

quantum yield values, cross-sectional plots along a single contrast value (5:1 in this case), 

are presented in 620HFigure 10.7.  Since data sampling near the absorption-fluorescence limit 

was rather sparse for data presented in 621HFigure 10.6, the data was re-sampled to produce 

the curves shown in 622HFigure 10.7.  These curves represent the minimum value of quantum 

yield required to ensure fluorescence measurements are more sensitive to the tumor 
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region than transmission measurements for a range of excitation filtering efficiencies.  In 

this manner, regimes may be defined based on contrast agent quantum yield and expected 

background concentration.  Regions above and to the left of a given curve represent a 

“fluorescence sensitive” regime while background/quantum yield combinations below 

and to the right of each curve can be considered “absorption sensitive”, assuming a 5:1 

target-to-background contrast.  This is illustrated in 623HFigure 10.7 (b) for the 7 OD filter 

results.  Furthermore, the more highly sampled data better illustrates the asymptotic 

behavior near the hard limit between fluorescence and absorption sensitivity in 624HFigure 

10.7.  Conditions clearly favor transmission measurements when background drug 

concentration approaches 150 nM, regardless of filtering efficiency. On the lower 

concentration side of this hard limit, excitation filtering efficiency has a large impact on 

threshold quantum yield values.  As filtering efficiency degrades, higher and higher 

quantum yields are required to produce meaningful fluorescence perturbations at the 

tissue boundary.  
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(a) (b)(a) (b)
 

Figure 10.7.  Threshold quantum yield values plotted as a function of background 
drug concentration for a 5:1 tumor-to-background contrast (a).  The quantum yield 
threshold curves delineate between experimental conditions which favor 
fluorescence and absorption measurements (b). 

 

10.2.2 Phantom results 

Recovered values of the absorption coefficient at 785 nm and fluorescence yield 

were compared for a range of ICG concentrations in a homogeneous liquid phantom.  

Changes relative to values recovered at 10 pM are plotted in 625HFigure 10.8 for both data 

sets.  It is immediately apparent that relative changes in the fluorescence yield caused by 

increasing fluorophore concentration are orders of magnitude higher than changes in the 

absorption coefficient, indicating substantially higher sensitivity to changes in drug 

concentration.  At lower concentrations, particularly below 0.5nM, absorption sensitivity 

seems to levels off; while fluorescence yield values still show dramatic changes to 

concentration.   
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Figure 10.8.  Changes in recovered values of fluorescence yield and absorption 
coefficient as a function of ICG concentration in a homogenous liquid phantom.  
Values were calculated relative to the recovered value at 10pM. 

 

10.3 Discussion and summary 

The initial results for the tissue volume with infinite tumor contrast substantiate 

the conventional belief favoring fluorescence imaging; however, many contrast agents, 

including all optical agents currently approved for in vivo human use, will not provide 

infinite specificity.  Thus, imperfect uptake must be considered.  As shown here, when 

the contrast agent is present in the background, perturbations in boundary data caused by 

the fluorescing tumor region are not necessarily larger than those introduced by 

absorption properties of the drug.  Results for these more realistic cases indicate that 

background drug concentration is the primary factor determining at what quantum yield 

value fluorescence perturbations equal perturbations arising from the corresponding 
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contrast in absorption for a given filtering efficiency.  These values can be used to define 

a threshold quantum yield curve, or surface, above which fluorescence measurements are 

more sensitive and below which absorption provides the larger change in boundary data 

for a given excitation filtering efficiency.   

Regardless of filtering efficiency, all quantum yield threshold curves asymptote at 

a certain drug background concentration, representing a hard limit for conditions favoring 

fluorescence measurements.  Significantly, the limit determined here, 150 nM, is 

clinically relevant for ICG imaging in vivo.  On the low concentration side of the hard 

limit, proper filtering becomes the major factor influencing the quantum yield threshold 

curves.  In this regime, conditions favor fluorescence if the quantum yield is 

approximately an order lower than the inverse of the filter OD, at least for 5:1 contrasts.  

For example, threshold quantum yield values are around 10-2 for 3 OD filtering.  If the 

general trends presented here apply consistently to different fluorophores, this may serve 

as a simple rule of thumb, provided an estimate of expected contrast is in hand.  

Since the simulation studies considered only the idealized detection case, no 

consideration of detector signal-to-noise (SNR) was included beyond excitation 

contamination of the fluorescence signal.  Thus, 626HFigure 10.6 and 627HFigure 10.7 provide no 

information on object detectability.  However, if the noise behavior of both detection 

channels is similar, the results presented here will be unchanged, since, by definition, the 

reported thresholds represent quantum yield values at which transmission and 

fluorescence perturbations are equal.  Analysis of detection thresholds between 

transmission and fluorescence measurements has been studied extensively by Li et al. 47     
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Other factors that will most certainly impact the results of this study include the 

presence of auto-fluorescence in the imaged volume, absorption spectra of the drug, and 

imaging wavelengths used.  In these studies, transmission data perturbations were 

calculated at the absorption peak of the drug rather than at the excitation wavelength 

itself.  This approach was used to maximize the photon absorption due to the drug, thus 

mimicking likely experimental conditions.  On the other hand, the fluorescence excitation 

wavelength used was far short of the absorption peak, again to simulate experimental 

systems which often sacrifice optical absorption cross-section for reduced excitation 

contamination in the emission signal.   The optimal excitation wavelength may readily be 

determined using studies similar to this one. 

Phantom experiments inherently account for the technical challenges unique to 

each imaging system and thus provide an optimal method for comparing sensitivity to the 

two optical contrast phenomena.  The homogeneous case considered in this study showed 

a clear advantage for fluorescence emission imaging.  Results from these studies are not 

readily compared to the numerical results due to the difference in absorption profiles of 

the theoretical and real drugs used.  However, simulated data for homogeneous test 

domains (not shown here) produced trends similar to those observed for the infinite 

contrast case shown in 628HFigure 10.4.  Thus, the general conclusion that fluorescence 

perturbations are higher than those introduced by changes in absorption in homogeneous 

domains is consistent between numerical and experimental results.  Whether numerical 

results agree with experimental data acquired using heterogeneous phantoms with 

different background concentrations remains to be explored.   
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This study has broad implications for a variety of imaging approaches.  In vivo 

drug concentrations of targeted contrast agents and molecular probes, such as receptor 

targeted probes, which incubate for several hours or even days are expected to be fairly 

low given the long clearance times.  In these cases, fluorescence imaging is likely the 

most appropriate approach.  On the other hand, imaging drug pharmacokinetics, such as 

has been done with ICG28, 113, 115-117, is often performed within minutes of large systemic 

doses resulting in relatively high background concentrations.  In these cases, it is less 

clear whether fluorescence emission would be the most effective imaging approach, 

provided drug concentration, and not fluorescence activity, is the imaging parameter of 

interest. Simulation studies similar to those presented here can be repeated for any 

contrast agent and imaging geometry, facilitating a more informed approach to in vivo 

imaging.   

An important issue not addressed in this study is the problem of distinguishing the 

absorption arising from the exogenous agent from endogenous absorption.  This is not an 

issue for dynamic imaging, where changes in tissue absorption are measured; however, in 

the single-wavelength approach discussed here, static quantification of in vivo optical 

absorption offers no information on whether the source of the absorption is endogenous 

or exogenous.  This leads to one of the undeniable advantages of fluorescence imaging; 

the measured signal is often produced entirely by the administered agent, provided 

appropriate excitation filtering and auto-fluorescence corrections are in place.  However, 

multi-spectral approaches which use endogenous and exogenous extinction spectra as 

spectral prior information may be able to recover chromophore concentrations directly.  

This technique was developed as part of this thesis and is discussed in the next chapter.   
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Chapter Eleven: Direct recovery of contrast 
agent concentration using spectrally 
constrained image reconstruction: A 
feasibility study 
 

 

Chapter 10 showed that diffuse measurements on the tissue surface may be more 

sensitive to changes in absorption than fluorescence in tissue volumes with high 

fluorophore concentrations.  Despite the advantage in sensitivity, transmission 

measurements that are not resolved in time or wavelength contain no information on 

whether the source of the absorption derives from endogenous or exogenous 

chromophores.  Thus, single wavelength absorption and scattering tomography of optical 

properties is not useful in this context without data measured before and after drug 

administration 117.  It is reasonable to assume that incubation times of more specifically 

targeted optical probes will exceed constraints on imaging session time with the subject 

immobilized, precluding pre and post contrast administration data acquisition.  However, 

spectral priors-based image reconstruction algorithms that exploit the known extinction 

spectrum of the exogenous and endogenous chromophores may be capable of quantifying 

drug concentration without pre and post-injection image differencing.    

The mathematical framework for spectrally-constrained imaging of multiple 

tissue chromophores was introduced and developed in Chapter 3.  Briefly, prior 

knowledge of the molar extinction coefficients for the constituent tissue chromophores, 
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including any exogenous agent, as well as prior approximations about the photon 

scattering behavior are incorporated into the inversion formulation.  Thus, values of 

concentration for all chromophores as well as scattering parameter values are recovered 

simultaneously, constrained by the extinction spectra and empirical Mie scattering 

relationship.   

In practice, contrast agents with large extinction coefficients are needed to ensure 

that the drug’s spectral features contribute to the overall tissue absorption spectrum.  

Extinction coefficient values for LuTex are shown in 629HFigure 11.1(a) along with the 

absorption spectra of endogenous chromophores.  630HFigure 11.1(b) demonstrates how the 

overall tissue absorption properties change with the introduction of LuTex at a 

concentration of 300 nM, assuming endogenous tissue consists of 0.01 mM oxy- and 

deoxyhemoglobin and 50% water.  Scatter amplitude and power are each assumed to be 

1.  The strong absorption peak of LuTex at 735 nm has a substantial impact on overall 

tissue absorption at this concentration and therefore may be suitable for spectrally 

constrained imaging.  Similarly, the same concentration of ICG also impacts tissue 

absorption due to its large extinction coefficient, peaked at 785nm, making it another 

candidate for the imaging technique.  
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(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

 

Figure 11.1.  Molar extinction spectra of hemoglobin, water, and LuTex are shown 
in (a).  LuTex has a strong absorption peak at 735nm, which has a substantial 
impact on tissue absorption at concentrations of 300 nM, (b).   

 

In this pilot study, simulated data generated from realistic 2D breast tissue 

domains were used to demonstrate the simultaneous recovery of images of endogenous 
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and exogenous chromophore concentrations, and scattering parameters using LuTex and 

ICG as exogenous agents. Frequency domain data measured through tissue phantoms 

were also used to determine whether this approach can be used to extract LuTex 

concentration.  Finally, a method to combine the multi-spectral absorption data with 

fluorescence emission data to produce images of both ICG concentration and 

fluorescence activity is introduced and discussed.  

 

11.1 Chromophore recovery using spectrally constrained reconstruction 

11.1.1 Methods 

11.1.1.1 Simulations:  LuTex and ICG imaging 

The test geometries were derived from an axial MR image of a human breast 

identical to that used in section 631H6.1.1.  An abnormality was artificially added to simulate a 

malignancy within the fibro-glandular layer.  632HFigure 11.2 provides the test field 

parameters or “true values” used in the LuTex example, including endogenous 

chromophores, scattering parameters, and an estimated concentration of Lutex ranging 

from 300 nM to 1 μM.  Simulated frequency domain transmission data was generated for 

eight wavelengths in the near-infrared, namely 661, 690, 735, 761, 785, 808, 826 and 849 

nm and five percent amplitude and 1° phase normally distributed noise was added to the 

data at each wavelength.   
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Figure 11.2.  Target values of chromophore concentrations (mM) and scattering 
parameters for the simulated test domain (water is in percent).   Lutex contrast is 
3:1 for tumor-to-fatty layer and 2:1 for tumor-to-fibro-glandular layer. 

 

A similar domain containing ICG in place of LuTex was also tested with the same 

noise parameters though different wavelengths.  The target field for the simulated ICG 

phantom is provided in the results section alongside the associated reconstructed images.   

 

11.1.1.2 Phantom data 

The test phantom was a 91mm diameter homogeneous intralipid (1%) phantom 

containing oxygenated blood, at approximately 0.02mM, and different concentrations of 

Lutex, ranging from 50 nM to 1000 nM.  Data was acquired using the PMT-based 

clinical frequency domain system described in section 633H2.2 using a tunable Ti:Sapphire 

laser source.  Measurements of phase and amplitude at the 80 mHz laser pulse frequency 

were collected for 14 wavelengths:  690, 710, 730, 735, 750, 761, 770, 785, 790, 800, 

808, 820, 826, 830, 835 and 849nm.   Data-model fitting routines provide homogeneous 

fits for concentrations of the constituent chromphores as well as homogeneous estimates 

of scatter power and amplitude.     
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11.1.2 Results 

11.1.2.1 Simulation results 

Images reconstructed using data from all wavelengths simultaneously without 

spatial prior information (save for the outer boundary of the domain) are shown in 634HFigure 

11.5.  The images are qualitatively reasonable, though betray the relatively low resolution 

characteristic of diffuse tomography.  The fibro-glandular and tumor regions are readily 

discernable in all chromophore images and values for the endogenous chromophore 

concentrations are quantitatively typical and acceptable for this imaging approach.  The 

recovered distribution of the contrast agent, Lutex, is also reasonable and overall image 

contrast is encouraging. 

 

 

Figure 11.3.   Images of chromophore concentrations (mM), percent water, and 
scattering amplitude and power recovered using spectrally constrained absorption 
tomography with only the outer boundary as a spatial prior.   

 

The qualitative and quantitative accuracy of the images may be improved by 

incorporating interior tissue structural information in the reconstruction process.  The 

spatial hard priors implementation collapses the reconstruction parameter space into 

homogeneous regions defined by the MR image segmentation, as described in 635H3.3.2.  In 

this case, three regions exactly matching the true distribution were used.  Reconstructed 
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images for the hard-priors algorithm are presented in 636HFigure 11.4 and demonstrate precise 

recovery of most unknown parameters.    

  

Figure 11.4.  Images of chromophore concentrations (mM), percent water, and 
scattering amplitude and power recovered using spectrally constrained absorption 
tomography of Lutex with hard priors of the internal tissue structure.    

 

A similar analysis was performed using ICG as the exogenous absorbing agent, 

results of which are presented in 637HFigure 11.5.  Assigned chromophore values vary slightly 

from the Lutex example, though are still in the range of reported in vivo concentrations.  

The wavelength range for this study was 690, 700, 730, 750, 770, 800, 820, 830 and 849 

nm.   
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Figure 11.5.  The spectrally constrained reconstruction technique applied to the 
domain containing ICG.  The true values of chromophore concentrations (mM), 
percent water, and scattering amplitude and power provided in (a) were 
reconstructed without spatial priors (b) and with perfect hard priors (c).   

 

11.1.2.2 Phantom results 

Homogeneous fitting to the data collected at 14 wavelengths produced accurate 

values for Lutex concentrations above 100 nM, as shown in 638HFigure 11.6.  The calculated 

slope of the system response to Lutex concentration is 17.6% higher than the true slope, 

with an R2
 value of 0.99.  Sensitivity to changes in concentration is questionable below 

100 nM.   
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Intralipid, blood, Lutex

93 mm diameter

Intralipid, blood, Lutex

93 mm diameter

 

Figure 11.6.  Quantification of Lutex concentration in homogeneous liquid 
phantoms using spectrally-constrained absorption tomography.   

 

11.1.3 Discussion 

Reconstructions of simulated noisy data at multiple wavelengths provided 

excellent image recovery of chromophore concentrations using the spectrally constrained 

technique, especially when hard prior tissue information was incorporated into the 

imaging algorithm.  This was applied to both LuTex and ICG images for concentrations 

ranging from 300 to 1000 nM.  Extrapolating these results to expected in vivo 

performance is difficult, though sensitivity studies in homogeneous phantoms is an 

appropriate first step.  The phantom results shown here are encouraging for quantifying 

LuTex concentrations above 100 nM in large tissue volumes but provide little 

information on the imaging performance of this approach in heterogeneous volumes.  

Though frequency domain data was used here, the technique may also be applied 

to CW or combined CW/FD data and wavelength optimization studies, such as completed 

by Corlu et al.45, may be beneficial to the development of an optimized imaging protocol.  

In particular, proper recovery of water content is often challenging given the lack of PMT 
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sensitivity above 850 nm, where water is the dominant absorber.  Preliminary studies in 

our lab indicate that including a single wavelength of CW intensity around 900 nm with 

the FD data set improves image recovery of water content for endogenous chromophore 

reconstructions.  Presumably, this would also benefit cases in which exogenous absorbers 

are considered.   

Further analysis is required to validate the approach and determine under what 

circumstances it may be useful.  Imaging heterogeneous gelatin-blood phantoms with 

different background concentrations and inclusion contrasts will be critical for proper 

validation.  The hard limits of measurement sensitivity between fluorescence and 

transmission detection determined in Chapter 10 will come into play when defining a 

potential clinical role for this approach.   

 

11.2 .  Future directions:  Combining recovered chromophore concentrations and 
fluorescence data to reconstruct fluorescence yield  

A natural extension of the approach described in the previous section is to use the 

recovered values of chromophore concentration to reconstruct images of fluorescence 

yield.  639HFigure 11.7 schematically outlines a procedure to use the results of spectrally 

resolved absorption tomography in fluorescence tomography reconstructions.  In short, 

recovered chromophore concentration and scattering parameter values are used to 

calculate the excitation and emission tissue optical properties, and the recovered 

concentration of the exogenous contrast agent is used as the initial estimate for the 

fluorescence reconstruction.  
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Figure 11.7.  A method for using recovered chromophore concentrations and 
scattering parameters to reconstruct for fluorescence yield.   
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Following the procedure outlined in 640HFigure 11.7 and using the recovered values of 

chromophore concentration in 641HFigure 11.5(b) to determine the background optical 

properties and fluorescence yield initial estimate, an image of fluorescence yield was 

reconstructed and presented in 642HFigure 11.8 along with cross sectional plots of the true and 

recovered values.  For comparison, the image of ICG concentration determined directly 

from the spectrally resolved image reconstruction approach is also shown.  These results 

indicate that little is gained from adding fluorescence imaging if drug concentration is the 

primary imaging objective.  Similar results obtain for hard priors based reconstruction 

following the same procedure.  Values of drug concentration are so precise in the hard-

priors implementation, the subsequent fluorescence reconstruction does not improve the 

quantification of drug concentration in this case.  Alternatively, if fluorescence activity is 

the critical imaging parameter, spectrally constrained reconstruction of the chromophore 

concentration can improve the fluorescence yield images over algorithms that use only 

the excitation and emission wavelengths for image recovery.  This anecdotal evidence 

must be confirmed in a systematic study, most appropriately accompanied by a 

methodical comparison of absorption and fluorescence imaging.  These studies are left 

for future work. 
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Figure 11.8.  An image of fluorescence yield recovered in the manner described in 
643HFigure 11.7 (b) seems to add little in terms of contrast quantification of ICG, as 
compared to the image of ICG concentration recovered using the spectrally 
constrained absorption reconstruction technique (a).    
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Chapter Twelve: The Beam Softening 
Effect:  Spectral Distortion of Luminescence 
in Tissue 
 

In this chapter, the influence of tissue optical properties on the shape of near-

infrared (NIR) fluorescence emission spectra propagating through multiple centimeters of 

tissue is investigated.  Experimentally measured fluorescence emission spectra measured 

in 6 cm homogeneous tissue phantoms shows dramatic spectral distortion which results in 

emission peak shifts of up to 60 nm in wavelength.  Measured spectral shapes are highly 

dependent on the photon path-length and the highly scattered photon field in the NIR 

amplifies the wavelength-dependent absorption of the fluorescence spectra.  Simulations 

of the peak propagation using diffusion modeling describe the experimental observations 

and confirm the path-length dependence of fluorescence emission.  Spectral changes are 

largest for longer path-length measurements, and this will be most dominant in human 

tomography studies in the NIR.  Spectrally resolved or multi-wavelength band-pass 

measurements are required to detect these changes, and may be essential to interpret such 

effects, which would otherwise be attributed to erroneous intensity measurement.  This 

phenomenon is analogous to beam hardening in x-ray tomography, which can lead to 

image artifacts without appropriate compensation.  The peak shift toward longer 

wavelengths, and therefore lower energy photons, observed for NIR luminescent signals 

propagating through tissue may readily be described as a “beam softening” phenomenon.   
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12.1 Introduction 

While fluorescence molecular imaging and spectroscopy systems for use in small 

animals46, 103, 118-122 have evolved to the point of commercial availability and clinical trials 

in humans are underway28, some of the more subtle complexities of the signal acquisition 

remain to be examined.  One important consideration that has not been investigated in 

detail, especially in the near-infrared (NIR), is the interaction between the remission 

spectrum of the reporter and the intervening tissue through which the light transport 

occurs prior to detection.  In particular, changes in spectral emission can be detected 

which are intimately linked to the tissue optical properties and the path-length of signal 

travel involved.  In this study, a systematic evaluation of NIR spectral shift has been 

completed using simulations and tissue phantoms.  

As interest in fluorescence spectroscopy for tissue diagnosis grew16, 18, 123-125, 

researchers began to develop methods to compensate for spectral distortion due to tissue 

optical properties in order to recover intrinsic fluorescence spectra.  Original work 

reported by Wu et al.126, Durkin et al.127 and Richards-Kortum et al.128, examined photon 

migration, Kubelka-Munk and exponential models, respectively, to extract intrinsic 

autofluorescence signal from the measured distorted spectrum emitted from tissue.  In 

1996, Durkin et al.129 compared several modeling approaches and determined that a 

partial least squares method yielded an accurate spectral correction.  Analytical 

expressions derived by Gardner et al.11 were used to extract spectra measured through 

tissue samples on the order of 1 cm.  In 2001, Müller et al.12 provided a comprehensive 

investigation of the effects of absorption and scattering on intrinsic fluorescence 

extraction based on a photon migration model.   
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All of these efforts were focused on tissue spectroscopy in the visible spectrum 

where autofluorescence is high and the significant photon absorption restricts the 

distances over which light signals can be measured to a few centimeters.  However, path-

lengths of measurable signal through tissue are significantly longer in the NIR due to the 

lower absorption and higher scattering properties.  While Patterson and Pogue13 

developed a general construct for modeling fluorescence propagation through 

homogeneous tissues based on diffusion theory, they did not consider the spectral 

distortion in the detected emission directly.  Some investigators130, 131 have recognized the 

inherent depth information contained in the spectral distortion and have demonstrated the 

ability to localize fluorescent layers in tissue simulating phantoms by calculating the ratio 

of emitted intensity at different wavelengths.   

Most experimental fluorescence tomography systems employ one or more band-

pass or long-pass filters to separate the excitation signal from the fluorescence emission.  

Rarely are these systems developed with the capability to resolve the full fluorescence 

emission spectrum.  Ignoring the spectral changes in deep tissue imaging may have 

implications for quantitative accuracy of the recovered images, especially for systems 

that use relatively large emission wavelength ranges.  Since wavelength-dependent 

attenuation of the fluorescence emission increasingly distorts the measured spectrum as 

photon path-length increases, the effect is expected to become more pronounced when 

imaging through larger tissue domains, such as the human breast.   

This chapter investigates NIR fluorescence emission distortion using 

homogeneous turbid phantoms and diffusion based modeling.  Here, the model system is 

extended to calculate spectrally resolved emission spectra at discrete wavelengths based 
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on fluorescence spectra of dilute solutions and wavelength-dependent optical properties 

of tissue.  Experimentally measured spectra are compared with spectra generated using 

the model system.  Phantom geometries used are representative of the dimensions to be 

encountered in tomographic imaging of fluorescence activity in vivo and the potential 

implications that spectral distortion has for fluorescence tomography are discussed.   

 

12.2  Experimental Details 

12.2.1 Phantom design 

Liquid and gelatin phantoms, described in Chapter 4 were used for this study.  

Liquid phantoms contained 1% intralipid in water and 5 μM Lutetium Texaphyrin while 

gelatin phantoms were produced following the protocol outlined in Chapter 4.  In both 

cases, no additional absorbers were added.  Photographs of liquid and gelatin phantoms 

used in this study are shown in 644HFigure 12.1. 

 

Figure 12.1.  Photographs of phantoms used in this study.  A liquid intralipid-based 
phantom (a) readily allows changing of the fluorophore concentration while gelatin 
phantoms containing TiOB2 B scatterer shown in (b) eliminate the need for an external 
container.  Gelatin phantoms without scattering material were also used to assess 
the emission spectra without scatter (c).    
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The fluorescent drug used in this study was Lutetium Texaphyrin (LuTex), a 

water soluble dye developed as a photodynamic therapeutic sensitizer.  It is a texaphyrin 

based molecule with lutetium in the center to induce a large triplet state splitting68.  The 

absorbance and fluorescence emission peaks in dilute solution occur at approximately 

735 nm and 750 nm, respectively, as shown in 645HFigure 4.1.  646HFigure 12.2 shows a 

normalized fluorescence emission spectrum of LuTex in a dilute solution of DI 

(deionized) water measured by a standard fluorometer (Yvon Jobin).   

 

Figure 12.2.  Normalized LuTex fluorescence emission as measured in dilute 
concentration (2μg/ml) in deionized water. 
 

12.2.2 Modeling Light Propagation 

 Extending the FEM system to model spectral changes of luminescence emission 

is rather straightforward.  Here, the coupled system of diffusion equations presented 
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earlier are re-written for the continuous wave case, matching the instrument’s CW 

capability: 

),(),()),((),(),( 0 xxxxaxxxxx rqrrrr λλλμλλκ =Φ+Φ∇⋅∇−   12.1 
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Unlike the excitation field, which is assumed to arise from a light source at a 

single excitation wavelength, the emission spectrum of the fluorophore can cover several 

hundred nanometers.  To account for this spectral bandwidth in the numerical model, 

Equation (12.2) is discretized over a wavelength range indicated by the index i.  Though 

the excitation field and fluorophore absorption coefficient in the source term of Equation 

(12.2) do not depend on emission wavelength, the fluorescence source strength varies 

with wavelength based on the shape of the emission spectrum of the fluorophore which is 

introduced into the model through a wavelength-dependent fluorescence quantum yield, 

)( mλη .  The fluorescence emission then propagates through the tissue subject to 

wavelength-dependent optical properties, μam(r,λm) and μsm
/(r,λm), which must be modeled 

to accurately describe the fluorescence spectrum measured at the tissue surface.  In 

practice, this is accomplished by first calculating the excitation field in Equation (12.1), 

and then solving for the emission field in Equation (12.2) at wavelength i
mλ for each i.   

In this study, the emission spectrum of LuTex was modeled from 700 nm to 850 

nm in intervals of at least 10 nm.  Some intervals were smaller given the availability of 

information at additional wavelengths.  The extinction spectrum of LuTex was measured 

directly using a Cary 50 UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Varian, Inc., Palo Alto CA).  

Absorption coefficients at each wavelength were calculated as a sum of the constituent 
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chromophores, usually oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin, water, and the 

exogenous agent of interest, however, since whole blood was not used in the phantom 

experiments, only water and LuTex were considered in the numerical portion of the 

study.  Published values for the extinction spectrum of water, compiled by Prahl73, were 

used to calculate the absorbing contribution of water.  Scattering properties of tissue in 

the NIR were modeled using an empirical approximation integrated into the NIRFAST 

software, as described in Chapter 3 and elsewhere 44.    

 

12.3  Results and Discussion 

12.3.1 Phantom results 

Emission spectra measured through homogeneous gelatin and water phantoms 

containing 5 μM LuTex and no scattering media are presented in 647HFigure 12.3.  The 

phantoms were 60 mm diameter cylindrical shapes with sources and detectors around the 

outer surface in one plane.  Data presented are for different source-detector positions on 

the boundary.  As the photon path-length increases, the influence of the media changes 

the emission spectra modestly, however, in general the emission peak is not significantly 

distorted when measured through these phantoms.   
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Figure 12.3. Fluorescence emission of 5 uM LuTex measured in the multi-
spectrometer system in phantoms composed of (a) gelatin and (b) De-ionized water.  
These spectra represent the non-turbid baselines since neither phantom contained 
significant scattering media. 
 

In turbid phantoms of the same size, the emission spectra changes dramatically.  

LuTex emission spectra measured for a range of source-to-detector distances around a 

cylindrical turbid phantom are presented in 648HFigure 12.4.  Data for spectra measured 

through both gelatin and liquid phantoms are shown and illustrate the significance of the 

peak distortion through several centimeters of turbid media.  Source-detector distances 

are approximately 1.1, 3.3, 4.9, and 5.9 cm for the spectra included in the figure.  Within 

1 cm, the measured fluorescence spectrum is similar to the dilute sample, though a 

secondary peak is evident around 800 nm in both phantoms.  As the source-detector 

distance increases, the spectra are changed more dramatically.  The secondary peak 

becomes increasingly prominent and as the propagation distance increases, the entire 

spectrum settles to a single peak at around 820 nm.   
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Figure 12.4.  LuTex fluorescence emission experimentally measured at different 
source-detector distances in homogeneous scattering gelatin and intralipid based 
phantoms.  The circular domain shown represents a cross-section of the cylindrical 
phantom, illustrating the input (red arrow) and output measurement sites (blue 
arrows).  For illustration purposes, the intensity (shown as logarithm of intensity) of 
the diffuse excitation field is plotted in the circular region.  
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Photon path-length may be altered by source-detector geometry or by changes in 

scattering properties.  649HFigure 12.5 demonstrates the influence of intralipid concentration 

on the measured emission spectrum.  The spectral changes observed as result of 

increasing intralipid concentration are similar to those observed when source-detector 

distance is increased, as expected. 
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Figure 12.5.  Fluorescence emission spectra through a liquid phantom of DI water 
and varying concentrations of intralipid are shown.  Only spectra measured 
through intralipid concentrations of 0.1% and above are shown for the two 
detectors farthest from the source.   
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12.3.2 Diffusion modeling 

 When modeling photon propagation through the phantoms, it was assumed that 

the dominant absorbers were water (100%) and LuTex.  Extinction spectra of water and 

LuTex were used to calculate the absorption coefficients at the discrete wavelengths 

across the range covered by the emission spectrum.  These values are plotted as a 

function of wavelength in 650HFigure 12.6 and illustrate the large change in absorption due 

mostly to the fluorophore’s absorbance.  These values were used to determine the 

fluorescence intensity at each wavelength throughout the emission spectrum.   

 

Figure 12.6.  Absorption coefficients of 100% water and 300 nM LuTex is plotted 
for discrete wavelengths (green line with data points), with LuTex fluorescence 
emission (red dotted line) in dilute solution, indicating the overlap in absorption and 
emission at the shorter wavelengths from 700 to 750 nm. 
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Emission intensities determined from the diffusion model at discrete 10 nm 

wavelength intervals from 700 to 850 nm are shown in 651HFigure 12.7 for the same source-

detector positions measured through phantoms and presented in 652HFigure 12.4.  

Experimental data from intralipid phantoms is also plotted for comparison (blue line) and 

the red dotted line represents the fluorescence peak in a dilute solution.  All spectra are 

normalized to their peaks.  Significantly, the general trends recorded in the phantom 

experiments are also observed for the numerical model.  At the detector nearest the 

source, about 1cm, the measured fluorescence emission peak is shifted about 10 nm to the 

red and a small secondary peak is visible at around 810 nm, similar to what was observed 

in the phantom data.  This corresponds to a very small bump in the absorption spectrum 

at 800 nm, which emerges as a dip in the emission spectrum and creates the secondary 

peak.  Increased source-detector distances result in more substantial changes to the 

emission spectrum, and an amplification of the influence of the small elevation in 

absorption at 800 nm.  The fluorescence distortion recorded at the detector positioned just 

over 3cm from the source results in a peak around 790 nm and the 800 nm dip is more 

pronounced, producing a stronger secondary peak.  The original peak at 750 nm is almost 

entirely absorbed.  At longer source-detector distances, the emission peak settles at 

around 830 nm, similar to the phantom results, though the increase of absorption at 800 

nm is more pronounced for the simulation results.   
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Figure 12.7.  Diffusion based modeling of the fluorescence peak through a 60 mm 
diameter phantom, similar to 653HFigure 12.4.  The dilute emission spectrum of LuTex is 
shown as dotted lines, and the calculated emission spectrum from diffuse emission 
through the region is shown at discrete wavelengths (black circles).  Experimental 
measurements are shown in blue for intralipid liquid phantoms.  The circular 
domain shown represents a cross-section of the cylindrical phantom upon which the 
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intensity (logarithm) of the excitation field calculated from the diffusion equation is 
plotted for illustration purposes. 

 

Qualitative assessment of 654HFigure 12.7 reveals reasonable agreement between 

model and experimental observations in turbid phantoms in terms of emission spectrum 

shape, especially for detector locations far from the source.  The presence of tissue 

scattering increases the path-length of photons propagating through the tissue, which in 

turn amplifies the influence of the tissue’s absorption spectrum.   The significance of the 

peak distortion also indicates that the primary source of fluorescence detected at the far-

source detectors is generated close to the excitation source, where the excitation field is 

most intense, and then propagates through the tissue.  This is an expected result since 

photon penetration depth at the excitation wavelength is lower than within the emission 

wavelength range due to higher absorption. 

 

12.3.3 Implications for fluorescence tomography in deep tissue 

 Spectral distortion will depend on the fluorophore used, the tissue chromophore 

composition, and the excitation and measurement geometry.  Other drugs used for 

imaging may experience less distortion than that associated with LuTex in these 

phantoms.  However, the observed phenomenon has implications for quantitative 

fluorescence tomographic imaging.  Clearly, the results presented here indicate that 

spectrally resolved or band-pass filtering is much preferred over long-pass filtering of 

fluorescence signals.   

To demonstrate the extent to which spectrally unresolved data impact 

fluorescence imaging in deep tissue, a simulated example using an 86 mm circular test 
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domain to represent a coronal slice of a human breast is considered.  To create a realistic 

test domain, tissue optical properties were calculated using the extinction spectra of the 

dominant endogenous chromphores and typical tissue concentrations of those 

chromophores.  LuTex was assumed to be the exogenous fluorrophore.  Extinction 

coefficients of both endogenous and exogenous chromophores used in this example are 

shown in 655HFigure 12.8 along with the spatial distributions of the chromophores for the 

coronal slice under consideration.  In this case, two small Lutex heterogeneities were 

included at contrasts of just over 3:1 and 2.5:1 over the background.  A large 

heterogeneity with contrast in hemoglobin and water was also added.  Scattering 

properties were held constant in the domain. 

 

Figure 12.8.  Extinction coefficients of chromophores used in the simulation are 
shown in (a).  These are used to calculate tissue absorption coefficients at any 
wavelength within the NIR.  The simulated domain contains contrasts in the various 
absorbing constituents, the spatial distributions of which are shown in (b).  

 

Noise-free data was generated using the forward model described above and 

signal contamination due to excitation cross-talk and tissue autofluorescence was 
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ignored.  Images of fluorescence yield were recovered using diffusion-based optimization 

reconstruction techniques described extensively elsewhere 132, 133.  Identical 

reconstruction algorithms were used to consider data detected using one of two 

measurement approaches:  The first approach assumed that measured data was fully 

wavelength resolved.  The intensity recorded at the tissue surface at a single wavelength 

was extracted and optical properties at that wavelength were used in the model-based 

reconstruction algorithm.  The second approach simulated an experimental system using 

only long-pass filters.  Since spectral selectivity within the emission spectrum is 

impossible in this configuration, the measured spectrum at each detector was integrated.  

Tissue optical properties were chosen to match those at 750 nm, the fluorescence 

emission peak in dilute solution.  Although the spatial heterogeneity of these optical 

properties was assumed to be known exactly at this wavelength, the lack of spectral 

resolution does not account for the variation of optical properties across the integrated 

spectrum.   

Reconstructed images using both techniques (without spatial priors) are shown 

alongside the target image of fluorescence yield in 656HFigure 12.9.  The only difference 

between the two approaches arises from the handling of the detected fluorescence 

spectra.  Images reconstructed using spectrally resolved data at a single wavelength show 

accurate recovery of fluorescence activity in the domain.  Recovered values in the 

contrast enhanced regions are slightly off target values, though this is expected given the 

reported trade-off between enhanced region size and recovered contrast134.  Overall, 

quantification and localization are excellent.  Certainly, this is to be expected given the 

simple geometry and noise-free data.  However, the data-model misfit error introduced by 
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integrating the full spectrum is too much for the imaging algorithm and complete 

breakdown in imaging performance is observed, even for this relatively simple domain.  

The data provide no ability to localize or quantify fluorescence contrast enhancement.  

The failure of the algorithm using these data indicates that the long-pass filtering 

approach is intractable for experimental imaging.  The extent to which this applies can be 

investigated by varying the wavelength range over which the spectrum is integrated to 

determine the widest filter band width at which image artifacts are insignificant.   

 

Figure 12.9.  Fluorescence yield of LuTex is calculated from the drug concentration 
and the fluorescence quantum yield.  Based on the concentration of LuTex assumed 
in 657HFig. 9, the target fluorescence yield is shown in (a).  Reconstructing images from 
data collected with long-pass filtering can be an intractable problem as shown in (b), 
while resolving the emitted spectrum allows accurate recovery of the true 
fluorescence activity, as shown in (c).  All images shown are in units of mm-1. 
 

The dramatic influence of chromophore absorption on the fluorescence spectrum 

leaving the tissue clearly indicates that the spectral shape contains information related to 

the location of the emitting source.  It is reasonable to postulate that this information can 

be exploited to improve tomographic fluorescence imaging in vivo, presuming spatial 
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distributions of tissue chromophore concentrations are known a priori and the measured 

emission spectrum contains insignificant background signal.  Similar approaches have 

been used in bioluminescence imaging of small animals135, 136 and may easily be adapted 

to fluorescence image reconstruction.   

 

12.4 Summary 

The problems of spectral shift are well known in many imaging applications such 

as x-ray computed tomography, where high atomic number materials can cause a larger 

than expected attenuation of the longer wavelength photons, and shift the spectrum to 

higher energies, a phenomenon known as beam hardening137.  Luminescent peaks 

propagating through tissue in the NIR, on the other hand, exhibit shifting towards lower 

energy photons, a phenomenon which softens the photon field.  The principles in both 

cases are quite similar in that the spectrum to be detected is not attenuated equally as it 

traverses the medium. 

A dramatic fluorescence emission peak shift in the NIR was demonstrated in 

tissue simulating phantoms, and this effect was especially pronounced when the tissue 

path-lengths over which the light signal is were relatively larger.  Thus, the effect will 

likely have a greater impact on human imaging than small animal applications.  The 

influence of tissue absorption was shown to produce the spectral distortion, an effect 

amplified by increasing photon path-lengths caused by tissue photon scattering or 

extended source-to-detector distances.  Emission spectra escaping the tissue phantom can 

be modeled reasonable well using an FE formulation of diffusion theory, especially for 

source-detector distances over 2 cm.  These spectral changes should be considered for 
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fluorescence tomographic imaging through several centimeters of tissue.  Use of 

spectrally resolved detection allows quantification of this change, and may be the only 

reliable way to track intensity changes which would otherwise appear erroneous. 
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Chapter Thirteen: Assessing imaging 
performance:  Contrast-detail analysis for 
fluorescence tomography 

 

 

 

In this chapter, the fluorescence tomography reconstruction algorithm is evaluated 

in the context of size-contrast analysis, and the expected limits of image recovery are 

discussed.  Other researchers have provided case examples to illustrate the accuracy and 

precision of select images, but few studies have addressed the limits of imaging 

performance in a systematic manner, following the conventions of standard medical 

imaging practice.  Graves et al. examined the limits of detectable contrast for a particular 

sized object and the spatial resolution limits for a particular contrast level for their system 

configuration.98  The natural extension of that work is to fully consider the known trade-

off between an object’s size and contrast, in terms of detectability.  Contrast-detail 

analysis can be used to systematically define three imaging performance regimes; a 

spatial resolution limited regime, a signal-to-noise (SNR) limited regime, and a 

transitional regime which describes the trade-off between object size and contrast.   

Contrast-detail analysis is commonly used to determine the performance of 

medical imaging systems.  Such performance measurements seek to determine the 

contrast thresholds for an imaging system, providing quality assurance, optimization, and 

inter-system comparisons.  Determining the detection threshold for a given range of 
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object diameters can generate limits on minimum detectable object size and contrast.  

Beginning in the late 1970’s, contrast-detail analysis has been applied to assess computed 

tomography138-144, ultrasound145-148, mammography149-151 and fluoroscopy152-155 systems.    

Since 2000, there has been a fair amount of activity involving contrast-detail analysis, 

mostly due to the rapid development and high interest level in digital radiography.  These 

recent applications have sought to a) compare digital systems to film-screen, b) assess 

acceptable image compression for storage and viewing, and c) determine appropriate 

viewing conditions/media.156-163   

Contrast-detail studies typically involve a tissue simulating phantom designed 

specifically for the system being tested.  The phantom contains a series of circular 

objects, usually in a regularly spaced pattern, representing a range of contrasts and sizes.  

The contrast mechanism is determined by the imaging modality, i.e., for standard 

radiography, contrast is a function of linear attenuation coefficient.  Examples of 

contrast-detail phantoms are shown in 658HFigure 13.1 for planar x-ray and ultrasound 

imaging systems and similar phantoms are commercially available for most conventional 

clinical imaging systems.  
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Figure 13.1.  Examples of contrast-detail phantoms for chest x-ray162 (a) and 
ultrasound147 (b) imaging.  The ultrasound phantom contains a series of cones 
produced with different acoustic impedances.  The diameter of the imaged object is 
varied by imaging different cross-sections of the cones.    

 

In general, contrast is defined as  

 

1 2

1

X XC
X
−

=  13.1 

 

where X1 is the background value and X2 is the object value.  In practice, the C-D 

phantom is imaged by the system under investigation and observers, or image readers, 

determine the “threshold contrast” for each disk size, or “threshold diameter” for each 

contrast level.  The threshold represents the limit of object perceptibility.  Plotting the 

threshold contrasts as a function of detail (size) produces the contrast-detail curve which 

can represent the useful resolution limits of the imaging system, as illustrated in 659HFigure 

13.2.  Note that curves closer to the lower left portion of the graph indicate better contrast 
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resolution.  This type of analysis can be applied in a variety of ways to improve the 

system or compare its performance characteristics to other system designs, the latter 

being the application for the curves in 660HFigure 13.2.   

 

 

Figure 13.2.  Contrast detail curves used to compare two film-screen combinations 
for planar x-ray imaging, reproduce from Thompson and Faulkner 164.  The y-axis 
represents true object contrast.  Plotted curves represent the threshold for detecting 
an object of a given size and object.  Objects above and to the right of the curve are 
considered detectable, while objects with sizes and contrasts below and to the left of 
the curve are undetectable.   

  
Contrast-detail analysis has been previously adapted to near-infrared diffuse 

tomography 55, 165 and fluorescence tomography as part of this work 134.  This study uses 

contrast-detail analysis to report perceptibility limits as defined by contrast to noise ratio 

(CNR) of a fluorescence tomography algorithm using simulated data.  Typical contrast-

detail study test fields contain a series of circular objects, usually in a regularly spaced 

pattern, with a range of contrasts and diameters, allowing a complete analysis in a single 

image.  In the case of diffuse optical tomography, however, the quality of the 

reconstructed images can be significantly affected by object position, test field size, 
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and/or the presence of multiple objects in the field of view 63.  To control these 

parameters, contrast-detail analysis in this type of diffusive-imaging system must employ 

single object test fields, and use a series of reconstructed images to complete the study.  

Each image represents a different object size and contrast and the analysis considers data 

from the entire series of images.  In routine assessment, human detection of objects is 

required to establish the contrast-detail curve, but in this study a CNR value of 3 was 

used, as will be discussed later.  The results represent a best-case scenario and thus 

provide a representative lower limit of concentration of fluorophore which provides a 

sufficient CNR value.   

 

13.1 Methods 

Simulated data was generated by solving the model system using typical tissue 

optical property parameters of μa = 0.01 mm-1 and μs
’ = 1.0 mm-1, and extracting the 

boundary data at each simulated detector position.  To compare the influence of domain 

size on contrast-detail characteristics, two circular test fields were used; one 51 mm 

diameter and the other 86 mm diameter.  The smaller test field test field approximates a 

domain expected to be encountered in small animal imaging and the 86 mm test field 

mimics larger imaging fields such as a human breast.  Each test field was simulated as a 

10,000 node circular mesh circumscribed by 16 source/detector fiber positions and used 

to generate 240 data points, matching our experimental fluorescence tomography design.  

The system is similar to our automated tomography system currently in clinical trials51.  

Random noise was added to each transmission data point with 1% mean error.   
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Image reconstruction was performed with a non-linear Newton-Raphson type 

algorithm, which was stopped when the projection error changed by less than 2% 

between iterations.  Intrinsic optical properties, μax, μam, μsx’ and μsm’ were held constant, 

as were the fluorophore lifetime, τ, and quantum yield, η.  The algorithm recovered the 

fluorescence yield only, ημaf, as a best-case scenario for how accurately the images can 

be formed.  The homogeneous background fluorescence yield, ημaf  = 0.0001 mm-1, was 

used as an initial estimate for the iterative algorithm.   

The contrast parameter, fluorophore absorption, μaf, was varied for a single object, 

or region of interest (ROI), while the background fluorophore absorption was held 

constant at 0.001 mm-1.  Contrast was calculated as  

 

_ _ _( ) /true ROI true background true background
af af afContrast μ μ μ= −    13.2 

 

where the absorption coefficient values were the true values used to simulate the data.  

Images of ημaf were recovered for each contrast and test object diameter combination.  

For both test fields, 51 mm and 86 mm, these calculations were repeated for two different 

object positions, one near the edge of the phantom (object edge 5 mm from the 

boundary), and one near the center (object center 2 mm from the test field center), as 

shown in 661HFigure 13.3.  For each 51 mm test field case, just over 4,000 reconstructed 

images of fluorescence yield were used in the analysis.  The number of reconstructed 

images was reduced to about 2,000 for each 86 mm test field case to control total 

computation time. 
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Figure 13.3.  86 and 51 mm diameter test fields used in this study.  A range of object 
sizes and contrasts are used to determine contrast-detail imaging limits.   
 

The range of contrasts explored in this study was chosen to approximate what is 

expected in vivo, with a contrast of 10 being near maximum of what could be expected in 

humans.  The object diameter range, from 0 to 20 mm, was selected to ensure the small-

object limits of the imaging system were characterized in this analysis, while being near 

the average breast tumor size detected clinically.       

Contrast-detail studies for clinical systems often use trained readers to determine 

the threshold for detectable contrast and size.  In the current study, contrast-to-noise ratio 

(CNR) is specified as a surrogate parameter of detectability, which provides an objective 

threshold measure.  CNR was calculated directly from the reconstructed images 

following the approach outlined in Song, et al55,    
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where wROI and wbackground are weighting factors compensating for the relative area of the 

ROI and the background, as a fraction of the total test field area. The values σROI and 

σbackground are the standard deviations in the ROI and background regions of the 

reconstructed image, respectively.  The ROI size and location are assumed known, which 

is common for contrast-detail analyses where the objective is to determine system 

performance for a known test field.   

 

13.2 Results and Discussion 

CNR is plotted as a function of both ROI diameter and true contrast for all test 

domains considered in 662HFigure 13.4.  For discussion purposes, 663HFigure 13.4(b), which 

presents data for an object just off-center in the 51 mm test field, is considered first.  Up 

to a point, increasing contrast and object size are associated with increasing CNR, 

however, there is a drop-off in CNR for objects larger than about 15 mm for this case.  As 

the object size and contrast increases and encompasses a greater area in the test field, the 

average bulk value of ημaf increases with respect to the initial estimate.  It appears that 

above 15 mm, the difference between bulk properties and initial estimate is significant 

enough to impact the imaging performance of the algorithm.  Adjusting the initial 

estimate to the average bulk properties through a calibration procedure, as is currently 

done in our clinical NIR system52, would likely address this issue and may be the subject 

of future contrast-detail studies.   
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Figure 13.4.   Calculated contrast-to-noise (CNR) ratio for a range of object 
diameters and contrast levels in four circular test domains.  (a) and (b) present data 
for objects near the edge and center, respectively, of a 51 mm test domain.  (c) and 
(d), on the other hand,  present data for objects near the edge and center, 
respectively, of an 86 mm test domain.  In this analysis, objects which are 
reconstructed with a CNR value below 3.0 are thought to be undetectable by human 
perception, illustrating that there are regions of size and contrast which are not 
feasible to image with the algorithm. 

 
By specifying a minimum CNR value required to “detect” an object, the contrast 

threshold for visibility is determined for each object diameter.  The choice of a minimum 

CNR value is somewhat arbitrary since it represents the threshold of object detection in 

the images.  664HFigure 13.5 shows reconstructed images of fluorescence yield for a range of 
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calculated CNR values.  Clearly, there is ambiguity in identifying detectable and 

undetectable objects.  Evaluating human detection of objects is more complicated than 

CNR analysis.  Ongoing studies in our lab indicate that intra- and inter-human observer 

variability results in a range of CNR threshold values.  However, human detection 

thresholds for smaller objects in images with low noise are reasonably well approximated 

with CNR = 3, which is the value used in the current analysis 54.  If a CNR = 3 is deemed 

inappropriate, a change in this value would shift the curves up and to the right for an 

increase and down and to the left for a decrease.    

 

Figure 13.5.  Images of fluorescence yield for a range of object sizes located near the 
center of a 51mm diameter domain.  CNR decreases with decreasing object 
diameter. 

 

The contrast-detail results for a threshold limit of CNR = 3 are plotted in 665HFigure 

13.6 for the two test fields and object positions.  Objects which are recovered with greater 

than CNR = 3 have contrast-detail characteristics which are above and to the right of the 

line shown in 666HFigure 13.6, while those below and to the left are too small or have too 

little contrast to be recovered with CNR>3 in the image.  Accordingly, the limiting 

diameter for an object near the edge of the field is approximately 1.7 mm for both test 
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field diameters.  There seems to be little influence of test field diameter on CNR limits 

for high-contrast objects near the edge.  Above an object contrast of about 8, the 

continued decrease in the minimum size for CNR = 3, is very small with increasing 

contrast, indicating that this size is a fundamental limit of the imaging algorithm for this 

geometry. This high contrast, small detail portion of the curve is often referred to as a 

“spatial resolution limited” regime.  It does not appear that the fundamental limits have 

been reached for objects near the center of either test field for the contrast range studied 

and expected to be encountered experimentally.  Furthermore, CNR value of objects near 

the center is strongly influenced by the test field size.  For a 51 mm test object, the 

limiting diameter is approximately 4 mm, for the maximum object contrast (10).  This 

increases to approximately 8.5 mm for the larger test field.  These results indicate the 

dramatic decrease in sensitivity for objects deeper in the test field.     

 

Figure 13.6.  Contrast-detail curve showing the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) of 3 to 
approximate limits of detectable contrast and diameter for two anomaly positions in 
51 mm (dashed lines) and 86 mm (solid lines) diameter test fields.  In this analysis, 
objects above and to the right of each line are in the region where CNR ≥ 3 and 
“detection” is considered possible. 
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The horizontal asymptotes of these lines represent the SNR limitations of the 

imaging system.  These correspond to the low-contrast, large detail portion of the curve 

where small changes in contrast result in large changes in the diameter for the CNR = 3 

threshold.  For objects near the phantom edge, the minimum contrast for CNR = 3 is less 

than 0.5, though this limit is reached for smaller object sizes in the 51 mm test field, 

indicating slightly better imaging performance.  This same contrast limit applies to 

objects near the center of the smaller test field, though again, is not reached until the 

object diameter is larger than on the edge.  Due to the poor sensitivity to objects in the 

center of the 86 mm test field, SNR limits are outside of the test range.  The SNR limits 

determined in this study will likely vary with the noise level in the system.   In addition to 

fundamental limits of the imaging system, the contrast-detail curve provides information 

on the trade-off between object size and contrast.  This “transition” zone lies between the 

vertical (spatial resolution limited) and horizontal (SNR limited) asymptotes and defines 

system imaging performance for objects mostly likely to be encountered experimentally.    

Algorithms based on the photon migration equation are considered to be more 

sensitive closer to the source/detectors and this non-linear sensitivity is manifested as a 

non-uniform image response across the field of view.  The contrast-detail curves shown 

in 667HFigure 13.6 demonstrate the significance of this effect.  For the smaller test field, the 

minimum object diameter for the best-case, high-contrast regime differs by 150% 

between an object at the edge and one centered in the test field.  In a larger field, that 

difference increases to 360%.  Thus, objects closer to the center will need to be larger in 

order to be detected.  Further contrast-detail studies may be used to investigate image 
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reconstruction parameters in addition to object position, such as adaptive meshing 

techniques166  and the effect of intrinsic optical properties.   

The analysis can be extended to investigate the quantitative accuracy of the 

reconstructed images by calculating the percentage of true contrast recovered in each 

reconstructed image for the sizes and contrasts studied.  These values are plotted for each 

test field in 668HFigure 13.7 and reveal a strong dependence of contrast resolution on object 

size.  Contrast accuracy is less dependent on the true object to background contrast for 

the range of sizes and contrasts considered here.  In fact, in most size-contrast regimes, 

changes in actual object contrast only modestly impact recovered contrast.   

A strong determinant of contrast resolution is object depth.  Maximum recovered 

contrast values for objects near the edge are around 70%, regardless of test domain 

diameter, though accuracy drops off more rapidly as a function of object size for the 

larger domain.  However, objects near the center of the 86mm domain are poorly 

recovered, approaching 40% even for larger, higher contrast objects.  This is substantially 

worse than objects in the center of the smaller, 51mm domain, reinforcing the 

significance of the non-uniform imaging field.   
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Figure 13.7.  Contrast accuracy plots provide the percentage (color-bar) of true 
contrast recovered in the image.  (a) and (b) show data for objects near the edge and 
center, respectively, of a 51 mm test domain.  (c) and (d) show data for objects near 
the edge and center, respectively, of an 86 mm test domain.   
 

13.3 Summary 

The C-D results presented here provide a best-case analysis for imaging tissue 

containing fluorophore in vivo with this algorithm in the absence of prior information to 

guide the image reconstruction.  A number of factors will serve to increase the contrast 

and size required to detect an anomaly in an experimental or clinical setting, thus shifting 

the contrast-detail curves up and to the right, including:   
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1)  Reconstruction of the intrinsic optical properties when unknown;  

2)  Heterogeneity in the intrinsic optical properties and fluorophore distribution;   

3)  Unaccounted for bleed-through of the excitation signal into the fluorescence signal 

4)  Higher data noise and model-mismatch in an experimental setting; and   

5) Increased phantom size and/or intrinsic background absorption.   

Contrast-detail analyses may also be used to track imaging performance as system 

improvements/adjustments are implemented.   

The results presented in this chapter pertain only to images reconstructed without 

spatial prior information.  Based on the results presented throughout this thesis, spatially 

guided optical imaging would be expected to decrease contrast-size threshold values and 

thus improve the contrast-detail performance of the imaging algorithm.  This most 

certainly would result from improved contrast recovery and suppressed background noise 

in spatially guided images.  However, object detectability is the fundamental quantity 

sought in most contrast-detail experiments and thus the application of contrast-detail 

analysis to this type of imaging protocol may be inappropriate.  Applying spatial priors to 

optical reconstructions in the manner discussed throughout this work relies on the 

conventional modality, such as MRI, to handle the object detection component of the 

protocol while the optical component is used to characterize the detected objects.  Since 

the onus of detection is eliminated for the optical modality in this imaging protocol, it 

may be more informative to assess imaging performance using contrast-accuracy analysis 

as described in section 669H13.2 as opposed to contrast-detail analysis.  This is an intriguing 

issue for future investigation.     
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Chapter Fourteen: Concluding remarks 
 

The design, development and characterization of a multi-channel spectrometer-

based molecular imaging system which couples into a clinical MRI for simultaneous 

optical and MR image acquisition was described.  Anatomical information from the MR 

images was incorporated into optical reconstruction algorithms to improve the spatial and 

contrast resolutions of heterogeneously distributed fluorescence activity. Thus, a 

conceptually new framework for fluorescence tomography emerges, in which the highly 

resolved MR images provide a spatial template upon which optical data is used to 

characterize, and even diagnose, the targeted functional aspects of the contrast agent.  

The system and software was designed to be flexible, allowing broadband or laser 

transmission measurements as well as luminescence measurements from photo- and 

chemi-luminescent processes.   

Simulated and tissue phantom data in breast-sized volumes revealed that the 

image recovery problem was nearly intractable for low tumor-to-background contrasts 

without the use of the MR information, while dramatic improvements in image quality 

and quantification were observed for spatially-guided image reconstructions.  Pilot 

studies of gliomas in a small number of murine models demonstrated spatially-guided 

fluorescence imaging of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) using a targeted 

optical fluorophore.  Ex-vivo analysis confirmed that elevated levels of fluorescence 

activity in the tomographic images corresponded reasonably well with actively 
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proliferating tumor regions while areas of suppressed fluorescence were observed for 

edematous and necrotic tissue regions.   

An attempt was made to image EGFR-targeted fluorescence in response to anti-

EGFR treatment using Erbitux.  Differences in bulk fluorescence yield between control 

and tumor-bearing mice, whether treated or untreated, were found to be significant 

though mean values between treated and untreated mice were not significantly separated 

due to large data variance compared to the population size.  Unreliable tissue-fiber 

coupling precluded successful fluorescence imaging, facilitating a redesign of the fiber-

positioning system and exposing the critical nature of reliable coupling.   

The multi-spectral imaging system also revealed some of the challenges 

associated with imaging luminescence through turbid media.  Specifically, scattering-

induced lengthening of mean photon path-lengths amplifies the influence of the spectrally 

variable attenuation, which manifests as severe luminescence peak distortion over 

multiple centimeters.  Wavelength-resolved diffuse modeling of the peak propagation 

was introduced and shown to match phantom data from homogeneous phantoms 

reasonably well.  Simulated data also demonstrated a significant impact on image 

recovery if peak distortion is not taken into account.  These challenges led to the 

development of alternative methods to image optical exogenous contrast in vivo.  

Exploiting the absorption properties of an exogenous contrast agent directly is an 

alternative approach which omits the difficult problem of fluorescence emission filtering 

and low-light detection.  Studies shown in this work indicated that measurements derived 

from absorption are more sensitive than those arising from fluorescence emission under 

certain conditions, particularly when the background drug concentration is high.  Other 
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influential factors include fluorescence quantum yield, filtering efficiency, detector 

sensitivity, and drug specificity between diseased and normal tissue.  However, since the 

source of the absorption-derived perturbation is indistinguishable from endogenous 

absorption at a single wavelength, quantifying the exogenous drug concentration is 

impossible without either dynamic acquisition or spectrally-resolved techniques.  To 

address this, software and hardware advances were completed to adapt pre-existing 

spectral tomography techniques to incorporate any number of absorbing contrast agents. 

A spectrally-constrained imaging approach for functional imaging of endogenous 

tissue chromophores based on absorption, often referred to as the “spectral priors” 

approach, was advanced to incorporate the molar extinction spectrum of exogenously 

administered drugs.  Simulation studies showed that this technique can be used to 

quantify concentrations of hemoglobin, water, oxygen saturation and the contrast agent, 

especially when hard prior spatial guidance is used.  Simulated and phantom data showed 

that it is feasible to use spectrally-constrained absorption tomography to recover 

concentrations of exogenous contrast directly, especially for higher drug concentrations.  

However, in cases where drug concentrations are closer to what might be expected in 

vivo, at least for targeted agents, the absorption-based approach is much less sensitive 

than one derived from fluorescence emission measurements.   

Finally, the imaging limits of fluorescence tomography were measured using the 

conventions of the medical imaging community.  Contrast-detail analysis was used to 

determine size and contrast limits of tumor detection for a variety of tissue geometries 

using simulated fluorescence tomography data.  This type of analysis may be repeated to 

investigate a number of parameters associated with fluorescence imaging in deep tissue 
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volumes.  Ideally, phantom work would compliment the highly-sampled numerical 

results presented here.     

The work presented here was focused more on the techniques required to image 

through deep tissue than on the specific biological processes involved in the drug-tissue 

interactions.  The absence of approved contrast agents which target diseased tissue make 

the future clinical role of fluorescence tomography unclear.  However, the development 

of molecular probes for in vivo use in research animals is progressing rapidly.  Clearly, 

dual-modality fluorescence tomography has the potential to impact pre-clinical research 

and drug development.   

Throughout the course of this work, unexpected results were observed, new 

questions raised, and new ideas generated.  The following chapter outlines near-term and 

long-terms goals for future work and includes a few more abstract ideas for future 

research.   
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Chapter Fifteen: Ongoing Studies and Ideas 
 

This chapter describes important short-term and ongoing work necessary to bring 

closure to some of the studies described previously, as well as longer term objectives 

which reflect what I see as the natural progression of this work.  Finally, a few new ideas 

not included in the thesis body are introduced for future research.   

 

15.1 Short-term objectives 

15.1.1 Animal Imaging 

Given the availability of targeted probes, some of the most interesting 

experimental work is taking place in small animals.  Increasing the number of imaged 

tumor-bearing mice to statistically significant levels is a priority.  To that end, the U-251 

tumor line has been implanted in six additional mice, scheduled to be imaged within 

weeks.  Data may help validate the small-animal imaging capabilities of the MRI-FMT 

imaging system.   

Other animal studies are being conceived, including an experiment designed to 

track tumor progression using MRI-FMT with EGFR-targeted probes.   Additionally, a 

luciferase-transfected tumor cell line has been acquired for initial attempts at MR-

coupled multi-spectral bioluminescence tomography.   
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15.1.2 Phantom validation 

Additional phantom studies are underway to further validate the imaging 

sensitivity and performance of the FMT and spectrally-constrained approaches outlined 

throughout this thesis.  The experimental design calls for imaging 92 mm cylindrical 

phantoms with a single inclusion of different sizes.  Each phantom will be composed of 

gelatin, blood and the drug, except for the cylindrical inclusion which will be filled with 

intralipid, blood and concentrations of GdTex or ICG providing tumor-to-background 

contrasts ranging from 2:1 to 10:1.  Both drugs demonstrate strong NIR absorption 

profiles and dramatically different quantum yields, one quite low and the other relatively 

high.  The phantoms will be imaged using the multi-spectral frequency domain system 

for spectrally-constrained chromophore reconstruction and the fluorescence tomography 

system for fluorescence yield imaging and spatial priors will be used in all 

reconstructions.  Quantification characteristics of the two methods will be compared for 

both drugs and the influence of fluorescence quantum yield may be examined by 

comparing GdTex and ICG images of fluorescence yield.   

  

15.1.3 Combining multi-wavelength FD and CW spectral tomography systems 

To facilitate breast imaging and economize the hardware, a new frequency domain 

transmission tomography system will be integrated into the rotating source coupling stage 

on the spectrometer system, depicted schematically in 670HFigure 15.1.  Most of this work has 

been completed, with the remaining steps involving replacing the set of fiber optics 

attached to the rotating stage with larger diameter bundles capable of detecting more 

photons, as well as a modest amount of software development.  Laser sources for the 
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frequency domain system include the Ti:Sapphire Mai Tai and six NIR laser diodes.  

Fifteen frequency modulated PMT’s mounted on the rotating stage align with the 15 

fibers not illuminated by the laser source, transforming these fibers into detection 

channels and extending the system capabilities to include frequency domain transmission 

tomography at any wavelength between 690 nm and 850 nm and spectrometer-based CW 

acquisition for full spectrum transmission, fluorescence, and bioluminescence 

measurements.  Data-model calibration would be simplified since frequency domain and 

spectroscopy measurements will be acquired through the same fiber bundles.   

 

 

Figure 15.1.  The proposed system combines the frequency domain Ti:Sapphire 
imaging system with the spectroscopy system.   
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15.2 Long term objectives 

15.2.1 Imaging multiple fluorophores simultaneously in vivo 

The spectrometer-based detection system and spectral fitting approaches provide 

a unique opportunity to probe multiple molecular processes simultaneously.  The 

fluorescence intensity from each drug may be decoupled using the spectral fitting 

routines provided the emission peaks of the fluorophores are distinguishable.  Once 

decoupled, these values may be used to reconstruct separate images of fluorescence 

activity the fluorophores present.  Feasibility studies will be completed in small animals.   

 

15.2.2 Exogenous optical absorption and fluorescence in the human breast 

Despite the lack of truly targeted optical contrast agents approved for diagnostic 

use in humans, ICG may be used to help validate the MR-guided techniques introduced 

in this work.  Clinical trials to image exogenous absorption and fluorescence emission in 

the human breast may begin when appropriate protocols are in place.  Volunteers 

recruited from a screening pool of BIRADS 4 and 5 patients will be imaged with MRI 

and optical tomography simultaneously and images will be assessed using follow-up 

pathology reports. 

   

15.2.3 3-D imaging 

All the work contained in this thesis was completed for the two dimensional case.  

Modeling photon propagation is more accurate in 3-D.  For years, the DOT community 

has been moving to three-dimensional imaging, and transitioning to volumetric modeling 

and image reconstruction is a logical next step for this work.  Currently, the NIRFAST 
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package contains forward and inverse algorithms that are 3-D capable and methods to 

standardize volumetric meshing, segmentation, and image display are being developed 

for the DOT problem by Subha Srinivassan and Colin Carpenter.  Once developed, these 

may readily be translated to the fluorescence problem.   

 

15.3 New ideas 

15.3.1 Spectrally-resolved fluorescence emission tomography 

The spectral absorption properties of tissue influence the propagation of the 

emission spectrum, as shown in Chapter 12.  Previously, researchers demonstrated a 

relationship between fluorescent lesion depth and the ratio of fluorescence emission 

intensity at different wavelengths by accounting for the wavelength dependent optical 

properties of tissue 130, 131.  It may be possible to exploit this behavior in the 

reconstruction algorithm, using the full complement of spectrally resolved information.     

A spectrally resolved fluorescence emission FEM image recovery model has been 

developed in the course of this work, and is available in NIRFAST_v2_dev, using 

principles similar to that developed for spectrally resolved bioluminescence tomography 

(BLT) 136.  Since this approach dramatically improved activity localization for BLT, it is 

reasonable to postulate that fluorescence yield localization may benefit from the 

additional information.  Initial tests in simple domains with simulated data showed little 

improvement in recovered images, however, with increased noise and complexity, the 

spectrally-resolved procedure may provide better quantification.  Additionally, it may be 

possible to produce images based on the derivative of the measured spectrum, as outlined 

in Xu et al167.  Before being applied to real data, however, more advanced spectral 
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analysis tools are required to remove auto-fluorescence from the signal without losing the 

features in the emission spectrum which make the spectrally resolved technique 

beneficial.   

 

15.3.2 Quantum Yield Imaging 

Combining spectrally-constrained absorption imaging, described in Chapter 11, 

and fluorescence tomography suggests a unique method to recover fluorescence quantum 

yield directly.  Conventional approaches to fluorescence tomography are confined to 

imaging fluorescence yield, a product of the fluorescence quantum yield and absorption 

coefficient of the fluorophore, and offer no means to de-couple these parameters.  

However, some applications, such as the use of environmentally sensitive quantum 

yields, may benefit from direct recovery of quantum yield.    

 671HFigure 15.2 outlines a proposed process to derive images of quantum yield from 

multi-wavelength frequency-domain transmission data to quantify the concentration of 

the exogenous agent, and CW fluorescence tomography data to determine the 

fluorescence yield.  Once these parameters have been determined, the procedure to 

extract quantum yield is straightforward, a simple quotient of fluorescence yield and 

fluorophore absorption.   

A simulation study demonstrates this technique.  The same breast shaped domain 

used in previous examples was segmented into fatty and fibro-gladnular tissue regions.  

In this study, several abnormalities were artificially added, including a malignant tumor 

and a water-filled cyst.  For illustrative purposes, it was assumed that an activatble 

exogenous fluorescence probe was injected and accumulated preferentially in the cyst.  
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Fluorescence emission of the probe was quenched until the molecular backbone was 

lysed by interactions with specific enzymes which, in this case, were more abundant in 

the simulated tumor than elsewhere in the domain.  In this scenario, the contrast of 

fluorophore concentration was elevated in the cyst formation, while quantum yield 

contrast presented only in tumor-to-healthy tissue at a ratio of 3:1, independent of 

fluorophore concentration as shown in 672HFigure 15.3.  The tumor region also contains 

elevated values of HbO, dHb, water and scattering parameters.   
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Figure 15.2.  A method for combining recovered chromophore concentration values 
and scattering parameters with images of fluorescence yield to reconstruct absolute 
quantum yield images.   
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Figure 15.3.  Simulated test domain showing true values of chromophore 
concentrations (mM), scattering parameters and fluorescence quantum yield. 

 

Following the procedure outlined in 673HFigure 15.2, images of chromophore concentration, 

fluorescence yield and ultimately fluorescence quantum yield were recovered using only 

the outer boundary as prior information (674HFigure 15.4) and using internal tissue structural 

information in a hard-priors approach (675HFigure 15.5).   
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Figure 15.4.  Recovered images of chromophore concentration, scattering 
parameters, fluorescence yield and fluorescence quantum yield.  The outer 
boundary of the imaging domain was the only spatial information used in the 
reconstruction. 
 

While spatial priors help produce a more accurate image, both sets of images accurately 

represent the probe parameters under consideration: concentration, fluorescence activity, 

and quantum yield.  The significance of this advance is that fluorescence activity may be 

quantified independent of drug concentration.   
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Figure 15.5.  Recovered images of chromophore concentration, scattering 
parameters, fluorescence yield and fluorescence quantum yield reconstructed using 
hard spatial priors.  

 

The likelihood that this technique migrates to in vivo imaging is questionable given the 

substantial experimental challenges involved; however, the combined experimental 

system now in the final stages of development has the necessary components to conduct 

quantum yield imaging feasibility studies.   

This study requires a mechanism for controlling the fluorescence quantum yield 

of a drug, readily accomplished for PPIX by varying the concentration of Tween20, 

which prevents PPIX molecules from aggregating in water.  The quantum yield of ICG 

may be controlled in a similar manner by changing the solvent 91.  
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Introduction: Hardware 
A diagram of the system is pictured below, with photographs of a phantom fiber 
array and rotating source coupling stage.    
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System Initialization (For all 
users) 
 

Only three main LabVIEW programs are required for basic data acquisition, all 
located in: 
 
C:\EXPERIMENTAL_systems_and_data\SPEC_TOMO_SYS\Control_Routines 
 

Initialize_system.vi 
Acquisition.vi 
Shutdown_sys.vi 

 
Do not save any changes to these or any other filesin \Control_Routines.  Unless 
performing more advanced operations, or troubleshooting, these should be the only 
programs required to run the system.    

 
1. Turn on the system computer, a Dell Precision 380. 

 The password is diffuse. 

 
2. Turn on the spectrometers. 

 (Locate the power cords running out from underneath the system carts, and activate the power strip 
that they are plugged into). 

 
3. Open Initialize_system.vi: 

 <C:\EXPERIMENTAL_systems_and_data\SPEC_TOMO_SYS\Control_Routines\Initialize_syste
m.vi>. 

 
4. Select spectrometers and cameras to initialize. 

 
5. Run Initialize_system.vi by pressing the “run program” button (Image 1 - The “run 

program” button.. 
 This step can take up to 15 minutes to complete. 

 
A. If initialization fails: Run Shutdown_specsys.vi, turn off the spectrometers, turn 

off the system computer, and repeat steps 1-5. Shutdown_specsys.vi can be 
found at: 

 <C:\EXPERIMENTAL_systems_and_data\SPEC_TOMO_SYS\Control_Routines\Shutdown_Spec
sys.vi>. 

B. More information can be found in the troubleshooting section. 
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Image 1 - The “run program” button. 
6. Open and run Acquisition.vi. Running the program now makes the interface 

interactive – it will not start data Acquisition. 
 <C:\EXPERIMENTAL_systems_and_data\SPEC_TOMO_SYS\Control_Routines\Acquisition.vi>. 
 

7. There is a link to the default experimental data folder on the desktop of the 
system computer. Create a folder for your experimental data in the designated 
directory: 
 <C:\EXPERIMENTAL_systems_and_data\SPEC_TOMO_SYS\Data>. 
  

8. Complete the Saved Data Name box. The path should appear as:  
 <C:\EXPERIMENTAL_systems_and_data\SPEC_TOMO_SYS\Data\FOLDER_NAME\FILE_N

AME>. 

 FILE_NAME is the rootname of the file and extensions will be added 
appropriately.  Typical data files associated with an acquisition are: 

        filename.log   (log file) 
        filename_s1_rep1.raw  (raw spectra) 
        filename_s1_rep1.calspec (calibrated spectra) 
 Note that “s1” indicates source 1 and “rep1” indicates the repetition.  
 

9. Instructions for each acquisition type are found in this manual. 
 

A. For transmission tomography, see page 277. 
B. For fluorescence tomography, see page 277.  
C. For bioluminescence tomography, see page 285. 

 
10. When complete, see the Shutdown section on page 287. 
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Powering System Equipment 

Required Equipment 

System Computer 

A Dell Precision 380 computer controls the Spectrometer System. To turn it on, press 
the power button. The password is diffuse. 

Spectrometers 

There are sixteen spectrometers in the two system carts. A green light on each 
spectrometer indicates power. Two black power cords run out from underneath each 
cart to supply power, and all four power cords should plug into the same power strip.  

To power the spectrometers, turn on the power strip that these four black cords are 
connected to. 

Rotary Stage 

If you are using the rotary stage, your source must be connected to the orange fiber 
labeled source fiber. 

A green light on the rotary stage indicates power. If only the green light is on, the 
rotary stage is ready for use. 

If the yellow light is on DO NOT TURN OFF the rotary stage. Refer to the 
troubleshooting section.  

If no lights are on: flip the on/off switch on the face of the Rotary Stage Controller. 
Make sure the rotary stage is connected to the system computer. 
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Light Sources 
Here are some examples of light sources used for image acquisition and data 
calibration. 

690nm Laser 

The 690nm laser is located on the system computer cart. It is controlled by two 
current supply boxes all connected to a single power strip. 

 
WARNING:  Lasers are hazardous. Be sure you have passed the Dartmouth 
Laser Safety Training Course before using these systems. Check for areas where high 
intensity light could be emitted and reflected (this includes collimators, the rotary 
stage, and fiber tips). Proceed only when you feel confident that you will not be 
exposed to laser radiation. 
 
1. Locate the power strip (labeled LD 690nm) that the laser current supply boxes are 

plugged into. If the strip is inactive, flip its on/off switch. 
 

2. The pertinent controls of the current supply boxes are labeled in a particular order. 
Press/flip these controls in ascending order. 
 

3. Set the amount of current you would like to supply to the laser. The laser will 
now be emitting high intensity light. You should let the laser run for at least 15 
minutes before beginning an experiment. During this period, the laser is heating, 
and may not produce consistent data. 
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White Light Lamp 

Used for producing data calibration files. 
 

 
 

1. Flip the on/off switch on the face of the lamp. 
 

2. Flip the on/off switch on the shutter controller box. 
 

3. Use the intensity dial on the face of the white light lamp to adjust the voltage 
setting. 
 

4. When you are ready to acquire data, flip the N.O./N.C. switch on the face of the 
shutter controller box to N.O.
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Data Acquisition Introduction: 
What happens when I select 
“Acquire?” 
 

Every time you select acquire: 

1. Log files are written. 

2. Camera temperatures are verified. 

3. Camera gain and ADC are set. 

4. Grating and center wavelength are set. 

5. Filters are set. 

6. Actual acquisition begins: 

A. Motor moves source to correct fiber. 

B. The system automatically optimizes the exposure times. 

Each spectrometer will take sample acquisitions with exposure times of 0.03s, 
0.3s, 3s, and 30s in order to calculate the optimal acquisition time to acquire 
the most counts without saturating the CCD. 

C. Full acquire for one source.  Data files written for that source. 

D. Repeat A-C for each source. 

7. Motor Controller disconnects. 
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Data Acquisition Introduction: 
Hardware and Phantom Setup 

Source Setup 
1. An orange fiber is connected to the rotary stage to couple light into the source 

fibers sequentially. The free end is labeled “source fiber.” Connect this end to the 
light source you would like to use. 

A. When using the 690nm laser, the source fiber must be attached to the collimator 
designed for the 690nm laser. Make sure the arrow on the collimator points 
towards the red fiber. Reconnect fiber(s) as necessary. 

B. When using the 635nm laser, the source fiber must be attached directly to the 
635nm laser (you will see a label). Reconnect fiber(s) as necessary. 

Phantom Setup 
1. Determine whether the mouse coil or a detachable, patient/animal interface is 

most appropriate for housing source/detector fibers during your experiment. 
 In an effort to increase the longevity of the mouse coil, one should use a detachable patient/animal 

interface whenever MRI acquisitions are not being run in parallel.  

 
Image 2 - Phantom in a detachable, patient/animal interface. 

 
 
2. Position the phantom, animal, or patient in the selected structure. 
 
3. Center the phantom (Make appropriate accommodations for a patient/animal). 
 
4. Position the fibers right up against the lateral surface of the phantom (make the 

necessary accommodations when imagine a patient/animal). Tighten the 
setscrews. 
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5. Very gently (these fibers are extremely fragile) tug on each fiber to confirm that 

the setscrews are tight—the fibers should not budge. If a fiber moves, reposition it 
back on the lateral surface of the phantom, and tighten its setscrew. 
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Data Acquisition: Software 
Instructions 

Fluorescence Tomography 
*  Most fluorescence tomography applications require fluorescence emission data 
and excitation transmission data.  For the latter process, please see the following 
section entitled Transmission Tomography 

If you have not already done so, complete the system initialization on page 268 before following 
the instructions here. 

1. Select “fluorescence tomography” in the Mode dropdown menu. 
 

2. Select your source fibers by highlighting the appropriate boxes directly beneath 
the word source. 
The numbered boxes directly beneath the word source allow you to define which 
fibers will, in sequence, act as the source. Box numbers correspond to fiber 
numbers, and highlighted boxes define those fibers that will function as the source. 
Check and uncheck boxes according to your experimental specifications. 

Note: Highlighting sources 2,4,6…16 is common practice for an 8-detector acquisition. 

3. Select your detector fibers by highlighting the appropriate boxes directly beneath 
the word detector. 
The numbered boxes directly beneath the word detector allow you to define which 
fibers will function as detectors whenever they are not acting as the source. Box 
numbers correspond directly to fiber numbers, and highlighted boxes define those 
fibers that will function as detectors. Check and uncheck boxes according to your 
experimental specifications. 
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Image 3 - Source and detector panel with all sources and detectors highlighted. 
 

4. Select the Grating and Center Wavelength you would like to use under the 
Spectrometers tab. The 1200l/mm grating provides a total range of about 30nm 
while the 300l/mm grating provides a range of 300nm. 
 For reference, see: 

<C:\EXPERIMENTAL_systems_and_data\SPEC_TOMO_SYS\Calibration\wavelength_cal>. 

 
5. Select the appropriate detector filter from the Filter Wheel drop down box. All 

spectrometers will be filtered at this wavelength. 
 

6. (Optional) Click Set Spectrometers to begin the process of preparing the 
spectrometers while you finish your experimental preparations. If you do not 
click Set Spectrometers, the process will begin when you hit Acquire. 
 

7. Fill out the log file information. 
 

8. Exp Times tab: (Optional) Change the level of optimization if you do not want the 
spectrometers to optimize at each source.  
 
A. (Recommended) Leave the setting on optimize at each source, if you would like 

the system to test for, and calculate, near ideal exposure times.  
  
 This procedure takes the longest time, but it virtually ensures that the 

spectrometers will acquire a high number of counts without allowing the 
CCD to saturate.  

  
B. (Not Recommended) Choose optimize on first source only if you would like the 

system to test for, and calculate, near ideal exposure times at the first source 
only. However, LabVIEW will project these times onto the other source 
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locations, so that relative position to the source is preserved (e.g. the near 
source detectors will always have the shortest exposure times). 
 
This procedure is relatively fast, but it may not work well for heterogeneous 
phantoms, and it does not account for complications arising from differences 
in source strength.  
 

C. (Not Recommended) Choose no optimization if you would like to manually 
input the exposure times for each detector.  LabVIEW will project these 
times onto the other source locations, so that relative position to the source is 
preserved (e.g. the near source detectors will always have the shortest exposure 
times). 
 
This procedure is the fastest, but there is no guarantee that CCDs will not 
saturate, or that the spectrometers will acquire a high number of counts. 

 
9. Set the maximum and minimum exposure times. Minimum times cannot be 

below 0.01s. 
 
These inputs will set extreme values for the optimization algorithm.  Setting the 
max time can ensure that your experiment is not unreasonably long. 
 
The minimum exposure time should be changed only under special 
circumstances.  
 

10. If you would like the spectrometers to repeat data acquisitions at every source 
position (for statistical applications), then set Acquisition reps. per source to the 
number of repetitions you desire. 
 

11. Turn off lights in the imaging room. 
 

12. Click the Acquire button when you are ready to begin the experiment. 
 
If the system computer and spectrometers are in the same room, turn off the 
monitor, and either quickly exit the room, or sit in the dark. 
 

13. Wait patiently while the spectrometers acquire data. You can gauge the progress 
of the experiment by listening for system noises. 
If you did not press Set Spectrometers, the first sounds you hear will probably be 
the spectrometers adjusting the grating and setting the appropriate filters. These 
sounds will be rather faint, but all acquisitions begin with the rotary stage making 
a quick turn. The rotary stage is the loudest noise generated by the system. In 
between rotations, you will hear the shutters clicking.  

The computer will produce a loud, high-pitched beep for about 5 seconds when 
the acquisition is complete. 
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14. Turn on the monitor and check the spectra of your data. Click on the labeled tabs 
to view different detector readings. 
LabVIEW displays the results from the final source position. If you wish to see 
results from different source positions, open your saved .raw files with an 
appropriate program. 

Note: If you need to make any hardware changes before proceeding to additional 
acquisitions, you are advised to turn off active lasers. For the lasers on the system cart, 
simply press the output button, the highest-numbered button on the laser control box. 
 

15. If this is your final experiment, click the STOP button and follow the instructions 
for shutting down the system on page 287. 
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Transmission Tomography 
This may be done alone or as part of fluorescence tomography acquisitions. 

If you have not already done so, complete the system initialization on page 268 before following 
the instructions here. 

1. Select “transmission tomography” in the Mode dropdown menu. 
 

Critical Note: Due to filter automation, transmission measurements through 
small animals require the use of fluorescence tomography mode – see step 5 
below for more information. 
 

2. Select your source fibers by highlighting the appropriate boxes directly beneath 
the word source. 
The numbered boxes directly beneath the word source allow you to define which 
fibers will, in sequence, act as the source. Box numbers correspond to fiber 
numbers, and highlighted boxes define those fibers that will function as the source. 
Check and uncheck boxes according to your experimental specifications. 

Note: Highlighting sources 1,3,5…15 is common practice for an 8-detector acquisition. 

3. Select your detector fibers by highlighting the appropriate boxes directly beneath 
the word detector. 
The numbered boxes directly beneath the word detector allow you to define which 
fibers will function as detectors whenever they are not acting as the source. Box 
numbers correspond directly to fiber numbers, and highlighted boxes define those 
fibers that will function as detectors. Check and uncheck boxes according to your 
experimental specifications. 

 

Image 4 – Source/Detector Panel with all sources and detectors highlighted. 
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4. Select the Grating and Center Wavelength you would like to use under the 
Spectrometers tab.  
 For reference, see: 

<C:\EXPERIMENTAL_systems_and_data\SPEC_TOMO_SYS\Calibration\wavelength_cal>. 

 
5. In transmission mode, detectors are automatically filtered with OD filters in the 

manner outlined in Image 5–Filter settings and Set Spectrometers Data calibration will 
need to be completed post-acquisition. 

 

Image 5–Filter settings and Set Spectrometers 
 

6. (Optional) Click Set Spectrometers to begin the process of preparing the 
spectrometers while you finish your experimental preparations. If you do not 
click Set Spectrometers, the process will begin when you hit acquire. 
 

7. Fill out the log file information. 
 

8. Select the Exp Times tab. 
 

9. Exp times (Optional): Change the level of optimization if you do not want the 
spectrometers to optimize at each source.  
 
A. (Recommended) Leave the setting on optimize at each source, if you would like 

the system to test for, and calculate, near ideal exposure times.  
  
 This procedure takes the longest time, but it virtually ensures that the 

spectrometers will acquire a high number of counts without allowing the 
CCD to saturate.  

  
B. (Not Recommended) Choose optimize on first source only if you would like the 

system to test for, and calculate, near ideal exposure times at the first source 
only. However, LabVIEW will project these times onto the other source 
locations, so that relative position to the source is preserved (e.g. the near 
source detectors will always have the shortest exposure times). 
 
This procedure is relatively fast, but it may not work well for heterogeneous 
phantoms, and it does not account for complications arising from differences 
in source strength. This option is not recommended for formal experiments. 
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C. (Not Recommended) Choose no optimization if you would like to manually 
input the exposure times for each detector.  LabVIEW will project these 
times onto the other source locations, so that relative position to the source is 
preserved (e.g. the near source detectors will always have the shortest exposure 
times). 
 
This procedure is the fastest, but there is zero guarantee that CCDs will not 
saturate, or that the spectrometers will acquire a high number of counts. 
While this option is not recommended for formal experiments, it might 
occasionally be useful for quick tests. 

 
10. Set the maximum and minimum exposure times. Suggested times are .03s and 

120s, respectively. 
 
These inputs will set extreme values for the optimization algorithm.  Setting the 
max time can ensure that your experiment is not unreasonably long  
 
The minimum exposure time should be changed only under special 
circumstances. 
 

11. If you would like the spectrometers to repeat data acquisitions at every source 
position (for statistical applications), then set Acquisition reps. per source to the 
number of repetitions you desire. 
 

12. Highlight the box next to Remove near-source detectors if you do not want these 
spectrometers to acquire data. The near source detectors often saturate because of 
their close proximity to the source (usually unnecessary for small animal 
imaging). If you cannot correct this problem through employing OD filters, 
and/or turning down the laser current, highlight this box. 
 

13. , Turn off lights in the imaging room. 
Note: You will need to repeat the acquisition if you fail to shut the lights off. 

14. Click on the Acquire button when you are ready to begin the experiment. 
 
If the system computer and spectrometers are in the same room, turn off the 
monitor, and either quickly exit the room, or sit in the dark. 
 

15. Wait patiently while the spectrometers acquire data. You can gauge the progress 
of the experiment by listening for system noises. 
If you did not press Set Spectrometers, the first sounds you hear will probably be 
the spectrometers adjusting the grating and setting the appropriate filters. These 
sounds will be rather faint, but all acquisitions begin with the rotary stage making 
a quick turn. The rotary stage is the loudest noise generated by the system. In 
between rotations, you will hear the shutters clicking.  
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The computer will produce a loud, high-pitched beep for about 5 seconds when 
the acquisition is complete. 

16. Turn on the monitor and check the spectra of your data. Click on the labeled tabs 
to view different detector readings. 
LabVIEW displays the results from the final source position. If you wish to see 
results from different source positions, open your saved .raw files with an 
appropriate program (e.g. Excel). 

Note: If you need to make any hardware changes before proceeding to additional 
acquisitions, you are advised to turn off active lasers. For the lasers on the system cart, 
simply press the output button, the highest-numbered button on the laser control box. 
 

17. If this is your final experiment, click the STOP button and follow the instructions 
for shutting down the system on page 287. 
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Bioluminescence Tomography 
Since bioluminescence is generated chemically in the animal, no external source is 
used in this mode. 

If you have not already done so, complete the system initialization on page 268 before following 
the instructions here. 

1. Select “Bioluminescence Tomography” from the Mode dropdown menu. 
 

2. Sources will be ignored. Select your detector fibers by highlighting the 
appropriate boxes directly beneath the word detector. 
The numbered boxes directly beneath the word detector allow you to define which 
fibers will function as detectors whenever they are not acting as the source. Box 
numbers correspond directly to fiber numbers, and highlighted boxes define those 
fibers that will function as detectors. Check and uncheck boxes according to your 
experimental specifications. 

Note: Highlighting sources 1,3,5…15 is common practice for an 8-detector acquisition. 

 

Image. 1 – Source/Detector Panel with all sources and detectors selected. 

3. Select the Grating and Center Wavelength you would like to use under the 
Spectrometers tab.  
 For reference, see: 

<C:\EXPERIMENTAL_systems_and_data\SPEC_TOMO_SYS\Calibration\wavelength_cal>. 
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4. Set your filter parameters.  
 

5. (Optional) Click Set Spectrometers to begin the process of preparing the 
spectrometers while you finish your experimental preparations. If you do not 
click Set Spectrometers, the process will begin when you hit acquire. 
 

6. Fill out the log file information. 
 

7. Select the Exp Times tab. 
 

8. Exp Times Tab (Optional): Changes the level of optimization if you do not want 
the spectrometers to optimize the data capture.  
 
A. Leave the setting on optimize at each source, if you would like the system to test 

for, and calculate, near ideal exposure times.  
  
B. (Not Recommended) Choose no optimization if you would like to manually 

input the exposure times for each detector.  
 

9. Set the maximum and minimum exposure times. Minimum times cannot be 
below 0.01s. 
 
These inputs will set extreme values for the optimization algorithm.  Setting the 
max time can ensure that your experiment is not unreasonably long. 

 
10. Turn off lights in the imaging room. 

Note: You will need to repeat the acquisition if you fail to shut the lights off. 

11. Click on the Acquire button when you are ready to begin the experiment. 
 
If the system computer and spectrometers are in the same room, turn off the 
monitor, and either quickly exit the room, or sit in the dark. 

 
12. If this is your final experiment, click the STOP button and follow the instructions 

for shutting down the system on page 287. 
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System Shutdown 
1. Open Shutdown_Specsys.vi in LabVIEW. 

 <C:\EXPERIMENTAL_systems_and_data\SPEC_TOMO_SYS\Control_Routines\Shutdown_Spec
sys.vi>. 

 
2. Run Shutdown_Specsys.vi. 

 
3. Quit LabVIEW. 

 
4. Turn off any lasers or lamps that were used during the experiment. If using the 

690nm laser, make sure to press the buttons in descending order. 
 

5. Turn off the spectrometers at the power strip. 
 

6. Check the status of the Rotary Stage Control. 
A. If only the green light is on, flip the on/off switch. 
B. If the green and yellow lights are on, refer to TROUBLESHOOTING. 
 

7. If you adjusted any system hardware, please restore the equipment to the way 
you found it. 
 

8. Turn off the system computer. 
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Troubleshooting 

Spectrometers Do Not Initialize 
If Initialize_system.vi does not successfully open all connections to the cameras, you 
will need to reset the system in order to use it. If any error box pops up while running 
Initialize_system.vi, you will need to follow the instructions below. 

1. Close LabVIEW and shut down the System Computer. 
 

2. Turn off the spectrometers at the power strip, then turn them back on. 
 

3. Restart the System Computer. 
 

4. Open Initialize_system.vi and attempt to run the program. 
 

5. If these steps don’t succeed, repeat 1-4 until Initialize_system.vi completes. 
 

6. If you are performing experiments over multiple days and do not want to 
initialize the system anew each day, you may turn up the temperature on the 
cameras overnight. The temperature control is in the program Acquisition.vi under 
the Spectrometers tab. Set the temperature to “-10” then click “Set 
spectrometers.”  Note:  Closing all labview windows will release the camera 
connections, undoing the initialization.  Leaving the inititalize_system.vi program 
open while using the system is recommended.   

 
 

Acquisition Terminated Prematurely:  Re-
homing the rotary stage 
If you end your acquisition before it has completed, or the program hangs and you 
must shut it down, you will need to return the rotary stage to home.  DO NOT 
TURN THE STAGE CONTROLLER OFF IF YELLOW LIGHT IS ON.  This 
re-homes the stage at its current position.  To re-home it properly: 

1. Open Set_source.vi in LabVIEW. 
 <C:\EXPERIMENTAL_systems_and_data\SPEC_TOMO_SYS\Control_Routines\Set_source.vi> 

 
2. Highlight “Close connection.” 
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3. Run the program.  If the yellow light turns off, you are all set and can shut down 
the controller or keep using it. 

 
If the stage still does not respond and the yellow light remains on, you will need to 
shut it down and re-home.  It may very well be the case that the stage is located on a 
source fiber position.  Since sources are 22.5 degrees from one another, it is easy to 
calculate how to return to source 1.  The original home is -10 degrees from the source 
1 position.  Follow these steps to get it back to the original home: 
 
1. Turn off the controller box and turn back on. 
 
2. Open LabVIEW: VXM_Home_Init_and_Move_RS_no_check-Easy.vi. The file path 

is: 
<C:\EXPERIMENTAL_systems_and_data\SPEC_TOMO_SYS\Control_Routines\Rotary_Stage\V
XM_Home_Init_and_Move_RS_no_check-EASY.vi>. 

 
3. Determine the source fiber position with which the source is aligned.   
 
4. Calculate the original home position:   
 

Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes. 
 
For example, if you were on source 5 when it failed, Home = -122.5 
 

5. Enter calculated Home position in the appropriate field in 
VXM_Home_Init_and_Move_RS_no_check-Easy.vi and Run the program. 

 
6. The yellow light should still be on.  If so, turn the motor controller off.  It is now 

homed in the appropriate place.  Be sure to confirm using a light source and the 
patient end of the fiber bundles before proceeding. 

 
If this did not do the trick, you will need to re-align manually.  Use a power-meter, 
light source, and VXM_Home_Init_and_Move_RS_no_check-Easy.vi to find the 
maximum power at source 1.  Then offset the position by -10 degrees and cycle the 
motor controller power (with yellow light on).   
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Moving the spectrometer 
systems 
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A Brief Note on Directory and 
Data File Structure 

 

Directory Structure 
All necessary files for the Spectral Tomography System are in 
<C:\EXPERIMENTAL_systems_and_data\SPEC_TOMO_SYS\> on the system  

computer. Data should be placed in the Data folder, under a folder with your own 
name. 

<C:\EXPERIMENTAL_systems_and_data\SPEC_TOMO_SYS\Data\YOUR_N
AME\> 

 

Data File Structure 
Data files are written during each acquisition.  

1.  ‘*.log’ files contain critical information about the acquisition process.  Heading 
information includes date and time, acquisition type, and experimental notes entered 
by the user.  Below this, system parameters are recorded, including source/detectors 
selected, camera temperatures, grating settings, filter settings (16X16 array to match 
all source-detector pairs), and exposure times (16X16 array to match all source-
detector pairs).  It is critical that this information is saved since all data calibration 
routines use this information to calibrate the data.  Loss of the log file renders a given 
acquisition useless.   

2.  Raw data files have the extension ‘*.raw’.  One raw data file is saved for each 
source position, tagged with an ‘_s#’ in the file name, where # is the source number.  
The files are 2-D arrays with 1340 X 16 elements.  Each column represents the full 
spectrum (1340 pixels) for a given spectrometer.  The column index always 
corresponds to the spectrometer of that spectrometer.  In other words, the data for 
spectrometer 1 is always in the first column, regardless of source position.   
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3.  The program will also generate calibrated data files, with the ‘*.calspec’ 
extension, in the same format as the *.raw files described above.  At the time of the 
last manual update, the real-time calibration files were not properly validated, 
and so ignoring these files and calibrating post-acquisition is recommend.  
Similarly, integrated data stored as *.paafl, *.paableed, and *.intrans should be 
ignored and recomputed later.   

  

Data Calibration 
 

Calibrating spectral data is a complicated process that requires different approaches 
and calibrating files depending on the type of acquisition and the wavelength range. 
For the most part, calibration functionality is built into the Acquisition.vi program. 
However, it has been some time since these programs have been validated. 
Currently, it is recommended that all data calibration be completed post-
acquisition using the ‘.raw’ and ‘.log’ files. 
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Approximate 690nm Laser 
Power vs. Current 

 
Sourcepower, 690nm Laser v. Current (.06- 4.0 mW)

y = 3.27088401x - 0.07176373
R2 = 0.99995677
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Current(mA) Power(mW) 

4.000 13.07 

3.000 9.700 

2.000 6.409 

1.000 3.197 

0.900 2.867 

0.800 2.547 

0.700 2.223 

0.600 1.901 

0.500 1.575 

0.400 1.239 

0.300 0.9059 

0.200 0.5797 

0.100 0.2585 

0.090 0.2289 

0.080 0.1947 

0.070 0.1626 

0.060 0.1308 
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APPENDIX B: NIRFAST V2 DEV DOCUMENTATION 

 
 

 
 
 
 
This appendix contains the documentation written for NirFast v2.  This document 

is also included in the package itself.   
 
 
 

NIRFAST_v2 Documentation 
 
 
 
 

 
  May 1, 2006 

Scott C. Davis 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Preface 
 
NIRFAST_v2 consolidates NIR single wavelength, spectrally constrained, and 
fluorescence tomographic imaging in a single package.  One objective of this package is 
to allow users to work in terms of physiologically relevant parameters 
(chromophore/fluorophore concentrations and Mie scattering parameters) while having 
the ability to select out a single wavelength to investigate simple, single wavelength 
behavior (i.e. simple mua and mus’ reconstructions).  Adding chromophores/fluorophores 
is simple and requires no program modifications.  FLUORFAST has been re-written as a 
Toolbox which works seamlessly with the spectral tools.   
 
 
 

NIRfast_v2 consolidated by Scott C. Davis 

NIRfast_v2\Standard by Hamid Dehghani 

TLbx_Spectral by Scott C. Davis based on programs by Subha Srinivasan 

TLbx_Fluorfast by Scott C. Davis based on programs by Hamid Dehghani 
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Updates made to NIRFAST_V2_dev 
 
02/11/08 
Specific changes: 
Added ICG.etaspec and lutex.etaspec files to 
/Tlbx_fluor.  These are emission spectra of ICG and 
lutex respectively, measured through dilute solutions 
and normalized to the peak.  They are used in the 
*_emissspec programs to model the peak propagation 
through tissue at multiple wavelengths.   
 
10/31/07 
General comments: 
Added multi-wavelength link file capability to 
Tlbx_spectral.  This allows data to be removed from 
specific wavelengths without removing the same s-d pairs 
from all wavelengths.  Section II describes the format 
of the new files. 
 

Load_mesh automatically loads these files properly and breaks mesh.link 
into a structured variable: 
 
>>  mesh.link 
   spec: {'speclink'} 
       wv: [690 700 710 720 730 735 740 750 770 780 790 800 810 820 830 840] 
    wv690: [16x15 double] 
    wv700: [16x15 double] 
    wv710: [16x15 double] 
    wv720: [16x15 double] 
    wv730: [16x15 double] 
    wv735: [16x15 double] 
    wv740: [16x15 double] 
    wv750: [16x15 double] 
    wv770: [16x15 double] 
    wv780: [16x15 double] 
    wv790: [16x15 double] 
    wv800: [16x15 double] 
    wv810: [16x15 double] 
    wv820: [16x15 double] 
    wv830: [16x15 double] 
    wv840: [16x15 double] 

 
Several programs in the spectral toolbox were added to 
manipulate these files, all with ‘speclink’ in the M-
file name.   
 
10/3/07 
General comments: 
I. Update v2 to follow the v3 conventions of a 
structured mesh.source and mesh.meas fields.  i.e. 
mesh.source.fwhm, mesh.source.coord, mesh.source.fixed. 
 
Specific changes: 
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Updated load_mesh to use mesh.source and mesh.meas 
structured variables 
 
Updated move_source.m and move_detector.m to comply with 
same. 
 
Updated save_mesh to comply with same.  Note ‘if/else’ 
in saving source file due to complications using 
importdata. 
 
Added gen_source_point.m to \Standard 
 
Updated get_boundary_data to use mesh.meas structured 
variable 
 
Updated femdata_stnd to use new calls for generating 
source (fwhm or point) 
 
Updated femdata_spectral to use mesh.source.fixed and 
mus_eff 
 
Updated femdata_fl to use new calls for generating 
source (fwhm or point) and to move source differently 
for excite and emission wavelengths 
 
Updated femdata_x_sub to use new calls for generating 
source (fwhm or point) and to move source at excite 
wavelength (if not moved) 
 
Added build_jacobian_cw.m to \Standard 
 
Updated gen_source_adjoint.m to use mesh.meas.int_func 
 
Updated jacobian.m similar to femdata_stnd.m. 
 
Updated jacobian_spectral.m to remove source moving – it 
is now done in jacobian. 
 
Updated jacobian_fl to find nsource based on 
mesh.source.coord.  No need to move sources in this 
program 
 
Updated: 
 Build_jacobian 
 Build_jacobian_fl 
 Build_jacobian_cw 
 Build_jacobian_fl_cw 
 To use mesh.meas.coord and mesh.source.coord 
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Updated recon_sub_intrins and recon_sub_intrins_spatial 
to remove source moving – now done in jacobian. 
 
Updated jacobian_spectral_perturb ?? 
 
Still need to look at:  Calibration routines
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Installation: 
 
Set MatLab path to NIRfast including all sub-folders. 
 
Recommend running NIRFAST under LINUX for larger 3-D problems.  2D 
problems will run nicely on a laptop using windows. 
 
 
Directory Structure 
 
NIRFAST now includes the Spectral Toolbox and Fluorfast (now the Fluorescence 
Toolbox) as well as a Spatial Toolbox which incorporates prior spatial information 
in the reconstruction programs.   
 
Nirfast_v2 – Generic programs which will run with all mesh types.  
Many are parsing programs which recognize the input files and direct 

 appropriate sub-folder or toolbox. Nirfast to the
Nirfast_v2\doc – important documentation and instructions on running 
NIRfast_v2. 
Nirfast_v2\examples – files for a general example which is worked in 
this instruction manual 
Nirfast_v2\meshes – storage area for mesh files.  Broken down into 

ate fluor and stnd mesh types. sub-folders to separ
Nirfast_v2\Standard – Essentially, FEM programs for the legacy 
version of NIRfast.  Single wavelength, mua and mus forward model 

 and reconstruction programs.
Nirfast_v2\ Standard\subrout – important subroutines and mex files 
called by NIRfast_v2 are stored in this folder.  
Nirfast_v2\Standard\Calibration_stnd – programs which handle data 
calibration for Standard Nirfast.  These are also called by programs 
in some Toolboxes. 
 
TOOLBOXES: 
Nirfast_v2\Tlbx_Fluorfast - The fluorescence toolbox home directory 
contains *.m files for generating data, adding noise, 
reconstructing, etc. 
Nirfast_v2\Tlbx_Fluorfast\Calibration_fl – Calibration programs for 
fluorescence data.  At the time this manual was written, this 
portion was incomplete. 
Nirfast_v2\Tlbx_Fluorfast\subrouts_fl – Subroutines specific to 
Fluorfast 
Nirfast_v2\Tlbx_Spatial – Programs for running spatially constrained 
reconstructions.  
Nirfast_v2\Tlbx_Spectral\ - The spectral toolbox home directory 
contains *.m files for loading and saving ‘.chromscatt’ parameters, 
generating data, adding noise, reconstructing, etc. 
Nirfast_v2\Tlbx_Spectral\Calibration_spec – Programs used for 
calibration of spectral data. 
Nirfast_v2\Tlbx_Spectral\Calibration_spec\Optim_tools  - Sub-
rograms used in the spectral data calibration procedure. p
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I.  Spectral Priors 
 
The Extinction Coefficient file, “excoef.txt” 
Since it is recommended that NIRfast users work from spectral parameters, it is 
useful to understand how this a-priori information is incorporated.  The extinction 
coefficient file contains all a-priori spectral information.  This consists of the 
extinction coefficients for different chromophores at different optical wavelengths.  
Additionally, it stores a text list of all parameters for which there exists a-priori 
information.  Many programs within the spectral toolbox compare this list with a list 
in the ‘.chromscatt’ file (described later) to select the relevant chromophores for a 
given task.   
 

HbO
deoxyHb
Water
LuTex
GdTex
S-Amplitude
S-Power
661 0.074074074 0.85 0.00148 1.759214081 2.330357
735 0.09889 0.24 0.0038 5.795744677 7.959088
761 0.118518519 0.329166667 0.00428 1.830336566 4.70488
785 0.15 0.205555556 0.00378 0.380449554 0.788026
808 0.174074074 0.161111111 0.00332 0.121699655 0.277321
826 0.227777778 0.161111111 0.00396 0.138248193 0.172045
849 0.237037037 0.155555556 0.00578 0.217664778 0.060047

List of all chromophores for which extinction 
coefficients are listed below

Scattering parameters

HbOWavelengths deoxyHb water GdTexLuTex

HbO
deoxyHb
Water
LuTex
GdTex
S-Amplitude
S-Power
661 0.074074074 0.85 0.00148 1.759214081 2.330357
735 0.09889 0.24 0.0038 5.795744677 7.959088
761 0.118518519 0.329166667 0.00428 1.830336566 4.70488
785 0.15 0.205555556 0.00378 0.380449554 0.788026
808 0.174074074 0.161111111 0.00332 0.121699655 0.277321
826 0.227777778 0.161111111 0.00396 0.138248193 0.172045
849 0.237037037 0.155555556 0.00578 0.217664778 0.060047

List of all chromophores for which extinction 
coefficients are listed below

Scattering parameters

HbOWavelengths deoxyHb water GdTexLuTex

List of all chromophores for which extinction 
coefficients are listed below

Scattering parameters

HbOWavelengths deoxyHb water GdTexLuTex  
 
 
ADDING A-PRIORI SPECTRAL INFORMATION: 
Most users will never need to update this file, however, the Spectral Toolbox is 
designed to allow users to incorporate additional wavelengths or chromophores 
simply by adding this information to the excoef.txt file in the format shown above 
(add chromophores between 1-Exogenous and S-Amplitude.  Ensure that the first 3 
letters of the chromophore label are unique on the list.).  All other programs will 
recognize the change and adjust accordingly.   
 
STORE AND USE ONLY ONE excoef.txt FILE: 
The Spectral Toolbox is designed to use this file as a reference and pull only the 
relevant information for a given task.  So, it can be a complete list of all 
chromophore information, even if the user is only interested in a smaller subset of 
chromophores.
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II.  Mesh Structure 
 
Introduction 
Some of the most notable updates to this NIRfast release involve mesh structures 
and how they are manipulated.  The files associated with a given mesh are listed 
below.  File formats that depart from previous versions of NIRfast are in red and 
described in this section.   
 
example.chromscatt (opt.) 
example.elem  
example.link 
example.meas 
example.node 
example.param  
example.region 
example.source 
 
 

1.  Introducing mesh “types”: 
Meshes are classified as either standard or fluorescence meshes and are 
flagged by the abbreviations “stnd” and “fluor” at the top of the *.param 
file.  In terms of the saved mesh files, the only difference between a stnd and 
fluor mesh are the parameters saved in the *.param file.  Standard meshes 
most resemble meshes structured in the original NIRfast release; the *.param 
file contains a set of optical properties at a single wavelength.  The columns 
in a *.param file for a standard mesh represent the following parameters: 
 

“stnd” mesh:   
stnd

RI
RI

µ κ
µ κ

 

 
Fluorescent meshes contain fluorophore properties in addition to the tissue 
optical parameters.  The columns in a *.param file represent the following 
parameters: 
 

“fluor” mesh:   ax am af

ax am af

x m

x m

fluor
RI
RI

µ κ µ κ µ η τ
µ κ µ κ µ η τ

 

 
The subscripts ‘x’ and ‘m’ indicate that the optical properties apply to 
photons at the excitation and emission wavelengths, respectively.   
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2.  All meshes should (but need not) include a “*.chromscatt” file: 

The “*.chromscatt” file contains a list of the absorbing materials in tissue, 
i.e. ‘chromophores’, the scattering parameters based on Mie Theory, and the 
respective values of these parameters.  It is similar to the ‘*.param’ mesh file 
but is a more physiological representation of the tissue properties.  The list at 
the top of the file varies depending on how many chromophores are of 
interest.  For example, if no exogenous contrast is to be used, ‘LuTex’ and 
column 4 below the list will not be included.  For most programs in the 
Spectral Toolbox, this list is used to determine which chromophores apply 
for a given task. 
 

HbO
deoxyHb
Water
LuTex
S-Amplitude
S-Power
0.001 0.001 0.4 0.0001 1 1.2
0.001 0.001 0.4 0.0001 1 1.2
0.001 0.001 0.4 0.0001 1 1.2
0.001 0.001 0.4 0.0001 1 1.2

List of all chromophores for which 
concentrations are listed below

Scattering parameters

# mesh nodes

HbO
deoxyHb
Water
LuTex
S-Amplitude
S-Power
0.001 0.001 0.4 0.0001 1 1.2
0.001 0.001 0.4 0.0001 1 1.2
0.001 0.001 0.4 0.0001 1 1.2
0.001 0.001 0.4 0.0001 1 1.2

List of all chromophores for which 
concentrations are listed below

Scattering parameters

# mesh nodes  
 
Though NIRfast will run in single wavelength mode (or two wavelength 
mode for fluorescence meshes) on meshes without “*.chromscatt” files, the 
presence of this file is required when implementing routines from the 
Spectral Toolbox.  Meshes without a “*.chromscatt” contain no spectral 
chromophore concentration or Mie scattering information.   
 

3.  Spectral link (“speclink”) files 
Used only with spectral meshes, these files allow users to remove specific 
data points from real data without having to remove them for every 
wavelength.  A portion from one of these files is presented below.  ‘Speclink’ 
is a flag for load_mesh and other files programs that need to recognize the 
files.  Below this, standard link information for each wavelength is 
concatenated horizontally and a heading indicating the start of each 
wavelenth’s information makes up the first row.  For example, ‘690’ 
indicates the start of the 690 link information, which continues to the right 
until ‘700’.  NaN’s are used as place holders.   
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4.  Other mesh files 
The other files which make up a saved mesh are identical to the previous 
versions of NIRfast.  These are detailed in Appendix A. 
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4.  Examples: Loading meshes. 
To understand the new meshes, let’s review the structure of the loaded mesh.   
 
Use:  mesh = load_mesh(fn, specflag, a) 
 
fn – mesh filename 
specflag – leave blank to load no spectral information or input ‘spec’ to load spectral 
information. 
a – set = 1 to plot mesh boundary and source/detector positions.  Works even if specflag is 
blank.  
 
A.  LOADING MESHES WITH NO SPECTRAL INFORMATION  

“load_mesh.m” automatically recognizes the mesh type (stnd or fluor) 
and does NOT load up the chromophore information unless specified 
with “specflag”.  Let’s load up a stnd and fluor mesh with no spectral 
information to compare them: 

>> mesh_stnd = load_mesh('circle2000_86')

mesh_stnd = 

spec: 'No'
nodes: [1785x3 double]
bndvtx: [1785x1 double]
s_det_move: 1
elements: [3418x3 double]
dimension: 2
type: 'stnd'
mua: [1785x1 double]
kappa: [1785x1 double]
ri: [1785x1 double]

mus: [1785x1 double]
region: [1785x1 double]
source: [16x2 double]
meas: [16x2 double]
link: [16x15 double]
c: [1785x1 double]
ksi: [1785x1 double]
element_area: [3418x1 double]
support: [1785x1 double]
meas_int_func: [16x4 double]

>> mesh_fluor = load_mesh('circle2000_86_fl')

mesh_fluor = 

spec: 'No'
nodes: [1785x3 double]
bndvtx: [1785x1 double]
s_det_move: 1
elements: [3418x3 double]
dimension: 2
type: 'fluor'
muax: [1785x1 double]
kappax: [1785x1 double]
musx: [1785x1 double]
ri: [1785x1 double]
muam: [1785x1 double]
kappam: [1785x1 double]
musm: [1785x1 double]
muaf: [1785x1 double]
eta: [1785x1 double]
tau: [1785x1 double]
region: [1785x1 double]
source: [16x2 double]
meas: [16x2 double]
link: [16x15 double]
c: [1785x1 double]
ksi: [1785x1 double]
element_area: [3418x1 double]
support: [1785x1 double]
meas_int_func: [16x4 double]

stnd
mesh 

parameters fluor
mesh 

parameters

Signifies 
what type of 
mesh

Indicates these 
are not spectral 
meshes

>> mesh_stnd = load_mesh('circle2000_86')

mesh_stnd = 

spec: 'No'
nodes: [1785x3 double]
bndvtx: [1785x1 double]
s_det_move: 1
elements: [3418x3 double]
dimension: 2
type: 'stnd'
mua: [1785x1 double]
kappa: [1785x1 double]
ri: [1785x1 double]

mus: [1785x1 double]
region: [1785x1 double]
source: [16x2 double]
meas: [16x2 double]
link: [16x15 double]
c: [1785x1 double]
ksi: [1785x1 double]
element_area: [3418x1 double]
support: [1785x1 double]
meas_int_func: [16x4 double]

>> mesh_fluor = load_mesh('circle2000_86_fl')

mesh_fluor = 

spec: 'No'
nodes: [1785x3 double]
bndvtx: [1785x1 double]
s_det_move: 1
elements: [3418x3 double]
dimension: 2
type: 'fluor'
muax: [1785x1 double]
kappax: [1785x1 double]
musx: [1785x1 double]
ri: [1785x1 double]
muam: [1785x1 double]
kappam: [1785x1 double]
musm: [1785x1 double]
muaf: [1785x1 double]
eta: [1785x1 double]
tau: [1785x1 double]
region: [1785x1 double]
source: [16x2 double]
meas: [16x2 double]
link: [16x15 double]
c: [1785x1 double]
ksi: [1785x1 double]
element_area: [3418x1 double]
support: [1785x1 double]
meas_int_func: [16x4 double]

stnd
mesh 

parameters fluor
mesh 

parameters

Signifies 
what type of 
mesh

Indicates these 
are not spectral 
meshes
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B.  LOADING MESHES WITH SPECTRAL INFORMATION 
If *.chromscatt files exist for these meshes, we can also load them with 
the spectral chromophore informaion.  To do this, input ‘spec’ for specflag 
 
NOTE:  Meshes loaded with spectral information IGNORE values in the *.param 
file 
 

>> mesh_stnd = load_mesh('circle2000_86','spec')
Loading the following parameters from 
"circle2000_86.chromscatt":

ans = 

'HbO'
'deoxyHb'
'Water'
'S-Amplitude'
'S-Power'

mesh_stnd = 

spec: 'Yes'
nodes: [1785x3 double]
bndvtx: [1785x1 double]
s_det_move: 1
elements: [3418x3 double]
dimension: 2
type: 'stnd'
ri: [1785x1 double]
conc: [1785x3 double]
sa: [1785x1 double]
sp: [1785x1 double]
wv: [7x1 double]
excoef: [7x3 double]
chromscattlist: {5x1 cell}
region: [1785x1 double]
source: [16x2 double]
meas: [16x2 double]
link: [16x15 double]
c: [1785x1 double]
ksi: [1785x1 double]
element_area: [3418x1 double]
support: [1785x1 double]
meas_int_func: [16x4 double]

>> mesh_fluor = load_mesh('circle2000_86_fl','spec')
Loading the following parameters from 
"circle2000_86_fl.chromscatt":

ans = 

'HbO'
'deoxyHb'
'Water'
'LuTex'
'S-Amplitude'
'S-Power'

mesh_fluor = 

spec: 'Yes'
nodes: [1785x3 double]
bndvtx: [1785x1 double]
s_det_move: 1
elements: [3418x3 double]
dimension: 2
type: 'fluor'
ri: [1785x1 double]
eta: [1785x1 double]
tau: [1785x1 double]
conc: [1785x4 double]
sa: [1785x1 double]
sp: [1785x1 double]
wv: [7x1 double]
excoef: [7x4 double]
chromscattlist: {6x1 cell}
region: [1785x1 double]
source: [16x2 double]
meas: [16x2 double]
link: [16x15 double]
c: [1785x1 double]
ksi: [1785x1 double]
element_area: [3418x1 double]
support: [1785x1 double]
meas_int_func: [16x4 double]

>> mesh_stnd = load_mesh('circle2000_86','spec')
Loading the following parameters from 
"circle2000_86.chromscatt":

ans = 

'HbO'
'deoxyHb'
'Water'
'S-Amplitude'
'S-Power'

mesh_stnd = 

spec: 'Yes'
nodes: [1785x3 double]
bndvtx: [1785x1 double]
s_det_move: 1
elements: [3418x3 double]
dimension: 2
type: 'stnd'
ri: [1785x1 double]
conc: [1785x3 double]
sa: [1785x1 double]
sp: [1785x1 double]
wv: [7x1 double]
excoef: [7x3 double]
chromscattlist: {5x1 cell}
region: [1785x1 double]
source: [16x2 double]
meas: [16x2 double]
link: [16x15 double]
c: [1785x1 double]
ksi: [1785x1 double]
element_area: [3418x1 double]
support: [1785x1 double]
meas_int_func: [16x4 double]

>> mesh_fluor = load_mesh('circle2000_86_fl','spec')
Loading the following parameters from 
"circle2000_86_fl.chromscatt":

ans = 

'HbO'
'deoxyHb'
'Water'
'LuTex'
'S-Amplitude'
'S-Power'

mesh_fluor = 

spec: 'Yes'
nodes: [1785x3 double]
bndvtx: [1785x1 double]
s_det_move: 1
elements: [3418x3 double]
dimension: 2
type: 'fluor'
ri: [1785x1 double]
eta: [1785x1 double]
tau: [1785x1 double]
conc: [1785x4 double]
sa: [1785x1 double]
sp: [1785x1 double]
wv: [7x1 double]
excoef: [7x4 double]
chromscattlist: {6x1 cell}
region: [1785x1 double]
source: [16x2 double]
meas: [16x2 double]
link: [16x15 double]
c: [1785x1 double]
ksi: [1785x1 double]
element_area: [3418x1 double]
support: [1785x1 double]
meas_int_func: [16x4 double]  

Fluorophore 

properties 

 
The list at the top of the *.chromscatt file tells load_mesh which 
chromophores to include in the loaded mesh structure.  Notice that the 
optical properties mua, mus, etc, have been replaced by the spectral 
information.  Here is a summary of the mesh fields: 
 
mesh.spec – indicates whether spectral information is loaded.   
mesh.conc – a list of chromophore concentrations, #nodes X 
#chromophores 
mesh.sa – scattering amplitude 
mesh.sp – scattering power 
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mesh.wv – A list of all wavelengths for which there are extinction 
coefficients available 

mesh.excoef – the extinction coefficients taken from the “excoef.txt” file 
mesh.chromscattlist – a list of the loaded chromophores and scat. 
parameters  
 

5.  Summary - meshes. 
Understanding the mesh structure described above will make using NIRfast a 
more intuitive experience and will help in program modification and 
updating.   

• In general, there are 4 meshes that can be loaded, 1) a stnd mesh with 
no spectral information, 2) a stnd mesh with spectral information, 3) a 
fluor mesh with no spectral information and 4) a fluor mesh with 
spectral information.   

• Meshes with no spectral information usually work from the optical 
parameters listed in the mesh.param file 

• Meshes with spectral information ignore the values in the mesh.param 
file and use the chromophore concentrations and scattering 
parameters directly. 

• All programs use the same load_mesh program, but accomplish 
different tasks based on what type of mesh is loaded.    

• Several tools exist to manipulate these meshes easily and transition 
between fluor and stnd meshes.  These are described in the following 
Quickstart Guide. 
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Section III:  Manipulating Meshes and Running Forward 
Models 

 
 
Introduction 
In this section, we will walk through an example using a stnd mesh to learn:  

1. Loading meshes  
2. Viewing mesh parameter values 
3. Adding blobs  
4. Saving meshes 
5. Creating and Manipulating *.chromscatt files 
6. Running forward models  
7. Changing mesh “types”: Switching between stnd and fluor meshes 

 
 
 
 
 

fluor:  Tips on running fluor will be included in blue boxes, 
such as this one, where appropriate 

1. Loading meshes 
 See Section II for instructions on loading meshes. 
 
2. Viewing meshes 

To view the parameter values of a mesh at any time, use 
plotmesh(mesh,specflag,wv)   
 
mesh – mesh filename or workspace variable name 
specflag –  if loading mesh from a file, use specflag = ‘spec’ to signify the mesh has spectral 
information.  Also, set specflag = ‘spec’ any time you want to use the “wv” input 
wv – if the mesh is loaded with spectral information and you want to view the optical 
properties at a given wavelength, set wv = wavelength.  For fluor meshes, wv is a two 
element array in the form [wv_excitation wv_emission].  “wv” must be included in mesh.wv 
(ie. listed in the excoef.txt file). 

 
>> plotmesh(mesh_stnd) 
Or 
>> plotmesh(‘circle2000_86’,’spec’) 
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Exercise:  Now plot the optical properties of this mesh at 661nm  
 
>> plotmesh(mesh_stnd,'spec',[661]) 
 

 

 
fluor: If this were a fluor mesh, you 
would enter excitation and emission 
wavelengths in place of [661].  For 
example: 
  
 wv = [761 785] 
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3. Adding blobs 
 
 To add anomalies, use  

add_blob(mesh) 
 
mesh – a workspace variable name (loaded mesh name) 
 
“add_blob.m” now recognizes what type of mesh is inputted and 
automatically walks the user through adding anomalies.  Note that add_blob 
is simply a parsing program which calls the sub-routines to do that actual 
mesh manipulation.  Therefore, a user may use the subroutines in a stand-
alone manner if the add_blob.m interaction is too cumbersome.  Also note, 
some 3-D functions are not yet operational and add_blob.m will indicate 
which ones. 
 
Exercise:  Add an anomaly in chromophore concentration and scattering 
parameters to mesh_stnd.  Notice that you can also change the background 
values of the mesh parameters. 

 
>> mesh_anom = add_blob(mesh_stnd) 
  
  ***************** IMPORTANT: 
*********************** 
  This mesh was loaded as a spectral mesh!! 
  
  >> Adding blobs only changes chromophore 
concentration  
  and scattering parameters in the .chromscatt file!! 
  (direct optical property values normally stored in 
   the "mesh.param" file will be ignored) 
  
  
**********************************************
*** 

**(5) S-Power 

  
mesh includes the following parameters: 
(1) HbO 
(2) deoxyHb 
(3) Water 
(4) S-Amplitude 
(5) S-Power 
  
Would you like to change the background concentration 
and scatter values for the above parameters? 
"1" = Yes 
"0" = No 
>>>>  0 
  
  
****************************** 
ADDING HETEROGENEITIES 
  
Would you like to add a blob? 
"1" = Yes 

"0" = No 
>>>> 1 
Enter position of blob center 
x-position ...2 
y-position ...23 
radius of blob ...9 
Enter heterogeneity concentration and scatter values for the 
following parameters: 
  
(1) HbO 
(2) deoxyHb 
(3) Water 
(4) S-Amplitude 

  
Enter as array, Example: >>>> [0.002 0.002 0.9 1.3 1.5] 
Requires 5 values >>>> [0.002 0.002 0.9 1.3 1.5] 
  
Confirm heterogeneity values: 
HbO  =  0.002 
deoxyHb  =  0.002 
Water  =  0.9 
S-Amplitude  =  1.3 
S-Power  =  1.5 
  
Are these values correct? 
"1" = Yes 
"0" = No 
Confirm >>>> 1 
  
Would you like to add another blob? 
"1" = Yes 
"0" = No 
>>>> 0 
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Exercise:  Now view the mesh just created 
>> plotmesh(mesh_anom) 
 

 
 

>> plotmesh(mesh_anom,’spec’,[785]) 
 

 
 
 
4. Saving meshes 

To save meshes use 
save_mesh(mesh,fn,geometry) 
 
mesh - can be any type of mesh, save_mesh recognizes the type and spectral status and saves 
mesh appropriately.   
fn – filename of mesh to be saved. 
geometry – opt. - Enter 'rect' for 'geometry' to fix source and detector positions.  Next 
time the mesh is loaded, the sources and detectors will not be moved automatically. 

 
Exercise:  Save the mesh_anom just created 
 
>> save_mesh(mesh_anom,'circle2000_86_anom') 
Now saving "circle2000_86_anom.chromscatt" with the following parameters: 
 
param_list =  
    'HbO' 
    'deoxyHb' 
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    'Water' 
    'S-Amplitude' 
    'S-Power' 
 
At what wavelength would you like to save mua and mus?...  785
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5. Creating and Manipulating ‘*.chromscatt’ files 
 
Create chromscatt files:   

If you have created a new mesh which does not have a *.chromscatt 
file, or have added a chromophore to excoef.txt, you may create a 
new *.chromscatt file using  
 
create_chrom_scatt(mesh, ‘filename of chromscatt to save’, 
fn_excoef, opt:‘fn_existing_chrom_scatt’) 
 
This program allows you to create new *.chromscatt files.  If you 
would like to include a new chromophore, simply add it to the 
*.excoef file first, then run create_chrom_scatt to generate the 
appropriate *.chromscatt file.  The new chromophore will be included 
on the option list as seen below. 
 
Note:  ‘*.chromscatt’ file will be saved automatically. 
 
Exercise:  Create a *.chromscatt file named example.chromscatt 

 
>> create_chrom_scatt(mesh_stnd, 
'example', 'excoef.txt') 
Which chromophores would you like to 
include? 
(1) HbO 
(2) deoxyHb 
(3) Water 
(4) LuTex 
(5) GdTex 
Enter as array, Example: >>>> [1 2 3 
4] 
>>>> [1 2 3 4] 
  
Enter background concentration and 
scatter values for the following 
parameters: 
  
HbO 
deoxyHb 
Water 
LuTex 
S-Amplitude 
S-Power 
  
Enter as array, Example: >>>> [0.001 
0.001 0.6 1 1.2] 
Requires 6 values >>>> [0.001 0.001 
0.0001 0.4 1 1] 
  
Confirm background values: 
HbO  =  0.001 

deoxyHb  =  0.001 
Water  =  0.0001 
LuTex  =  0.4 
S-Amplitude  =  1 
S-Power  =  1 
  
Are these values correct? 
"1" = Yes 
"0" = No 
Confirm >>>> 1 
  
  
****************************** 
ADDING HETEROGENEITIES 
  
Would you like to add a blob? 
"1" = Yes 
"0" = No 
>>>> 0 
Now saving "example.chromscatt" with the 
following parameters: 
 
param_list =  
 
    'HbO' 
    'deoxyHb' 
    'Water' 
    'LuTex' 
    'S-Amplitude' 
    'S-Power' 
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Users will most often use add_blob.m and create_chrom_scatt.m to 
manipulate and save ‘*.chromscatt’ files, however, load_chrom_scatt.m and 
save_chrom_scatt.m allow further flexibility. 
 
Loading parameters (‘*.chromscatt’ files) 
  
 To load a chromscatt file alone use  

[chrom_scatt, used_param_list, excoef] = load_chrom_scatt(fn_chrom_scatt, 
fn_excoef) 
 
Example:  Load ‘example.chromscatt’ into workspace 
 
>> [chrom_scatt, used_param_list, excoef] = load_chrom_scatt('example.chromscatt', 
'excoef.txt'); 
Loading the following parameters from "example.chromscatt": 
 
ans =  
 
    'HbO' 
    'deoxyHb' 
    'Water' 
    'LuTex' 
    'S-Amplitude' 
    'S-Power' 
 
OUTPUTS: 
chrom_scatt = matrix of parameter values (#nodes, #parameters) 
used_param_list = a character array of the parameters listed in 
‘example.chromscatt’  
excoef = matrix of wavelengths and applicable chromophore extinction coefficients 
(# wavelengths, # parameters + 1) 

 
 
 
Saving parameters (‘*.chromscatt’ files) 
 

To save a chromscatt file, use  
save_chrom_scatt(fn_chrom_scatt, param_list, chrom_scatt) 

 
Example:  Save workspace parameters loaded above as 
‘example_2.chromscatt’ 
 
>> save_chrom_scatt(‘example_2.chromscatt’, used_param_list, chrom_scatt) 
Now saving "example_2.chromscatt" with the following parameters: 
 
param_list =  
 
'HbO' 
'deoxyHb' 
'Water' 
'Lutex' 
'S-Amplitude' 
'S-Power' 
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6.  Running Forward Models 
 

Use data = femdata(mesh,frequency,specflag)  
 
mesh  -  the mesh upon which the forward solution is calculated 
frequency  -  Modulation frequency  
specflag – opt.  use only if “mesh” is a saved file, not if “mesh” is a workspace variable. 
 
Femdata.m now recognizes the type of mesh inputted and prompts the user to 
run the appropriate forward model.  It is a parsing program so users who 
require more flexibility may use the sub-routine forward models directly.   
Choices include: 
 

a. Stnd mesh, no spectral info. (most like previous NIRfast versions) 
  Call to:  data = femdata_stnd(mesh,frequency) 

b. Stnd mesh, spectral forward model (called from the spectral 
toolbox)  
  Call to:  data = femdata_spectral(mesh,frequency,fn_data,wv_array) 

c. Fluor mesh, no spectral info.  
  Call to:  data = femdata_fl(mesh,frequency) 

d. Fluor mesh, spectral forward model 
  Call to:  data = 
femdata_spec_fl(mesh,frequency,fn_data,wv_spec,wv_fluor) 
 

Exercise: Run forward model on mesh_anom for 6 wavelengths.  
 
>> data = femdata(mesh_anom,100) 
You have loaded a standard type, spectral mesh:  Please select which femdata you would like to run: 
  
(1) full spectral data set (Note:  data will be compatible with reconstruct_spectral only) 
(2) stnd nirfast at a wavelength of your choice (calcualtes mua, mus from spectral conc and uses for 
femdata_stnd) 
    Note:  data will be compatible with reconstruct_stnd, but not reconstruct_spectral 
>>>>   1 
Please enter filename of data to be saved (do not include the file extension!): 
(ex: "data_spec_test") >>>>    'data_circ2000_86_tutorial' 
Please enter wavelength array for femdata_spectral from: 
661 
735 
761 
785 
808 
826 
849 
(ex: [661 761 785 808 826 849]) >>>>    [661 761 785 808 826 849] 
Calculating data for: 
661 nm 
761 nm 
785 nm 
808 nm 
826 nm 
849 nm 
Saving data as data_tutorial_spec.paa... 
 
data =  
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    paa: [240x12 double] 
     wv: [661 0 761 0 785 0 808 0 826 0 849 0] 
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7.  Switching mesh “types” 
 
In some cases, users may want extract the optical properties stored in a fluor 
mesh and use them with the tools available for the stnd meshes.   To change 
mesh type, use 
 
mesh = fluor2stnd(meshfl,x_or_m) 
 
meshfl  -  fluor mesh (non-spectral) 
x_or_m  -  excitation or emission properties (‘x’ or ‘m’)   
 
>> mesh = fluor2stnd(mesh_fluor,'x') 
 
 
 
Likewise, users may have two stnd meshes which correspond to excitation 
and emission properties of a desired fluor mesh.  To switch between the two, 
use 
 
mesh = stnd2fluor(meshx,meshm,meshfl) 
 
meshx  -  mesh for excitation properties (non-spectral) 
meshm  -  mesh for emission properties (non-spectral) 
meshfl  -  opt.  - a loaded fluorescence mesh.  If this is set as an input, 
the muaf, eta, and tau values will be used for the output 'mesh' 

 
 
 
Other tools 
 

When working with a mesh which incorporates spectral information, the user 
may calculate the optical properties at any wavelength listed in mesh.wv at 
any time using, 
[mua, mus, kappa, E] = calc_mua_mus(mesh,wv_array) 

 
mesh  -  mesh with spectral information 
wv_array  -  a list of the wavelengths for which the user would like to calculate optical 
properties 
 
 

“Legacy” meshes 
 

If you load a mesh created before this version of NIRfast, load_mesh.m will 
automatically ask if you want to convert to the new mesh format.    
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Section IV: Data Formats and Manipulation 
 
Introduction 
Because the new NIRfast release is a comprehensive package with standard, 
fluorescent, and spectral capabilities, femdata produces different data files depending 
on the mesh or toolbox used.  The chart below is a summary of the data type each 
forward model produces and a detailed description follows.   
 

Data File Format Summary 
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1. Standard mesh with no 
spectral priors 

 
Program used:  femdata_stnd 
(does not auto save data) 
 
Data Summary:   
data_name.paa – two columns, 
amplitude and phase 
 
 
 

2. Fluor mesh with no spectral 
priors 

 
Program used:  femdata_fl 
(does not auto save data) 
 
Data Summary:   

a) data_name.paafl – two 
columns, amplitude and 
phase of fluorescence signal 

b) data_name.paaxfl – four 
columns, amplitude and 
phase of 

             - excitation (intrinsic) 
             - fluorescence signal 
c) data_name.paaxflmm – 

six columns, amplitude and 
phase of  

             - excitation (intrinsic) 
             - fluorescence signal 

                   - emission (intrinsic) 
3. Standard mesh with spectral 

priors 
 
Program used:  femdata_spectral 
(Auto saves data) 
 
Data Summary:   
data_name.paa – 2 x (number of 
wavelengths) columns, amplitude 
and phase at each wavelength.  
First row contains the wavelengths 
(in nm) at which each amplitude 
and phase set was collected.  
Wavelength values are directly 
over the amplitude columns (see 
below for details). 
 

4. Fluor mesh with no spectral 
priors 

 
Program used:  femdata_spec_fl 
(Auto saves data) 
 
Data Summary: 
Calls femdata_spectral and 
femdata_fl (see left and above) 
data_name.paa  
data_name.paafl 
data_name.paaxfl 
data_name.paaxflmm 
 
Notice this is simply a combination 
of stnd spectral data and fluor data. 
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1.  “Standard” data, no spectral info. 
 

Data generated from femdata for a single wavelength has the form: 
 

.

.
.. ..

ampl phase
ampl phase  

# measurements 
 
 
 Adding noise to stnd data 

To add normally distributed Gaussian noise to data, use 
data_noise = add_noise(data1,amp,ph,fn_data_noise) 
 
data1  -  saved data file or workspace array 
amp  -  % amplitude noise 
ph – in degrees 
fn_data_noise – opt. – if inputted, program will save the noisy data using this as a 
filename. 
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2 & 4.  Fluorescence data 
 

femdata_fl generates three data file formats: 
 
1)  paafl: [240x2 double]:   Fluorescence data only (‘*fl’) 
 
            |fluor. ampl.     fluor. phase| 
 
 
2)  paaxfl: [240x4 double]:  Excitation and fluorescence data (‘*xfl’)  
 

|excite ampl.    excite phase    fluor. ampl.     fluor. phase| 
 
 
3)  paaxflmm: [240x6 double]:  Excitation, fluorescence, and intrinsic emission data (‘*xflmm’)  
 
        |excite ampl.    excite phase    fluor. ampl.     fluor. phase    emm. ampl.   emm. phase| 
 
**  The distinction between these formats is particularly important when 
reconstructing data.  The reconstruction program recognizes the file format 
and chooses the appropriate reconstruction technique based on this input. **   

 
Saving fluorescence data   

 
Use save_data_fl(fn,data) 
 
fn - the filename to save 
data - the workspace structured variable 
 
Saves three files: 
fn.paafl - fluorescence amplitude and phase only 
fn.paaxfl  - intrinsic excitation and fluorescence amplitude and phase 
fn.paaxflmm  - intrinsic excitation, fluorescence, and emission amplitude and phase  
 
Example:   
   
>> save_data(‘fl_example’, data) 
Saving fl_example.paafl, fl_example.paaxfl, fl_example.paaxflmm 
 
 

Adding Noise to fluorescence data 
 
To add normally distributed Gaussian noise to a fluorescence data, 
use 
 
data_noise=add_noise_fl(data,OD_rejection,amp_x,ph_x,amp_fl,ph_fl,amp_m
m,ph_mm); 
 

data -  saved data file or workspace array.  Must contain extenstion. 
OD_rejection – estimated optical density of fluorescent filter 
amp_x, amp_fl, amp_mm -  % of amplitude for excitation, fluorescence, 
and emission (intrinsic) respectively. 
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ph_x, ph_fl, ph_mm -  in degrees for excitation, fluorescence, and 
emission (intrinsic) respectively. 
Notes:   No option to save data in add_noise_fl 
 Even if adding noise to a .paafl or paaxfl file, enter values for all inputs! 
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3&4.  “Spectral” data 
 

Data generated from femdata_spectral has the form: 
 

1 2 3 4 5 60 0 0 0 0 0

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

ampl phase ampl phase ampl phase ampl phase ampl phase ampl phase
ampl phase ampl phase ampl phase ampl phase ampl phase ampl phase

λ λ λ λ λ λ

# measurements 
 

 
The first row signifies the wavelengths for which the data was calculated or 
recorded.  Every other column in the first row is a 0, this is simply a place 
holder and is removed when the data is loaded using other Spectral Toolbox 
programs. 

 
Example:   

Wavelength 

nm 

 :        :          :         :         :          :         :          :         :         :         :         :         :         : 

Ampl. and Phase 

 
 
 

Adding Noise to spectral data 
 
To add normally distributed Gaussian noise to a spectral data set, use 
 data_noise = add_noise_spec(data_fn, amp, ph, fn_data_noise) 
 
 data_fn -  saved data file 
 amp -  percentage of AC intensity, 
 ph -  in degrees (for phase)  

fn_data_noise – opt. – if inputted, program will save the noisy data using this as 
a filename. 

 
Example: 
 
>> data_noise = add_noise_spec('data_tutorial_spec.paa',1,1,'datanoise_tutorial_spec.paa'); 
Loading data and wavelength information 
Saving noisy data as datanoise_tutorial_spec.paa 
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Section V.  Reconstructing Standard Data
 
1.  The reconstruction program 
 
Use  
[fwd_mesh,pj_error] = reconstruct_stnd(fwd_fn, recon_basis, frequency, data_fn, 
iteration, lambda, sol_label, filter_n, plotflag) 
 
 fwd_fn  -  the filename of the mesh used for forward solving  

recon_basis  -  the reconstruction mesh basis or pixel basis 
frequency  -  modulation frequency 
fn_data  -  filename of the data to be reconstructed.   
lambda – initial regularization value  
iteration -  maximum number of iterations allowed for the reconstruction 
sol_label  -  prefix for the name of the solution and log files.   
filter_n - amount of filtering of the solution at each iteration 
plotflag – set plotflag = 1 to plot solutions at each iteration 

 
  SAVED SOLUTION FILES 

sol_label_mua.sol 
sol_label_mus.sol 
sol_label.log 
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 Section VI.  Reconstructing Spectral Data 
 
 
1.  The reconstruction program 
 
Use  
[fwd_mesh,pj_error] =reconstrct_spectral(fwd_fn, recon_basis, frequency, data_fn, 

sol_label, iteration, fn_regularization, filter_n, wv_array)  
 
 fwd_fn  -  the filename of the mesh used for forward solving (must have .chromscatt file 

with initial guess values). 
recon_basis  -  the reconstruction mesh basis or pixel basis 
frequency  -  modulation frequency 
data_fn  -  filename of the data to be reconstructed.   
sol_label  -  prefix for the name of the solution and log files.   
iteration -  maximum number of iterations allowed for the reconstruction 
fn_regularization - text file containing: 

1) An indicator for the type of reconstruction, either JJt or JtJ 
2) Regularization parameter(s) which further inform the program as to the 

regularization scheme: 
a. single parameter - regularize the entire Hessian with a single value 

(currently, the most common method.  can be used for both JJt and JtJ 
cases) 

b. two parameters - used in the JJt case, regularizes amplitude and phase 
separately 

c. multiple parameters for the JJt case  - regularize amplitude and phase 
for each wavelength separately 

d. multiple parameters for the JtJ case  - regularize 
chromophore/scattering parameters separately 

filter_n - amount of filtering of the solution at each iteration 
wv_array  -  an array of wavelengths listed in the excoef.txt file which the user would like 

to use.  Currently, there are 7 wavelengths listed. 
 

 
SAVED SOLUTION FILES depend on which chromophores/parameters 
you have chosen to reconstruct.  In general, they will follow the format; 
sol_label_parameter.sol 
sol_label_HbO.sol 
sol_label_Hbt.sol 
sol_label_deoxyHb.sol 
sol_label_StO2.sol  
sol_label_LuTex.sol 
sol_label_water.sol 
sol_label_S-Amplitude.sol 
sol_label_S-Power.sol 
sol_label.log 
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Exercise:  Reconstruct noisy data generated above using 6 wavelengths 
and a simple JtJ regularization scheme.  
  
>> reconstruct_spectral('circle2000_86', [20 20], 100, 'datanoise_tutorial_spec.paa', 
'recon_tutorial_spec', 30, 'regularize_nodependence_jtj.txt', 1, [661 761 785 808 826 849]); 
Loading forward mesh 
Loading the following parameters from "circle2000_86.chromscatt": 
 
ans =  
 
    'HbO' 
    'deoxyHb' 
    'Water' 
    'S-Amplitude' 
    'S-Power' 
 
Loading recon basis 
Loading data and wavelength information 
--------------------------------- 
Building Jacobian using jacobian_spectral 
661nm Jacobian 
761nm Jacobian 
785nm Jacobian 
808nm Jacobian 
826nm Jacobian 
849nm Jacobian 
Iteration Number          = 1 
Projection error          = 255.9413 
Building JtJ Hessian 
Regularization        = 150.782 
Calculating update: "inv(JtJ+lambda*I)Jt" Inversion 
Filtering 
: 
: 
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2.  Viewing Reconstructed Spectral Images 
 
Use [mesh]=read_solution_spec(mesh,sol_label,fn_excoef,it,p) 
 
 mesh  -  a mesh loaded in the MatLab workspace or the filename of a mesh.  It must have 

the same geometry and node configuration as fwd_fn from the reconstruction program. 
sol_label  -  is the solution file prefix as specified in the reconstruct program  
fn_excoef - the extinction coefficient file, excoef.txt. 
it  -  the iteration number of interest.  Set it = ‘last’ to read last iteration. 
p -  to plot Hbo and dHb directly, enter p = 1, otherwise, leave blank. 

 
  Exercise:  Read last iteration of solution files. 
 

>> [mesh]=read_solution_spec(mesh,'recon_tutorial_spec','excoef.txt','last',1) 
Loading recon_circ2000_86_tutorial_Hbt.sol 
Loading recon_circ2000_86_tutorial_StO2.sol 
Loading recon_circ2000_86_tutorial_HbO.sol 
Loading recon_circ2000_86_tutorial_deoxyHb.sol 
Loading recon_circ2000_86_tutorial_Water.sol 
recon_circ2000_86_tutorial_LuTex.sol does not exist 
recon_circ2000_86_tutorial_GdTex.sol does not exist 
Loading recon_circ2000_86_tutorial_S-Amplitude.sol 
Loading recon_circ2000_86_tutorial_S-Power.sol 
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Section VII.  Reconstructing Fluorescence Data  
 

Introduction 
There are several methods used to reconstruct fluorescence yield depending on the 
data available.  The corresponding programs are: 
 

1. reconstruct_fl – reconstruct using non-spectral data.  This program can be 
used to reconstruct for intrinsic optical properties at the excitation and 
emission wavelengths as well as fluorescence yield.  Data used:   

“*.paafl” – fluorescence emission only, intrinsic excitation and emission 
properties assumed known.   
“*.paaxfl” – fluorescence and excitation data only.  Assumes intrinsic 
emission properties known 
“*.paaxflmm” – intrinsic excitation and emission data as well as 
fluorescence data are used in the reconstruction.   

2. reconstruct_fl_spatial – Adds structural information to the reconstruction in 
the form of L-matrix filtering in the regularization parameter.  Just like 
reconstruct_fl, this program can be used to reconstruct for intrinsic optical 
properties at the excitation and emission wavelengths as well as fluorescence 
yield.   

3. reconstruct_fl_regionfit - – Adds structural information to the 
reconstruction in the form of hard-prior region fitting.  Just like 
reconstruct_fl, this program can be used to reconstruct for intrinsic optical 
properties at the excitation and emission wavelengths as well as fluorescence 
yield. 

4. reconstruct_fl_spectral – reconstruct intrinsic properties using the spectral 
reconstruction program.  Use the spectrally reconstructed fluorophore values 
as the initial guess for fluorescence yield reconstructions.   

5. reconstruct_fl_specinput – same as reconstruct_spec_fl except that the 
intrinsic properties have already been reconstructed and are stored as solution 
files (as chromophore concentrations).  This is simply a time saving 
technique so that the spectral reconstruction does not have to be completed 
for each fluorescence reconstruction attempt. 

6. reconstruct_fl_specinput_Lmatrix – same as reconstruct_fl_specinput 
except that the fluorescence yield reconstruction uses the L-matrix spatial 
prior implementation.   

7. reconstruct_fl_specinput_regionfit – same as reconstruct_fl_specinput 
except that the fluorescence yield reconstruction uses the hard-prior region 
fitting implementation.   

8. reconstruct_fl_specinput_emissionspec_dev3 
 
 
 
Usage details: 
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1. reconstruct_fl 
 
[data_recon, coarse2fine_true, fine2coarse_true] = reconstruct_fl(fwd_fn, 
recon_basis, frequency, data_fn, iterations, lambdas, sol_label, filters, 
true_fn) 

 
fwd_fn  -  the filename of the mesh used for forward solving 
recon_basis  -  the reconstruction mesh basis or pixel basis 
frequency  -  modulation frequency 
data_fn  -  filename of the data to be reconstructed.  The file format determines the type of 
reconstruction to be completed: 

‘*.paafl’ – reconstructs etamuaf only.  Input true_fn to load true values for muax, 
musx, muam, musm. 

‘*.paaxfl’ – reconstructs muax, musx, and etamuaf.  Input true_fn to load true 
values for muam, musm. 

 ‘*.paaxflmm’– reconstructs all properties muax, musx, muam, musm and etamuaf.  
true_fn not a required input for this reconstruction. 

iterations - three element array of maximum iteration number for excitation, emission 
(intrinsic), and fluorescence, respectively (ex: [50 50 50]). 
lambdas - three element array with regularization values for excitation, emission (intrinsic), 
and fluorescence, respectively (ex: [10 10 1]). 
sol_label  -  prefix for the name of the solution and log files.   
filters - three element array with filtering level values for excitation, emission (intrinsic), and 
fluorescence, respectively (ex: [1 1 0]). 
true_fn  -  filename of the mesh that contains the actual (true) values this is used to calculate 
the intrinsic excitation and emission properties. Only required if the data file is of the form 
‘*.paafl’ or ‘*.paaxfl’. 

 
 
2. reconstruct_fl_spatial.m 
 
[data_recon, coarse2fine_true, fine2coarse_true] = 
reconstruct_fl_spatial(fwd_fn,recon_basis,frequency,data_fn,iterations,lambda
s,sol_label,filters,true_fn) 
 

fwd_fn  -  the filename of the mesh used for forward solving 
recon_basis  -  Defines the reconstruction mesh basis.  In this formulation, a separate pixel 
basis is generated for each tissue region.  Input is an array of size [# regions, 2], with each 
row represents a grid of points for a given region (top row corresponds to region 0 and so on) 
frequency  -  modulation frequency 
data_fn  -  filename of the data to be reconstructed.  The file format determines the type of 
reconstruction to be completed: 

‘*.paafl’ – reconstructs etamuaf only.  Input true_fn to load true values for muax, 
musx, muam, musm. 

‘*.paaxfl’ – reconstructs muax, musx, and etamuaf.  Input true_fn to load true 
values for muam, musm. 

 ‘*.paaxflmm’– reconstructs all properties muax, musx, muam, musm and etamuaf.  
true_fn not a required input for this reconstruction. 

iterations - three element array of maximum iteration number for excitation, emission 
(intrinsic), and fluorescence, respectively (ex: [50 50 50]). 
lambdas - three element array with regularization values for excitation, emission (intrinsic), 
and fluorescence, respectively (ex: [10 10 1]). 
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sol_label  -  prefix for the name of the solution and log files.   
filters - three element array with filtering level values for excitation, emission (intrinsic), and 
fluorescence, respectively (ex: [1 1 0]). 
true_fn  -  filename of the mesh that contains the actual (true) values this is used to calculate 
the intrinsic excitation and emission properties. Only required if the data file is of the form 
‘*.paafl’ or ‘*.paaxfl’. 

 
 
3. reconstruct_fl_regionfit.m 

 
[data_recon, coarse2fine_true, fine2coarse_true] = 
reconstruct_fl_regionfit(fwd_fn,frequency,data_fn,iterations,lambdas,sol_label,
filters,true_fn,region) 
 

fwd_fn  -  the filename of the mesh used for forward solving 
frequency  -  modulation frequency 
data_fn  -  filename of the data to be reconstructed.  The file format determines the type of 
reconstruction to be completed: 

‘*.paafl’ – reconstructs etamuaf only.  Input true_fn to load true values for muax, 
musx, muam, musm. 

‘*.paaxfl’ – reconstructs muax, musx, and etamuaf.  Input true_fn to load true 
values for muam, musm. 

 ‘*.paaxflmm’– reconstructs all properties muax, musx, muam, musm and etamuaf.  
true_fn not a required input for this reconstruction. 

iterations - three element array of maximum iteration number for excitation, emission 
(intrinsic), and fluorescence, respectively (ex: [50 50 50]). 
lambdas - three element array with regularization values for excitation, emission (intrinsic), 
and fluorescence, respectively (ex: [10 10 1]). 
sol_label  -  prefix for the name of the solution and log files.   
filters - three element array with filtering level values for excitation, emission (intrinsic), and 
fluorescence, respectively (ex: [1 1 0]). 
true_fn  -  filename of the mesh that contains the actual (true) values this is used to calculate 
the intrinsic excitation and emission properties. Only required if the data file is of the form 
‘*.paafl’ or ‘*.paaxfl’. 
region  -  array of all regions in the fwd_fn mesh.  Ex:  [0 1 2] for a 3 region mesh. 

 
 
4. reconstruct_fl_spectral.m 

 
[fwd_mesh, data_recon] = reconstruct_fl_spectral(fwd_fn, recon_basis, 
frequency, data_fn_spec, data_fn_fluor, iterations, regularize_spec, lambda_fl, 
sol_label, filters, wv_spec, wv_fluor) 
 

fwd_fn  -  the filename of the mesh used for forward solving (must have .chromscatt file 
with initial guess values). 
recon_basis  -  the reconstruction mesh basis or pixel basis 
frequency  -  modulation frequency 
data_fn_spec  -  filename of the spectral data to be reconstructed.   
data_fn_fluor  -  filename of the fluroescence data to be reconstructed.  Can be any of the 
fluorescence formats, paafl, paaxfl, paaxflmm, however, only the fluorescence emission will 
be used. 
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iterations - two element array of maximum iteration number for spectral recon and 
fluorescence, respectively (ex: [50 50]). 
regularize_spec - text file containing: 

1) An indicator for the type of reconstruction, either JJt or JtJ 
2) Regularization parameter(s) which further inform the program as to the 

regularization scheme: 
a. single parameter - regularize the entire Hessian with a single value 

(currently, the most common method.  can be used for both JJt 
and JtJ cases) 

b. two parameters - used in the JJt case, regularizes amplitude and phase 
separately 

c. multiple parameters for the JJt case  - regularize amplitude and phase 
for each wavelength separately 

d. multiple parameters for the JtJ case  - regularize 
chromophore/scattering parameters separately 

lambda_fl – initial fluorescence regularization 
sol_label  -  prefix for the name of the solution and log files.   
filters - two element array with filtering level values for spectral and fluorescence, 
respectively (ex: [1 0]). 
wv_spec  -  an array of wavelengths listed in the excoef.txt file which the user would like to 
use.  Currently, there are 7 wavelengths listed. 
wv_fluor  -  the excitation and emission wavelength of the fluorescence measurements.  
These must be listed in the excoef.txt file so that optical properties can be calculated from 
chromophore concentrations.  
 
 

5. reconstruct_fl_specinput.m 
 

[fwd_mesh, data_recon] = reconstruct_fl_specinput(fwd_fn, recon_basis, 
frequency, data_fn_fluor, iteration_fl, lambda_fl, fl_sol_label, filter_fl, 
wv_fluor, spec_sol_label) 
 
Inputs are fairly self explanatory given the descriptions for 
reconstruct_fl_spectral.m.  The major difference is: 

spec_sol_label  -  sol_label of previously calculated spectral data (chromophore 
concentrations). 
 
 

6. reconstruct_fl_specinput_Lmatrix.m 
 

[fwd_mesh, data_recon]=reconstruct_fl_specinput_Lmatrix 
(fwd_fn,recon_basis,frequency,data_fn_fluor,iteration_fl,lambda_fl,fl_sol_label
,filter_fl,wv_fluor,spec_sol_label) 
 

fwd_fn  -  the filename of the mesh used for forward solving 
recon_basis  -  Defines the reconstruction mesh basis.  In this formulation, a separate pixel 
basis is generated for each tissue region.  Input is an array of size [# regions, 2], with each 
row represents a grid of points for a given region (top row corresponds to region 0 and so on) 
frequency  -  modulation frequency 
data_fn_fluor  -  filename of the fluroescence data to be reconstructed.  Can be any of the 
fluorescence formats, paafl, paaxfl, paaxflmm, however, only the fluorescence emission will 
be used. 
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iteration_fl -  maximum iteration number for fluorescence reconstructions). 
lambda_fl - regularization value (β for this L-matrix formulation) for fluorescence 
reconstruction. 
fl_sol_label  -  prefix for the name of the fluorescence solution and log files.   
filter_fl - filtering level value for fluorescence reconstruction. 
wv_fluor  -  the excitation and emission wavelength of the fluorescence measurements.  
These must be listed in the excoef.txt file so that optical properties can be calculated from 
chromophore concentrations.  
spec_sol_label  -  sol_label of previously calculated spectral data (chromophore 
concentrations). 
 
 

7. reconstruct_fl_specinput_regionfit.m 
 

[fwd_mesh, data_recon] = reconstruct_fl_specinput_regionfit(fwd_fn, 
frequency, 
data_fn_fluor,iteration_fl,lambda_fl,fl_sol_label,filter_fl,wv_fluor,spec_sol_lab
el,region) 

fwd_fn  -  the filename of the mesh used for forward solving 
frequency  -  modulation frequency 
data_fn_fluor  -  filename of the fluroescence data to be reconstructed.  Can be any of the 
fluorescence formats, paafl, paaxfl, paaxflmm, however, only the fluorescence emission will 
be used. 
iteration_fl -  maximum iteration number for fluorescence reconstructions). 
lambda_fl - regularization value (β for this L-matrix formulation) for fluorescence 
reconstruction. 
fl_sol_label  -  prefix for the name of the fluorescence solution and log files.   
filter_fl - filtering level value for fluorescence reconstruction. 
wv_fluor  -  the excitation and emission wavelength of the fluorescence measurements.  
These must be listed in the excoef.txt file so that optical properties can be calculated from 
chromophore concentrations.  
spec_sol_label  -  sol_label of previously calculated spectral data (chromophore 
concentrations). 
region  -  array of all regions in the fwd_fn mesh.  Ex:  [0 1 2] for a 3 region mesh. 
 
 

8. reconstruct_fl_specinput_emissionspec_dev3 
 
…..UNDER DEVELOPMENT…. 
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Section VIII.  Viewing fluorescence images 
 
 
Viewing Fluorescence images 
 
mesh=read_solution(mesh,sol_label,it,true_fn) 
 

mesh – mesh of the same geometry and node number as fwd_mesh in the reconstruction 
program. 
sol_label – solution file prefixes 
it – three element array: [itx, itmm, itfl].  Enter itx, itm = 0 if those properties are “known”.  
Enter ‘last’ to plot the last iteration. 
true_fn – if the true values are saved in a mesh, enter the mesh as true_fn to plot cross-sections.   
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APPENDIX C: CALIBRATION ROUTINES FOR 
SPECTROSCOPIC TOMOGRAPHY DATA 

 

This appendix is a catalogue of critical Matlab M-files used to manipulate and calibrate 
data acquired with the multi-spectral tomography system.  With the exception of 
homogfit_fl_data.m, all calibration files provided here are stored in: 
 
C:\EXPERIMENTAL_SYSTEMS_AND_DATA\SPEC_TOMO_SYS\Matlab_routines 
on the spectrometer computer, or are available upon request.   
 
All calibration files are stored in 
C:\EXPERIMENTAL_SYSTEMS_AND_DATA\SPEC_TOMO_SYS\Calibration 
 
And Basis spectra: 
C:\EXPERIMENTAL_SYSTEMS_AND_DATA\SPEC_TOMO_SYS\Basis_spectra 
 
Homogfit_fl_data.m and Meshing tools for 2-D small animal imaging are in 
NIRFAST_v2, posted online.   
Additional data manipulation and analysis files were excluded from this appendix, but are 
available upon request. 
 

1.1  Batch files: data calibration 

In this section, examples of batch files used to calibrate data from a series of phantoms 
are provided.  Similar files exist for calibrating data from animal studies.  Assuming an 
appropriate mesh has been generated, the files are used in the following sequence: 
 

1. batch_phantom_raw2calspec_trans_and_fl 
Calibration accounts for relative detector offsets, dark current, baselines, exposure 
times, and ND filtering, on trans and fluor files.   This procedure takes full spectra 
*.raw data files and produces files containing full spectra with the ‘calspec’ 
extension.   

2. batch_phantom_integrate_calspec_trans_and_fl 
Integrates trans spectra over specified range, and spectrally fits fluor spectra and 
integrates results of fit.  Generates “un-calibrated” (to the model) files of 
intensity.  File extensions are *.intrans for the integrated transmission intensity, 
*.paafl for the integrated fluorescence intensity, and *.paableed for the integrated 
contamination intensity (though this is rarely used, if ever). 

3.  batch_phantom_calibrate2nirfast_homogfit 
Calibrates fluorescence data to the model, performs a homogeneous fit of 
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fluorescence yield, and generates an initial guess mesh.  Running this program 
requires that an appropriate mesh that matches the phantom geometry has been 
generated previously.  Optical properties in the mesh should be as accurate as 
possible – usually determined from frequency domain measurements acquired on 
the FD system.   

4. batch_phantom_recon_nospatial  
Reconstructs phantom series.   
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function batch_phantom_raw2calspec_trans_and_fl 
 
% batch file to calibrate transmission and fluorescence spectra 
% for a group of phantoms - from *.raw data files to *.calspec data files.  
 
 
% Calibration files:  In many cases, can usually leave these alone... 
fn_detcal_trans = 'Cal_det_grat1200_centerwv690nm_norm.txt'; % for grating used in trans meas. 
fn_detcal_fl = 'Cal_det_grat300_centerwv820nm_norm.txt'; % for grating used in fl meas. 
fn_filter_OD = 'Calib_filters_1200grat_690cent_060107_OD1.txt'; % OD of filters for grating used in trans 
meas. 
 
% Data repetition number 
rep_num = [1]; 
 
 
% wavelength file and wavelength reange to set = 0 for transmission measurements.  This 
% provides an offset to the data without having to use saved baseline/dark noise 
% calibration files 
fn_wave_trans = 'pixel2wv_grating1200_centerwv690_mod_from_700.txt'; 
zero_range = [665,680]; 
 
% wavelength file and wavelength reange to set = 0 for fluroescence measurements.  This 
% provides an offset to the data without having to use saved baseline/dark noise 
% calibration files.  Can only be used if the spectrum includes part of the filtered range.   
fn_wave_fl = 'pixel2wv_grating300_centerwv820.txt'; 
filter_wv = [700 710]; 
 
%  ADJUST INPUTS **************    
%  Change these: 
%  specific to data files being calibrated 
sf = {'450nM'; '1uM'; '2uM'}; 
geom = {'center';'edge'}; 
raw_path = 
'C:\EXPERIMENTAL_SYSTEMS_AND_DATA\SPEC_TOMO_SYS\Data\2007\102407_ICG_heterog_st
udyII\'; 
% Data source array 
source_array = [1:16]; 
%******************************* 
 
% loop over phantoms 
for i = 1:numel(sf); 
    for j = 1:numel(geom); 
         
        %  ADJUST INPUTS **************    
        %  Change these: 
        %  specific to data files being calibrated 
        tran_calspec = ['IL_ink_300nM_ICG_heterog_',char(sf(i,:)),'_',char(geom(j,:)),'_trans']; 
        fl_calspec = ['IL_ink_300nM_ICG_heterog_',char(sf(i,:)),'_',char(geom(j,:)),'_fl']; 
        raw_data_fn_tran = [raw_path, 
'IL_ink_300nM_ICG_heterog_',char(sf(i,:)),'_',char(geom(j,:)),'_trans']; 
        raw_data_fn_fl = [raw_path, 'IL_ink_300nM_ICG_heterog_',char(sf(i,:)),'_',char(geom(j,:)),'_fl']; 
        %******************************* 
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        %********************************************************** 
        % 1.  Calibrate Excitation spectra (raw to calspec) 
         
        disp('Calibrating trans spectra'); 
        calibrate_raw2calspectrans_data_fullset_III(tran_calspec, source_array, raw_data_fn_tran, 
fn_detcal_trans, fn_filter_OD, fn_wave_trans, zero_range, rep_num) 
         
        % *********************************************************** 
        % 2.  Calibrate Fluorescence spectra (raw to calspec) 
         
        disp('Calibrating fl spectra'); 
        calibrate_raw2calspecfl_data_fullset_II(fl_calspec, source_array, raw_data_fn_fl, fn_detcal_fl, 
fn_wave_fl, filter_wv, rep_num); 
         
    end 
end 
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function batch_phantom_integrate_calspec_trans_and_fl 
 
% Integrate transmission data and spectral fit and integrate fluorescence data. 
% Uses calibrated spectra i.e.  *.calspec data.  
 
% Calibration files:  In many cases, can leave these alone... 
 
% map pixel number to wavelength for transmission spectra 
fn_wv_trans = 'pixel2wv_grating1200_centerwv690_mod_from_700.txt'; 
% map pixel number to wavelength for fluor spectra 
fn_wv_fl = 'pixel2wv_grating300_centerwv820.txt'; 
% basis spectra root name 
fn_basis = 'BASIS_ICG_manipulated'; 
% data repetition number (usually 1) 
rep_num = [1]; 
 
% integrate fluorescence measurements over wavelength range: 
min_wv_fl = 8; 
max_wv_fl = 832; 
% integrate 'bleed signal' measurements over wavelength range (data usually not used): 
min_wv_bleed = 818; 
max_wv_bleed = 832; 
% scan emission peak from wavelgnth: 
emiss_peak_wv = 790;  
% filter cutoff wavelength: 
filter_cutoff_wv = 720; 
% maximum wavelength for scanning peak 
expected_max_wv_peak = 850; 
% restrict fitting data above: 
fit_above_wv = 740; 
% if different laser currents used for fluor and trans, enter difference 
fl2trans_current_diff = 0; 
current_slope = 3.27088;  %(690 nm laser only) 
% wavelength range to integrate transmission peak 
min_wv_trans = 685; 
max_wv_trans = 695; 
 
 
%  ADJUST INPUTS **************    
%  Change these: 
%  specific to data files being calibrated 
sf = {'450nM'; '1uM'; '2uM'}; 
geom = {'center';'edge'}; 
% Data source array 
source_array = [1:16]; 
 
 
% loop over 
for i = 1:numel(sf); 
    for j = 1:numel(geom); 
         
        %  ADJUST INPUTS **************    
        %  Change these: 
        %  specific to data files being calibrated 
        %  calspecs to load: 
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        tran_calspec = ['IL_ink_300nM_ICG_heterog_',char(sf(i,:)),'_',char(geom(j,:)),'_trans']; 
        fl_calspec = ['IL_ink_300nM_ICG_heterog_',char(sf(i,:)),'_',char(geom(j,:)),'_fl']; 
        % inregrated intensity files to save: 
        intrans_fn = ['IL_ink_300nM_ICG_heterog_',char(sf(i,:)),'_',char(geom(j,:)),'_trans']; 
        fl_int_fn = ['IL_ink_300nM_ICG_heterog_',char(sf(i,:)),'_',char(geom(j,:)),'_818to832']; 
        % **************************** 
         
         
        % Process data ************** 
        % Integrate Transmission data 
        disp('Integrating trans spectra'); 
        I = integrate_calspectrans_data_wvbased(tran_calspec, min_wv_trans, max_wv_trans, 1, 
fn_wv_trans); 
        % adjust for difference in laser intensity 
        I = I+fl2trans_current_diff*current_slope; 
        save([intrans_fn,'.intrans'],'I','-ASCII'); 
        I(isnan(I)~=0)=[]; 
        figure 
        semilogy(I,'-O'); title('Integrated laser source'); 
         
        % Spectral fit and integrate fluorescence data 
        disp('Fitting fl spectra'); 
        [data,Fit] = spectral_fit_NONLIN_calspecdata_wvbased(fl_calspec,fn_basis,1,... 
            min_wv_fl,max_wv_fl,min_wv_bleed,max_wv_bleed,fn_wv_fl,... 
            emiss_peak_wv,filter_cutoff_wv,expected_max_wv_peak,fit_above_wv) 
         
        foo = data.paafl; foo2 = data.paableed; 
        foo(find(foo<0))=10^-20; 
        save([fl_int_fn,'.paafl'],'foo','-ASCII');  
        save([fl_int_fn,'.paableed'],'foo2','-ASCII');  
        foo(isnan(foo)~=0)=[];  foo2(isnan(foo2)~=0)=[]; 
        figure; semilogy(foo,'-rO'); title('Fluorescence intensity after spectral fitting') 
        figure; semilogy(foo2,'-gO'); title('Bleed-through intensity after spectral fitting') 
        foo = Fit.fitdata; 
        foo2 = Fit.basis; 
        save([fl_int_fn,'.fitdata'],'foo','-ASCII'); 
        save([fl_int_fn,'.fitbasis'],'foo2','-ASCII'); 
    end 
end 
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function Result = batch_phantom_calibrate2nirfast_homogfit 
 
% Loads calibrated data and mesh containing true values of optical 
% properties at excitation and emission (fluor mesh).  Data is calibrated 
% to the model using a scaling factor (ratio of model excitation to 
% measured excitation) and calibrated data is used to generate a 
% homogeneous for fluorescence yeild which is saved in an initial guess 
% mesh.   
 
 
Result = []; 
%  ADJUST INPUTS **************    
%  Change these: 
%  specific to data files being calibrated 
sf = {'450nM'; '1uM'; '2uM'}; 
geom = {'center';'edge'}; 
% Data source array 
source_array = [1:16]; 
raw_path = 
'C:\EXPERIMENTAL_SYSTEMS_AND_DATA\SPEC_TOMO_SYS\Data\2007\102407_ICG_heterog_st
udyII\'; 
%***************************** 
 
% loop over 
for i = 1:numel(sf); 
    for j = 1:numel(geom); 
         
        %  ADJUST INPUTS **************    
        %  Change these: 
        %  specific to data files being calibrated 
        %  root file name of integrated fluorescence intensity from spectral fit (this file should exist) 
        fl_int_fn = ['IL_ink_300nM_ICG_heterog_',char(sf(i,:)),'_',char(geom(j,:)),'_818to832']; 
         
        % file name of  fluor intensity calibrated to the model (this file does NOT exist - will be created) 
        save_calib_paafl_fn = ['Calib_',fl_int_fn,'.paafl']; 
         
        % raw data transmission file name (rootname of *.raw files, should exist) 
        raw_data_fn_tran = [raw_path, 
'IL_ink_300nM_ICG_heterog_',char(sf(i,:)),'_',char(geom(j,:)),'_trans']; 
        % file name of integrated transmission intensity (should exist) 
        intrans_fn = ['IL_ink_300nM_ICG_heterog_',char(sf(i,:)),'_',char(geom(j,:)),'_trans']; 
        % file name of existing mesh with correct optical properties (should exist) 
        mesh_trans_true = ['true_trans_300nM_ICG_heterog_',char(sf(i,:)),'_',char(geom(j,:))]; 
         
        % file name to save scaling factor values (this file does NOT exist - will be created) 
        save_scaling_fn = ['ScalingFactor_',fl_int_fn,'.txt']; 
        % file name to save Initial guess mesh (this file does NOT exist - will be created) 
        save_initguessmesh = ['IG_',fl_int_fn]; 
        %******************************** 
         
        % Process data: Calibrate to nirfast format 
        [data,mesh,err] = calibrate2nirfast_fl_2([intrans_fn,'.intrans'],[fl_int_fn,'.paafl'],... 
            mesh_trans_true,... 
            raw_data_fn_tran,1,... 
            save_calib_paafl_fn,... 
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            save_initguessmesh,... 
            save_scaling_fn) 
        Result = [Result; mesh.eta(1)*mesh.muaf(1),err] 
    end 
end 
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function batch_phantom_recon_nospatial 
 
 
%  ADJUST INPUTS **************    
%  Change these: 
%  specific to data files being calibrated 
sf = {'450nM'; '1uM'; '2uM'}; 
geom = {'center';'edge'}; 
reg = [1, 10, 50, 100]; 
%****************************** 
 
% loop over 
for i = 1:numel(sf); 
    for j = 1:numel(geom); 
         
        %  ADJUST INPUTS **************    
        %  Change these: 
        %  specific to data files being calibrated 
        fl_int_fn = ['IL_ink_300nM_ICG_heterog_',char(sf(i,:)),'_',char(geom(j,:)),'_818to832']; 
        data_fn = ['Calib_',fl_int_fn,'.paafl']; 
        mesh_fn = ['IG_',fl_int_fn]; 
         
         
        for k = 1:numel(reg) 
            sol_label = ['recon_',fl_int_fn,'_nospatial_reg',num2str(reg(k)),'_attempt1']; 
            [data_recon,junk,junk] = reconstruct_fl(mesh_fn,[25 25],[0 0 0],data_fn,[0 0 60],[0 0 
reg(k)],sol_label,[0 0 0],mesh_fn); 
        end 
    end 
end 
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1.1 Load log file  

 
function [loginfo] = load_log_file(data_fn) 
 
%  Assumes log file is formatted with text at the top and a matrix of 
%  spectrometer/camera parameters.  The last 16 columns of this matrix are 
%  the exposure times used where each column corresponds to a source 
%  position and each row a detector. An exposure time = zero indicates that 
%  source-detector pair was not used. 
 
% s. c. davis 2007 
 
logtemp = importdata([data_fn,'.log']); 
loginfo.exp_times = logtemp.data(:,end-15:end); 
loginfo.filters = logtemp.data(:,end-31:end-16); 
loginfo.sources = logtemp.data(:,1); 
loginfo.meas = logtemp.data(:,2); 
 
% create a nirfast-style link matrix based on sources and detectors 
% selected in the acquisition program 
ns = 1:numel(find(loginfo.sources == 1));  
nd = 1:numel(find(loginfo.meas == 1)); 
 
% biuld link file based on sd_pairs 
sd_ind = 1:length(ns); 
for i = 1:length(ns) 
    loginfo.link(i,:) = nd([(i+1):end, 1:(i-1)]); 
end 
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1.2 Calibrating spectra:  raw2calspec programs 

This section provides code for all raw2calspec files to calibrate *.raw data files (spetra).  Resulting 
files have the same name with a *.calspec extension. 

 
 
function calibrate_raw2calspecfl_data_fullset(fn_saved_calspec_data, source_array, data_fn, fn_sourcecal, 
fn_baseline, fn_detcal, rep_num) 
 
% NOTE:  See calibrate_raw2calspecfl_data_fullset_II for another calibration  
% approach 
 
% Load a full set of raw data and calibrate the data in the following way: 
% 1. baselines for each spectrometer in fn_baselines 
% 2. to the source scaling factors in fn_sourcecal 
% 3. to the detector relative offset factors in fn_detcal 
% 4. to the exposure times in exp_times 
 
% Save the data as ['fn_saved_calspec_data',.calspec] 
 
% s. c. davis 2007 
 
for i = 1:numel(source_array) 
    if exist([data_fn,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.raw',source_array(i),rep_num)])~=0 
        calspec = calibrate_raw2calspecfl_data_onesource(source_array(i), data_fn, fn_sourcecal, fn_baseline, 
fn_detcal, rep_num); 
        save([fn_saved_calspec_data,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.calspec',source_array(i),rep_num)],'calspec','-
ASCII'); 
    end 
end 
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function [calspec] = calibrate_raw2calspecfl_data_onesource(source_num, data_fn,... 
    fn_sourcecal, fn_baseline, fn_detcal, rep_num) 
 
% NOTE:  See calibrate_raw2calspecfl_data_onesource_II for another calibration  
% approach 
 
% Pre-fluorescence spectral fitting calibration.  Calculates calspec data 
% which can be used in the spectral fitting routines. 
 
% Calibrate data for a single source position.  Data is 'calibrated' as follows: 
% 1. baselines for each spectrometer in fn_baselines 
% 2. to the source scaling factors in fn_sourcecal 
% 3. to the detector relative offset factors in fn_detcal 
% 4. to the exposure times in exp_times 
 
% s. c. davis 2007 
 
loginfo = load_log_file(data_fn); 
if source_num == 0 
    exp_times = loginfo.exp_times(:,1); 
else 
    exp_times = loginfo.exp_times(:,source_num); 
end 
data = load([data_fn,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.raw',source_num, rep_num)]); 
source_cal = load(fn_sourcecal); 
fn_base = fn_baseline(1:end-13); % use the '*_zercount.txt' file name for fn_baseline.   
zerocount = load(fn_baseline); 
slopes = load([fn_base,'darknoiseslopes.txt']); 
det_cal = load(fn_detcal); 
 
% subtract zerocount baselines 
data = data-zerocount; 
clear zerocount 
 
 
for i = 1:length(exp_times); % detector loop 
    if exp_times(i) ~= 0 
         
        % remove dark noise  
        data(:,i) = data(:,i) - slopes(:,i)*exp_times(i); 
         
        % calibrate detectors, pixel-by-pixel 
        data(:,i) = data(:,i)./det_cal(:,i); 
         
        % calc. counts/s 
        data(:,i) = data(:,i)./exp_times(i); 
    end 
end 
 
% calibrate to source files 
if source_num ~= 0 
    data(:,source_num) = 0; 
    calspec = data/source_cal(source_num); 
end 
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function calibrate_raw2calspecfl_data_fullset_II(fn_saved_calspec_data, source_array, data_fn, fn_detcal, 
fn_wave, filter_wv, rep_num) 
 
% Load a full set of raw data and calibrate the data in the following way: 
% 1. Sets filtered region (defined be 2 element array, filter_wv) = 0, shifts whole spectrum down 
accordingly 
% 2. to the detector relative offset factors nomalized about their own mean, fn_detcal 
% 3. to the exposure times in exp_times 
% Save the data as ['fn_saved_calspec_data',.calspec] 
 
% s. c. davis 2007 
 
for i = 1:numel(source_array) 
    if exist([data_fn,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.raw',source_array(i),rep_num)])~=0 
        calspec = calibrate_raw2calspecfl_data_onesource_II(source_array(i), data_fn, fn_detcal, fn_wave, 
filter_wv, rep_num); 
        save([fn_saved_calspec_data,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.calspec',source_array(i),rep_num)],'calspec','-
ASCII'); 
    end 
end
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function [calspec] = calibrate_raw2calspecfl_data_onesource_II(source_num, data_fn,... 
    fn_detcal, fn_wave, filter_wv, rep_num) 
 
% Pre-fluorescence spectral fitting calibration.  Calculates calspec data 
% which can be used in the spectral fitting routines. 
 
% Calibrate data for a single source position.  Data is 'calibrated' as follows: 
% 1. Sets filtered region (defined be 2 element array, filter_wv) = 0, shifts whole spectrum down 
accordingly 
% 2. to the detector relative offset factors nomalized about their own mean, fn_detcal 
% 3. to the exposure times in exp_times 
 
% s. c. davis 2007 
wave_lengths = load(fn_wave); 
filter_min_pix = find(abs(wave_lengths - filter_wv(1)) == min(abs(wave_lengths - filter_wv(1)))); 
filter_max_pix = find(abs(wave_lengths - filter_wv(2)) == min(abs(wave_lengths - filter_wv(2)))); 
 
loginfo = load_log_file(data_fn); 
if source_num == 0 
    exp_times = loginfo.exp_times(:,1); 
else 
    exp_times = loginfo.exp_times(:,source_num); 
end 
data = load([data_fn,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.raw',source_num, rep_num)]); 
det_cal = load(fn_detcal); 
 
for i = 1:length(exp_times); % detector loop 
    if exp_times(i) ~= 0 
         
        % calibrate detectors, pixel-by-pixel 
        data(:,i) = data(:,i)./det_cal(:,i); 
         
        % calc. counts/s 
        data(:,i) = data(:,i)./exp_times(i); 
         
        % set filtered region to zero - offset spectrum 
        % determine wavelength intervals 
 
        filter_data = data(filter_min_pix:filter_max_pix,i); 
        %filter_data = medfilt2(filter_data,[5,1]); 
        %filter_data = medfilt2(filter_data,[3,1]); 
        %max_fil = max(filter_data);  min_fil = min(filter_data); median_fil = median(filter_data); 
        %interv = mean([max_fil-median_fil, min_fil-median_fil]); 
        %offset = mean([min_fil, median_fil-interv]);  
        data(:,i) = data(:,i)-median(filter_data); 
    end 
end 
 
calspec = data; 
calspec(find(calspec<0))=0; 
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function calibrate_raw2calspectrans_data_fullset(fn_saved_calspec_data, source_array, data_fn, 
fn_sourcecal, fn_baseline, fn_detcal, fn_filter_OD, rep_num) 
 
% NOTE:  See calibrate_raw2calspectrans_data_fullset_III for another calibration  
% approach 
 
% Load a full set of raw data and calibrate the data in the following way: 
% 1. baselines for each spectrometer in fn_baselines 
% 2. to the source scaling factors in fn_sourcecal 
% 3. to the detector relative offset factors in fn_detcal 
% 4. to the exposure times in exp_times 
 
% Save the data as ['fn_saved_calspec_data',.calspec] 
 
% s. c. davis 2007 
 
for i = 1:numel(source_array) 
    if exist([data_fn,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.raw',source_array(i),rep_num)])~=0 
        calspec = calibrate_raw2calspectrans_data_onesource(source_array(i), data_fn, fn_sourcecal, 
fn_baseline, fn_detcal, fn_filter_OD, rep_num); 
        save([fn_saved_calspec_data,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.calspec',source_array(i),rep_num)],'calspec','-
ASCII'); 
    end 
end
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function [calspec] = calibrate_raw2calspectrans_data_onesource(source_num, data_fn, fn_sourcecal, 
fn_baseline, fn_detcal, fn_filter_OD, rep_num) 
 
% NOTE:  See calibrate_raw2calspectrans_data_onesource_III for another calibration  
% approach 
 
% Calculates calspec data for transmission tomography. 
 
% Calibrate data for a single source position.  Data is 'calibrated' as follows: 
% 1. baselines for each spectrometer in fn_baselines 
% 2. to the source scaling factors in fn_sourcecal 
% 3. to the detector relative offset factors in fn_detcal 
% 4. to the calculated filter OD, per pixel 
% 5. to the exposure times in exp_times 
 
% s. c. davis 2007 
 
loginfo = load_log_file(data_fn); 
if source_num == 0 
    exp_times = loginfo.exp_times(:,1); 
    FW_array = loginfo.filters(:,1); 
else 
    exp_times = loginfo.exp_times(:,source_num); 
    FW_array = loginfo.filters(:,source_num); 
end 
data = load([data_fn,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.raw',source_num,rep_num)]); 
source_cal = load(fn_sourcecal); 
fn_base = fn_baseline(1:end-13); % use the '*_zercount.txt' file name for fn_baseline.   
zerocount = load(fn_baseline); 
slopes = load([fn_base,'darknoiseslopes.txt']); 
det_cal = load(fn_detcal); 
 
if strcmp('1',fn_filter_OD(end-4))~=0 | strcmp('2',fn_filter_OD(end-4))~=0 
    if strcmp('2',fn_filter_OD(end-4))~=0 
        fn = fn_filter_OD(1:end-8); 
    elseif strcmp('1',fn_filter_OD(end-4))~=0 
        fn = fn_filter_OD(1:end-8); 
    end 
    filter_OD1_cal = load([fn,'_OD1.txt']); 
    filter_OD2_cal = load([fn,'_OD2.txt']); 
elseif strcmp('P',fn_filter_OD(end-4))~=0 
    fn = fn_filter_OD(1:end-10); 
    filter_LP_cal = load([fn,'_650LP.txt']); 
end 
 
% subtract zerocount baselines 
data = data-zerocount; 
clear zerocount 
 
% subtract dark noise, calibrate detectors, and adjust for exposure times. 
for i = 1:length(exp_times); % detector loop 
    if exp_times(i) ~= 0 
        data(:,i) = data(:,i) - slopes(:,i)*exp_times(i); 
        data_temp = data(:,i); data_temp(find(data_temp < 0)) = 0; data(:,i) = data_temp; 
        % calibrate detectors, pixel-by-pixel 
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        data(:,i) = data(:,i)./det_cal(:,i); 
        data(:,i) = data(:,i)./exp_times(i); 
        if FW_array(i) == 6 % 1 OD filtering 
            data(:,i) = data(:,i).*10.^filter_OD1_cal(:,i); 
        elseif FW_array(i) == 5 % 2 OD filtering 
            data(:,i) = data(:,i).*10.^filter_OD2_cal(:,i); 
        elseif FW_array(i) == 2 % 650 LP filtering 
            data(:,i) = data(:,i).*10.^filter_LP_cal(:,i); 
        end 
    end 
end    
 
% Calibrate to source detection file, if not  
% a centrally located source (ie in a calibration phantom) 
if source_num ~= 0 
    data(:,source_num) = 0; 
    data = data/source_cal(source_num); 
end 
calspec = data; 
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function calibrate_raw2calspectrans_data_fullset_III(fn_saved_calspec_data, source_array, data_fn, 
fn_detcal, fn_filter_OD, fn_wave, zero_range, rep_num) 
 
% Load a full set of raw data and calibrate the data in the following way: 
% 1. Sets a user defined region = 0, shifts whole spectrum down accordingly 
% - this should take care of baseline/dark noise correction 
% 2. to the detector relative offset factors nomalized about their own mean, fn_detcal 
% 3. to the exposure times in exp_times 
% 4. to filter OD for ND filtered data 
 
% Save the data as ['fn_saved_calspec_data',.calspec] 
 
% s. c. davis 2007 
 
for i = 1:numel(source_array) 
    if exist([data_fn,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.raw',source_array(i),rep_num)])~=0 
        calspec = calibrate_raw2calspectrans_data_onesource_III(source_array(i), data_fn, fn_detcal, 
fn_filter_OD, fn_wave, zero_range, rep_num); 
        save([fn_saved_calspec_data,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.calspec',source_array(i),rep_num)],'calspec','-
ASCII'); 
    end 
end 
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function [calspec] = calibrate_raw2calspectrans_data_onesource_III(source_num, data_fn, fn_detcal, 
fn_filter_OD, fn_wave, zero_range, rep_num) 
 
% Calculates calspec data for transmission tomography. 
 
% Calibrate data for a single source position.  Data is 'calibrated' as follows: 
% 1. Sets a user defined region = 0, shifts whole spectrum down accordingly 
% - this should take care of baseline/dark noise correction 
% 2. to the detector relative offset factors nomalized about their own mean, fn_detcal 
% 3. to the exposure times in exp_times 
% 4. to filter OD for ND filtered data 
 
% s. c. davis 2007 
wave_lengths = load(fn_wave); 
zero_range_min_pix = find(abs(wave_lengths - zero_range(1)) == min(abs(wave_lengths - 
zero_range(1)))); 
zero_range_max_pix = find(abs(wave_lengths - zero_range(2)) == min(abs(wave_lengths - 
zero_range(2)))); 
 
loginfo = load_log_file(data_fn); 
if source_num == 0 
    exp_times = loginfo.exp_times(:,1); 
    FW_array = loginfo.filters(:,1); 
else 
    exp_times = loginfo.exp_times(:,source_num); 
    FW_array = loginfo.filters(:,source_num); 
end 
data = load([data_fn,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.raw',source_num,rep_num)]); 
det_cal = load(fn_detcal); 
 
if strcmp('2',fn_filter_OD(end-4))~=0 
    fn = fn_filter_OD(1:end-8); 
elseif strcmp('1',fn_filter_OD(end-4))~=0 
    fn = fn_filter_OD(1:end-8); 
end 
filter_OD1_cal = load([fn,'_OD1.txt']); 
filter_OD2_cal = load([fn,'_OD2.txt']); 
 
% subtract dark noise, calibrate detectors, and adjust for exposure times. 
for i = 1:length(exp_times); % detector loop 
    if exp_times(i) ~= 0 
        data_temp = data(:,i); data_temp(find(data_temp < 0)) = 0; data(:,i) = data_temp; 
        % calibrate detectors, pixel-by-pixel 
        data(:,i) = data(:,i)./det_cal(:,i); 
        data(:,i) = data(:,i)./exp_times(i); 
        if FW_array(i) == 6 % 1 OD filtering 
            data(:,i) = data(:,i).*10.^filter_OD1_cal(:,i); 
        elseif FW_array(i) == 5 % 2 OD filtering 
            data(:,i) = data(:,i).*10.^filter_OD2_cal(:,i); 
        end 
    
        %  Set wavlength range expected to have zero intensity to zero and 
        %  subtract offset from entire spectrum 
        zero_range_data = data(zero_range_min_pix:zero_range_max_pix,i); 
        data(:,i) = data(:,i)-median(zero_range_data); 
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    end 
end    
 
calspec = data;
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function [calspec] = calibrate_raw2calspecBLT_data(data_fn, fn_baseline, fn_detcal, rep_num) 
 
% Calibrate data for BLT measurements ("central source" setting in 
% Acquisition).   
 
% Calibrate data for a single source position.  Data is 'calibrated' as follows: 
% 1. baselines for each spectrometer in fn_baselines 
% 2. to the detector relative offset factors in fn_detcal 
% 3. to the exposure times in exp_times 
 
% s. c. davis 2007 
 
loginfo = load_log_file(data_fn); 
exp_times = loginfo.exp_times(:,1); 
data = load([data_fn,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.raw',0,rep_num)]); 
fn_base = fn_baseline(1:end-13); % use the '*_zercount.txt' file name for fn_baseline.   
zerocount = load(fn_baseline); 
slopes = load([fn_base,'darknoiseslopes.txt']); 
det_cal = load(fn_detcal); 
 
% subtract zerocount baselines 
data = data-zerocount; 
clear zerocount 
 
% subtract dark noise, calibrate detectors, and adjust for exposure times. 
for i = 1:length(exp_times); % detector loop 
    if exp_times(i) ~= 0 
        data(:,i) = data(:,i) - slopes(:,i)*exp_times(i); 
        % calibrate detectors, pixel-by-pixel 
        data(:,i) = data(:,i)./det_cal(:,i); 
        calspec(:,i) = data(:,i)./exp_times(i); 
    end 
end    
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function data = load_calspecdata_multi_reps(data_fn,num_reps,source); 
 
% Loads previously calibrated data of the '*.calspec' form.  data_fn is the 
% root name of the data file, such as 'teflon_phantom'.  This program 
% adds the source and rep # and file extension 
% ('teflon_phantom_s1_rep2.calspec'). 
 
% s. c. davis 2007 
 
for i = 1:num_reps 
    % load data for one rep 
    data_temp = load([data_fn,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.calspec',source,i)]); 
    [n,m] = size(data_temp); 
    data(:,:,i) = data_temp; 
end 
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1.3 Integrating Spectra 

These files integrate calibrated spectra.  The fluorescence spectral fitting routine is included in this 
section.   
 
function I = integrate_calspectrans_data_wvbased(data_fn, min_wv, max_wv, rep_num, wave_fn) 

 
% Load calibrated transmission data and integrate between min and max 
% pixels 
 
% data_fn is root name of data calspec file  
% rep_num is the repectition number for the data set. 
% source_array is an array of applicable sources (ie. [1:16]) 
 
% s davis 2007 
% Modified by Stephen Tuttle 7/5/07 
% mod. s davis 11/29/07 to use source-det arrays in log file to determine 
% structure of integrated data. 
 
%************************************************ 
% load acquisition information from log file 
loginfo = load_log_file(data_fn); 
source_array = find(loginfo.sources == 1); 
det_array = find(loginfo.meas == 1); 
 
% load wavelngth list from txt file to convert from pixel number to nm. 
wave_lengths = load(wave_fn); 
 
% determine wavelength intervals 
A = wave_lengths(1:(end-1),1); 
B = wave_lengths(2:end,1); 
wv_interv = B-A; clear A B 
 
% determine integration limits in terms of pixel number from input 
% wavelength limits 
min_pix = find(abs(wave_lengths - min_wv) == min(abs(wave_lengths - min_wv))); 
max_pix = find(abs(wave_lengths - max_wv) == min(abs(wave_lengths - max_wv))); 
 
I = []; 
for i = 1:numel(source_array) 
    if exist([data_fn,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.calspec',source_array(i),rep_num)])~=0 
        calspec = load([data_fn,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.calspec',source_array(i),rep_num)]); 
 
        %calculate average intesity for pixel n and n+1 
        foo = calspec(2:end,:); 
        foo2 = calspec(1:(end-1),:); 
        avg_intens = 0.5*(foo+foo2);  
         
        exp_times = loginfo.exp_times(:,source_array(i)); 
        integrated_intensity = zeros(1,numel(det_array)); 
        for j = 1:numel(det_array); % detector loop 
            if exp_times(det_array(j)) == 0 
                integrated_intensity(j) = NaN; 
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            elseif exp_times(det_array(j)) ~= 0 
                spec_element_area = wv_interv.*avg_intens(:,det_array(j)); 
                integrated_intensity(j) = sum(spec_element_area(min_pix:max_pix,1)); 
            end 
        end    
    end 
    % arrange s-d pairs to match Nirfast 
    int = circshift(integrated_intensity,[0 1-i]);  
    int(1) = []; 
    I = [I; int']; 
end 
% semilogy(I,'-O'); 
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function [data,Fit] = spectral_fit_NONLIN_calspecdata_wvbased(fn_data,fn_basis,... 
    rep_num,min_wv_fl,max_wv_fl,min_wv_bleed,max_wv_bleed,fn_wave,... 
    emiss_peak_wv,filter_cutoff_wv,expected_max_wv_peak,fit_above_wv) 
 
% Spectrally fit previously calibrated data (in the form '*.calspec') to 
% basis spectra 'basis_fn'.  Integrates fit curve between min and max pixels. 
% Also saves mesh.link file to match data format. 
 
% fn_data           - calspec data filename 
% fn_basis          - basis spectra root name (leave off _x.txt or _fl.txt - will 
%                       load both automatically) 
% rep_num           - rep number of acquisitin 
% min and max_wv_fl - wavelengths between which the fluorescence 
%                       integration will be calculated  
% min / max_wv_fl   - wavelengths between which the bleed signal 
%                       integration will be calculated  
% fn_wave           - filename of wavelength file associated with this acq. 
% emiss_peak_wv     - minimum wavelength at which to start searching for 
%                       solution (fl basis scanned in wv) 
% filter_cutoff_wv  - filter cutoff wavelength 
% expected_max_wv_peak - maximum wavelength at which you expect to see the 
%                       fluorescence peak 
% fit_above_wv      - limits the fit to wavelengths above this cutoff.  Set 
%                       = 0 to use full spectrum 
 
% s Davis 2007 
% Modified by s Tuttle 7/5/07 - wavelength 2 pixel conversion 
% modified s davis 7/22/07 - nonlinear spec fitting 
% modified s davis 11/29/07 - use source-det arrays in log file to determine 
% structure of integrated data. 
 
%**************************************************** 
% load acquisition information from log file 
loginfo = load_log_file(fn_data); 
source_array = find(loginfo.sources == 1); 
det_array = find(loginfo.meas == 1); 
 
data.paafl = []; data.paableed = []; 
exp_times_temp = []; 
 
% load basis spectra 
basis_x = load([fn_basis,'_x.txt']); 
basis_fl = load([fn_basis,'_fl.txt']); 
 
% determine wavelength intervals 
wave_lengths = load(fn_wave); 
Q= wave_lengths(1:(end-1),1); 
R= wave_lengths(2:end,1); 
wv_inter= R-Q; clear Q R 
 
% determine integration limits in terms of pixel number from input 
% wavelength limits 
min_pix_fl = find(abs(wave_lengths - min_wv_fl) == min(abs(wave_lengths - min_wv_fl))); 
max_pix_fl = find(abs(wave_lengths - max_wv_fl) == min(abs(wave_lengths - max_wv_fl))); 
min_pix_bleed = find(abs(wave_lengths - min_wv_bleed) == min(abs(wave_lengths - min_wv_bleed))); 
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max_pix_bleed = find(abs(wave_lengths - max_wv_bleed) == min(abs(wave_lengths - max_wv_bleed))); 
emiss_peak_pix = find(abs(wave_lengths - emiss_peak_wv) == min(abs(wave_lengths - 
emiss_peak_wv))); 
filter_cut_pix = find(abs(wave_lengths - filter_cutoff_wv) == min(abs(wave_lengths - filter_cutoff_wv))); 
max_expected_peak_pix = find(abs(wave_lengths - expected_max_wv_peak) == min(abs(wave_lengths - 
expected_max_wv_peak))); 
if fit_above_wv ~= 0 
    fit_above_pix = find(abs(wave_lengths - fit_above_wv) == min(abs(wave_lengths - fit_above_wv))); 
elseif fit_above_wv == 0 
    fit_above_pix = 1; 
end 
     
Fit.basis = [0; wave_lengths]; 
Fit.fitdata = [0; wave_lengths]; 
for i = 1:numel(source_array) 
    if exist([fn_data,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.calspec',source_array(i),rep_num)])~=0 
        data_temp = load([fn_data,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.calspec',source_array(i),rep_num)]); 
        disp(['source ',num2str(source_array(i))]); 
         
        exp_times = loginfo.exp_times(:,source_array(i)); 
        for j = 1:numel(det_array); % detector loop 
            if exp_times(det_array(j)) == 0 
                intfluor(j) = NaN; 
                intbleed(j) = NaN; 
            elseif exp_times(det_array(j)) ~= 0 
                bleed_prior = basis_x(:,det_array(j)); 
                fluor_true = basis_fl(:,det_array(j)); 
                basis_peak = find(fluor_true == max(fluor_true)); 
                 
                % Scanning technique spectral fitting loop 
                for k = 1:(max_expected_peak_pix - emiss_peak_pix); 
                    fluor_shift = emiss_peak_pix - basis_peak +k; 
                    fluor_prior = circshift(fluor_true,fluor_shift); 
                    if fluor_shift < 0 
                        fluor_prior(end+1+fluor_shift:end) = 0; 
                    elseif fluor_shift > 0 
                        fluor_prior(1:fluor_shift) = 0; 
                    end 
                    fluor_prior(1:filter_cut_pix) = 0;                   
                     
                    % build least squares linear equation soln. matrix: 
                    A = [sum((bleed_prior(fit_above_pix:end)).^2), 
sum(bleed_prior(fit_above_pix:end).*fluor_prior(fit_above_pix:end));... 
                            sum(bleed_prior(fit_above_pix:end).*fluor_prior(fit_above_pix:end)), 
sum((fluor_prior(fit_above_pix:end)).^2)]; 
                    b = [sum(data_temp(fit_above_pix:end,det_array(j)).*bleed_prior(fit_above_pix:end));... 
                            sum(data_temp(fit_above_pix:end,det_array(j)).*fluor_prior(fit_above_pix:end))]; 
                     
                    %solve for coeffiecients 
                    y = A\b; 
                    Y(k,:) = y'; 
                     
                    % calculate least squared error for range of 
                    % wavelengths used for fit 
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                    Err(k) = sum((y(1)*(bleed_prior(fit_above_pix:end)) + y(2)*(fluor_prior(fit_above_pix:end)) - 
(data_temp(fit_above_pix:end,det_array(j)))).^2); 
                     
%                     % To plot curves for each fit attempt: 
%                     x = y; 
%                     fluor_curve = x(2)*fluor_prior; 
%                     bleed_curve = x(1)*bleed_prior; 
%                     final_fit = x(2)*fluor_prior+x(1)*bleed_prior; 
                     
%                     figure(1) % plot each spectral fitting procedure 
%                     subplot(2,1,1) 
%                     plot(wave_lengths,final_fit,wave_lengths,data_temp(:,det_array(j))) 
%                     subplot(2,1,2) 
%                     plot(wave_lengths,bleed_curve,wave_lengths,fluor_curve) 
%                     pause(0.0005) 
                end 
                %                 figure(2) 
                %                 hold on 
                %                 semilogy(1:k,Err); hold off; 
                 
                index = find(Err == min(Err)); 
                fluor_shift = emiss_peak_pix - basis_peak + index; 
                fluor_prior = circshift(fluor_true,fluor_shift); 
                x = Y(index,:);     
                 
                % calculate final fit curve 
                fluor_curve = x(2)*fluor_prior; 
                bleed_curve = x(1)*bleed_prior; 
                final_fit = x(2)*fluor_prior+x(1)*bleed_prior; 
                 
                % save final fits in data files for review at a later date 
                temp1 = [source_array(i);fluor_curve]; 
                temp2 = [source_array(i);bleed_curve]; 
                temp3 = [source_array(i);final_fit]; 
                temp4 = [source_array(i);data_temp(:,det_array(j))]; 
                 
                Fit.basis = [Fit.basis,temp1,temp2]; 
                Fit.fitdata = [Fit.fitdata,temp3,temp4]; 
 
                clear temp1 temp2 temp3 temp4 
                 
                % Integrate Spectrum: 
                % calculate average intensity for pixels n and n+1 
                foo=fluor_curve(2:end,:); 
                foo2=fluor_curve(1:(end-1),:); 
                avg_intens_fluor=.5*(foo+foo2);  
                 
                foo3=bleed_curve(2:end,:); 
                foo4=bleed_curve(1:(end-1),:); 
                avg_intens_bleed=.5*(foo3+foo4);  
                 
                % integrate intensity 
                spec_element_area_fluor= wv_inter.*avg_intens_fluor(:,1); 
                spec_element_area_bleed= wv_inter.*avg_intens_bleed(:,1); 
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                intfluor(j) = sum(spec_element_area_fluor(min_pix_fl:max_pix_fl,:),1); 
                intbleed(j) = sum(spec_element_area_bleed(min_pix_bleed:max_pix_bleed,:),1); 
            end 
        end     
         
        % arrange s-d pairs to match Nirfast 
        paafl = circshift(intfluor,[0 1-i]); paafl = paafl(2:end); 
        paableed = circshift(intbleed,[0 1-i]); paableed = paableed(2:end); 
        data.paafl = [data.paafl; paafl']; 
        data.paableed = [data.paableed; paableed']; 
    end 
end 
 
% data.flbleedratio = data.paafl./data.paableed; 
% plotting 
% figure; foo = data.paafl; semilogy(foo,'-rO'); title('Fluorescence intensity after spectral fitting') 
% figure; foo = data.paableed; semilogy(foo,'-gO'); title('Bleed-through intensity after spectral fitting') 
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function [data,link] = 
spectral_fit_calspecdata_wvbased(fn_data,fn_basis,rep_num,min_wv_fl,max_wv_fl,min_wv_bleed,max_w
v_bleed,fn_wave) 
 
% Spectral fitting with no peak scanning. 
 
% Spectrally fit previously calibrated data (in the form '*.calspec') to 
% basis spectra 'basis_fn'.  Integrates fit curve between min and max pixels. 
% Also saves mesh.link file to match data format. 
 
% s Davis 2007 
% Modified by s Tuttle 7/5/07 - wavelength 2 pixel conversion 
% modified s davis 7/22/07 - nonlinear spec fitting 
% modified s davis 11/29/07 - use source-det arrays in log file to determine 
% structure of integrated data. 
 
%**************************************************** 
% load acquisition information from log file 
loginfo = load_log_file(fn_data); 
source_array = find(loginfo.sources == 1); 
det_array = find(loginfo.meas == 1); 
 
% load basis spectra 
basis_x = load([fn_basis,'_x.txt']); 
basis_fl = load([fn_basis,'_fl.txt']); 
 
data.paafl = []; data.paableed = []; 
exp_times_temp = []; 
 
% determine wavelength intervals 
wave_lengths = load(fn_wave); 
Q= wave_lengths(1:(end-1),1); 
R= wave_lengths(2:end,1); 
wv_inter= R-Q; clear Q R 
 
% determine integration limits in terms of pixel number from input 
% wavelength limits 
min_pix_fl = find(abs(wave_lengths - min_wv_fl) == min(abs(wave_lengths - min_wv_fl))); 
max_pix_fl = find(abs(wave_lengths - max_wv_fl) == min(abs(wave_lengths - max_wv_fl))); 
min_pix_bleed = find(abs(wave_lengths - min_wv_bleed) == min(abs(wave_lengths - min_wv_bleed))); 
max_pix_bleed = find(abs(wave_lengths - max_wv_bleed) == min(abs(wave_lengths - max_wv_bleed))); 
 
for i = 1:numel(source_array) 
    if exist([fn_data,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.calspec',source_array(i),rep_num)])~=0 
        data_temp = load([fn_data,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.calspec',source_array(i),rep_num)]); 
        disp(['source ',num2str(source_array(i))]); 
         
        exp_times = loginfo.exp_times(:,source_array(i)); 
        for j = 1:numel(det_array); % detector loop 
            if exp_times(det_array(j)) == 0 
                intfluor(j) = NaN; 
                intbleed(j) = NaN; 
            elseif exp_times(det_array(j)) ~= 0 
                bleed_prior = basis_x(:,det_array(j)); 
                fluor_prior = basis_fl(:,det_array(j)); 
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                % build least squares linear equation soln. matrix: 
                A = [sum((bleed_prior).^2), sum(bleed_prior.*fluor_prior); sum(bleed_prior.*fluor_prior), 
sum((fluor_prior).^2)]; 
                b = [sum(data_temp(:,det_array(j)).*bleed_prior); sum(data_temp(:,det_array(j)).*fluor_prior)]; 
                 
                %solve for coeffiecients 
                x = A\b; 
                 
                fluor_curve = x(2)*fluor_prior; 
                bleed_curve = x(1)*bleed_prior; 
                final_fit = x(2)*fluor_prior+x(1)*bleed_prior; 
                                 
%                 figure; %  
%                 subplot(1,2,1) 
%                 plot(wave_lengths,final_fit,wave_lengths,data_temp(:,det_array(j))) 
%                 subplot(1,2,2) 
%                 plot(wave_lengths,bleed_curve,wave_lengths,fluor_curve) 
                 
                % calculate average intensity for pixels n and n+1 
                foo=fluor_curve(2:end,:); 
                foo2=fluor_curve(1:(end-1),:); 
                avg_intens_fluor=.5*(foo+foo2);  
                 
                foo3=bleed_curve(2:end,:); 
                foo4=bleed_curve(1:(end-1),:); 
                avg_intens_bleed=.5*(foo3+foo4);  
                 
                % integrate intensity 
                spec_element_area_fluor= wv_inter.*avg_intens_fluor(:,1); 
                spec_element_area_bleed= wv_inter.*avg_intens_bleed(:,1); 
                 
                intfluor(j) = sum(spec_element_area_fluor(min_pix_fl:max_pix_fl,:),1); 
                intbleed(j) = sum(spec_element_area_bleed(min_pix_bleed:max_pix_bleed,:),1); 
            end 
        end     
         
        % arrange s-d pairs to match Nirfast 
        paafl = circshift(intfluor,[0 1-i]); paafl = paafl(2:end); 
        paableed = circshift(intbleed,[0 1-i]); paableed = paableed(2:end); 
        data.paafl = [data.paafl; paafl']; 
        data.paableed = [data.paableed; paableed']; 
    end 
end 
 
% data.flbleedratio = data.paafl./data.paableed; 
% plotting 
% figure; foo = data.paafl; semilogy(foo,'-rO'); title('Fluorescence intensity after spectral fitting') 
% figure; foo = data.paableed; semilogy(foo,'-gO'); title('Bleed-through intensity after spectral fitting') 
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1.4 Calibrating to the model 

These files calibrate fluorescence data to the NIRFAST model and generate initial estimates of 
fluorescence yield for image reconstruction. 
 
function [paafl,mesh,err] = calibrate2nirfast_fl(load_intrans_fn, load_paafl_fn, mesh_trans_true,... 
    data_fn_raw_trans, raw_trans_rep,... 
    save_calib_paafl_fn, save_initguessmesh, save_scaling_fn,... 
    TOL) 
 
%  TOL is optional input - defines tolerance for bisection method homog 
%  fit.  Default = 10^-4 
 
% The program will automatically remove near-source detectors if not used 
% in data acquisition as well as transmission saturated data points. 
 
% s. c. davis 2007 
 
%**************************************************************** 
if nargin ~= 9 
    TOL = 10^-4; 
end 
 
% load "true" mesh created from "create2dmesh_from_mimics.m" 
if ischar(mesh_trans_true) ~= 0 
    mesh_true = load_mesh(mesh_trans_true); 
else  
    mesh_true = mesh_trans_true; 
end 
 
% load intrans and paafl data files.  Ensure number of data points matches 
% link file 
data.intrans = load(load_intrans_fn); 
data.paafl = load(load_paafl_fn); 
if numel(data.intrans) ~= numel(data.paafl) | numel(data.intrans) ~= numel(mesh_true.link) 
    disp('Error:  data files do not match link file of mesh_true or data.paafl and data.intrans do not match.  
Ending.') 
    return 
end 
 
% Flag data points to ignore based on link file 
[nsource,ndet] = size(mesh_true.link); 
k = 1; 
for i = 1 : nsource 
    for j = 1 : length(mesh_true.link(i,:)) 
        if mesh_true.link(i,j) == 0 
            data.intrans(k) = NaN; 
            data.paafl(k) = NaN; 
        end 
        k = k + 1; 
    end 
end 
 
% load acquisition information from log file for raw trans data (first step 
% in getting rid of data saturated in the transmission measurements) 
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loginfo = load_log_file(data_fn_raw_trans); 
source_array = find(loginfo.sources == 1); 
det_array = find(loginfo.meas == 1); 
 
% remove saturated data (based on trans measurements) and  
% bring mesh_true.link into compliance with acquired data 
for i = 1:numel(source_array) 
    if exist([data_fn_raw_trans,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.raw',source_array(i),raw_trans_rep)]) ~= 0; 
        dataraw_temp = load([data_fn_raw_trans,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.raw',source_array(i),raw_trans_rep)]); 
        dataraw = dataraw_temp(:,det_array);  clear dataraw_temp 
         
        exp_times = loginfo.exp_times(:,source_array(i)); 
        for j = 1:numel(det_array); % detector loop 
            if exp_times(det_array(j)) == 0 
                % catch exposure time = 0 for reasons other than users 
                % de-selecting detectors in the acquisition program (for 
                % example, ignoring near-source detectors does not change 
                % det_array stored in log file..) 
                dataraw(:,j) = NaN; 
            elseif exp_times(det_array(j)) ~= 0 
                % find saturated data points and flag them 
                A = sort(dataraw(:,j)); 
                if A(end-4) > 65530 
                    dataraw(:,j) = NaN; 
                end    
            end 
        end 
        % sum columns 
        tempsum = sum(dataraw,1); 
        % shift tempsum into nirfast format 
        tempsum = circshift(tempsum,[0 1-i]); tempsum(1) = []; 
         
        % double check that link and tempsum match 
        [junk,ntempsum] = size(tempsum); 
        if ntempsum~=ndet 
            disp('Error:  data files do not match link file of mesh_true.  Ending.') 
            return 
        end 
         
        % Scan through tempsum:  wherever there is NaN, replace 
        % corresponding s-d location in link file with 0 
        mesh_true.link(i,find(isnan(tempsum)~=0))=0; 
        clear dataraw tempsum junk ntempsum 
    end 
end 
 
data_model = femdata_fl_for_real_data(mesh_true,0); 
     
scaling_factor = data_model.paax(:,1)./data.intrans; 
paafl = data.paafl.*scaling_factor;     
figure; semilogy(data.paafl,'-rd'); title('Unscaled fluor data'); 
save(save_calib_paafl_fn,'paafl','-ASCII'); 
 
[mesh, err] = homogfit_fl_data(mesh_true,paafl,0,100,TOL); 
save_mesh(mesh,save_initguessmesh); 
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%********************************************** 
% plot important results 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
semilogy(1:numel(data.intrans),data.intrans,1:numel(data.intrans),data_model.paax(:,1)); 
legend('Measured trans intensity','Model trans intensity') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(scaling_factor) 
title('scaling factor') 
save(save_scaling_fn,'scaling_factor','-ASCII') 
 
homogfit_data = femdata_fl_for_real_data(mesh,100); 
figure 
semilogy(1:numel(data.paafl),paafl,1:numel(data.paafl),homogfit_data.paafl(:,1)) 
legend('paafl calibrated data','homogeneous fitting data');
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function [mesh, error] = homogfit_fl_data(mesh,data_fn,frequency,iteration,TOL); 
 
% Homogenous fitting algorithm for fluorophore absoption muaf.   
% Uses the bisection method to minimize the data-model  
% mismatch with a homogenous value of muaf.  The "root-finding" minimizes the  
% derivative of the sum((data-model)^2) w.r.t muaf.    
 
%********************************************************* 
% INPUTS 
 
% "mesh" - a mesh in the experimental geometry with either known or reconstructed tissue property values 
(except muaf). 
% "data" - calibrated experimental fluorescence intensity data 
% "frequency" - amplitude modulation frequency used for optical property reconstructions 
% "iteration" - maximum iterations for the minimization  
% TOL - optional tolerance level (between iterations).  Default = 10^-4 
 
if nargin == 4 
    TOL = 10^-4; 
end 
 
if ischar(mesh) == 1 
    mesh = load_mesh(mesh); 
end 
 
% Load data and set constant values 
if ischar(data_fn) == 1 
    if (strcmp(data_fn(end-7:end),'paaxflmm') ~= 0) 
        data = load(data_fn); 
        paa_fl = data(:,3:4); 
         
    elseif (strcmp(data_fn(end-5:end),'paaxfl') ~= 0)  
        data = load(data_fn); 
        paa_fl = data(:,3:4); 
         
    elseif (strcmp(data_fn(end-4:end),'paafl') ~= 0)  
        data = load(data_fn); 
        paa_fl = data; 
    end 
else 
    paa_fl = data_fn; 
end 
 
[nsource,ndet] = size(mesh.link); 
k = 1; 
for i = 1 : nsource 
    for j = 1 : length(mesh.link(i,:)) 
        if mesh.link(i,j) == 0 
            paa_fl(k) = NaN; 
        end 
        k = k + 1; 
    end 
end 
 
paa_fl(find(isnan(paa_fl)==1))=[]; 
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lnI = log(paa_fl(:,1)); 
err = []; 
% initial test values (must bracket the root) 
muafa = 10^-10; 
muafb = 10^-2; 
deltamuaf = 10^-10; 
 
disp('Initializing Bisection method points...') 
% calculate point "a" for bisection method 
mesh.muaf(:) = muafa; 
[fem_data_a1]=femdata(mesh,frequency);     
fem_lnI_a1 = log(fem_data_a1.paafl(:,1)); 
Err_a1 = sum((fem_lnI_a1-lnI).^2); 
 
mesh.muaf(:) = muafa + deltamuaf; 
[fem_data_a2]=femdata(mesh,frequency); 
fem_lnI_a2 = log(fem_data_a2.paafl(:,1)); 
Err_a2 = sum((fem_lnI_a2-lnI).^2); 
 
dEa_dmuaf = (Err_a2 - Err_a1)/(deltamuaf); 
 
% calculate point "b" for bisection method 
mesh.muaf(:) = muafb; 
[fem_data_b1]=femdata(mesh,frequency);     
fem_lnI_b1 = log(fem_data_b1.paafl(:,1)); 
Err_b1 = sum((fem_lnI_b1-lnI).^2); 
 
mesh.muaf(:) = muafb + deltamuaf; 
[fem_data_b2]=femdata(mesh,frequency); 
fem_lnI_b2 = log(fem_data_b2.paafl(:,1)); 
Err_b2 = sum((fem_lnI_b2-lnI).^2); 
 
dEb_dmuaf = (Err_b2 - Err_b1)/(deltamuaf); 
         
% bisection method iteration 
for i = 1:iteration 
 
    muafc = muafa+(muafb - muafa)/2; 
     
    mesh.muaf(:) = muafc; 
    [fem_data_c1]=femdata(mesh,frequency);     
    fem_lnI_c1 = log(fem_data_c1.paafl(:,1)); 
    Err_c1 = sum((fem_lnI_c1-lnI).^2); 
     
    mesh.muaf(:) = muafc + deltamuaf; 
    [fem_data_c2]=femdata(mesh,frequency); 
    fem_lnI_c2 = log(fem_data_c2.paafl(:,1)); 
    Err_c2 = sum((fem_lnI_c2-lnI).^2); 
    mesh.muaf(:) = muafc; 
     
    dEc_dmuaf = (Err_c2 - Err_c1)/(deltamuaf); 
     
    test_a = dEc_dmuaf * dEa_dmuaf; 
    test_b = dEc_dmuaf * dEb_dmuaf; 
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    disp(['point a = ',num2str(dEa_dmuaf),'  point b = ',num2str(dEb_dmuaf),'  point c = 
',num2str(dEc_dmuaf)]) 
    if test_a < 0 & test_b > 0 
        muafb = muafc; 
        dEb_dmuaf = dEc_dmuaf; 
    elseif test_b < 0 & test_a > 0 
        muafa = muafc; 
        dEa_dmuaf = dEc_dmuaf; 
    end 
     
    err = [err Err_c1]; 
     
    if i>1 & abs(err(end)-err(end-1))<TOL 
        disp(['Stopping Criteria Reached at iteration ' num2str(i)]); 
        disp('Global values calculated from Numerical fit'); 
        disp(['muaf = ' num2str(muafc) ' mm-1 with error of ' num2str(err(end))]); 
        disp('-------------------------------------------------'); error = err(end); 
        return 
    end 
    disp(['Iteration = ' num2str(i)]); 
    disp('Global values calculated from Numerical fit'); 
    disp(['muaf = ' num2str(muafc) ' mm-1 with error of ' num2str(err(end))]); 
    disp('-------------------------------------------------'); 
end 
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1.5 Viewing data tools 

The programs in this section are used to quickly view raw and calibrated spectra, data model mismatch, and 
spectral fits produced during the spectral fitting routine. 

function data = show_raw_onesource(data_fn,source,rep_num,fn_wv) 

 
% quick-view raw data on single plot 
% s. c. davis 2007 
 
data = load([data_fn,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.raw',source,rep_num)]); 
 
 
if nargin == 4 
    x_label = 'wavelength'; 
    x_axis = load(fn_wv); 
else 
    x_label = 'pixel number'; 
    x_axis = 1:length(data); 
end 
 
for i = 1:16 
    subplot(4,4,i) 
    plot(x_axis,data(:,i)); 
    xlabel(x_label); ylabel('counts'); 
end
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function show_calspec_onesource(data_fn,source,rep_num,fn_wv) 
 
% quick-view calspec data on single plot 
% s. c. davis 2007 
 
data = load([data_fn,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.calspec',source,rep_num)]); 
 
if nargin == 4 
    x_label = 'wavelength'; 
    x_axis = load(fn_wv); 
else 
    x_label = 'pixel number'; 
    x_axis = 1:length(data); 
end 
 
for i = 1:16 
    subplot(4,4,i) 
    plot(x_axis,data(:,i)); 
    xlabel(x_label); ylabel('counts/s'); 
end
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function view_data_model_mismatch_fl(mesh,calib_data_fn,sol_label) 
 
% view calibrated measured data (‘calib_data_fn’) with homogeneous model data calculated from ‘mesh’ 
% Alternatively, calibrated measured data can be viewed alongside boundary data from  
% reconstructed images (‘sol_label’).  
 
% sc davis, 2008 
 
data_meas = load(calib_data_fn); 
 
if nargin == 3 
mesh = read_solution_fl(mesh,sol_label,'last'); 
end 
data_model = femdata(mesh,0); 
foo = data_model.paafl(:,1); 
 
foo(find(isnan(foo)==1))=[]; 
data_meas(find(isnan(data_meas)==1))=[]; 
 
semilogy(1:length(foo),foo,'-b',1:length(data_meas),data_meas,'--r','Linewidth',4,'MarkerSize',16); 
xlabel('Source-detector pair','FontSize',16); 
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function show_fit_data(fn_fitdata,source_array) 
 
% load the final fit and calibrated spectra 
Fit.fitdata = load([fn_fitdata,'.fitdata']); 
% load the basis spectra 
Fit.basis = load([fn_fitdata,'.fitbasis']); 
 
wv = Fit.basis(2:end,1); 
if nargin == 1 % no source_array entered 
source_array = unique(Fit.basis(1,2:end)); 
end 
 
for i = 1:numel(source_array) 
    figure 
    index = find(Fit.basis(1,:) == source_array(i)); 
    foo = Fit.basis(2:end,index); 
    for j = 1:length(index)/2 
        subplot(4,4,j) 
        plot(wv,foo(:,2*j-1),wv,foo(:,2*j)); 
        title(['source = ',num2str(source_array(i))]); 
    end 
    figure 
    foo = Fit.fitdata(2:end,index); 
    for j = 1:length(index)/2 
        subplot(4,4,j) 
        plot(wv,foo(:,2*j-1),wv,foo(:,2*j)); 
        title(['source = ',num2str(source_array(i))]); 
        %legend('final fit') 
    end 
end 
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1.6 Calculating calibration offset  

This section contains programs used to calculate baseline, detector, OD filter, and source calibration files.  
Programs to produce basis spectra are also included. 
 
function [data_med,exp_time] = calc_baselines_fullset(fn_baseline,data_fn,num_reps,source); 
 
% Used to calculate zero light baselines (CCD camera offsets) to  
% subtract from recorded spectra as part of the calibration procedure. 
 
% fn_baseline - filename of file to be saved, this is what will be used in 
% the calibration routines. 
% data_fn - data file root names ('baseleine_data_test') 
% num_reps - number of repetitions for collecting the data 
% source - No source should be used to collect this data, so this should = 0, 
% but check data file names to see if a source was selected   
 
% s davis 2007 
 
exp_time = load([data_fn,'.exptimenum']); 
 
for j = 1:numel(exp_time); 
     
    for i = 1:num_reps 
         
        % load basis data for one rep 
        data_temp = load([data_fn,sprintf('_timenum%g_s%g_rep%g.raw',j,source,i)]); 
        [n,m] = size(data_temp); 
        data(:,:,i) = data_temp; 
         
    end 
    data_med(:,:,j) = median(data,3); 
end 
[c,r,d] = size(data_med) 
 
for i = 1:c 
    for j = 1:r 
        line = polyfit(exp_time,squeeze(data_med(i,j,:)),1); 
        M(i,j) = line(1); 
        B(i,j) = line(2); 
    end 
end 
 
save([fn_baseline,'_slope.txt'],'M','-ASCII') 
save([fn_baseline,'_yintercept.txt'],'B','-ASCII')
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function calc_detector_rel_offsets_fromraw(fn_detcal,fn_baseline,data_fn,num_reps,source_num) 
% Used to calculate pixel-by-pixel detector calibration from recorded spectra data_fn.  
% s. c. davis 2007 
 
loginfo = load_log_file(data_fn); 
if source_num == 0 
    exp_timenum = 1; 
end 
exp_times = loginfo.exp_times(:,exp_timenum); 
fn_base = fn_baseline(1:end-13); % use the '*_zercount.txt' file name for fn_baseline.   
zerocount = load(fn_baseline); 
slopes = load([fn_base,'darknoiseslopes.txt']); 
 
for i = 1:num_reps 
    % load data for one rep 
    data_temp = load([data_fn,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.raw',source_num,i)]); 
    % subtract zerocount baselines 
    data_temp = (data_temp-zerocount); 
    [n,m] = size(data_temp); 
    for j = 1:m      
        % subtract dark noise 
        data_temp(:,j) = data_temp(:,j) - slopes(:,j)*exp_times(j); 
        % calibrate to exp_times 
        data_temp(:,j) = data_temp(:,j)./exp_times(j); 
    end 
    data(:,:,i) = data_temp; 
end 
 
[c,r,d] = size(data); 
data_med = median(data,3); 
[n,m] = size(data_med); 
 
% Calculate detector scaling factors for each pixel. 
for i = 1:n 
    data_med(i,:) = data_med(i,:)/max(data_med(i,:)); 
end 
 
% data_dev = std(data,1,3); 
 
save([fn_detcal,'.txt'],'data_med','-ASCII'); 
 
figure 
plot(1:length(data_med),data_med) 
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function OD = 
Calc_filter_OD(fn_saved_OD_file,data_fn_nofilter,data_fn_filtered,num_reps,source,fn_wave) 
 
% calculates filter OD for each pixel for a given grating/wavelength 
% setting.  fn_saved_OD_file must be in the form 'fn_0D1' or 'fn_OD2'. 
% s. c. davis 2007 
 
data_nofilter = load_calspecdata_multi_reps(data_fn_nofilter,num_reps,source); 
data_filtered = load_calspecdata_multi_reps(data_fn_filtered,num_reps,source); 
 
% determine median of data 
data_med_nofilter = median(data_nofilter,3); 
data_med_filtered = median(data_filtered,3); 
 
% Calculate pixel-by-pixel filter OD. 
OD = -log10(data_med_filtered./data_med_nofilter); 
 
save([fn_saved_OD_file,'.txt'],'OD','-ASCII'); 
 
 
wave_lengths = load(fn_wave); 
figure 
plot(wave_lengths,OD) 
xlabel('Wavelength (nm)'); 
ylabel('Calcualted OD');
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function 
calc_source_rel_offsets_fromraw(fn_sourcecal,fn_baseline,data_fn_set_1,data_fn_set_2,source_array,num
_reps,detector_num_data_set_1,detector_num_data_set_2,min_wv,max_wv,wave_fn); 
 
 
 
% load wavelngth list from txt file to convert from pixel number to nm. 
wave_lengths = load(wave_fn); 
 
% determine wavelength intervals 
A = wave_lengths(1:(end-1),1); 
B = wave_lengths(2:end,1); 
wv_interv = B-A; clear A B 
 
% determine integration limits in terms of pixel number from input 
% wavelength limits 
foo = round(10*wave_lengths)/10; 
min_pix = find(foo == min_wv); 
max_pix = find(foo == max_wv); 
clear foo 
 
for Q = 1:2 %Execute process for two non-continuous data acquisitions 
     
    if Q==1 
        data_fn = data_fn_set_1; 
        det_number = detector_num_data_set_1; 
    end 
     
    if Q==2 
        data_fn = data_fn_set_2; 
        det_number = detector_num_data_set_2; 
    end 
     
    loginfo = load_log_file(data_fn);    
    exp_times_temp = loginfo.exp_times(det_number,:); %load exposure times for pertinent detector into a 
source array 
    exp_times=exp_times_temp'; 
    fn_base = fn_baseline(1:end-13); % use the '*_zercount.txt' file name for fn_baseline.   
    zerocount = load(fn_baseline); 
    slopes = load([fn_base,'darknoiseslopes.txt']); 
        
    for k = source_array % Source loop 
       for i = 1:num_reps % Repetition Loop 
           if  exp_times(k) ~= 0 
                data_fn_temp = [data_fn,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.raw',k,i)]; 
                data_temp = load(data_fn_temp); 
                data_temp = data_temp(:,det_number); 
                % subtract zerocount baselines 
                data_temp = data_temp-zerocount(:,det_number); 
                % subtract dark noise 
                data_temp = data_temp - slopes(:,det_number)*exp_times(k); 
                % calibrate to exp_times 
                data_temp = data_temp./exp_times(k); 
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                %calculate average intesity for pixel n and n+1 
                foo = data_temp(2:end); 
                foo2 = data_temp(1:(end-1)); 
                avg_intens = 0.5*(foo+foo2);  
                % integrate over an inputed range 
                spec_element_area = wv_interv.*avg_intens(:,1); 
                data_temp_integrated(k,i) = sum(spec_element_area(min_pix:max_pix,1));              
            elseif exp_times(k) == 0 
                data_temp_integrated(k,i) = 0;    
            end 
        end 
    end 
     
    data_med = median(data_temp_integrated,2); % find median integrated value for a series of repetitions 
     
    Medians(:,Q) = data_med 
end 
 
%Generate an array so that every source position has a non-zero integrated 
%value 
[n,m]=size(Medians); 
 
%find difference in integrated intensity between data sets 
data_difference = Medians(:,1)-Medians(:,2); 
 
%find the average difference for the (n-2) cases in which both source positions 
%had non-zero integrated values. 
data_difference_avg = 1/(n-2)*(sum(data_difference) - 
Medians(detector_num_data_set_2,1)+Medians(detector_num_data_set_1,2)); 
 
%Make the zero value from data set 1 the sum of the 
%corresponding value from data set 2 and the average difference 
Medians(detector_num_data_set_1,1) = Medians(detector_num_data_set_1,2) + data_difference_avg; 
 
%normalize the values of the newly completed set 1 array to the maximum 
%value in the array 
for i = 1:n 
    source_cal_generate(i,1) = Medians(i,1)./max(Medians(:,1)); 
end 
 
source_cal=source_cal_generate 
 
% data_dev = std(Source_Cal,l,1,3); 
save([fn_sourcecal,'.txt'],'source_cal','-ASCII'); 
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function calc_basis_spectra_from_calspec_data(fn_saved_basis_spectra, data_fn, num_reps, source) 
 
% calculates and saves one set of basis spectra (i.e. fluorescence or 
% bleed-through signal).  Input data must be previously calibrated in 
% labview or using calibrate_raw_data_onesource.m.  Note, the program 
% needs to be run for each basis spectra (fl and bleed) 
 
% s davis 2007 
 
data = load_calspecdata_multi_reps(data_fn,num_reps,source); 
data_med = median(data,3); 
save([fn_saved_basis_spectra,'.txt'],'data_med','-ASCII');
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function normalize_basis_spectra(fn_basis,fn_save_basis_normalized) 
 
% s. c. davis 2007 
 
A = load([fn_basis,'.txt']); 
[junk,n] = size(A); 
for i = 1:n 
    A(:,i) = A(:,i)/max(A(:,i)); 
end 
save([fn_save_basis_normalized,'.txt'],'A','-ASCII'); 
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1.7 System performance 

Programs listed in this section were used to calculate system noise and performance parameters.   
 
function sys_val = calc_repeatability_fullset(data_fn,num_reps,source_array); 
 
% Used to calculate noise parameters of system 
% sys_val is [median stdev %median SNR(dBm)] 
 
% s davis 2007 
 
sys_val = []; 
for i = 1:numel(source_array) 
    a = calc_repeatability(data_fn,num_reps,source); 
    sys_val = [sys_val; a]; 
end
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function [sys_val] = calc_repeatability(data_fn,num_reps,source,pixel); 
 
% Used to calculate baselines to subtract from recorded spectra.  
% s davis 2007 
 
for i = 1:num_reps     
    % load basis data for one rep 
    data_temp = load([data_fn,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.raw',source,i)]); 
    data_temp = data_temp(pixel,:); 
    data(i,:) = data_temp; 
end 
 
data_avg = median(data,1)'; 
data_dev = std(data,1,1)'; 
perc_error = 100*data_dev./data_avg; 
SNR = 20*log10(data_avg./data_dev); 
sys_val = [data_avg, data_dev, perc_error, SNR]; 
 
% find(data_avg >=  
figure 
semilogy(1:length(data_avg),data_avg) 
title('averaged data') 
figure 
plot(1:length(data_dev),perc_error) 
title('Percent error based on stdev') 
figure 
plot(1:length(SNR),SNR) 
title('SNR') 
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function sys_val = calc_intfl_noise(data_fn,rep_array); 
 
% Determine noise of integrated spectra (ie, paafl files).  Here we find 
% the median and stnd dev. 
 
for i = 1:numel(rep_array); 
    rep_num = rep_array(i); 
    data_temp = load([data_fn,sprintf('_rep%g.paafl',rep_num)]); 
    data(i,:) = data_temp'; 
end 
 
data_avg = median(data,1)'; 
data_dev = std(data,1,1)'; 
perc_error = 100*data_dev./data_avg; 
SNR = 20*log10(data_avg./data_dev); 
sys_val = [data_avg, data_dev, perc_error, SNR]; 
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function calc_CCD_uniformity_iris(fn_linearity_result,data1_fn,data2_fn,num_reps,source_num); 
 
% Used to calculate linearity of CCD from recorded spectra data1_fn and data2_fn.  
% s. c. davis 2007 
 
loginfo1 = load_log_file(data1_fn); 
loginfo2 = load_log_file(data2_fn); 
if source_num == 0 
    exp_timenum1 = 1; 
    exp_timenum2 = 1; 
end 
exp_times1 = loginfo1.exp_times(:,exp_timenum1); 
exp_times2 = loginfo2.exp_times(:,exp_timenum2); 
 
for i = 1:num_reps 
    % load data for one rep 
    data_temp1 = load([data1_fn,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.raw',source_num,i)]); 
    data_temp2 = load([data2_fn,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.raw',source_num,i)]); 
     
    for j = 1:length(exp_times1)      
        % calibrate to exp_times 
        data_temp1(:,j) = data_temp1(:,j)./exp_times1(j); 
        data_temp2(:,j) = data_temp2(:,j)./exp_times2(j); 
    end 
    data1(:,:,i) = data_temp1; 
    data2(:,:,i) = data_temp2; 
end 
 
data_med1 = median(data1,3); 
[n1,m1] = size(data_med1); 
 
data_med2 = median(data2,3); 
[n2,m2] = size(data_med2); 
 
lin = data_med1./data_med2; 
 
save([fn_linearity_result,'.txt'],'lin','-ASCII'); ylabel('Fluoroescence intensity','FontSize',16);
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1.8  Miscellaneous 

function data = load_calspecdata_multi_reps(data_fn,num_reps,source); 

 
% Loads previously calibrated data of the '*.calspec' form.  data_fn is the 
% root name of the data file, such as 'teflon_phantom'.  This program 
% adds the source and rep # and file extension 
% ('teflon_phantom_s1_rep2.calspec'). 
 
% s. c. davis 2007 
 
for i = 1:num_reps 
    % load data for one rep 
    data_temp = load([data_fn,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.calspec',source,i)]); 
    [n,m] = size(data_temp); 
    data(:,:,i) = data_temp; 
end 
 
 
 
 
function multirep_calibrate_raw2calspecfl_data_fullset(fn_saved_calspec_data, source_array, data_fn, 
fn_sourcecal, fn_baseline, fn_detcal, rep_array) 
 
% Load a full set of raw data and calibrate the data in the following way: 
% 1. baselines for each spectrometer in fn_baselines 
% 2. to the source scaling factors in fn_sourcecal 
% 3. to the detector relative offset factors in fn_detcal 
% 4. to the exposure times in exp_times 
 
% Save the data as ['fn_saved_calspec_data',.calspec] 
 
% s. c. davis 2007 
for j = 1:numel(rep_array) 
    rep_num = rep_array(j); 
    for i = 1:numel(source_array) 
        calspec = calibrate_raw2calspecfl_data_onesource(source_array(i), data_fn, fn_sourcecal, fn_baseline, 
fn_detcal, rep_num); 
        save([fn_saved_calspec_data,sprintf('_s%g_rep%g.calspec',source_array(i),rep_num)],'calspec','-
ASCII'); 
    end 
end 
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